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The present study develops a dynamic model of strict and free composition that 

views them as relative to a specific historical context. The dynamic view espoused here 

regards free embellishments of an earlier compositional generation as becoming the 

models for a strict compositional theory in a later one. From the newly established strict 

compositional models, succeeding generations of composers produce new free 

embellishments. The first part of the study develops the dynamic conception of a 

continuously emerging strict composition as the context necessary for understanding 

Anton Bruckner’s compositional methodology with respect to the harmonic instruction of 

his teacher, Simon Sechter. In other words, I view Sechter’s harmonic theories as a strict 

compositional platform for Bruckner’s free compositional applications. 

Many theoretical treatises of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

such as those by Christoph Bernhard, Johann Philipp Kirnberger and Sechter 

acknowledged that strict composition must provide the structural framework for free 

composition. The above procedure becomes a manner of justifying a free embellishment 

since a “theorist” can demonstrate or assert the steps necessary to connect it with an 

accepted model from a contrapuntal or harmonic theory. The present study demonstrates 

that the justification relationship is a necessary component for understanding any theory 

as a strict/free one.  



 By examining Sechter as a strict methodology for Bruckner, we can view the free 

applications that the latter develops. Bruckner’s own theoretical documents—the 

marginalia in his personal copy of Sechter’s Die Grundsätze der musikalischen 

Komposition and his lecture notes, Vorlesungen über Harmonie und Kontrapunkt an der 

Universität Wien, taken by Ernst Schwanzara—provide extensions and elaborations to 

Sechter’s theories. In addition, theorists sympathetic to Sechter’s approach and 

Bruckner’s personal students provide further material for understanding Bruckner’s free 

application of Sechter’s strict harmonic perspective. The study uses my own 

observations, as well as the extensions indicated above, to generate the transformations 

used by Bruckner to elaborate the Sechterian harmonic structure.  
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Vario: “Good! I follow you perfectly, and answer that the sense of hearing does not 
perceive what it does not hear, and, not perceiving it, cannot present it to the intellect, 
there being nothing in the intellect that has not first been perceived by the senses.” 
 

Giovanni Maria Artusi, Delle imperfettioni della moderna musica 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to make the progression from the seventh chord of the 4th scale-degree to the 
triad or seventh chord of the 5th scale-degree natural, the ninth chord of the 2nd scale-
degree must either be made real or be thought therein between them. 
 

 
 

Simon Sechter, Die Grundsätze der musikalischen Komposition 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

STATING THE PROBLEM 
 

As early as the beginning of the seventeenth century and continuing until the early 

twentieth century, various composition/theoretical traditions used implied notes and 

imagined sounds.1 Not all traditions, however, supported such a view, and Giovanni 

Maria Artusi’s statement from the epigraph clearly articulates a position opposed to the 

use of imagined sounds. Through his character Vario, Artusi indicated that the actual 

pitches played serve as the only basis for presenting information to the intellect. In other 

words, the perceived pitches inherent in music were the only ones available to explain the 

structural significance of the contrapuntal-harmonic framework. In contrast, Sechter’s 

statement required a listener to complete the musical surface through an internal thought 

process. For the example above, his theory required the assumption of an unsounded 

fundamental between the 4th and 5th scale-degrees, namely the 2nd scale-degree, to 

complete the harmonic organization.  

For the modern reader, the idea that imagined sounds might play a crucial role in 

music may appear both peculiar and isolated; however, theorists used them frequently for 

analytic purposes in treatises of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and 

                                                 
1The term, imagined sounds, is not a historic term; rather, it is a catchword for a collection of 

related phenomena found in the history of music theory and composition. The term uses the concept of 
imaginary numbers (those that include the √-1) from mathematics as a metaphor. Like imaginary numbers, 
which play an important role in engineering even although they appear to have no basis in reality, imagined 
sounds are not literally present in the score, but, as I demonstrate, they affect the manner in which listeners 
and theorists interpret and comprehend music. 
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may be assumed to be a part of the contemporary listener’s apparatus for perceiving 

music. In particular, imagined sounds, such as the one found in the Sechter example 

above, were usually linked with descriptions of strict and free composition. As I 

demonstrate later, imagined sounds frequently serve as an indicator for the presence of 

the strict-free methodology.  

The present investigation examines the relationship between strict and free 

composition in the works of Anton Bruckner particularly with respect to the role of 

imagined sounds. These processes are interrelated and must be explored together, for in 

this polarity between the strict and the free, each takes on its meaning. In addition, strict 

composition and free composition are not merely abstractions drawn from the pedagogy 

of theory; rather, they reveal an essential component of Bruckner’s compositional 

process. I examine several interrelated objectives for these concepts.  

 The first objective is to provide a model that illustrates the relationship between 

strict and free composition from a record of their practice in the history of music theory. 

Since a clear division between strict and free composition emerges with the polemics 

between Artusi, and Claudio and Giulio Monteverdi in the early seventeenth century, the 

study begins with an inquiry into the origins of the conflict. One of the central issues in 

this controversy was Monteverdi’s introduction of pitches into the contrapuntal-harmonic 

framework that existing theories of consonance and dissonance could not explain. At this 

time, the two compositional practices did not merge, nor did one replace the other; rather, 

both practices continued by fulfilling different functions in society. In the mid-

seventeenth century, Marco Scacchi and Christoph Bernhard each worked toward 
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defining the social roles of these two practices, ultimately connecting church music with 

that of the first practice or strict style, and chamber and theatrical music with the second 

practice or free style.2 

 In addition to the close relationship between strict composition and church music 

is the more specific association of strict composition with choral music. Johann Georg 

Albrechtsberger states the case so adamantly as to claim, “I understand under strict 

composition that which employs voices alone, without any instrumental 

accompaniment.”3 Shortly after this statement, Albrechtsberger does relax the above 

condition to allow specific instruments for doubling the voice parts, but the notion that 

the choir is central still prevails.4 Conversely, free composition and its corresponding 

connection to secular music are both closely associated with instrumental music. 

While the functional roles in society of these two categories remained distinct, the 

practices became interdependent in that “theorists” derived the free compositional 

practice from the strict one through the concept of licenses. Intermediate levels of re-

composition with imagined sounds enabled them to construct models justifying free 

compositional licenses. In his diatribe, Delle imperfettioni della moderna musica, Artusi 

                                                 
2Claude V. Palisca, "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," in The Monteverdi Companion, ed. 

Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune (New York: Norton, 1972), 164-66.  
 3“Unter dem strengen Satze versteht ich den, der für blosse Singstimmen, ohne alle Begleitung 
eines Instrumentes verfertiget wird.” Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Gründliche Anweisung zur 
Composition, mit deutlichen und ausfürlichen Exempeln, zum Selbstunterrichte. (Leipzig: Johann Gottleb 
Breitkopf, 1790) [microfilm], 17. Translation taken from Johann Georg Abrechtsberger, Collected Writings 
on Thoroughbass, Harmony, and Composition, for Self-Instruction, compiled by Ignaz Chevalier von 
Seyfried, trans. by Sabilla Novello, vol. 2 (London: Novello), 88. 
 4Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 17. 
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disparages the use of imagined sounds to explain compositional licenses in Claudio 

Monteverdi’s madrigal Cruda Amarilli.5  

Example 1. Monteverdi, Compositional Licenses in Cruda Amarilli 

 
 
The entrance of the unprepared A and F in the soprano over G in the bass in the left 

portion of the above example is the source of the problem in this excerpt. Artusi reports 

that “they claim” to “observe harmonic relation” by placing a G before and after the A to 

demonstrate that these pitches can be explained according to the prevailing theories of 

consonance and dissonance as seen in the second half of the above example.6    

The process of justification used above for the imagined G pitches surrounding 

the A described by Artusi is present in Sechter’s theories two hundred years later. Using 

ideas derived from Johann Philipp Kirnberger,7 Daniel Gottlieb Türk8 and perhaps Jean 

                                                 
5Example 1 adapted from Artusi, Source Readings, 527 and 529. 
6Ibid., 529. 
7Kirnberger foreshadows Sechter’s theory of fundamental bass progression through the concept of 

the unauthentic seventh chord in Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der Musik, vol. 1 (Berlin and Königsberg, 
1776-9; reprint, Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1968), 62-71. Kirnberger asserts that all seventh chords must 
have fundamental bass motion by downward fifth; if it appears to move up by second as the result of a 
suspension, then a fundamental a third below the sounding root of the seventh chord is understood to occur 
in order to create a fundamental bass progression by fifth. See pages 46-7 of Chapter 2 and pages 83-4 in 
Chapter 3 for further discussion.  

8Türk twice anticipates Sechter in Anweisung zum Generalbassspielen, 2nd ed. (Halle and Leipzig, 
1800), 128-131 and 139-43. First, Türk notes that chord progressions appearing to move by third actually 
progress by fifth due to displacement of chord tones in the latter chord of a pair; relating it to Sechter’s 
notion of artificial resolution (see pages 158-9 and 174). Second, he derives dissonances that appear to be 
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Philippe Rameau,9 Sechter demonstrated that ascending and descending second 

fundamental bass motions could be viewed as contractions of familiar underlying 

fundamental bass motions by third and fifth. To explain all progressions as the result of 

root motion by third or fifth, Sechter introduced the notion of a substitute chord 

(Stellvertreter) between roots a second apart resulting in an imagined fundamental where 

the substitute chord occurs. If there is an ascending step progression, an imagined 

fundamental a third below the first results thereby forming an alternating downward 

third-downward fifth pattern.10 

Example 2. Sechter, Suppression of Second Fundamental in an Ascending Step Progression 

 
If there is a descending step progression, then an imagined fundamental a fifth below the 

first results forming two downward fifths progressions.11 

Example 3. Sechter, Suppression of Second Fundamental in a Descending Step Progression 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
suspensions as chord tones within ninth, eleventh and thirteenth chords in a manner reminiscent of 
Rameau’s supposition. See the following footnote. 

9Rameau develops a similar idea in two separate places. In Traité de l'harmonie (Paris: 1737; 
reprint, American Institute of Musicology, 1967), 73-7, he develops the notion of supposition (frequently 
translated as subposition) by assuming that the actual fundamental is a third or fifth above the sounding 
root as necessary to categorize all dissonances as major or minor—i.e., as leading tones or chord sevenths 
respectively. For double emploi (double employ), Rameau indicates that a single chord may actually 
function in two manners such as the seventh chord on II in a I-II7-V progression where it serves to form an 
Cadence parfait (perfect cadence) from I to IV and again from II to V; thus, one chord has two roots—
namely IV and II—as necessary to form normative connections. Generation harmonique, ou traité de 
musique théorique et pratique (Paris: 1737; reprint, American Institute of Musicology, 1968), 129-132. 

10Example 2 taken from Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 32. 
11Example 3 taken from ibid., 33-4. 
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In each case, the imagined fundamental is a fifth above that of the following fundamental 

and, thus, a potential dominant of it. The concept of the imaginary sound, which arose 

from the problem of mapping the strict and free compositional surfaces to one another 

through intermediate levels, frequently indicates that a strict/free relationship is present.  

In each instance, a more complex musical idea is justified by relating it to an 

accepted musical idea that represents the strict compositional norm. Although the 

negative explanations offered by Artusi and the positive ones offered by Sechter refer to 

different aspects of music theory—the former, non-chord tones, the latter, harmonic 

progression—the mechanics used for the justification are the same. Despite the fact that 

these theoretical explanations are over two hundred years apart with the intervening 

technological revolutions in the field of music such as the Rameauian conception of 

harmony, the underlying process of justification remains unchanged. 

Scholars and theorists have typically indicated that a single unified strict version 

existed with an ever-growing number of free embellishments resulting from it. In 

Heinrich Schenker’s three-volume collection, Neue Musikalishen Theorien und 

Phantasien (New Musical Theories and Fantasies), the author develops a conception of 

prolonged harmonic scale-degrees with a Fuxian contrapuntal underpinning. In his 

Kontrapunkt, he works out a presentation of strict counterpoint as a pre-compositional 

realm independent of pure compositional theory. Schenker states, “it will be my first task 

at the outset to draw the boundaries between the pure theory of voice leading and free 
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composition.”12 Knud Jeppeson implies in his Kontrapunkt that we should equate strict 

composition with Renaissance compositional style. He states, “To present this ‘pure 

music’—with the Palestrina style as the medium—is the ultimate aim of this book.”13   

Figure 1. Static View of Strict Composition 
 
Strict Composition→Free Embellishments→Free Embellishments→etc.  
(Platonic ideal or  
 Renaissance practice)  
 
I refer to their respective positions as a static view of strict composition, as shown in 

Figure 1. 

In contrast, however, I propose that strict and free composition each underwent 

changes so that multiple strict and free models existed. I refer to the following position as 

a dynamic view of strict composition, as shown in Figure 2.14 

Figure 2. Dynamic View of Strict Composition 
 
Strict Composition→Free Composition 
               ↓ 
          Strict Composition→Free Composition 
                  ↓ 
            Strict Composition→Free Composition 
 
In the dynamic model, the dichotomy of free and strict composition simultaneously 

passed from one generation of composers to the next. The historical transmission, 
                                                 
 12“In diesem Sinne nun wird es a) mein erstes Geschäft sein: zunächst die Sonderung der reinen 
Stimmführungslehre von dem freien Satz vorzunehmen.” Heinrich Schenker, Neue Musikalische Theorien 
und Phantasien, vol. 2 (Wien: Universal, 1910), 15. Translation taken from Heinrich Schenker, 
Counterpoint: A Translation of Kontrapunkt, New Musical Theories and Fantasies, vol. 1, trans. by John 
Rothgeb and Jürgen Thym (New York: Schirmer, 1987), 10.  

13“Diese ‘reine’ Musik ist—mit dem Palestrina-Stil als Medium—das ferne Ideal des vorliegenden 
Buches.” Knud Jeppeson, Kontrapunkt: Lehrbuch der klassisschen Vokalpolyphonie (Leipzig: Breitkopf & 
Härtel, 1935), 238. Translation taken from Knud Jeppeson, Counterpoint, trans. with an intro. by Glen 
Haydon (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1939), 285.  

14Figure 2 provides a useful image for the continual churning process of the strict/free conception 
of the dynamic view but oversimplifies it, by necessity, into the linear diagram given here. 
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however, was not one that composers/theorists preserved completely, but rather, they 

modified each to meet the necessities of contemporary compositional practice and their 

own creative imagination. Each of these new strict compositional theories introduced new 

licenses into the contrapuntal-harmonic framework not found in the strict style of a 

previous generation thereby producing new free embellishments. For example, Johann 

Sebastian Bach’s fugues and other contrapuntal works became models of a learned style 

or strict compositional practice for composers of the Classical period. In particular, 

Isabelle Emerson demonstrates how Mozart’s familiarity with Bach’s works led to 

greater use of contrapuntal combination and thematic unity in his works from 1781 to 

1791.15 Although strict composition was associated with church music while free 

composition was associated with the chamber and theatrical styles, each of these types of 

music underwent fundamental changes from the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries. 

Thus, one should not expect to define strict and free composition in universal terms but 

rather by examining the functional role they played in a particular cultural context and the 

process that generated change from one context to another. 

 To argue for a dynamic view of strict composition, I demonstrate in Chapter 2 

that theoretical writings from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth century used a 

consistent but changing set of terminologies to refer to the “strict” and “free” categories. 

Although these writings do not propose the dynamic view I am espousing here, they do 

reflect the growing insignificance of the strict category since fewer and fewer pieces of 

this type were being produced. Also, I contend that two separate strict/free theoretical 

                                                 
15Isabelle Emerson, “The Role of Counterpoint in the Formation of Mozart’s Late Style” (Ph. D. 

diss., Columbia University, 1977), 1-23.  
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traditions—originating with Johann Joseph Fux and Johann Sebastian Bach—developed 

in the eighteenth century that resulted in a series of updates over the next two centuries 

designed to make the strict category compositionally relevant for contemporaneous 

students. Although the writings of the strict/free traditions were fluctuating, I propose a 

general model that reveals shared characteristics of content, organization and 

transformational processes regardless of when they were fashioned. To test my general 

model of strict/free treatises, I present three case studies in Chapter 3 that present as 

broad a cross section of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century traditions as possible. 

The chapter concludes with Gottfried Weber’s subtle critique of the aesthetic limitations 

of the eighteenth century strict/free tradition—limitations that Bruckner appears to have 

understood.  

The second objective of the study demonstrates Anton Bruckner’s historical 

relationship with the concept of strict and free composition through his teachers and their 

predecessors. Bruckner’s theoretical work and exercises as well as that of his 

predecessors, particularly Sechter, assist in determining the manner in which his 

pedagogy operates as a strict approach for his compositional endeavors. The result of the 

investigation is the development of Bruckner’s conception of free and strict composition 

as an analytical tool for assessing his compositional works.  

 Bruckner’s teacher, Sechter, with whom he studied for over five years from 1855-

61, most likely introduced him to the concept of strict and free composition. Sechter 

devotes an extended section of the third volume of Die Grundsätze der musikalischen 

Komposition to the concept of strict composition. Throughout the first volume of Die 
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Grundsätze, Sechter frequently makes references to strict and free constructions such as 

“upward-going suspensions occur in free composition.”16 

Example 4. Sechter, Upward-going suspensions 

 

Furthermore, Sechter refers to the usage of strict and free composition as an analytical 

strategy used by Mozart in his Symphony No 41 where he states, “its (i.e., the fourth 

movement of Mozart’s 41st Symphony) greatest perfection is its effortless fusion of free 

counterpoint with strict, this being an art of which Mozart had full command.”17     

In an essay, Sechter indicated the writers he had studied of whom the two most 

important were Marpurg and Kirnberger.18 Walter Zeleny and Robert Wason agree that 

Marpurg and Kirnberger were the most important, but Wason believes that the latter of 

the two was even more influential.19 As the title of Kirnberger’s treatise suggests, Die 

Kunst des Reinen Satzes in der Musik (The Art of Strict Musical Composition) describes 

                                                 
 16Example 4 taken from Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol.1, 28. 

17“Das Schönste ist die ungezwungene Vereinigung des freien Satzes mit dem strengen, und diese 
Kunst hatte Mozart in seiner Gewalt.” Simon Sechter, Das Finale der Jupiter-Symphonie (C Dur) von W. 
A. Mozart, ed. by Friedrich Eckstein (Wien: Wien Philharmonischer Verlag, 1923), 30. Translation taken 
from Simon Sechter, “Zergliederung des Finale aus Mozarts 4ter Sinfonie in C,” Music Analysis in the 
Nineteenth Century, ed. and trans. by Ian Bent, vol. 1 (Cambridge University Press, 1994), 82. Sechter 
originally included the analysis as an appendix to his edition of Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg’s Abhandlung 
von der Fugue (Wien: Ant. Diabelli u. Comp., 1843). 

18Sechter’s essay, “Etwas über mein Studium [Something about My Studies],” is quoted in full in 
Jordan Markus, Simon Sechter: Biographisches Denkmal, (Vienna, 1888), 57-8. 

19Robert Wason, Viennese Harmonic Theory from Albrechtsberger to Schenker and Schoenberg, 
Studies in Musicology, No. 80 (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1985), 62-3 and Walter Zeleny, Die 
Historischen Grundlagen Des Theoriesystems von Simon Sechter, Wiener Veröffentlichungen zur 
Musikwissenschaft, vol. 10 (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1979), 386. Kirnberger serves as the second case 
study in Chapter 3. See pages 73-93. 
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his view of strict composition. Particularly striking about Kirnberger’s conception of 

strict composition is the importance he places on the harmonic dimension of the piece. In 

his preface, he states, “That any mistake in the harmony, even when it is not perceptible 

to untrained ears, is so offensive to those who have a more refined ear that it noticeably 

spoils compositions that are well-designed in other respects."20 Perhaps Kirnberger’s 

most significant contribution to the history of music theory is his recasting of strictness in 

harmonic terms.  

Beyond establishing Bruckner’s relationship to a portion of the free and strict 

composition tradition, Bruckner’s terminology and theoretical ideas constitute a 

continuation and elaboration of this tradition. Bruckner adopted Sechter’s explanation of 

fundamental bass and the assumption that all root motion progresses by ascending or 

descending third and fifth. As with Sechter, Bruckner also assumed “just” intonation as 

the basis for his theoretical study.  

Bruckner demonstrates his connection with the past strict/free tradition by his use 

of the justification process with respect to preparation for controlling dissonance.21  

                                                 
20”… dass jeder Fehler gegen die Harmonie, wenn er gleich ungeübten Ohren nicht merklich ist, 

denen, die ein seineres Gehör haben, so anstossig wird, dass Sachen, die sonst glücklich erfunden sind, 
dadurch merklich verdorben werden; …”  Johann P. Kirnberger, Die Kunst Des Reinen Satzes in der Musik, 
vol. 1 (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagbuchhandlung, 1968), vorrede (not numbered). Translation taken 
from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, trans. by David Beach and Jurgen Thym (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1982), 7. (Emphasis mine.) 

21Example 5 taken from Anton Bruckner, Vorlesungen über Harmonielehre und Kontrapunkt an 
der Universität Wien, ed., by Ernst Schwanzara (Vienna: Österreichischer Bundesverlag, 1950), 
“Notenbeispiele,” 12. 
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Example 5. Bruckner, Placement of ninths, elevenths and thirteenths 

 

I once asked the Professor [Sechter]: “Why are these not now permitted to be 
placed higher? (71a, [2], with the E fundamental [1]) and he said: “Since it makes 
a seventh that does not resolve.” Namely a seventh [2] to the ninth F (9), not to 
the fundamental. This seventh is not prepared and also does not resolve, but rather 
the opposite: the F is prepared and then resolves itself. The fundamental must also 
here stand beneath [3], not here [4], and also not above [2]. And it is exactly so 
for the other two cases. For the eleventh, the third G is not permitted to stand next 
to it or over it, but rather a ninth lower. And analogously, for the third (71c), the 
fifth B is a ninth lower.22 
 

In the excerpt above, Bruckner quotes Sechter’s reasoning for not allowing a ninth, 

eleventh, and thirteenth to sound at a lower pitch level than the pitch that was a ninth 

below it, because it would create an unprepared seventh—E with respect to the F—that 

would resolve incorrectly as the E should resolve down by step rather than the F. In other 

words, since no acceptable extension from a strict model is available that justifies the free 

embellishment Bruckner is seeking, for example, such as the inversion of a ninth chord 

with the ninth in the bass, it is rejected as unusable. 

The use of strict models is also evident in Bruckner’s composition. For example, 

he composed a Lydian motet on the gradual text Os justi in 1879 and dedicated it to an 

important member of the Cecilian movement, Ignaz Traumihler. In a letter to Traumihler, 

Bruckner made the following statement concerning the piece: “I should be very pleased if 
                                                 

22“Ich  habe einmal den Professor (Sechter) gefragt: ‘Warum dürfen nun diese Töne nicht oben 
stehen?’ (71a, [2], mit dem E-fundament [1]), und er hat gesagt: ‘Weil sie Septen machen, die sich nicht 
auflösen.’ Nämlich eine Sept [2] zur Non f (9), nicht zum Fundament. Diese Sept ist nicht vorbereitet und 
lost sich auch nicht auf, sondern umgekehrt: Das f ist vorbereitet und löst sich auch auf.” Ibid., 173. 
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you found pleasure in the piece. It is written without sharps and flats, without the chord 

of the seventh, without six-four chord and without chordal combinations of four and five 

simultaneous notes.”23 This comment demonstrates a self-conscious effort by Bruckner to 

limit specific musical materials with restraints comparable to those of Renaissance 

practice. Bruckner’s interest in modal sacred works continued until the end of his life as 

exemplified by his final sacred choral work, the Phrygian Vexilla Regis of 1892.24 

Bruckner’s theoretical and compositional output reveals three types of connection 

to the strict-free composition tradition. First, his theoretical pedagogy was part of a 

harmonic-contrapuntal tradition undoubtedly connected with Sechter himself who used 

strict/free compositional methodology. Second, Ernst Schwanzara's study notes from 

Bruckner’s lectures provide firsthand information concerning his compositional theories 

built upon and derived from theoretical concepts of his predecessors. Lastly, Bruckner 

wrote several compositions, such as the modal Os justi and Vexilla Regis with their 

considerable restraints, as representatives of the strict style. Chapters 4 and 5 develop 

Sechter’s and Bruckner’s strict theories respectively and the implications of emerging 

free embellishments. 

The third and final objective of this study is to demonstrate through analysis the 

roles that free and strict composition played in Bruckner’s music—particularly the first 

movement of the Eighth Symphony. Specifically, I demonstrate how Bruckner’s musical 

                                                 
23“Sehr würde ich mich freuen, wenn E. H. ein Vergnügen daran finden sollten. Ohne # und b; 

ohne Dreiklang der 7. Stufe: ohne 6/4 Akkord, ohne Vier- u. Fünfklänge.” Anton Bruckner, Gesammelte 
Briefe: Neue Folge, Collected and edited by Max Auer, Deutsche Musikbucherei 55 (Regensburg: Gustav 
Bosse Verlag, 1924), 150. Translation taken from Derek Watson, Bruckner, 2nd ed., The Master Musician 
Series, ed. by Stanley Sadie (New York: Schirmer), 1996. 

24Franz Schalk wrote several short modal exercises for Bruckner in F 18 Schalk 452/2. Anton 
Bruckner wrote a Phrygian fugue in Mus HS 6068 or A/Bruckner 202. 
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surface of the first movement of the Eighth Symphony can be viewed as the result of a 

series of free transformations generated within their theoretical circle to Bruckner’s 

Sechter-based strict compositional theory.  

The primary reasons for choosing this symphony are: 1) it is one of Bruckner’s 

most complex musical statements; thus, providing a rich source for exploring Bruckner’s 

free applications; and 2) unlike his Ninth Symphony, the Eighth Symphony is a complete 

piece that ultimately allows for consideration of strict and free concepts over the entire 

symphony. The breadth of Bruckner’s harmonic richness and sheer length within the 

Eighth Symphony, however, limits the scope of this paper to a single movement. Because 

Bruckner frequently reuses musical ideas and carries tonal ideas from earlier movements 

into later movements, study of the first movement establishes a foundation for 

understanding the large-scale tonal and motivic plan of the entire work.  

Textual-critical problems in editions of Bruckner’s symphonies resulted from the 

frequent editing of his earlier works and the assistance of well-intentioned but misguided 

associates. In the cases of both the Third and Eighth Symphonies, Bruckner actually left 

at least two distinct and comprehensive versions of the work behind that various scholars 

now accept. For the Eighth Symphony, three separate versions exist—the original 1887 

version, 1890 Nowak version and the 1890 Haas version—where the primary clash is 

between the Nowak and Haas edition. Some critics of the Eighth Symphony, such as 

Robert Simpson, believed that the 1890 version contains excised elements that were "the 

result of external pressure."25 As a result, Simpson and Deryck Cooke have argued that 

                                                 
25Robert Simpson, The Essence of Bruckner: An Essay towards the Understanding of His Music  
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the Robert Haas version of the Eighth Symphony, which restores passages in the 1890 

version found in the 1887 version, is the superior one.26   

The 1890 Nowak version of the Eighth Symphony serves as the text for all 

analyses in the present study because of convincing arguments presented by Benjamin 

Korstvedt.27 He demonstrates that the 1890 version edited by Leopold Nowak is a self-

standing, authentic version of the piece. To demonstrate the point, Korstvedt brings 

together Nowak's report that all the corrections to the symphony are in Bruckner's 

handwriting as well as Bruckner's personal statements that the 1890 version was an 

improvement on the 1887 version. Furthermore, Korstvedt indicates that the revisions to 

the 1890 version of the Eighth Symphony have an underlying emphasis in that they 

demonstrate "a heightened concern" for the effect that the work has on an audience.28  

Leopold Nowak's 1890 version provides an authentic adaptation that Bruckner sanctioned 

and believed to be an improvement over the original.  

Previous analysts have disagreed on the interpretation of the formal structure of 

the first movement of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony. Although the movement 

demonstrates clear features related to sonata form, analysts have disagreed as to where to 

place the beginning of the recapitulation with measures 225 and 283 alleged as the prime 

suspects. Benjamin Korstvedt notes the two traditions that have developed in the 

literature concerning the placement of the recapitulation. Those in favor of the former 

                                                                                                                                                 
(Philadelphia, NJ: Chilton, 1968), 191. 

26Several important conductors including Bernard Haitink, Günther Wand, Herbert von Karajan 
and Daniel Barenboim have supported the Haas version of the 1890 symphony. 

27See Benjamin Korstvedt, Bruckner: Symphony No. 8, Cambridge Music Handbooks (Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), 105-6. 

29Korstvedt, Bruckner: Symphony No. 8, 80-85. 
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include Robert Simpson, Derek Watson and Erwin Doernberg, while Hugo Leichtentritt, 

Robert Haas, Constantin Floros and Alfred Orel have argued for the latter.29   

The problem stems from the interpretation of tonal events in these two 

measures—the statement of the primary theme in m. 225 begins in B-flat minor whereas 

the statement in m. 283 suggests C minor.30 The original statement of the primary theme 

in the exposition begins ambiguously between F minor and B-flat minor. Does the 

recapitulation begin at the same tonal level as the exposition or does the recapitulation 

"fix" the exposition by starting in the movement's overarching key of C minor? 

Bruckner's formal structure stands as a stark challenge to traditional models of sonata 

design.31 While I do not propose a solution to the recapitulation problem, I believe that 

the harmonic–contrapuntal investigation of the piece provides further insight into the 

tonal significance of these measures. 

Several analysts have explored Bruckner's tonal regions in the first movement of 

the Eighth Symphony to varying degrees of depth—particularly the opening passage. 

Philip Barford briefly mentions that a "structural polarity of B-flat-C minor" controls the 

                                                 
29Ibid., 118 (endnote).  
30See the corresponding measures in the Appendix for a reduction of the passages in question. 

Two processes are being controlled simultaneously in the analysis—1) the successive levels from bottom to 
top show various reductions based on Bruckner’s pedagogy of the musical surface to the essential harmonic 
and voice-leading content and 2) the fundamental bass and harmonic interpretation(s) of the deepest level. 
See pages 292-5 for a detailed description of the analysis in the Appendix.  

31A recent theory for explaining sonata abnormalities is the deformation patterns proposed by 
James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy. See James Hepokoski, “Beyond the Sonata Principle,” JAMS 55/1 
(Spring 2002): 91-154; Warren Darcy, "Bruckner's Sonata Deformations," Bruckner Studies, ed. by 
Timothy Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw, Cambridge University Press, 1997; and James Hepokoski and 
Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late Eighteenth-
Century, (NY: Oxford University Press, 2006). Darcy’s article, “Bruckner’s Sonata Deformations,” 
discusses the harmonic regions of the secondary and closing themes in the exposition and recapitulation of 
the first movement of the Eighth Symphony; however, he does not indicate where the recapitulation begins. 
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movement.32 Derek Watson adds that the tension between B-flat and C minor "can be 

legitimately viewed as a duel.” He indicates that the opening phrase "appears" to begin in 

B-flat minor while ending in C minor in much the same manner that the tonal motion 

from B-flat minor to C minor occurs in the recapitulation starting with m. 225.33 Simpson 

indicates that the opening passage starts in B-flat minor or possibly D-flat major for the 

first five bars and the mystery only increases when the C minor cadence is foiled by a 

return of the F pedal in m. 23.34 Paul Dawson-Bowling seeks deeper meaning from the B-

flat/C polarity. He gives further details indicating that two sets of keys one centered 

around C minor (E-flat major-minor and G major) are in conflict with the keys related to 

B-flat (D-flat, G-flat, and E-flat). He indicates that the only key that held in common 

between the two sets is E-flat major/minor.35  

 William Benjamin provides a more detailed analysis of the first movement of 

Bruckner's Eighth Symphony.36  

                                                 
32Philip Barford, Bruckner Symphonies, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1978), 56. 
33Derek Watson, Bruckner, 2nd ed., The Master Musician Series, ed. by Stanley Sadie (New York: 

Schirmer, 1996), 113-5. 
34, Robert W. L. Simpson, The Essence of Bruckner: An Essay towards the Understanding  

of His Music (Philadelphia, NJ: Chilton, 1968), 191-2. 
35Paul Dawson-Bowling. "Thematic and Tonal Unity in Bruckner's Eighth Symphony,” Music 

Review 30/3 (1969): 231-6. 
36Example 6 taken from William E. Benjamin, “Tonal Dualism in Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony,” 

The Second Practice of Nineteenth-Century Tonality, ed. by William Kinderman and Harald Krebs 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), 251. 
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Example 6. Benjamin, Tonal regions in the first movement Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony 

 

Benjamin argues that Bruckner prolongs keys rather than chords. As a result, he provides 

a reading of the keys that he views Bruckner as using in the first movement of the Eighth 

Symphony and provides a sketch of the key areas and their structural relationships. In his 

view, the tonally prolonged keys of C, E-flat and G provide a structural framework for 

which the Bb minor and related regions are viewed as subordinate. He views the B-flat/C 

polarity purported above as a “harmonic region” motive that moves from the structurally 

significant B-flat minor region to the structurally most significant region of C minor. 

Rather than reading the keys from a strict hierarchical perspective, he views them as 

forming an associative mesh.  
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In addition to mapping his conception of the harmonic regions, Benjamin 

provides a detailed reading of the opening measures of the piece. As a part of the 

analysis, Benjamin composes out the missing voices to simplify what the underlying 

harmonic structure of the passage might be.37   

Example 7. Benjamin, Reduction and Harmonic Analysis of opening passage from Eighth Symphony 

 

What Benjamin inadvertently reveals in the process is the fact that the complexity of the 

passage results as much from the imagined sounds not present in the music as from the 

sounds that are. If Bruckner had realized the missing voices, he would have clarified the 

ambiguous harmonic relationships and fundamental bass motions. In another sense, 

Benjamin anticipates the analytic strategy of the present study—he acknowledges the use 

                                                 
37Example 7 taken from ibid., 248. 
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of tonal centers that are not literally stated. He states that “some of these tonics are only 

implied and do not appear as chord roots in any voice.”38   

The analytical methodology developed in this investigation emphasizes the 

historical reconstruction of theoretical systems now often viewed as obsolete (particularly 

Sechter’s and Bruckner’s) to illustrate the level of connection between Bruckner’s 

harmonic pedagogy and compositional approach. Analysis of the harmonic dimension 

relies upon Bruckner and Sechter’s discussions of fundamentalbass theory in their 

respective documents. The study addresses questions about how strict composition 

affects the various harmonic levels of his compositions. In other words, can we view 

Bruckner's music as the result of the free compositional transformations that he applied to 

an underlying strict compositional background inherited from Sechter?39 Are there 

passages in Bruckner’s freest compositions (his symphonies for example) that reflect a 

Sechter/Bruckner conception of strict organization?40 With respect to Bruckner’s 

conception of strict composition, to what degree do imagined sounds (one of the direct 

products of the free-strict polarity) play a role in the various structural levels of the 

harmonic-contrapuntal framework?41  

The opening passage of the first movement of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony has 

received much attention because of the varied manners in which listeners can perceive it. 

As mentioned earlier, William Benjamin composed out the imaginary voice leading that 

                                                 
38Ibid., 250.  
39The Appendix provides an analysis of the complete first movement based on strict/free 

transformations developed from the Sechter-Bruckner theoretical tradition. See pages 296-361.    
40Chapter 5 provides examples from the first movement of the Eighth Symphony of strict 

organization as the topic is discussed. See pages 191-2 for an example.  
41In particular, Chapter 6 explores the various roles that imagined sounds fulfill in the first 

movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony. 
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would complement the given sounded notes. Realizing the missing notes, however, 

predisposes us to view the voice leading as having a single solution whereas Bruckner 

demonstrates two different manners for realizing this bass motive later in this 

movement.42  

To illustrate the possibilities left unrealized in the opening excerpt, I reveal the 

potential fundamental bass and harmonic interpretations for m. 4.43 Regarding the 

fundamental bass interpretation for the measure, F, D-flat and B-flat are all possibilities. 

The D-flat is the primary note in the bass with a C and E-flat double neighbor group. The 

D-flat and F can be viewed as the root and third of a D-flat chord, the third and fifth of a 

B-flat chord or the root and a six-five appoggiatura of an F chord. Several other factors 

help influence the validity of these fundamental bass interpretations: 1) the B-flat 

interpretation is strengthened by the minor sixth leap but weakened by the absence of the 

root note B-flat and 2) the appoggiatura in the F interpretation has been prefigured by the 

F-G-flat-F neighbor pattern in the preceding two measures. 

Furthermore, the absence of an A-flat or A natural in the opening three bars 

leaves doubt as to whether the opening chord should be interpreted as a V chord in B-flat 

minor (with an A natural) or as a I chord in F minor (with an A-flat). The missing third in 

m. 5 creates the same problem; is it an E-flat or an E-natural? If the former were the case, 

then the better interpretation would be II in B-flat minor; however, if the latter were the 

case, then the better interpretation would be V in F minor. The E-flat is found briefly in 

                                                 
42See mm. 23 and 225 in the Appendix for Bruckner’s alternate reharmonizations of the same bass 

motive at the same tonal level.  
43See the corresponding measure numbers in the Appendix for the passage in question. 
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m.4 and more substantially in m. 7, but the D-flat to C voice-leading in mm. 4-5 strongly 

suggests a VI to V motion in F minor.  

The opening material poses large-scale structural issues for the movement and 

symphony as a whole. Bruckner begins the piece with an F pedal in a C minor piece. 

Typically, listeners interpret pedals as the tonic or dominant scale-degree. With respect to 

C minor, the F would unlikely be perceived as the subdominant scale-degree. Without 

further context, a listener would probably interpret the F pedal as the tonic scale-degree. 

When the primary motive enters, the rationale for the dominant interpretation is enhanced 

by the introduction of the G-flat, because pieces beginning with melodic semitones are 

often realized as representing the 5th and 6th scale-degrees of a minor scale. Two works 

beginning in a similar manner are the first movement of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in G 

minor and Brahms’ Rhapsody in G minor—each beginning with D to E-flat.44 

Furthermore, the B-flat minor stated implicitly at the opening of the movement is 

made explicit in m. 225 with a dominant chord on an F pedal proceeding to a French 

augmented-sixth chord. With the F pedal interpreted as a dominant chord in mm. 1-4, the 

harmonic region is pushed toward B-flat minor—the tonic, however, is not literally 

realized. Through two subdominant motions, a listener is now twice removed from the 
                                                 

44Bruckner prominently uses motion between the 5th and 6th scale-degrees of a minor scale as a 
motive in many of his symphonic themes. See mm. 3-5 (cello) of the first movement and mm. 1-6 (second 
violin) of the fourth movement of Symphony No. 2, mm. 1-10 (second violin) of the third movement of 
Symphony No. 3, mm. 3-8 (first and second horn) of the first movement of Symphony No. 4, mm. 2-3 (all 
strings) of the second movement and mm. 4-6 (all  strings) of the third of Symphony No. 5, and mm. 1-2 
(first violin) of the third movement of the Symphony No. 9. The most striking resemblance to the primary 
theme of Symphony No. 8 is the primary thematic motive found in mm. 31-2 of the fourth movement of 
Symphony No. 5. Here Bruckner prominently places the motive in the bass (cello and double bass). Also, he 
seemingly uses the motive as the 1st scale-degree to the lowered 2nd scale-degree in B-flat major but the 
phrase as whole actually fits better within E-flat minor due to the A-flat, C-flat and D-flat pitches found in 
mm. 32-3, thus foreshadowing the type of tonal ambiguity found between the tonic and sub-dominant 
scale-degrees in Symphony No. 8.  
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overarching C minor tonality (also not realized). In an analogous manner in which the G 

was suppressed earlier, the C minor section that one expects to find here to define the 

main tonal center of the piece has been completely suppressed. C minor is touched on in 

mm. 18–23 before quickly moving away with the repetition of the opening material.  

In conclusion, the present investigation illustrates a significant strain of thought in 

compositional theory from the early seventeenth century to the early twentieth century, 

i.e., the use of imagined sounds in strict and free composition. Whereas modern music 

theorists typically associate the concept of “strictness” in music with species 

counterpoint, Kirnberger, Sechter, and Bruckner represent a significant theoretical 

tradition that recast “strictness” in a harmonic framework. As discussed above, imagined 

sounds frequently result from the interaction of strict and free composition and the 

intermediary levels required to connect one with the other. The goal of this study is to 

construct an analytic system based on Bruckner’s theoretical concepts and observations 

taken from the study of his practice that demonstrate the roles of strict composition and 

imagined sounds in his compositional process. To achieve this goal, I define strict and 

free composition with respect to the functional role that it played in a particular cultural 

context and the process of its transmission from one to the other. In addition, I address 

the historical development of imagined sounds in theoretical/compositional writings from 

Monteverdi to Sechter and Bruckner to note the different types. In general, the study 

provides a model for connecting historical theories of strict and free composition to 

related composers and compositions.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

DEFINING STRICT AND FREE COMPOSITION  
 

In this chapter, I define strict and free composition within the framework of the 

dynamic model proposed in Chapter 1 organized into three separate articles 

corresponding to the chapter subheadings. The first article, Origin and Transmission of 

the Strict/Free Classification System, demonstrates the consistent meanings the concepts 

of strict and free composition had from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century 

even although the terminology for them changed historically. Although the authors of 

treatises that discussed strict and free theory assumed a static view,45 they demonstrated 

an awareness of the increasingly less meaningful role that strict composition served in 

discussing contemporaneous music. The second article, Multiple Strict Traditions and 

Updates, discusses the two important strict/free traditions that emerged from Bach and 

Fux in the eighteenth century. Within these traditions, a series of updates occurred to 

make them relevant for composition at that time providing further evidence for a dynamic 

view of strict and free composition. The last article, Justification Process, develops a 

general model for the relationship between strict and free theory and explains the three 

central concepts of emulation, assertion and justification found in all of them. 

Origin and Transmission of the Strict/Free Classification System 

Through an examination of the terminological categories used for the strict/free 

relationship in writings from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century of both 
                                                 

45See Figure 1 from page 7 of Chapter 1. 
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Monteverdis, Scacchi, Bernhard, Mattheson, Kirnberger, Albrechtsberger and Sechter, I 

demonstrate the consistent relationship that has been maintained between strict style and 

church music and between free style and concert/theatrical music. Furthermore, I 

substantiate the corollary relationships that church style and choral music have on the one 

hand and free style and instrumental music on the other. Each of the above relationships, 

however, becomes more complex as we move forward through history with the strict 

style becoming increasingly less relevant as a category for classifying music of its own 

time. 

The first mention of the terms associated with the division of music into strict and 

free categories occurred in the writings of Claudio Monteverdi in the early seventeenth 

century. He coined the term second practice (seconda prattica)46 specifically to refer to 

his music and identified it with then modern musical practice of his day. By default, first 

practice (prima prattica) designated an earlier compositional style. Giulio’s later 

commentary provided a specific interpretation for the meaning of first practice as one that 

is dependent upon the perfection of harmony—i.e., one where intervallic relationships 

between independent voices outweigh melodic/textual considerations of a single one—

and has its grounding in the teachings of Gioseffo Zarlino modeled in the music of 

Adrian Willaert.47 By second practice, Giulio clarifies that the perfection of melody and 

                                                 
46The term first appeared in a letter attached to the printing of his Fifth Book of Madrigals, 1605. 

Claudio proposed the term, second practice, as a title of document that he intended to write—The Second 
Practice, or, the Perfection of Modern Music. No such work is known to have been created. Claudio and 
Giulio Cesare Monteverdi, Source Readings in Music History, rev. ed., ed. by Leo Treitler, 536-40. New 
York: Norton, 1998. 

47Ibid., 540-1. 
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careful textual setting outweigh harmonic relationships.48 Thus, the first practice 

represents the ancient style (stylus antiquus) with its emphasis on harmony while the 

second practice represents the modern style (stylus modernus) with its emphasis on 

melody and text setting.  

Scacchi, in the mid-seventeenth century, was the first to put forward the three-fold 

division of music into the church (stylus ecclesiasticus), chamber (stylus cubicularis) and 

theatrical styles (stylus theatralis or scenica musica) with respect to the two practices 

defined by Monteverdi.49 Scacchi’s primary purpose in writing was to convince 

opponents of modern music that maintaining only the first practice would leave music 

impoverished and without variety. Scacchi’s definition of ancient music makes it appear 

stylistically impoverished with respect to modern music.50 Like Monteverdi, Scacchi 

demonstrates that the first practice allows the harmony to dominate the text while the 

opposite is true for the second practice. 

Christoph Bernhard’s description of strict/free classifications is remarkably 

similar to Scacchi but there is no definitive evidence linking Bernhard with Scacchi’s 

writings.51 There is one addition to Bernhard’s classification scheme at the highest level 

                                                 
48“By second practice—. . .—he understands the one that turns on the perfection of the ‘melody’, 

that is, the one that considers the harmony commanded, not commanding and makes the words the mistress 
of the harmony.” Ibid., 540. 

49Schacchi’s descriptions come from a letter written to Christoph Werner (probably written in 
1648) and a treatise from 1649 entitled Breve discorso sopra la musica moderna (Brief Discourse on 
Modern Music).  

50In his descriptions of ancient and modern styles, he indicates that ancient music “consists in one 
practice only and almost in one and the same style of employing consonances and dissonances;” however, 
modern music “consists of two practices and three styles.” Marco Scacchi’s Breve discorso is translated as 
part of an article by Claude Palisca, “Scacchi’s Defense of Modern Music,” in Words and Music: The 
Scholar’s View (Cambridge.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 204. 

51Bernhard wrote three treatises—Von der Singe-Kunst oder Manier [Concerning the Art of 
Singing or Manier], Tractatus compositionis augmentatis [Augmented Treatise on Composition], and 
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prior to discussing the two practices and three styles. He divides counterpoint into two 

types—namely, equal counterpoint (contrapunctus aequalis) and unequal counterpoint 

(contrapunctus inaequalis). For equal counterpoint, Bernhard indicates that all voices 

move together.52 This does not mean, however, that the same rhythmic value is used 

consistently through the work, but rather that voices must move together at the same rate 

while only employing consonances.53 In unequal counterpoint, the voices may move 

independently of one another and dissonances are introduced.54 For Bernhard, the latter 

consequently produces a more satisfying musical result.55 The greatest significance of 

equal counterpoint for Bernhard is that it acts as an underlying model justifying unequal 

counterpoint—suggestive of the manner in which he organizes dissonant figures in the 

grave and luxuriant styles.56  

                                                                                                                                                 
Ausführlicher Bericht vom Gebrauche der Con- und Dissonantien [Brief Report on the Usage of 
Consonances and Dissonances]–but the largest and most important one is the Tractatus. All three of these 
treatises are found in Die Kompositionslehre Heinrich Schützens in der Fassung seines Schülers Christoph 
Bernhard, 2nd ed., edited, with an intro., by Joseph Müller-Blattau (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1963). Bernhard 
does list Scacchi as a composer worthy of emulation in the chamber subdivision of the luxuriant style. See 
Walter Hilse, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music Forum 3 (1973), 122. Hilse provides a side by side 
translation of the Bericht and Tractatus that relates similar passages together. 

52“Der Contrapunctus aequalis ist, wenn alle und jede Noten zweyer oder mehrerer Stimmen 
gegeneinander gleicher Mensur sind, … [In Contrapuntus aequalis, all the notes of two or more voices 
have the same time values over against one another …]” Christoph Bernhard, Die Kompositionslehre 
Heinrich Schützens, 42. Translation taken from “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music Forum 3, 34.  

53“Solcher Contrapunct besteht aus lauter Consonantzen, ohne Untermengung einiger Dissonantz. 
[Such counterpoint consists entirely of consonances, without the interpolation of any dissonances.]” Ibid. 
Ibid. 

54“Contrapunctus inaequalis, diminutas, floridus, oder wie man ihn sonst nennen will, ist 
derjenige, da eine Stimme langsamere, die andere aber geschwindere Noten formiret. [Contrapunctus 
inaequalis, diminutas, floridus, or however one might choose to call it, one voice is fashioned out of slower 
notes, the other out of faster ones.]” Ibid. Ibid. 

55“Selbiger besteht nicht minder aus Dissonantzen als Consonantzen, welche kunstmässig mit 
einander vermenget werden, und also dem Gehöre eine angenehmere Harmonie als der Contrapunctus 
aequalis veruhrsachen. [This type consists of dissonances as well as consonances, which are artfully 
intermingled with one another, consequently producing a harmony more pleasing to the ear than that which 
contrapunctus aequalis produces.]” Ibid. Ibid. 

56“Contrapunctus aequalis hat billig die erste Stelle, als welcher wegen der Consonantzen (die da 
sind die Seele der Harmonie) auch die andern alle dominiret. [Contrapunctus aequalis holds first place 
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Within the category of unequal counterpoint, Bernhard indicates that there are two 

divisions, grave style (stylus gravis) and luxuriant style (stylus luxurians), which he 

indicates others have called ancient style and modern style respectively.57 In describing 

grave counterpoint (contrapunctus gravis), he indicates that slow note values 

predominate with a limited number of dissonance figures. The close relationship between 

church music and strict composition is confirmed by the indication that it is better suited 

for performance in a church setting and noting further that grave counterpoint is the only 

type the Pope allows in churches and chapels.58 Bernhard’s omission of instrumental 

music as a part of the church style is notable, because it suggests that little or no 

relationship existed between the two at that time. Bernhard indicates that luxuriant 

counterpoint (contrapunctus luxurians) uses faster rhythmic values and strange leaps for 

the purpose of creating a strong emotional response.59 Instead of stressing the importance 

                                                                                                                                                 
[among the species of counterpoint], dominating all others because of its consonances (which are the soul 
of harmony).”] Ibid., 43. Ibid., 35. 

57“Gleichwohl wird der Contrapunct nicht übel zu theilen seyn, in gravem et luxuriantem, welches 
andere stylum antiquum et modernum nennen. [Similarly, it is not bad to divide counterpoint into gravis 
and luxurians, which others have called stylus antiquus and modernus.]” Ibid., 42. Ibid., 35.  

58“Contrapunctus gravis ist, welcher aus nicht allzugeschwinden Noten, wenig Arten des 
Gebrauchs der Dissonantzen besteht, und nicht so sehr den Text als die Harmonie in Acht nimmt, und weil 
dieses Genus allein den Alten bekandt gewesen, als wird er Stylus antiquus genennet, auch wohl a Capella, 
Ecclesiasticus, weil er sich dahin mehr als an andere Orte schicket, und weil solchen der Pabst allein in 
seiner Kirchen und Capelle beliebet. [Contrapunctus gravis is the type consisting of notes which do not 
move too quickly, and few kinds of dissonance treatment. It does not consider text as much as it does 
harmony; and since it was the only type known to men of former ages, it is called stylus antiquus—as also a 
capella and ecclesiasticus, since it is better suited for that place than for others, and since the Pope permits 
this type alone in his churches and chapel.]” Ibid. 

59“Contrapunctus luxurians ist, welcher aus theils ziemlich geschwinden Noten, seltzamen 
Sprüngen, so die Affecten zu bewegen geschickt sind, mehr Arten des Gebrauchs dere Dissonantzen (oder 
mehr Figuris Melopoeticis welche andere Licentias nennen) mehr aus gutter Aria so zum Texte sich zum 
besten reimet, als etwan der obige, besteht. [Contrapunctus luxurians is the type consisting in part of rather 
quick notes and strange leaps—so that it is well suited for stirring the affects—and of more kinds of 
dissonance treatment (or more figurae melopeoticae, which others call licentiae) than the foregoing. Its 
melodies agree with the text as much as possible, unlike those of the preceding type.]” Ibid., 42-3. Ibid., 35. 
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of the harmony, he indicates melodies are created to suit the text in a similar manner to 

Giulio Monteverdi’s and Scacchi’s descriptions of the two practices described earlier.  

Bernhard indicates that luxuriant counterpoint can be further subdivided into the 

chamber (communis) and theater (comicus) categories. Thus, he clarifies any confusion 

about the relationship between Schacchi’s two practices and three styles—the chamber 

and theater categories are a bifurcation of the second practice. Bernhard, however, 

indicates that there is some church music that is recitative-like60 and other that uses 

chamber characteristics.61 The boundaries separating the first and second practices are 

already beginning to weaken with the free overpowering the strict.  

Bernhard lists and illustrates the figures—i.e., contrapuntal/melodic 

embellishments—appropriate to use in each style. For the grave style, he defines four 

figures. With respect to the chamber subdivision, he adds fifteen new figures to those 

from the grave style.62 Furthermore, he adds eight figures for the theater style above and 

beyond that which was available for the previous two styles. For these new figures found 

in the luxuriant style, Bernhard provides an intermediate step to demonstrate their 

derivation from figures found in the previous style. Thus, Bernhard clearly makes use of 

                                                 
60“Dieser kan wieder in Communem et Comicum eingetheilet werden, deren der erste allenthalben, 

der andere aber mesit auff Theatris gebraucht wird, wiewohl in Kirchen und Taffel-Music auch offt etwas 
recitativisches gebraucht, einen guten Effect in bewegung der Gemüther (welchen Zweck kein Stylus so 
wohl, als Theatralis erreichet) zu veruhrsachen pfleget. [This can again be subdivided into communis and 
comicus, the first being used everywhere, the second most of all in the theatrical productions, although 
something recitative-like is also often employed in the church or table music. No style succeeds as well in 
moving the heart as theatralis.]” Ibid., 43. Ibid., 35.  

61“Communis, davon allhier, wird also genennet, weil derselbe nunmehro in singenden, sowohl 
Kirchen als Taffel-Sachen, ingleichen denen Sonaten gefunden wird. [Communis, to be discussed here, is 
called thus because it is found nowadays, in vocal works—both chuch and table music as well as 
instrumental pieces.]” Ibid., 71. Ibid., 91.  

62“This style possesses the figures of the preceding [grave style], and more frequent examples of 
these which otherwise occur rather rarely. [Dieser Stylus hat die Figuras der vorigen, und zwar derselben 
sonst seltene Exempel ziemlich öffter.]” Ibid. 
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the justification process introduced in Chapter 1 by sorting figures into levels of 

increasing complexity and deriving them from prior ones. Bernhard’s use of the 

justification process and careful classification of specific figures according to style makes 

significant advances on Scacchi’s categories and becomes the first fully developed 

strict/free theory.63   

Johann Mattheson cites Marco Scacchi’s concept of a three-division system as the 

basis for his divisions of the church, chamber and theater styles.64 Mattheson again 

changes terminology, but his motet and madrigal style clearly correspond to the ancient 

and modern styles respectively used by Scacchi and Monteverdi.65 Mattheson lists 

Orlando di Lasso, Andreas Hammerschmidt66 and Palestrina as composers whose sacred 

                                                 
63I examine Bernhard’s theory, particularly the figures, in greater detail as the first case study of 

Chapter 3. See pages 54-73. 
64“Marco Scacchi, . . . , beträfftiget in einem mit der Feder geschriebenen, ungedruckten Buche, 

welches auf dem öffentlichen Hamburger Bücher-Saal zu St. Johannis befindlich, und an den damahligen 
Cantoren in Dantzig, Christian Werner, gerichtet ist, dass die Eintheilung aller musicalischen Schreib-
Arten in drey Classen, nehmlih in Kirchen-Theatral-und Kammer-Styl nicht ihre völlige Richtigkeit habe; 
sondern auch nothwendig also, und auf keine andre Haupt-weise, . . . [Marco Scacchi …confirms in a 
hand-written, unprinted book, which can only be found at the public library of St. John in Hamburg and 
which is addressed to [Christoph] Werner, then cantor in Danzig, that the division of musical styles into 
three classes, namely into church, theater, and chamber styles is not only absolutely correct, but also 
necessary thus, and could and must not be done in any other way…]”  Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene 
Capellmeister, (Hamburg: Christian Herold, 1739), 68-9. Translation taken from Johann Mattheson’s ‘Der 
Vollkommene Capellmeister’: A Revised Translation with Critical Commentary, trans. by Ernest Harriss 
(Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1981), 189-90.  

65“Scacchi, . . ., nennet diesen Styl einen neuern (recentorium) und unterscheidet ihn vornehmlich 
von der Motetischen Schreib-Art auch dadurch, dass, in den Madrigalen, den Worte Herren und keine 
Knechte sind, d. i. man müsse darin mehr auf den Inhalt des Wort-Verstandes, und der Affecten, als auf das 
künstliche Klang-Gewebe der Noten sehen; . . . [Scacchi, . . ., calls this style a newer one and differentiates 
it from the motet style of writing principally in the fact that, in madrigals, the words are the masters and not 
servants, i.e., one would have to pay more attention to the meaning of the words and the affects than to the 
artistic web of sound of the notes.]” Ibid., 80. Ibid., 205-6. 

66Andreas Hammershmidt was an important composer of German church music during the mid-
seventeenth century. His most important placement was as church organist in Zittau, Germany. 
Hammerschmidt’s compositional works included mainly sacred vocal works of which he published more 
than 400 using the concertato process as the basis. Johannes G. Kraner (with Stefan Voss): 'Andreas 
Hammerschmidt', Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed 24 October 2007), 
<http://www.grovemusic.com> 
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music illustrates a close connection between ancient music and the motet style. In 

addition to the motet and madrigal styles, Mattheson introduces two new categories, 

instrumental style and ligature style. By ligature style, Mattheson refers to Gregorian 

chant and the polyphonic traditions that developed out of it. In effect, he separates the 

first practice into a “more” and “less” ancient style—namely, ligature and motet style 

respectively. Although Mattheson indicates that musicians used the motet and ligature 

styles exclusively within the church,67 composers could use the madrigal68 and 

instrumental69 styles here as well. In fact, Mattheson indicates that instrumental music 

was used in the church at times without any singers and that the madrigal style flourished 

in all musical arenas. Mattheson indicates that the historic church style is becoming 

                                                 
67“Die beiden angeführten Gattungen der klingenden Schreib-Art haben nun nirgend anders Platz, 

als in der Kirche, oder an solchem Orte, da man Gott mit Sang und Klang will: es sey auch wo es wolle. 
[The two said categories of musical style (ligature and motet styles) are now not used anywhere else than in 
the church, or in such a place where one wishes to serve God with song and music: wherever this may be.]”   
Mattheson, Capellmeister, 78. Revised Translation, 203. 

68“Die folgende dritte Art aber, nehmlich der Madrigalen-Styl, gehöret sowol dort, als auf der 
Schaubühne, und in Sälen oder Zimmern zu Hause. Ja, er will zu diesen Zeiten fast alles in allem seyn. 
[The following third [madrigal] style, however, belongs there [as a part of the church style], as well as on 
the theater stage, in the salons or chambers. Indeed it seems to strive nowadays to be virtually the all in 
all.]” Ibid.,79. Ibid., 203.  

69“In so weit nun der Instrument-Styl mit in die Kirche gehöret in so weit erfordet er, bey den in 
geistlichen Stücken gebräulichen Sonaten, Sonatinen, Symphonien, Vor-Zwischen und Nach-Spielen, seine 
besondere Festigkeit, und im Gange wolgegründetes, ernsthafftes Wesen; damit es nicht nach einer los 
bändigen Ouvertür schmecke: denn in göttlichen Materien muss diese Schreib-Art ehrbar, wolbedeckt und 
kräftig; nicht scherkend, nackt und ohnmächtig seyn, maassen sie eben deswegen bis Tag aus des Pabstes 
Capelle verwiesen worden, woselbst keine andre, als die zur Verstärckung der Grund-Stimmen höchstige 
Orgel und Bass-Instrumentzu gebrauchen erlaubet sind. [Now in so far as the instrumental style belongs in 
the church style to that extent it requires, in sonatas, sonatinas, sinfonias, preludes, interludes, and postludes 
used in religious affairs, its special solemnity and a serious quality directly based on the proceedings; lest it 
smack of a loosely-united overture; therefore, in sacred matters, this style of writing must be respectable, 
well-considered and strong; on this account, where nothing else is permitted but the most indispensable 
organ and bass instruments for strengthening the fundamental voices.” Ibid., 82-3. Ibid., 209. 
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obsolete,70 but hopes that the essence of pure composition is preserved while adapting it 

to the present compositional practice.71    

Kirnberger provides a clear description of the relationship and explicit purposes 

of music with respect to free and strict composition. He relates church music with the 

strict style and confirms its serious and solemn character while he links the free style with 

theater and concert music and its functional role of providing amusement.72 In addition, 

Kirnberger uses the terms galant and lighter style as referents for the free style. By 

indicating that the free style results from “exceptions and deviations” to the strict style, 

                                                 
70“Im Kirchen-Styl war es damahls, und ist noch wol eine nothwendige Sache, alles auf das 

reineste in der Harmonie zu verfertigen; doch sind die Zeiten zu unterscheiden. Heutiges Tages, da sich die 
Schreib-Art verändert hat, und auch in den andächtigsten geistlichen Stücken der Noten Geltung von dem 
alten Gebrauch abweichet, müssen wir auch von solchen Dingen einen andern Begriff haben; und doch rein 
setzen: d. i. wir müssen die guten Grundsätze unsrer Vorfahren mit vernünfftigen Auslegungen verfehen, 
welches eben alhier unsre Absicht ist. [In the church style it was and still is essential to compose everything 
in harmony most purely; yet the times have changed. Nowadays, where the style of writing has changed 
and has deviated from the ancient as regards note values even in the most sacred pieces, we must also have 
a different concept of such things; and yet compose purely: i.e., we must provide the good basic principles 
of our forefathers withintelligent interpretations, which is our very intent here.]” Ibid., 268. Ibid., 532-3.  

71“Damahls aber, etwa vor hundert Jahren, hat der Kirchen-Styl nur vier Schlectunterschiedene 
Gattungen unter sich begriffen; der Kammer-Styl hatte deren drey, und der theatralische wollte sich noch 
gar nicht theilen, sondern blieb einfach; dass man also mit Mühe nur acht Neben-Arten berechnete. Man 
kan nun leicht dencken, dass sich, seit der Zeit, viele Veränderungen in diesen Dingen zugetragen haben, 
und die Anzahl vermehtet worden ist. [At that time, however, some one hundred years ago, the church style 
comprised within itself only four barely distinguishable characteristics; the chamber style had three, and the 
theatrical could not be divided at all but remained one; thus with effort one could enumerate only eight 
secondary styles. Now one can easily see that many changes in these things have taken place since then, 
and that the number has been increased.” Ibid., 69. Ibid., 190. 

72“Jene strenge Schreibart wird vernämlich in der Kirchenmusik, die allemal von ernsthaftem, oder 
feyerlichen Inhalt ist, gebraucht; diese aber ist vornehmlich der Schaubühne und den Concerten eigen, wo 
man mehr die Ergössung des Gehörs, als die Erweckung ernsthafter oder feyerlicher Empfindung zur 
Absicht hat. Sie wird deswegen insgemein die galante Schreibart genennt, und man gestattet ihr 
verscheidene zierliche Ausschweiffungen, und mancherlen Abweichungen von den Regeln. [The strict style 
is used mainly in church music, whose content is always serious or solemn. But the other is particularly 
appropriate to the theatre and to concerts, where one is more concerned with the amusement of the listener 
than the awakening of more serious or solemn feelings. For this reason, it is commonly called the galant 
style, and in this style various decorative excesses and numerous deviations from the rules are permitted.]” 
Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 80. Translation taken from Strict Musical Composition, 99. 
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he confirms that justification plays a central role in his theory.73 Kirnberger makes the 

relationship of these licenses from the strict model explicit when he demonstrates the six 

manners by which he derives them.74   

Albrechtsberger indicates that by the late eighteenth-century the compositional 

landscape has changed to the degree that “one hears and finds now a thousand examples 

of the free before twenty of the strict composition.”75 Sechter confirms Albrechtsberger’s 

opinion that some view the category of the strict style as outdated. To make it meaningful 

for a contemporary audience, Sechter reports that some may view his “The Correct 

Succession of Fundamental Harmonies”—Volume 1 of Die Grundsätze—as defining the 

strict style.76 With the increasing influence of free composition within the church style, 

                                                 
73“Die Beobachtung, der in dem vorhergehenden Abschnitt vorgetragenen Regeln, ist durchaus 

nothwendig, wenn dass Tonstück einen Schweren Gang hat, oder wenn es, wie man sich insgemein 
ausdruckt, in der strengen Schreibart gesetzt ist; sie leiden aber ungemein viel Ausnahmen und 
Abweichungen, wenn man in der freien oder leichtern Schreibart setzet. [Observance of the rules given in 
the preceding chapter, is absolutely necessary when the composition has a serious character or when, as is 
commonly said, it is written in the strict style. An extraordinary number of exceptions and deviations 
from these rules, however, are permitted when writing in the freer or lighter style.]” Ibid. 

74These six manners are demonstrated as part of the second case study in Chapter 3. See pages 81-
83 and 85-90 

75“Man hört und findet jetzt eher tausend Beyspiele des freyen, als zwanzig des strengen Satzes...” 
Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 19. 

76“Nicht immer verbindet man unter dem Ausdruck strenger Satz den bisher gegebenen engen 
Begriff, denn auch die Fälle, wenn die Quartsextaccorde, die Sepataccorde nebst ihren Verwechslungen mit 
gehöriger Vorbereitung und Auflösung gebraucht werden, wenn ferner auch die Dissonanzen eine 
Verzögerung der Auflösung gebraucht werden, wenn ferner auch die Dissonanzen eine Verzögerung der 
Auflösung bekommen, kurz, wenn Alles, was bei Abhandlung der richtigen Folge der Grundharmonien 
festgestellt wurde, angewendet wird, will man noch dazu gerechnet wissen. Man möge sich aber erinnern, 
dass diese Vermehrung der Hülfsmittel von den Alten schon zum freien Satze gerechnet wurde, obwohl 
auch da noch feste Regeln anzuwenden sind. [One does not always find under the expression strict 
composition the narrow idea given up till now, for also the cases when the six-four chord, the seventh next 
to its inversions are used with proper preparations and resolutions, when further also dissonances occur a 
delay of the resolution, in short, when everything is used, that was presented in the treatise on the “Correct 
Succession of Fundamental Harmonies”, one may want to designate yet under this. One may recall, 
however, that this increase of aid by the ancients was already reckoned under free composition, although 
the yet firm rules are also applied. One does not always find under the expression strict composition the 
narrow idea given up till now, for also the cases when the six-four chord, the seventh next to its inversions 
are used with proper preparations and resolutions, when further also dissonances occur a delay of the 
resolution, in short, when everything is used, that was presented in the treatise on the “Correct Succession 
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either the close relationship between church music and strict composition is obsolete or 

what qualifies as strict composition must change. 

Several conclusions follow from the above historical survey. First, although 

terminological categories changed with the passage of time, the two categories denoted 

by strict and free composition remained stable. Monteverdi and Scacchi used first and 

second practice as well as ancient and modern style whereas Bernhard preferred grave 

and luxuriant. Mattheson transforms these previous terms into motet and madrigal style. 

For Kirnberger, Albrechtsberger and Sechter, the terms strict and free prevailed. 

Regardless of the paired names used, the strict one refered to the church-related choral 

music and the free one to the chamber and theater with a growing body of instrumental 

music. 

Beginning with Bernhard and continuing through Mattheson, Kirnberger, 

Albrechtsberger and Sechter, elements of free composition and instrumental music, 

however, became increasingly more important in the church style. Although the concept 

of strict composition as church-related choral music continued to survive into the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, free composition dominated the musical landscape. 

As a result, the relationship between church music and strict style became increasingly 

less tenuous. To an extent, the term strict style was meaningless for referencing a 

significant body of literature in the nineteenth century as narrowly defined by its 

relationship to sixteenth and seventeenth century music. If, however, the concept of strict 

                                                                                                                                                 
of Fundamental Harmonies”, one may want to designate yet under this. One may recall, however, that this 
increase of aid by the ancients was already reckoned under free composition, although the yet firm rules are 
also applied.]” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 150.  
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style were more closely aligned with the church style as it existed in a particular historic 

epoch and viewed as able to evolve into new types of strict composition, the category 

could become relevant again.  

Multiple Strict Traditions and Updates 

In general, theorists used the term “strict” primarily in historical and current 

literature with reference to the pedagogy of counterpoint. With respect to counterpoint, 

there are three central historical traditions connected to its pedagogy. 1) A twentieth-

century tradition originating with C. H. Kitson and Knud Jeppeson attempted to connect 

strict composition solely with the practice of the Palestrina primarily by means of a direct 

compositional approach as they observed it.77 2) J. J. Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum was 

the primary source of a new tradition for explaining Renaissance compositional style by 

carefully controlling the ordering of materials according to their complexity and the 

number of voices used.78 3) From Bach and Kirnberger, a third tradition of counterpoint 

formed that treated it as the result of melodic writing against an acknowledged harmonic 

background.79 

                                                 
77C. H. Kitson, Applied Strict Composition (London: Oxford University Press, 1931). Knud 

Jeppeson, Kontrapunkt: Lehrbuch der klassisschen Vokalpolyphonie (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1935). 
See page 7 for further discussion of Jeppeson. 

78Fux develops his species counterpoint methodology in the second book of Johann Joseph Fux, 
Gradus ad Parnassum: A Facsimile of the 1725 Vienna Edition (New York: Broude. 1966), 43-140 

79C. P. E. Bach provides the outlines for his father’s approach to harmony and counterpoint in a 
letter written to Johann Nikolaus Forkel. Bach states the following: “In composition he started the pupils 
right in with what was practical, and omitted all the dry species of counterpoint that are given in Fux and 
others.” Later, he states “In teaching fugues, he began with two-part ones, and so on.” See Hans T. David 
and Arthur Mendel (eds.), Bach Reader: A Life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Documents, rev. 
edn., (New York: W. W. Norton, 1966) , 279. Kirnberger explicitly states his interest in developing the J. S. 
Bach’s pedagogical procedures. “Ich habe die Methode des sel. Joh. Seb. Bach auf Grundsätze zurück zu 
füren und seine Lehren nach dem Maasse meiner Kräfte der Welt, in meiner Kunst des reinen Satzes, vor 
Augen zu legen gesuchet. [I have sought to reduce the method of the late Joh. Seb. Bach to basic principles 
and to lay before eyes his teachings after the measure of my worldly strength in my Art of Strict Musical 
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Knud Jeppeson, in the preface of his Counterpoint, recognizes the contrapuntal 

tradition that began with J. S. Bach and passed from Kirnberger to E. F. Richter, S. 

Jadassohn, and Hugo Riemann.80 Jeppeson, however, includes only the Leipzig theorists; 

omitted from this list are the Viennese contributors to this theoretical tradition, especially 

Simon Sechter and Anton Bruckner. Jeppeson quotes Ernst Kurth’s definition of 

harmonic counterpoint—“how two or more lines can unfold simultaneously in the most 

unrestrained melodic development, not by means of the chords but in spite of them”—to 

represent his conception of what the basis of this approach is.81 The “in spite of them,” 

although, requires a clear understanding of which harmonies are usable and how they 

connect as a precursor to “unrestrained melodic development.” For the compositional 

process, theorists in the Bach tradition believed an understanding of the harmonic fabric 

was necessary prior to writing counterpoint. Through the assimilation of new strict 

harmonic theories of the eighteenth century with seventeenth century contrapuntal theory, 

a new term, “Strict Composition,” is necessary to distinguish it from existing “Strict 

Counterpoint” methodologies.  

To illustrate the differing methodologies of the Fux and Bach traditions, one can 

compare Sechter’s and Albrechtsberger’s views of strict composition. Although there are 

significant similarities in the life situations of Sechter and Albrechtsberger, the final 

conception of their strict and free compositional theories diverge widely. Albrechtsberger 

                                                                                                                                                 
Composition.]” Kirnberger, Gedanken über die verschiedenen Lehrarten in der Komposition, als 
Vorbereitung zur Fugenkenntniss (Berlin, 1782), 5. 

80Knud Jeppeson’s division of contrapuntal traditions is similar to the one that I am supporting 
here. See his Counterpoint: The Polyphonic Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Century, trans., with an intro., by 
Glen Haydon (New York: Prentice Hall, 1939), x-xi and 38-53. 
 81Ibid, x-xi.  
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flourished in the latter half of the eighteenth century where he was the Kapellmeister and 

organist at St. Stephens Cathedral in Vienna. Furthermore, he grounded Beethoven 

compositionally in Fuxian counterpoint at the recommendation of Haydn. Sechter worked 

and taught in Vienna during the first half of the nineteenth century where he was the 

principal court organist at the Imperial chapel and theory instructor at the conservatory. 

In addition to Bruckner, Sechter briefly taught a somewhat reluctant Franz Schubert for 

the purposes of improving his fugal composition writing—tonal answers in particular.82 

Albrechtsberger accepted Fuxian species methodology with its gradual accretion 

of voices from the beginning two. For Sechter, however, a harmonic underpinning was 

stressed by first working with four parts, then two and finally three—emphasis being 

placed on developing melody with respect to an acknowledged harmonic background. 

Sechter presents, in a scant two pages, a succinct version of species counterpoint as a 

method for practicing strict composition; however, the contrapuntal theory is presented 

here more as an afterthought—a good way to practice composing in the strict style—

rather than as a means for approaching serious composition.83 Albrechtsberger, however, 

bases his complete approach to strict composition around species counterpoint following 

the development of composition from a thoroughbass approach. 

In addition to these two main traditions, various updates continued to be offered 

that would make both approaches more palatable to a then contemporary audience. Each 

of these various models of counterpoint has interacted with the concept of strictness and 

                                                 
 82Alfred Mann, “Schubert’s Lesson with Sechter” 19th-Century Music 6/2 (Fall 1982) 159-65. 
Schubert died two weeks following their first and only lesson on November 4, 1828. 

83Sechter briefly develops species counterpoint in Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 141-2. 
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each was often modified later to meet the demands of the then contemporary music 

practice. Within the species counterpoint tradition, revisions were offered by 

Albrechtsberger, Luigi Cherubini, Heinrich Bellerman, Ebenezer Prout, and Knud 

Jeppeson.84 In a similar manner to the advocates of the species tradition listed above, 

Bruckner and Sechter also updated Kirnberger’s conception of strict composition to meet 

the needs of their contemporary setting. Thus, each of the two main traditions developed 

a new strict compositional theory appropriate for a particular historic context.  

 Albrechtsberger’s treatise, Gründliche Anweisung zur Musik, presents several 

noteworthy changes within the Fux strict tradition. In developing his species 

counterpoint, Albrechtsberger assumes knowledge of thoroughbass to assist in combining 

the various voices. Ignaz von Seyfried’s edition of the above treatise includes 

Albrechtsberger’s notes on thoroughbass prior to species counterpoint.85 By doing so, 

Albrechtsberger acknowledges the need for harmonic control for melodic combinations 

within an eighteenth-century style. Also, Fux’s use of modes proves so troublesome for 

Albrechtsberger from the perspective of practicality that he completely replaces them 

with major and minor keys.86 For Fux, the use of modes was compositionally meaningful, 

                                                 
84These works are as follows: Albrechtsberger Gründliche Anweisung; Luigi Cherubini, Cours de 

contrepoint et de fugue, 2nd ed. (Paris: M. Schlesinger, 1840-9?); Heinrich Bellerman, Der Contrapunkt, 4th 
ed. (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1901); Ebenezer Prout, Counterpoint: Strict and Free, (London: Augener Ltd., 
1890); and Knud Jeppeson, Kontrapunkt: Lehrbuch der klassisschen Vokalpolyphonie (Leipzig: Breitkopf 
& Härtel, 1935). 

85Seyfried was a student of Albrechtsberger; however, when and to what extent is uncertain. Peter 
Branscombe: ‘Ignaz Seyfried,’ Groves Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed August 15, 2007), 
<http://www.grovemusic.com>   

86“Wir wollen also die im nämlichen Kapitel festgesetzen 24 Tonarten der neuern Komponisten 
durch alle fünf Gattungen beybehalten. [We also want to retain the established 24 keys of newer composers 
through all five species in the same chapter.]” Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 33. 
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because Palestrina used them.87 Albrecthsberger, however, brings about a significant 

change since his major and minor keys replaced Fux’s modal examples. Now, he must 

compose a completely new set of major/minor cantus firmi with contrapuntal 

elaborations to replace those from Fux. Furthermore, Albrechtsberger’s third species 

allows the use of six and eight notes to one note of the cantus firmus while Fux allowed 

only four. Albrechtsberger also accounts for most meters such as 3/4 and 3/2 that are 

frequently used in composition beyond the generic 4/4 meter used solely by Fux.  

Justification Process 

Many theorists used arbitrary assignments to define what was strict and what was 

free. For example, a theorist might indicate that these particular intervals such as the 

major and minor sixth are usable in the strict style while these—the minor seventh and 

diminished seventh—are only available in the free style.88 A simple two-step process of 

assertion in which there is more control and less control as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Two-step process of assertion 
 

Strict Model  →  Free Licenses 
 
Where the strict/free process becomes more complex, however, is in explaining 

dissonance formations. The Bach and Fux traditions emphasized the systematic 

justification of free embellishments from strict models through the use of 

transformations. The justification process for dissonances operated within these strict/free 

compositional traditions as shown in Figure 4.  
                                                 

87In addition, the modern major/minor key system was still emerging. Heinichen in 1711 and 
Mattheson in 1716 were the first two German musicians to advocate for twenty-four major and minor keys. 
Gradus ad Parnassum was published in 1725. See Joel Lester, Compositional Theory in the Eighteenth 
Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 169.  

88Example comes from Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 91. 
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Figure 4. Model for justification process 
Imagined Sounds 
↑     ↓ 

Strict Model  →  Transformation  →  Free Embellishment 
 

I discuss each of the components in this model to illustrate how each one functions in 

general. First, I begin with the strict model and its relationship to emulation and the types 

of rules used in defining it. Next, I describe the four types of dissonance 

transformations—addition, omission, distribution and reinterpretation—with its resulting 

free embellishments. Lastly, I demonstrate that most imagined sounds result from 

transformations of omission, but on occasion, theorists derived them from 

transformations of distribution. In a few instances, they did not result from a strict/free 

process but rather as an accident of an unrelated process. 

The strict models developed in the theories of the following theorists were 

invariably developed from a master composer. Fux’s work in Gradus ad Parnassum was 

to create a strict contrapuntal approach that attempted to produce music in the style of the 

high Renaissance—anachronistic with respect to music written during that time. In Fux’s 

foreword to the reader, he informs us that “by Aloysius, the master, I refer to Palestrina, 

the celebrated light of music.”89 Kirnberger’s The Art of Strict Musical Composition is 

                                                 
89“Postremò ad faciliorem captum, utque veritas magis elucesceret, secundam partem dialogicè 

tractandam assumpsi, ubi per Aloysium, Magistrum, clarissimum illud Musicae lumen Praenestinum, vel ùt 
alii volunt, Praeestinum intelligo, cui totum, quidquid in hoc genere scientiae in me est, in acceptis refero, 
cujusque memoriam, dum vivam, maximo pietatis officio prosequi nunquam desinam. [Finally, for the sake 
of better understanding and greater clarity, I have used the form of dialogue. By Aloysius, the master, I 
refer to Palestrina, the celebrated light of music, from Praeneste (or, as others say, Praeester), to whom I 
owe everything that I know of this art, and whose memory I shall never cease to cherish with a feeling of 
deep reverence. ” Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, last page of preface (unnumbered). Translation taken from 
The Study of Counterpoint from Joseph Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum, rev. ed., trans. and ed. by Alfred 
Mann (New York: London, 1965), 18. 
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primarily based on the compositional teachings of J. S. Bach with whom he studied.90 

Sechter appears to have eighteenth-century models in mind when he suggests that the 

reader should study examples of compositions by Bach, Händel, Mozart, and Joseph and 

Michael Haydn.91 Usually, these master composers appeared in some generation 

immediately prior to the writing of the theoretical document. 

Many important composers related to strict/free traditions used modeling as a tool 

for developing compositional skills. Perhaps one of the best sources for such a 

relationship is found in the music of J. S. Bach. In one instance, James Ladewig indicates 

how Bach reuses a subject from a Frescobaldi ricercar as the basis for his “Fugue in C# 

minor” from WTC I.92   

Example 8. Subjects for Frescobaldi’s Ricercar primo and Bach’s Fugue in C-sharp minor  
 

 

Bach makes an important change to the subject, however—the added leading tone, B-

sharp, replaces the subtonic C in Frescobaldi’s subject—enhancing the sense of C-sharp 

as the tonal center in Bach’ fugue. With this change, the dissonant diminished fourth 
                                                 

90Friedrich Marpurg’s autobiographical sketch of Kirnberger in Historisch-kritische Beyträge zur 
Aufnahme der Musik, (Berlin, 1754), 85, contains the only known reference to his study with Bach. 
Marpurg claims Kirnberger worked with Bach between 1739 and 1741 but to what extent is not known. 
Howard Serwer: ‘Johann Philipp Kirnberger,’ Groves Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed August 15, 
2007), <http://www.grovemusic.com>   
 91“Für die Leser des Bisherigen wird es gut sein, die Compositionen von Sebastian  Bach, von 
Friedrich Händel, von Mozart, und von Joseph und Michael Haydn zu studiren, nachdem sie des Grund, 
worauf diese Meister bauten, kennen gelernt haben. [For the readers of the previous material, it will be 
good to study the compositions of Sebastian Bach, Friedrich Händel, Mozart and Joseph and Michael 
Haydn after they have learned to understand the foundation from which these masters built.]” Sechter, Die 
Grundsätze, vol.3, 160.  
 92Ladewig claims the Frescobaldi Ricercar (1605) is an example of an instrumental piece in the 
first practice. See “Bach and the Prima Prattica: The Influence of Frescobaldi on a Fugue from the Well-
Tempered Clavier," Journal of Musicology 9/3 (Summer 1991): 358-375. 
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interval in Bach’s subject has replaced the perfect fourth found in the subject of 

Frescobaldi’s Ricercar primo—i.e., a free diminished fourth has replaced a strict perfect 

fourth. What Bach perhaps loses in terms of melodic grace, he gains in a clearer sense of 

tonality.93 The use of the leading tone and chromaticism in general as a tool for tonal 

clarity is a free embellishment to the strict modal underpinning of the emerging 

eighteenth-century musical language. Bach’s deliberate change to the subject in this 

instance demonstrates the manner in which he revised older compositional material to 

meet the compositional needs of his particular historical setting.  

Bruckner also used modeling and borrowing techniques frequently in his 

compositions. In a particularly striking instance in his own setting, Bruckner recasts 

Mozart’s opening thematic material from the “Introitus” of his Requiem in his own 

Requiem in D minor from 1849.94   

Example 9. Bruckner’s Quotation from Mozart’s Requiem in D minor  

 

Alalthough Mozart’s setting includes greater contrapuntal intricacies, Bruckner’s 

harmonic setting demonstrated significant personal growth for him in terms of the larger 

dimensions of a multi-movement work and increased instrumental resources.  

Even more important for Bruckner’s later works are the quotes and paraphrases 

from his contemporary, Wagner, that served as models for Bruckner’s chromatic 

                                                 
93Ibid, 371.  
94Also noteworthy is the fact that Bruckner preserves the same key—D minor—used in Mozart’s 

Requiem.  
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development. For example, Bruckner quotes the Reuemotiv (repentance motive) from 

Tannhäuser in the first movement of his Seventh Symphony.95 

Example 10. Wagner’s Repentance Motive  

 

Example 11. Bruckner Quotation in Symphony No. 7, 1st mvt. 
 

 

Although Bruckner changes the contrapuntal lines of the supporting voices, he preserves 

the fundamental bass from the original harmonic progression as well. In short, these 

examples from Bach and Bruckner illustrate an important point concerning the 

relationship between strict/free theories and compositional practice emanating from 

them—their adherents prominently used modeling techniques as a method for developing 

a desired compositional skill.  

                                                 
95See Graham Phipps, “Bruckner’s Free Application of Strict Sechterian Theory with Stimulation 

from Wagnerian Sources: An Assessment of the First Movement of the Symphony,” Perspectives of Anton 
Bruckner, 246-249 for a complete explanation of the motive’s formal and harmonic significance within 
Bruckner’s quotation. Examples 10 and 11 adapted from ibid. 
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In all strict/free compositional approaches, a defined set of rules, principles, 

restrictions and limitations define the boundaries of what is compositionally assured. 

Thus, the process is a deductive one. These restrictions arise from the following set of 

concerns: voice-leading, dissonance control, melodic intervals, vertical range between 

pairs of voices, and commencement and cadence control. These limiting conditions or 

restrictions take the form of rules such as Fux’s conditions given at the end of Book One 

from Gradus ad Parnassum. After defining the three types of motion (direct, contrary, 

and oblique), he presents four rules that each deal with voice leading between pairs of 

voices.  

First Rule: From one perfect consonance to another perfect consonance, one must 
proceed in contrary or oblique motion.  
Second Rule: From a perfect consonance to an imperfect consonance, one may 
proceed in any of the three motions. 
Third Rule: From an imperfect consonance to a perfect consonance, one must 
proceed in contrary or oblique motion. 
Fourth Rule: From one imperfect consonance to another imperfect consonance, 
one may proceed in any of the three motions.96 

 
With respect to earlier contrapuntal treatises in which exhaustive lists detailed all of the 

correct pairs of consonant pitches that may possibly follow from a given consonant 

interval, Fux’s rules simplify the process by providing the underlying principles needed 

to generate them. In short, music in the strict style becomes an artful combination of a set 

of accepted strict models through emulation of a master composer.  

                                                 
96“Regula prima. De Consonantia perfecta ad perfectam proceditur per motum contrarium, vel 

obliquum. Regula secunda. De Consonantia perfecta ad imperfectam per omnes tres motus. Regula tertia. 
De imperfecta ad perfectam per motum contrarium, vel obliquum. Regula quarta. De imperfecta, ad 
imperfectam per omnes tres motus.” Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, 42. Translation taken from Fux, Study of 
Counterpoint, 42. 
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 There are four types of transformations that occur in the strict/free justification 

process linking the strict background to the free embellishment: transformations of 

addition, transformations of omission, transformations of distribution and transformations 

of reinterpretation. I discuss each of these transformations with examples drawn from 

theoretical treatises. The different types of imagined sounds that result from the above 

categories then follow. 

 In additive transformations, either a pitch is added to the free surface that is not 

found in the strict model or an underlying rhythm is modified in such a way that there are 

more attack points in the free surface than found in the strict model. In the following 

example, Fux adds a dissonant note between two vertically consonant intervals that are a 

third apart.97   

Example 12. Fux, Justification for passing tone 

 
 
The new passing tones above also affect the rhythm by creating additional attack points 

with respect to the underlying strict model. Thus, most traditional non-chord tone patterns 

are subsumed under this category in strict/free theories, because they add a new pitch to 

the free surface. 

In a transformation of distribution, the number of attack points and pitches 

remains the same, but the durations of the pitches in the free embellishment have been 

altered with respect to the strict model. The simplest example is a suspension pattern in 

                                                 
97Example 12 taken from Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, 56. 
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which the a dissonant note is prepared in a voice, allowed to become a dissonance and 

then resolves downward by step to another consonant pitch.98  

Example 13. Fux, Justification for suspension  

 

In the above example, the dissonant G delays the arrival of the consonant F-sharp in the 

time-span that it previously occupied as demonstrated by the strict model.  

Rarely, transformations of distribution lead to an imagined sound of which 

Kirnberger’s unauthentic (uneigentlich or unächt) seventh chord is a good example.99 

Example 14. Kirnberger, Unauthentic seventh chord 

 

For Kirnberger, all seventh chords had an expected fundamental bass motion of a falling 

fifth; however, in the instance of the chords in the unauthentic seventh class, their roots 

appeared to move upward by step. Because the correct harmonic progression was not 

                                                 
98Example 13 taken from Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, 70. 
99Example 14 taken from Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 66. The second part is derived from an 

example in ibid., 62. 
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occurring—i.e., the falling fifth fundamental bass motion, Kirnberger inserts an 

intermediate step that justifies the apparent mistake of an upward second. Kirnberger’s 

solution for the latter problem was to view the chord as the result of a dissonance not 

resolved in its normative position accidentally creating a second chord whose true 

fundamental is different than what it appears.  

In a transformation of omission, a pitch is absent in the free surface that was 

found in the strict model. The Monteverdi example discussed by Artusi in the Chapter 1 

is a good example of a strict/free relationship in this category.100 In that example, the 

dissonant A is neither prepared nor resolved by the expected consonant notes. To 

“observe harmonic relation,” a consonant G preceding and following the A must be 

added to demonstrate the underlying consonant-dissonant-consonant relationship. 

Sechter’s explanation of all fundamental bass motion by third or fifth through a 

substitution as discussed in Chapter 1 is another example of a transformation of omission. 

Motions by second are not rejected as incorrect but rather viewed as a contraction of an 

underlying progression by fifth. Sechter claims the apparent motion of a second between 

the F and G fundamentals results from the omission of the actual root, D, of the first 

chord in the pair. 

Imagined sounds in strict/free theories usually result from transformations of 

omission. Within transformations of omission, there are three patterns that result in 

imagined sounds. 1) A composer removed an expected consonance that preceded or 

followed a dissonance. 2) A composer omits a harmonic scale-degree from a normative 

                                                 
100See Example 1 on page 4 of Chapter 1. 
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harmonic pattern. 3) A composer suspends or defers the expected note of resolution of a 

tendency tone within a scale. Within the transformation of distribution, an imagined 

fundamental could result if a resolution of a dissonance is postponed until the arrival of 

the following chord. Thus, the fact that imagined sounds point to transformations of 

omission or distribution is the reason that imaginary sounds serve as an indicator for the 

presence of the strict/free compositional polarity.  

 By the nineteenth century, specific scale-degree patterns were so strongly 

expected that they became normative elements of harmonic progressions—in terms of 

functions, namely tonic, predominant, dominant and tonic in that particular order. In 

particular instances, an omitted chord in the above pattern could be implied without the 

particular chord literally being present in the progression. Exchanges between tonic and 

subdominant and tonic and dominant scale-degrees were normal; however, the direct 

motion of supertonic, mediant, and submediant scale-degrees and their chromatic 

substitutions to tonic frequently forces the listener to justify the progression by assuming 

the placement of an imagined dominant chord between the audible pair. In another 

instance, the strong motion of a predominant chord to a dominant without resolution to 

the tonic can imply the tonic function without it being literally present. A member of 

Sechter’s sphere of influence, Karl Mayrberger defines the omission of a particular chord 

function or scale-degree as a harmonic ellipsis.101  

Several important instances of imaginary sounds include harmonic progressions 

where the tonic function is avoided or weakened to the point that it loses the ability to 

                                                 
101I explore the notion of harmonic ellipsis further in Chapter 5. See pages 237-41.  
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define the tonal center. Within a melodic line, the prevailing scale creates tendencies that 

need to be realized such as the leading tone resolution to the tonic scale-degree or the 

falling fourth scale-degree to the third scale-degree. Implied melodic pitches have 

specific melodic directions-tensions that need to be resolved in a scale—omission of the 

"resolution" of the scalar tension leaves the presence of the correct pitch still in the mind 

of a listener. An even more important implication is found that harmonic regions can be 

implied without their tonic pitch or tonic chord literally being present during that 

harmonic regions time-span. A normative harmonic progression that contains the pre-

dominant and dominant functions or melodic passages that can only be derived from a 

particular scale can in and of themselves suggest a tonic chord.   

In a transformation of reinterpretation, one or more pitches require the use of an 

enharmonic respelling to explain an irregular resolution of a chord. The reinterpretation 

of a fully-diminished seventh as another fully-diminished seventh chord given by 

Kirnberger in Die Kunst illustrates the point.102 

Example 15. Kirnberger, Reinterpretation of fully-diminished seventh chord 

 

In the example, Kirnberger provides a fully-diminished seventh chord built from F-sharp 

and indicates that the D is the fundamental as result of his unauthentic interpretation—

i.e., the E-flat is a dissonant ninth whose resolution is delayed until the following chord. 

                                                 
102Example 15 taken from Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 129-30. 
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In the second part of the example, the same chord is respelled so that at a) the D-sharp is 

the apparent root and B the actual fundamental, at b) the B-sharp is the apparent root and 

G-sharp the actual fundamental, and at c) the A is the apparent root and the F is the actual 

fundamental. At a), the E-flat is reinterpreted as the leading tone D-sharp and the other 

pitches maintain the same spelling.  

Kirnberger provides several examples of the enharmonic reinterpretation of the 

above F-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord. In the one given below, he completes an 

enharmonic modulation from C minor to E minor where the E-flat in C minor becomes 

reinterpreted as a D-sharp in E minor.103 

Example 16. Kirnberger, Reinterpretation of fully-diminished seventh in E minor 

 

If the progression had continued as expected within the key of C minor, then the 

following voice leading may likely have occurred. 

Example 17. Expected resolution of fully-diminished seventh chord 

 

For the progression preceding the enharmonic modulation to E minor, the voice leading 

would likely have happened as follows.104      

                                                 
103Example 16 taken from Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 130.  
104Examples 17 and 18 generated by author.  
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Example 18. Progression expected prior to resolution of fully-diminished seventh chord in E minor  

 

Enharmonic reinterpretations inundate the listener with a flood of harmonic possibilities 

resulting from the implied possibilities of the key preceding and following the 

modulation—the one most clearly perceived by a listener being the expected resolution of 

the fully-diminished seventh chord in the previously established key. 

 There are several imagined sounds that do not inevitably result from a 

transformation in the strict/free justification process. In pieces in which there are fewer 

than four voices, fifths were frequently omitted from triads and seventh chords 

particularly in three voices, or a third that represents lower two factors of the chord. In 

the Fuxian tradition, working from two voices out to four voices and beyond allows 

members of this tradition to view missing chord elements as potential consonances that 

one may add when more voices become available; however, the Kirnberger tradition 

regards an harmonic underpinning of four voices as structurally prior to composition in 

two and three voices. Thus, missing elements in two and three part works are viewed as 

pitches omitted from the underlying four-part harmonic structure.  

Rameau indicates another manner in which imagined sounds occur in theory 

without referencing the justification process in his definition of imply (sous-entendre).105  

                                                 
 105“ Sous-Entendre. On regarde dans la musique les termes de sous-entendre et de supposer 
presque comme synonimes; cependant leur signification y renferme un sens bien different l’un de l’autre. 
Par le mot de sous-entendre on doit être prévenu que les Sons ausquels on l’aplique, peuvent être entendus 
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When working with the fundamental bass, he notes that we hear the imagined 

fundamental as a discrete sound below the other sounds written on a separate staff. As 

Rameau uses it, these imagined fundamentals form an independent line through their 

accumulation conveying the type of cadence—perfect, irregular and deceptive—used 

between adjacent pairs of chords. 

 At the core of the strict/free polarity is an association of strictness with church and 

choral music and freeness with secular (chamber and theatrical) and instrumental music. 

With the passage of time, however, more free and instrumental embellishments were 

present in the strict style. By accumulating enough changes, strict theories were replaced 

by updates within a tradition that make it more useful for a then present compositional 

milieu. Furthermore, the underlying strict model, regardless of its historic setting, shares 

the following characteristics with other strict theories: a number of principles or rules that 

are based on the work of a master composer. The four types of transformations—

addition, omission, distribution and reinterpretation—originate from strict models into 

the free embellishment through a series of intermediate steps in the justification process. 

For the two-step assertion process, theorists pronounce what is strict followed by the 

license without further validation. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
dans les Accords où ils ne se trouvent point; et même, à l’ègard du Son-Fondamental, il faut s’imaginer 
qu’il devroit être pour lors entendu au dessous des autres Sons, lorsqu’on dit qu’il est Sous-entendu. 
[IMPLY. The terms imply and suppose are considered almost synonymous in music; nonetheless their 
meanings are quite distinct. The word imply indicates that sounds thus designated might be heard in chords 
in which they are not actually found. As for the fundamental sound, we imagine that it should be heard 
below the other sounds when we say that it is implied.]” Rameau, Traité de l'harmonie, 27. Translation 
taken from Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, xlv-vi. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

THREE CASE STUDIES AND A CRITIQUE 
 

 
Presence of the characteristic features of the strict/free tradition—emulation, 

assertion and justification—as developed in Chapter 2, emerge in the three case studies 

taken from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sources. To provide comprehensive 

coverage and demonstrate the presence of these hallmark features in the various 

strict/free traditions and updates, I discuss the theories of the following three individuals: 

Christoph Bernhard, Johann Philipp Kirnberger, and Johann Georg Albrechtsberger. 

Bernhard provides a seventeenth-century perspective of the strict/free polarity prior to the 

development of a comprehensive harmonic theory and the Fux/Bach division within the 

strict/free tradition. In the eighteenth century, Kirnberger demonstrates the strict 

harmonic tradition that has its origins in the teachings of Bach while Albrechtsberger 

presents an update within the Fux tradition. The following case studies also serve as 

models for the manner in which I develop the nineteenth-century strict/free theories of 

Sechter in Chapter 4 and Bruckner in Chapter 5.  

I use the following procedure for each case study. First, I establish the 

compositional models listed for emulation in the theoretical writing. Then, I present the 

rules or principles by which the strict theory operates in the following manner: voice 

leading, commencement and cadence control, range between a pair of voices and within a 

melodic line, and dissonance control. Following the discussion of the strict constructs, the 
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free embellishments used in the theory are classified into the four types of 

transformations—addition, omission, distribution and reinterpretation. I identify 

imagined sounds as they occur for the related transformation.  

Christoph Bernhard 

Bernhard’s most important treatise in terms of the depth of treatment of strict and 

free composition is the Tractatus augmentus compositionis (Extended Treatise on 

Composition) probably written in the late 1650s.106 In it, he provides a lengthy list of 

composers that one could emulate in the church, chamber and theater styles but several 

stand out as the best sources for emulation. In the church style, Bernhard indicates that 

Palestrina “is especially to be imitated, in my opinion”107 and “among more recent 

composers, especially in pieces sung by more than one chorus,” the “two Gabrielis” 

[Andrea and Giovanni] are listed first.108 For both the chamber and theater styles, 

Bernhard lists Monteverdi first and identifies him specifically as the one who “invented 

and elevated” the chamber style.109 Among Germans, Bernhard acknowledges Heinrich 

Schütz first for the chamber style; however, he recognizes only himself for the theatrical 

                                                 
106Walter Hilse proposes the late 1650s due to specific people referenced that he became familiar 

with in the early 1650s. See “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” 4 (footnote 6). Bernhard also wrote two 
other treatises on music—Ausführlicher Bericht vom Gebrauche der Con- und Dissonantien (Thorough 
Account on the Use of Consonances and Dissonances) likely written between 1664-74, and Von der Singe-
Kunst oder Manier (On the Art of Singing or Manner) written around 1649.  

107“Und zwar in Stylo gravi sind meines Erachtens zu imitiren: vornehmlich der Praenestinus, 
welchen die Italiäner Palestina nennen von seinem Vaterlande so heutiges Tages also heisset. [In the grave 
style the following are worthy to imitate in my opinion: particularly Praeneste, whom the Italians call 
Palestrina after the name of his birthplace.]” Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre Heinrich Schützens, 90.  

108“Von denen neueren, und zwar in Sachen, so mit mehreren Choris gesungen werden, sind die 
beyden Gabrieli, …, der Nachfolge würdig.” Ibid. Translation taken from “Treatises of Christoph 
Bernhard,” Music Forum 3, 122.  

109In Stylo luxuriante communi sind folgende: Monteverde, welcher denselben Stylum wohl 
erfunden und hochgebraucht: …  [In stylus luxurians communis we have the following: Monteverdi, who 
indeed invented and elevated this style; …]” Ibid. Ibid.  
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style stating that “we Germans … have been sorely lacking in charming poems such as 

are suitable for this genre.”110   

Bernhard provides the following general rules for controlling the voice leading of 

consonant pairs in two-part writing:  1) two perfect consonances of the same size may not 

follow one another except when they repeat or move in contrary motion,111 2) an 

imperfect consonance may follow a perfect one and vice versa except when bad leaps 

occur,112 and 3) two imperfect consonances may follow each other.113 For three- and 

four-part writing, he indicates that contrary motion is necessary between a pair of 

voices—the only exception coming in three parts when the sixth and third is found with 

respect to the bass.114 Between voice pairs, he prohibits cross relations that produce the 

augmented unison, augmented octave, tritone or a diminished fifth. Furthermore, 

Bernhard warns against frequent voice crossings.115 

                                                 
110“Uns Deutschen will es annoch an denen anmuthigen Poesien zu solchem Genere dienlich, fast 

gebrechen.” Ibid. Ibid. Bernhard indicates that he has written poetry of the type that would be suitable for 
this compositional style. 

111“Zwei Consonantiae perfectae einer Speciei können nicht immediatè aufeinander folgen, wohl 
aber im Stille stehen und bissweilen in motu contrariô. [Two perfect consonances of the same kind cannot 
follow one another directly, except in standing still, or occasionally in contrary motion.]” Ibid., 43. Ibid., 
38.  

112“Auff consonantias perfectas folgen die imperfectae wohl, und auff die Imperfectas die 
perfectae, es würde denn dadurch ein böser Sprung veruhrsacht, . . . [Imperfect consonances follow perfect 
ones well, and perfect ones the imperfect, except when a bad leap is produced . . .]” Ibid., 44. Ibid., 39. 
Bernhard does not define what these bad leaps are. From his lists of consont interval successions, he 
appears to be concerned with direct unisons, fifths and octaves that have a leap in the upper voice or even 
just a step in the lower voice. See Example 19 on page 54.  

113“Zwey Imperfectae folgen wohl auffeinander. . . [Two imperfect consonances follow each other 
well…]” Ibid. Ibid.  

114“Modus contrarius soll in einem Tricinio, who sichs immer leiden will, gefunden werden, 
ausgenommen, wo die Consecutio der Sexten durch Tertias gemittelt wird, in einem Quatuor soll er 
unausbleiblich anzutreffen seyn. [Contrary motion should be present in a three-part piece, where it is 
always appropriate, except when consecutive sixths have thirds in their midst. In a four-part piece, it must 
always be found.]” Ibid., 41. Ibid., 33. 

115“Die hohen Stimmen sollen selten unter die Tieffen und die Tieffen über die Hohen steigen. 
[High voices should seldom go underneath the low, or low voices above the high.]” Ibid., 42. Ibid., 34. 
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Although Bernhard provides the general voice-leading considerations above, he 

devotes additional space to a detailed discussion of voice-leading by demonstrating the 

means by which a consonant pair proceeds to another consonant pair in the same two 

voices. Beginning with the unison and moving through each of the other perfect and 

imperfect consonances in ascending size, Bernhard provides an exhaustive list of each 

consonance type. The list includes suggestions about which ones work better, worse or 

not at all.116 

Example 19. Bernhard, Exhaustive list of good and bad consonant progressions for the minor third 

 

 For the above example, the minor third is cross-indexed with the unison in the 

first line and major third in the second line to indicate each acceptable consonant pair 

succession. The first line illustrates specific instances of an imperfect consonance moving 

to a perfect consonance while the second line illustrates an imperfect consonance moving 

to an imperfect consonance. For the minor third to unison, Bernhard indicates that bad 

results arise when similar motion occurs between the voice pairs and the upper voice 

leaps. The only consonant pair succession that he questions among those moving from 

                                                 
116Example 19 taken from ibid., 46-47.  
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the minor third to the major third (see 10. in Example 19) likely occurs because of the 

minor sixth leap in the upper voice. Bernhard goes on to present the consonant pathways 

from a minor third to a minor third, perfect fifth, major sixth, minor sixth and octave.117 

Bernhard states that “counterpoint should begin and end with perfect 

consonances” in two- and three-part pieces118 but indicates that composers may employ 

imperfect consonances at the beginning and end of four-part pieces.119 When the voices 

do not begin at the same time, he remarks that the following voice should begin with a 

perfect interval with respect to the beginning voice including the possibility of a perfect 

fourth.  

Bernhard indicates that there are two types of cadences—bass and tenor. For the 

first type of bass cadence, the bass falls a fifth or rises a fourth (like the modern authentic 

cadence), and it has a major third above the first note and frequently the second note.120 

Example 20. Bernhard, First type of bass cadence with a falling fifth  

 

For the second type of bass cadence, the bass falls a fourth or rises a fifth (suggesting a 

modern half cadence) and typically has a major third above the second note.121 
                                                 

117Bernhard presents the consonant intervals in ascending order except for the major and minor 
third which he reverses.  

118“Die Consonantiae perfectae sollen den Contrapunct anfangen und enden:…” Ibid., 41. 
Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music Forum 3, 33. 

119“Die Imperfectae werden zu Hülffe genommen in einem Quatuor, zu Anfang und zu Ende, weil 
die perfectae nicht genugsam sind zu einen Quatuor, ... [Imperfect intervals are employed at the beginning 
and end of a four-part piece, since the perfect ones do not suffice there—…]” Ibid., 44. Ibid., 39. 

120Example 20 taken from ibid., 58. 
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Example 21. Bernhard, Second type of bass cadence with a falling fourth 

 

 For the tenor cadence, one voice falls a step and is accompanied by a major sixth 

in contrary motion in the usual (gebräuchliche) manner.122   

Example 22. Bernhard, Usual manner for tenor cadence 

 

When the tenor rises a step, it is accompanied by a third or tenth that moves to unison or 

octave respectively in the unusual (un-gebräuchliche) manner.123 Bernhard provides no 

example for the unusual tenor cadence, but he appears to mean that the tenorizans and 

cantizans patterns of the normative Renaissance cadence both rise together disrupting the 

octave that normally occurs.124  

                                                                                                                                                 
121Example 21 taken from ibid., 59.  
122Example 22 taken from ibid.  
123“Die ungebräuchlichen steigen eine Secunde und lassen gemeiniglich das Systema ohne einige 

merkliche Veränderung. [The unusual ones rise a second and generally leave the system without any 
appreciable change].” Ibid., 60. Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music 
Forum 3, 70. 

124Example 23 adapted from Bernhard—the bass note in the second measure was a B-flat in the 
original. Ibid., 59. Bernhard’s gebräuchliche and un-gebräuchliche cadences closely resemble Zarlino’s 
cadenza perfetta—cadences ending in an octave or unison—and cadenza imperfetta—cadences ending 
with third, fifth or other interval. See Gioseffo Zarlino, Institutioni Harmoniche (Venice: 1573; reprint, 
Ridgewood, N.J.: Gregg Press, 1966), 248-55. 
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Example 23. Bernhard, Unusual manner for tenor cadence 

 

In the example above, the bass should fulfill the tenorizans pattern but moves up by step 

to D rather than down as expected to the B-flat thus making it unusual.  

Bernhard limits the vertical interval between a pair of voices to a twelfth.125 

Furthermore, he restricts melodic motion in voices so that no unnatural step progressions 

or leaps occur such as the seventh, false fifth and false fourth (especially when 

augmented), or augmented second.126 Bernhard’s list of consonant voice pair successions 

further limits the types of melodic motion possible in a single voice. In terms of the 

greatest range possible for melodic intervals, a voice may leap up or down an octave, 

major sixth or minor sixth; however, Bernhard did not consider many melodic leaps by 

sixth as acceptable as he demonstrates in his exhaustive list of consonant pair 

successions.127 

                                                 
125“Die Stimmen sollen nicht zu weit oder nicht über eine Duodecimam von einander stehen,…  

[Voices should not stand too far—i.e., more than a twelfth—apart.]” Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre 
Heinrich Schützens, 41. Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music Forum 
3, 33. 

126“Im Auff- und Absteigen soll man sich hüten für unnatürlichen Gängen und Sprüngen, als da 
sind der Sprung der Septima, der Gang und Sprung der falschen Quinte und Quarte, zu mahl wenn solche 
Superfluae sind, wie auch die Secunda Superflua. [In ascending and descending, one should beware of 
unnatural step progressions or leaps, such as the leap of a seventh, the step progression or leap of a false 
fifth or fourth—especially when these are augmented—and also the augmented second.]” Ibid., 41. Ibid., 
32.  

127Ibid., 45-56. See Example 19 on page 56 of the present study for an example of a minor sixth 
leap that he questioned. 
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Dissonance control is the most important topic developed by Bernhard in the 

Tractatus which he organizes around the church, chamber and theater styles. In the 

church style, his accepted strict models for the control of dissonance are as follows: 

transitus, quasi-transitus, syncopatio and quasi-syncopatio. The transitus is equivalent to 

the modern conception of the passing and neighboring tone, and it is created by a 

transformation of addition, i.e. a note embellishing the unison or leap of a third.128   

Example 24. Bernhard, Transitus 

 

Bernhard derives the quasi-transitus (equivalent to the accented passing tone) through a 

transformation of addition to an underlying fourth or third that both descend.129 

                                                 
128Example 24 taken from Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre Heinrich Schützens, 64. 
129Example 25 taken from ibid., 65-6. The fifth to octave succession found in the final measure 

illustrates two perfect concords moving in similar motion. The step in the upper voice appears to justify the 
consonant pair succession here as it did for the minor third to unison in Example 19 on page 56. 
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Example 25. Bernhard, Quasi-transitus 

 

Also, he creates the syncopatio (suspension) by a transformation of distribution in which 

the note of preparation is lengthened without adding a new attack point.130   

Example 26. Bernhard, Syncopatio 

 

In the quasi-syncopatio, the dissonant suspension is restruck prior to the resolution 

creating a new attack point to the underlying syncopation figure.131 

                                                 
130Example 26 taken from Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre Heinrich Schützens, 68.  
131Example 27 taken from ibid., 70. From Schütz’s piece Die sieben Worte in the second tenor on 

the text “so gar mit bitterm Schmerzen”, there is a counterexample to Bernhard’s contention that a new 
attack in a quasi-syncopatio occurs simultaneously with the onset of the suspension rather than after it. See 
Heinrich Schütz, Die Sieben Worte Jesu Christe am Kreuz, ed. by Bruno Grusnick, Neue Ausgabe 
sämtlicher Werke, Band 2 (Kassel and Basel: Barenreiter, 1957), 5.  
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Example 27. Bernhard, Quasi-syncompatio 

 

In each case, there is already a two-step transformational process built into the 

strict style. The transitus and syncopatio are the first level while the quasi-transitus and 

quasi-syncopatio are the second level. The quasi-transitus results from a transformation 

of distribution to an underlying transitus, particularly for the adornment of the third, 

where the dissonance on an unaccented beat shifts to an accented one. The quasi-

syncopation adds a new attack point to the underlying syncopation by producing a 

reiteration of the dissonant note.  

Instead of following the order that Bernhard presented the dissonant models in the 

Tractatus, I reorder them here according to three of the types of transformations defined 

in Chapter 2—addition, omission and distribution.132 Within these three types, I continue 

to divide the transformations according to their usage for the chamber and theatrical 

styles. 

Bernhard generated the superejectio, which was similar to an ascending escape 

tone, by adding a note a step above the one found in the strict model.133  

                                                 
 132There are no reinterpretation transformations within Bernhard’s theories.  

133Example 28 taken from Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre Heinrich Schützens, 71. Two 
interesting features emerge in this example. In the first measure, a cross-relation occurs between the E in 
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Example 28. Bernhard, Superejectio 

 

He indicates that the superejectio occurs more frequently in descending melodic lines and 

may occur as an embellishment of the figures found in the church style. He derived the 

subsumtio, which was similar to a descending escape tone, by adding a note a step below 

one in the accepted strict model.134 

Example 29. Bernhard, Subsumtio 

 

In multiplication, a dissonant pitch received numerous repercussions with respect 

to the underlying dissonant pitch found in the strict model.135 

                                                                                                                                                 
the upper staff and the E-flat in the lower staff. In the last measure, the “Corelli clash” transpires between 
the D and C-sharp. 

134Example 29 taken from ibid., 72-3. 
135Example 30 taken from ibid., 75. 
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Example 30. Bernhard, Multiplication 

 

Similar to the quasi-syncopatio, multiplication increases the intensity of a dissonance by 

increasing the number of attack points.  

The syncopatio catachrestica, which originated for Bernhard from the irregular 

resolutions of suspensions, requires two categorizations—addition and omission (the 

latter is discussed shortly). Two types of irregular suspension resolutions occur from 

transformations of addition: a composer either added a new note by including a false fifth 

in the non-suspended voice, or embellished it through a note above or below the 

resolution in the suspension formation.136 

Example 31. Bernhard, First type of syncopatio catachrestica 

 

Bernhard does not provide the strict model, but he probably intended the following with 

the 7-6 suspension occurring without the presence of the C-sharp.137 

                                                 
136Example 31 taken from ibid., 77. 
137Bernhard states the following about this particular case of syncopatio catachrestica. “Wo das 

erste Theil der rückenden Note nicht recht völlig consoniret, ist die andere Art. [Another type occurs when 
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Example 32. Possible justification for first type of syncopatio catachrestica 

 

The quaesitio notae, which is similar to an appoggiatura, added a note that was a 

second below the strict model note and was usually approached by leap in a descending 

direction.138 

Example 33. Bernhard, Quaesitio notae 

 

Only one figure that used a transformation of addition arose in stylus theatralis. 

The transitus inversus was a complex figure that derived from two types of addition 

indicated below.139 

                                                                                                                                                 
the first part of the driving note is not fully consonant.]” The G on beat four of the first measure in the 
example would become fully consonant with the bass B if it were sustained for two full beats. Ibid., 77. 
Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music Forum 3, 38. 

138Example 33 taken from ibid., 81-2. 
139Example 34 taken from ibid., 86. 
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Example 34, Bernhard, Transitus inversus 

 

The first source was the quasi-transitus, which was an accented dissonant passing tone. 

What distinguished it, however, was that the dissonant pitch of transitus inversus began 

on the downbeat of the measure whereas the quasi-transitus occurred on weaker accents 

within the measure. The second type was multiplication with a repetition of the dissonant 

B-flat in the second measure. 

Bernhard presented the following two figures using transformations of 

distribution as acceptable within the communis style. An anticipatio notae, similar to an 

anticipation, occurred by arriving at a pitch early, thus only changing the location of 

attack points—not the number of them.140 

Example 35. Bernhard, Anticipatio notae 

 
                                                 

140Example 35 taken from ibid., 72. Bernhard’s ascending transitus appears to be incorrect. 
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The prolongation shifts the underlying rhythm to increase the length of the dissonant note 

to the degree that it is longer than the consonance in a syncopatio or transitus figure.141 

Example 36. Bernhard, Prolongation 

 

 

The figures allowed in stylus theatralis that use transformation of distribution are 

as follows. Extension, which was similar to prolongation but longer, resulted from the 

substantial lengthening of a dissonance paired with multiplication.142  

Example 37. Bernhard, Extension 

 

                                                 
141Example 36 taken from ibid., 76. Of the dotted-eighth note durations found in the upper part of 

Example 36, only the three marked by hyphens form dissonances. Bernhard considered the diminished fifth 
a dissonant interval when formed with the lowest voice treating it like the perfect fourth. See ibid., 61. 

142Example 37 taken from ibid., 84.  
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A mora (retardation) is an “inverted syncopation (umgekehrte Syncopatio)” that delays 

the arrival of consonance and then resolves up by step rather than down.143 

Example 38. Bernhard, Mora 

 

 

 The following transformations of omission resulted in imagined sounds in the 

free surface with respect to the strict underpinning. The syncopatio catachrestica, which 

arose from irregular resolutions of a suspension, was a transformation of omission when 

the note of resolution skipped to some consonant note below the expected one.144 

Example 39. Bernhard, Second type of syncopatio catachrestica 

 

Thus, the omission of the note of resolutions, as marked by the hyphens in Example 39, 

thwarted the consonance-dissonance-consonance expectation by leaving out the final 

                                                 
143Example 38 taken from ibid., 85. The author provided the strict model. In addition to justifying 

the mora on beat three, I also reduced out the anticipatio notae on the final sixteenth of the first measure.  
144Example 39 taken from ibid., 77.  
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consonance. From a harmonic perspective, one can see how the above two-voice example 

originates from the following four-part voice leading progression.145 

Example 40. Bernhard, Possible justification for second type of syncopatio catachrestica 

 

Cadentiae duriusculae (harsh cadences) result from unprepared dissonant 

sevenths before the final two notes involved in the cadence.146 

Example 41. Bernhard, Cadentiae duriusculae 

 

The two unprepared dissonances in measure one lead Bernhard to declare, “It would be 

impossible to embody in rules the quite disagreeable licenses which all composers take 

from time to time.”147 From a later harmonic perspective, the augmented fourth and 

hemiola seventh would suggest E half-diminished and G minor seventh chords between a 

prolonged dominant A chord as demonstrated below with four voices.148 

                                                 
145Example 40 generated by author. 
146Example 41 taken from Bernhard, Die Kompositionlehre Heinrich Schützens, 82. 
147“Und  wären aller Componisten bissweilen übel genug genommene Freyheiten unmöglich in 

Regeln zu fassen.” Ibid., 82. Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,” Music 
Forum 3, 110. 

148Example 42 generated by author. 
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Example 42. Possible justification for cadentiae duriusculae 

 

Bernhard indicates that this figure would occur occasionally at places other than 

cadences.149    

The figures further allowed in stylus theatralis that use transformation of 

omission are ellipsis, heterolepsis, and abruption. The ellipsis, which is “the suppression 

of a normally required consonance,” occurs in syncopation when the note of resolution, 

typically an expected third following a fourth at a cadence, is omitted or in transitus 

when the expected consonance prior to the dissonant passing note is omitted.150 

Example 43. Bernhard, Ellipsis 

 

                                                 
149“Es kommen auch bey einigen Authoribus ausser denen Vorbereitungen zu denen Cadentzen in 

denen Arien, und sonsten dergl. Härtigkeiten für, welches sich mit grossen Judicio zu gebrauchen. [“In the 
arias and other works of certain composers (Authoribus), the same harsh sounds also occur apart from 
preparations for cadences. Then they should be employed with great caution.]” Ibid., 82. Ibid., 110. 

150“Ellipsis ist eine Auslassung der sonst erforderten Consonantz.” Ibid., 84. Ibid., 112. Example 
43 taken from ibid. 
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The heterolepsis is a particularly interesting figure, because it suggests that multiple 

voices are supporting an underlying two-part construct. It occurs in instances where a 

dissonance is approached by step or leap that could be explained by a transitus in another 

voice.151 

Example 44. Bernhard, Heterolepsis 

 
Abruptio occurs with the disruption of a resolution either by momentary omission or by 

completely breaking off all together.152  

Example 45. Bernhard, Abruptio 

 
Bernhard notes that it is particularly common at cadences where the final pitch of the 

higher voice is removed.  

Most of the free constructs Bernhard presented in the Tractatus focused on 

justifying dissonance patterns found in the chamber and theater styles, but several 

                                                 
151Example 44 taken from ibid., 87. 
152Example 45 taken from ibid., 86. 
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freedoms from earlier strict models use the two-step assertion process discussed in 

Chapter 2. Bernhard indicated that every piece in strict style should conform to one of the 

twelve modes; however, one of the licenses allowed within the chamber style is mutatio 

toni or modal modulation. Bernhard allowed pieces within the modern style to begin with 

vertical intervals that were imperfect, which he referred to as inchoatio imperfecta (begin 

imperfect). Another figure, longinqua distantia (long distance), permitted the wide 

separation of entering voices from one another. The latter two figures were acceptable for 

Bernhard, because the organist would provide harmonic support through the 

thoroughbass realization.153 

Bernhard also asserted several freedoms for harmonic and melodic intervallic 

usage in the chamber and theatrical styles. Under the term passus duriusculus (harsh 

step), the following allowances were made for the following step motions: 1) chromatic 

semitones, 2) augmented second, and 3) step progressions through a diminished third, an 

augmented and diminished fourth, and an augmented and diminished fifth.154 Under the 

designation of saltus duriusculus (harsh leap), the following allowances were made for 

leaps: 1) two minor sixths from D down to F-sharp and E down to G-sharp, 2) ascending 

and descending leaps of a diminished fourth and fifth, 3) the leap of a diminished seventh 

down although “almost exclusively in music for solo voice [wiewohl fast nur in Soliciniis 

anzutreffen]”, and 4) “regular seventh, as well as of a ninth and other intervals greater 

                                                 
153Ibid., 79.  
154Ibid., 77-8.  
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than the octave … especially in bass parts.”155 In the chamber style, Bernhard allowed the 

perfect fourth to be used on uneven beats (loco impari156) when it was approached by 

step and the deepest voice stands still until the fourth begins and leaves by step, and the 

sixth is used above it.157 

Johann Philipp Kirnberger 

 Kirnberger’s seminal treatise, Die Kunst die reinen Satzes in der Musik—

published between 1776 and 1779 in Berlin, makes the following statement concerning 

compositional models that merit emulation. “For the sake of good diversity of harmony, 

one can never recommend enough to young composers that they study the four-part 

works of Handel, Bach and Graun.”158 Kirnberger later singles Bach out from the 

foregoing group. 

In the entire science of composition, there is perhaps nothing more difficult than 
for each of the four voices to have its own flowing line as well as for a single 
character to be retained in them all, so that a perfect totality results from their 
union. In this respect, the late Capellmeister Bach of Leipzig has perhaps 
surpassed all composers in the world. For that reason, his chorales as well as his 
larger works are to be recommended most highly to all composers as the best 
models for diligent study.159 

                                                 
155“Saltus Septimae regularis sowohl Nonae als anderer Intervallorum so über die Octave, …, 

zumahl in Bass-Stimmen …” Ibid., 78-9. Translation taken from Bernhard, “Treatises of Christoph 
Bernhard,” Music Forum 3, 105.  

156Walter Hilse translates loci impari as “uneven beats” referring to beats one and three of a 
measure. Ibid., 79. Ibid., 106.  

157Ibid., 79-80. Ibid., 106-7. Compare Bernhard’s notion of a consonant fourth in a six-four chord 
with Kirnberger—pages 80-1, Albrechtsberger—pages 110-1, Sechter—pages 150, and Bruckner—pages 
201-205.  

158“Wegen der guten Abwechslung der Harmonie kann man jungen Tonsetzen nie genug 
empfehlen, dass sie die vielstimmigen Sachen eines Händels, Bachs, und Grauns, mit anhaltendem 
Fleisse.” Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 148. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical 
Composition, 164.  

159“Es ist vielleicht in der ganzen Wissenschaft des Satzes nichts schweres als dieses, dass jede der 
vier Stimmen nicht nur ihren eigenen fliessenden Gesang habe, sondern, dass auch in allen einerley 
Charakter beybehalten werde, damit aus ihrer Vereinigung ein einziges vollkommenes Ganzes entstehe. 
Hierinn hat der verstorbene Capellmeister Bach in Leipzig vielleicht alle Componisten der Weltübertroffen; 
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Statements such as “best models” and “surpassed all composers in the world” 

demonstrate Kirnberger’s high regard for Bach.160 Kirnberger studied with J. S. Bach 

between 1739 and 1741 in Leipzig although to what extent is not known.161 

Kirnberger’s disputes with Marpurg during the 1770s inadvertently emphasize the 

importance that the correct definition of J. S. Bach’s compositional approach held for 

Kirnberger. On the last page of Die Kunst, Kirnberger quotes Carl Philip Emmanuel 

Bach’s assertion from a personal letter concerning the harmonic practice of both his 

father and himself.  

 What by the way does the Herr Capellmeister Bach in Hamburg hold for 
the splendid work of Herr Marpurg, a united position is evident from a letter 
which this famous man has written to me. 

  “The conduct of Herr Marpurg against them is detestable.” 
 Further: “That my principles and those of my father are anti-Rameau, one 
may say loudly.”162 

 
Marpurg viewed himself as the defender of Rameau’s theories in the German-speaking 

lands whereas Kirnberger claimed that he was anti-Rameau. Complicating the apparent 

simple division indicated above is the fact that Marpurg’s understanding of Rameau was 

imperfect and that Kirnberger was clearly influenced by Rameau’s concept of the 

fundamental bass. Kirnberger’s claim that his theories more closely resembled J. S. Bach 

                                                                                                                                                 
deswegen sowol seine Chorale, als seine grössern Sachen allen Componisten, als die besten Muster zum 
fleissigen Studio, höchstens zu empfehlen find.” Ibid., 156-7. Ibid, 171-2.  
 160Beach provides further evidence of Kirnberger’s admiration for J. S. Bach in the introduction to 
Strict Musical Composition, xvi-xvii. 

161See footnote 90 on page 41.  
162“Was übrigens der Herr Capellmeister Bach in Hamburg von dem vortrefflichen Werke des 

Herrn Marpurgs halte, zeugen einige Stellen aus einem Briefe, den dieser berühmte Mann an mich 
geschreiben hat. 

‘Des Betragen von Herr Marpurgen gegen ihnen ist verabscheuungswürdig.’ 
Ferner: ‘Dass meine und meines seel. Vaters Grundsätze antirameaulich sind, können Sie laut 

sagen.’” Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 2, 188. 
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angered Marpurg, also an admirer of J. S. Bach, and led him to involve C. P. E. Bach to 

decide the matter. To the extent that Kirnberger was regarded as anti-Rameau, C. P. E. 

Bach’s statement becomes an endorsement of Kirnberger’s theories as more closely 

realizing his and his father’s conception of harmony.163   

Kirnberger presents familiar rules from Bernhard and Fux concerning how to 

avoid “forbidden octave and fifth progressions,” as, for example, “one must progress 

from one perfect consonance, that is, an octave or fifth, to another by contrary or oblique 

motion;” however, these rules are only described in detail after his harmonic theory is 

established as a part of a later chapter entitled “Simple counterpoint in two and more 

parts.”164 In contrast to Bernhard, Kirnberger develops voice leading first within a four-

voice context rather than a two-part one.  

Kirnberger indicates that there are four types of chords: the consonant—a triad; 

dissonant with essential dissonance (wesentlichen Dissonanz)—a seventh chord; 

dissonant with one or more accidental dissonances (zufällige Dissonanzen)165—a triad 

with non-harmonic elements; and dissonant with a mixture of essential and accidental 

dissonances—a seventh chord with non-harmonic elements. Two important factors result 

from Kirnberger’s harmonic methodology: 1) because one can reduce all vertical 

constructs to an underlying triad or seventh chord, he is able to reduce significantly the 

                                                 
163Joel Lester provides a thorough summary of these disputes in his Compositional Theory in the 

Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press), 231-256.  
164Kirnberger’s harmonic methodology is primarily developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of Die Kunst, 

vol. 1, 34-102.  
165David Beach translates zufällige with the word nonessential. I have chosen to follow the closer 

German rendering of accidental. The use of essential and nonessential in English suggests that the two 
types of dissonances are related to one another as opposites; the German, however, does not suggest such a 
relationship. 
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complexity of vertical elements; and, 2) he can describe strict voice leading procedures 

with respect to the complete four-part harmonic progression rather than just for voice 

pairs.  

Kirnberger’s strict methodology for voice leading is built from a discussion of 

each of the four chord types in the order that they are given above. For the three forms of 

the consonant triad in root, first and second inversion, Kirnberger uses doubling 

considerations to assist correct voice leading. In general, Kirnberger permits any member 

of a chord to be doubled, but there are three concerns underlying doubling that limit the 

available choices: 1) parallel octaves and fifths, 2) doubling of the leading tone or pitches 

that act like the leading tone and 3) hidden octaves or fifths between the upper voices and 

the bass.  

With respect to parallel octaves and fifths for root position triads, Kirnberger 

indicates that it is often necessary to double the fifth of the chord in order to avoid 

parallel fifths or octaves.166 For the major or minor sixth chord, either the third, sixth or 

octave above the bass may be doubled as necessary.167 One of the main positions where 

                                                 
166“Da man, wie an einem Ort soll gezeigt werden, weder Quinten noch Octaven, auf oder 

absteigend, nach einauder nehmen darf, so hat man, um diesen Fehler zu vermeiden, so gar nöthig, 
bisweilen die Quinte zu verdoppeln. [Since neither ascending nor descending parallel fifths and octaves are 
permitted, as will be demonstrated elsewhere, one is occasionally forced to double the fifth to avoid this 
error.]” Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 35. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 
55.  

167“Auch in diesem Sexten-Accord wird, wie in dem, der aus dem harten Dreyklang entsteht, bald 
die Sexte bald die Terz  verdoppelt, bald die Octave zur Sexte genommen, nachdem die Vermeidung 
verbothener Octaven und Quinten, den einen oder den andern dieser Fälle nothwendig macht, …  [In this 
sixth chord (the minor triad), as in the one that arises from the major triad, the sixth or third may be 
doubled, or the octave added to the sixth, whenever one or the other procedure becomes necessary to avoid 
forbidden octaves and fifths.]” Ibid., 44. Ibid., 66. 
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parallel octaves become an issue is in first inversion triads used in succession with a 

stepwise bass line.168 

Example 46. Kirnberger, Parallel octaves in first inversion triads 

 

In such a succession of sixth chords, Kirnberger indicates that doubling the third or sixth 

in two consecutive chords would result in parallel octaves and fifths as above.169 He 

indicates that alternate doubling of the third and the sixth would resolve the problem as 

demonstrated below.170 

Example 47. Kirnberger, Alternate doubling of the third and sixth 

 

For Kirnberger, doubling the leading tone is an extension of the prohibition 

against parallel octaves.  

                                                 
168Example 46 taken from ibid., 48. 
169“Dass weder die Sexte noch die Terz, wenn der Bass Stuffen weise im steigen oder Fallen mit 6 

bezeichnet ist, zweymal nach einander können verdoppelt werden, weil dadurch Octaven und verbotene 
Quinten entfünden… [Neither the sixth nor the third can be doubled twice in succession when a bass 
figured by 6 ascends or descends by step, because octaves and forbidden fifths would result…]” Ibid, 48. 
Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 69. 

170“Man kann nach der Verdoppelung der Sexte die Terz verdoppelen,…, und nach der Terz die 
Sexte,… [The third can be doubled after the doubling of the sixth,…, and the sixth after the third,...]” Ibid. 
Ibid, 69-70. Example 47 taken from ibid., 48. Kirnberger’s Example 47 is peculiar in that he completely 
changes the bassline of Example 46, which he is referring to, to alternate the doubling of the third and the 
sixth.  
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The third above the dominant can not be doubled; since it is the leading tone of 
the key one is in and awakens a longing for the tonic, it absolutely must move up 
to that note whenever it is heard. If the leading tone were doubled, both would 
have to resolve upward, and this would result in forbidden octaves…171    
 

In a parallel manner, he indicates that one should not double the major third above the 

tonic, however, when the bass ascends four steps or descends five steps.172 Kirnberger 

extends the concern for the doubled leading tone one degree further by indicating that one 

should not double the incidental major third created by a figured bass sharp. In all other 

cases, he indicates a composer may double the major or minor third as necessary to avoid 

parallel octaves and fifths.173 

Kirnberger indicates several cases where direct fifths and octaves between the 

upper voices and bass should be avoided. In the first case, direct octaves occur “when a 

sixth chord leads to a triad a minor third above it.”174 

Example 48. Kirnberger, First type of incorrect direct fifth 

 

                                                 
171“Hingegen kann sie—d.h. die grosse Terz—auf der Oberdominante nicht verdoppelt werden; 

denn da ist sie das Semitonum des Modi, darin man ist, welches schlechterdings, da es ein Verlangen nach 
dem Hauptton erwecket, so oft es gehöret wird, in denselben über sich treten muss. Würde also dieses 
semitonium doppelt angeschlagen, so müsste es an beyden über sich treten, und dieses würde verbotene 
Octaven machen, …” Ibid., 35. Ibid., 55. 

172Ibid., 36. Ibid., 55-6. 
173“Sonst lassen sich all grossen Terzen, wenn sie nicht als Subsemitonia einer Tonart sind, so wie 

überhaupt alle kleinen Terzen verdoppeln, um verbotenen Quinten und Octaven zu entgehen. [Otherwise all 
major thirds (when they are not leading tones of a key), and, in general, all minor thirds can be doubled in 
order to avoid forbidden fifths and octaves.]” Ibid., 37. Ibid., 57. 

174“So wie man in den vorhergehenden Fällen die Octav im Sexten-Accord zu vermeiden hat, so 
giebt es auch Fälle, wo man sie dazu nehmen muss. Nähmlich wenn man von dem Sexten-Accord um eine 
kleine Terz in den Dreyklang steiget,… [Just as the octave had to be avoided in the preceding situation, 
there are also cases where the octave must be used in chords. This is true when a sixth chord leads to a triad 
a minor third above it,…]” Ibid, 43. Ibid, 67. Example 48 taken from ibid. 
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Kirnberger demonstrates that direct fifths occur unless the octave of the bass is doubled 

as shown in the first portion of the example above. In a second case, a first inversion D 

minor triad proceeds to a root position E major triad.175 

Example 49. Kirnberger, Second type of incorrect direct fifth 

 

The D to the B motion in the soprano occurs simultaneously with the F to the E in the 

bass forming the direct fifths. Kirnberger provides the following two voice leading 

progressions as acceptable.176 

Example 50. Kirnberger, Two acceptable direct fifths  

 

Kirnberger discusses two other voice leading and doubling conditions that are 

particular to first inversion triads. “1) The doubled intervals can either be separated by an 

octave or be stated on the same degree…”177   

                                                 
175Example 49 taken from  ibid., 45. J. S. Bach’s chorales bear out Kirnberger’s advice concerning 

direct fifths between the outer voices—avoiding them without exception. Bach does have direct fifths 
between the bass and inner voices like those found in the first part of Example 50. See mm. 1-2 of “Auf 
meinen lieben Gott” (No. 93) and “Christ lag in Todesbanden” (No. 133) in Johann Sebastian Bach, Neue 
Ausgabe Sämtlicher Werke, ed. by Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Institut Göttingen and the Bach-Archiv Leipzig, 
ser. 3, vol. 2, pt. 1 (New York: Barenreiter, 1991), 66 and 92. In mm. 3-4 of “Auf meinen lieben Gott,” 
Bach also has a direct fifth between the tenor’s E-flat-to-D melodic motion and the soprano’s C-to-A.  

176Example 50 taken from Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 44-5. Note that the first acceptable 
progression has the same direct fifth but now between the tenor and bass rather than the soprano and bass. 

177“Dass die verdoppelten Intervalle entweder eine Octave auseinander stehen, oder auf derselben 
Stuffe können verdoppelt werden, …” Ibid., 47-8. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical 
Composition, 69. Example 51 taken from ibid.  
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Example 51. Kirnberger, Doubling for first inversion triads 

 

“2) An interval delayed by a suspension, for example, the sixth that is delayed by a fifth 

or a seventh, or the third that is delayed by a second or a fourth, cannot be doubled.”178   

Example 52. Kirnberger, Avoiding the doubling of a suspended sixth 

 

From the second case, the notion that one should not double essential and accidental 

dissonances in general is suggested; however, Kirnberger does not explicitly state such a 

rule even although all of his examples would satisfy it.  

Kirnberger indicates that there are three types of six-four chords usable in 

music—what modern theorists would refer to as pedal, passing and cadential situations. 

In the pedal and passing situations, the six-four chord is consonant. It may occur on weak 

as well as strong beats and maintains its root as the fundamental.179 

                                                 
178“Dass dasjenige Intervall, welches hat einen Vorhalt, nicht könne verdoppelt werden. Nahmlich, 

die Sexte der die Quinte oder Septime vorgehalten ist, kann nicht verdoppelt werden, auch die Terz nicht, 
der die Secunde oder Quarte vorgehalten wird.” Ibid., 48. Ibid. Example 52 taken from ibid. 

179Example 53 taken from ibid., 50 and 52. The consonant fourth in the first part of Example 35 is 
an idiomatic figure found in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century music. Kirnberger’s example nearly 
matches the description of the consonant fourth allowed by Bernhard in the chamber style on page 73.  
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Example 53. Kirnberger, Consonant six-four chords 

 

The dissonant six-four chord, however, has a suspended sixth and fourth on a strong beat 

that must resolve, and these accidental dissonances are ignored for interpreting the 

fundamental.180   

Example 54. Dissonant six-four chord 

 

 

Kirnberger makes the following statement concerning the six-four chord with 

respect to the free style.  

In the truly strict style even the consonant six-four chord is somewhat 
questionable and is used only when the five-four chord follows it above the same 
bass note. In strict composition the consonant six-four chord can never progress to 
a triad whose bass note is a step higher or lower.181  
 

                                                 
180Example 54 taken from ibid., 35. 
181“In der ganz Strengen Schreibart, ist so gar der consonirende Quart-Sext-Accord etwas 

verdächtig, und wird nur so gebraucht, dass hernach der Quart-Quinten-Accord, auf derselben Bassnote -
darauf folget, … Auf den consonirenden Quart-Sexten-Accord darf man nach dem Strengen Satz nie den 
Dreyklang auf einem Bass, der um einen Ton höher oder tiefer ist,nehmen.” Ibid., 82. Ibid., 100. Note the 
fact that Kirnberger indicates “truly strict style” to insinuate subtly that various levels of strict composition 
exist.  
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From the examples of the two consonant six-four chords given in Example 53, only the 

first of the pair is acceptable for “the truly strict style “ because the bass moves down by 

step in the second. 

With respect to melodic progressions, Kirnberger notes that “in earlier times” one 

could not use the interval of a major sixth ascending or descending in strict writing; 

however, he indicates this is no longer the case.182 Augmented intervals—in particular, 

the augmented second, augmented fourth, augmented fifth and augmented sixth—may be 

used if they resolve upward by step to the note which the raised pitch points to as a 

leading tone.183 The major seventh is treated as equivalent to an augmented interval, 

because the higher note of the interval acts like a leading tone that must resolve.184 

Diminished intervals are considered “permissible” and he derives them as inversions of 

“forbidden” augmented intervals.185 He does state, however, that “older” composers 

rejected diminished intervals while “younger” composers use them.186 Kirnberger’s 

concern for all forbidden melodic progressions lessens when a single-line melody 

                                                 
182“Die Alten verbothen so gar die grosse Sexte: gegenwärtig aber kehrt man sich auch im 

strengen Styl nicht an dieses Verboth. Nur in dem Fall, da die grosse Sexte in einer Singestimme der 
vorhergehenden, oder nachfolgenden Harmonie so zuwider ware, dass der Sänger sie dewwegen nicht 
treffen könnte, muss man sie nicht nehmen. Uber dieses gilt auch von jedem Intervall. [Composers long 
ago did not permit even the major sixth; but today this is not observed, even in the strictest style. The major 
sixth must be avoided in a voice part only when it is contrary to the preceding or following harmony and 
thus difficult to sing. But this is true of every other interval as well.]” Ibid., 81. Ibid., 100. 

183“Dergleichen Fortschreitungen haben im Heraufsteigen nur alsdenn statt, wenn man von dem 
erhöhten Ton, als dem Subsemitonio einer Tonica, in dieser herauftritt, …  [Such progressions occur in an 
ascending form only if the raised note is resolved upward like a leading tone,…]” Ibid., 136. Ibid., 153.  

184“Dazu muss auch so gar noch die grosse Septime gerechnet warden. [Even the major seventh 
must be reckoned among these (augmented intervals).]” Ibid. Ibid., 152-3. 

185“Durch die Versetzung in die Octave können aus verbothenen Fortschreitungen solche, die 
erlaubt sind, entstehen; … [Forbidden progressions can become permissible by inverting them, …]” Ibid., 
138. Ibid., 154. 

186“Die ältern Tonlehrer verbiethen auch diese beyden Gänge; die neuern erlauben sie zwar, ... 
[The older composers forbid both these progressions (augmented and diminished), while the younger ones 
allow them.]” Ibid., 138. Ibid., 155. 
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suggests two or more voices.187  In asserting the difference between melodic intervals in 

the free style and strict style, he asserts, “What is forbidden in the strict style, is not only 

permissible in the freer style but often sounds very good because the expression is often 

assisted by such deviations from the rules.”188  

Concerning dissonance control, Kirnberger indicates the concept of preparation 

“has given rise to the rule that [the notes forming] these dissonances must always be 

contained in the preceding chord and must be held over.”189 With respect to the resolution 

of suspensions, “it is also clear that by their nature they must proceed to the consonances 

whose places they have taken.”190 With respect to the seventh chord, the seventh needs to 

be prepared even although it is an essential dissonance. Kirnberger indicates that “this 

can be accomplished in two ways: either the seventh results from a note in the upper 

voices that is extended into the next harmony as at (a), or it is introduced above a 

stationary bass as at (b).”191   

                                                 
187“Wenn ein einstimmiger Gesang so gesetzt ist, das ser einigermaassen seine Harmonie mit sich 

führet, und wie ein zwei- oder dreystimmiger Satz klinget, so sind die verbothenen Fortschreitungen darinn 
nicht mehr widrig. [When a single-line melody is composed in such a way that its harmony is implied and 
sounds like a two- or three-part piece, the forbidden progressions no longer sound bad.” Ibid., 139. Ibid., 
156. 

188“Was in der strengern Schreibart verboten wird, ist in der freyern nicht nur zulässig, sondern 
klinget eben deswegen ofte sehr gut, weil der Ausdruck ofte durch dergleichen Abweichungen von den 
Regeln unterstüsst wird, …”  Ibid., Ibid, 152. Kirnberger provides a list of expressive qualities associated 
with each interval to demonstrate their compositional utility in Die Kunst, vol. 2, 103-4.  

189“Daher ist diese Regel entstanden, dass diese Dissonanzen in dem vorhergehenden Accord 
allemal schon vorhanden seyn und liegen bleiben müssen, …” Ibid., vol. 1, 29. Translation taken from 
Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 43.  

190“Auch ist offenbar, das sie ihrer Natur nach, …, in die Consonanzen übergehen müssen, deren 
Stelle sie eingenommen hatten.” Ibid. Ibid.  

191“Dieses kann, wie bey jenem, auf zweyerley Art geschehen. Entweder entsteht sie aus einem in 
den obern Stimmen liegenden, und in die nächste Harmonie fortdauernden Ton, wie bey a, oder sie tritt zu 
dem im Basse fortdauernden Grundton ein, wie bey b.” Ibid., 32. Ibid, 45. Example 55 taken from ibid. 
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Example 55. Kirnberger, Preparation of the seventh when an essential dissonance 

 

In Chapter 2, Kirnberger’s conception of the unauthentic (uneigentlich or unächt) 

seventh chord was presented to illustrate that a transformation of distribution could 

produce an imagined sound.192 In general, he used the unauthentic designation to explain 

fundamental bass motion by ascending second. The class of seventh chords designated as 

unauthentic is, in his view, an accident of voice-leading resulting from a delayed 

resolution—an impact of the horizontal dimension on the vertical dimension.193 

Example 56. Kirnberger, Justification of unauthentic seventh chords 

 

In the above example, Kirnberger explains the harmonic motion of the G seventh chord 

to an A minor chord not as fundamental bass motion from G to A but rather from an 

implied E to an A. He interprets the G seventh chord in the first measure above as the 

result of a melodic accident that delays the arrival of the E until the subsequent chord as 

demonstrated in the derivation of the final four bars.  

                                                 
192See pages 46-7 in Chapter 2.  
193Ibid., 81-86. Example 56 taken from ibid., 62. 
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Kirnberger indicates that music should begin or end with a consonant major or 

minor triad; however, even although the diminished triad is listed as a consonant chord, it 

should not begin or end a work. Kirnberger further notes that the minor triad is now 

usable to close a piece whereas previously it would have had a raised third. “The sixth 

chord cannot be used to end a composition for many voices.”194 Because the six-four 

chord is not as perfect as the other consonant chords, it may not begin or end a piece. 

Recalling the two-voice framework of previous theories, Kirnberger indicates that “the 

triad is to be preferred at the close, since this unison or octave normally occurs there.”195   

Kirnberger lists six means by which the strict style becomes the free style of 

which the first three are related to dissonance control. 

1. In the strict style, all dissonances are prepared by preceding consonances and 
are resolved downward to the next step. The freer style permits the introduction of 
an unprepared dissonance, the omission of resolution, and resolution of 
dissonance in another voice.  
2. In the strict style, the dissonance is never longer than the consonance by which 
it was prepared; in the free style, the dissonance is sometimes much longer. In this 
case, the dissonance is not tied over, but is sounded again on the downbeat. 
3. In the strict style, a dissonance may not be repeated, but must progress 
immediately to a consonance; this is not always observed in the free style.196 
 

                                                 
194“In vielstimmigen Sachen kann man mit dem Sexten-Accord kein Stück schliessen, …”  Ibid., 

Ibid., 50. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 71.  
195“…so hat doch der Dreyklang zum Schluss den Vorzug , weil man gern mit dem Unisonus oder 

der Octave endiget.”Ibid. Ibid. Kirnberger discusses the use of the major and minor triad at the beginning 
and end of pieces in ibid., 34. 

196“1) Da in der strengen Schreibart all Dissonanzen durch vorhergehende Consonanzen 
vorbereitet, und durch Heruntertretung auf die nächste Stufe aufgelöst werden, so leidet die freyere 
Schreibart den Eintritt einer nicht vorbereiteten Dissonanz, die Uebergehung der Auflösung, und eine 
Auflösung der Dissonanz in einer andern Stimme, wovon hernach Beyspiele folgen werden. 

2) In der strengen Schreibart, ist die Dissonanz in Ansehung ihrer Dauer niemals länger, als die 
consonanz, womit sie vorbereitet worden; in den freyen Schreibart dauert die Dissonanz bisweilen viel 
länger. In diesem Fall aber hat keine Bindung statt, sondern die Dissonanz wird beym Niederschlag wieder 
aufs neue angeschlagen. 

3) Die Dissonanz darf in der strengen Schreibart nicht wiederholt werden, sondern muss 
nothwendig gleich in eine Consonanz übergehen, welches in der freyen Schreibart nicht allemal beobachtet 
wird.” Ibid., 81. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 100. 
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In sections two and three of Chapter 5 of Die Kunst, Kirnberger presents several cases in 

which the resolution of an essential dissonance is resolved differently than proposed by 

the strict model and the seventh is not prepared.  

The first exception is the exchange (Vertauschung) or transfer (Versetzung) of an 

essential seventh to another voice. Kirnberger gives an example in which a seventh is 

transferred to a different voice prior to its resolution.197  

Example 57. Kirnberger, Transferred resolution of seventh 

 

The example is presented in the familiar strict-free manner with the correct two voice 

framework being embellished by a transformation of addition by adding notes—the 

seventh F in the bass and the B in the soprano—to make the exchange smoother. In 

addition to resolving the seventh in another voice, restating the seventh in another voice 

satisfies the criteria found above for the third condition. Kirnberger embellishes the 

example a step further.198 

Example 58. Kirnberger, Restatement of the seventh in another voice 

 

                                                 
197Example 57 taken from ibid., 83. 
198Example 58 taken from ibid., 84.  
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Kirnberger states, “Instead of holding the seventh for its full duration, all its inversions 

can be stated in succession.”199 Thus, the dissonant pitch receives more repetitions 

through a transformation of addition. Also, the third process for changing the strict style 

into the free is invoked, because the dissonant seventh is restated.  

Kirnberger indicates, “The resolution of the seventh can be omitted; that is, the 

consonant chord that results from the resolution can be omitted, and another dissonant 

chord, whose dissonance would have been prepared by the omitted chord, can follow 

immediately after it.”200   

Example 59. Kirnberger, Omission of a seventh resolution 

 

In the example above, a complete chord is absent in the transformation of omission from 

the strict model to the free embellishment so that the concluding consonance of the 

expected consonance-dissonance-consonance relationship is absent. In the example, a G 

seventh chord resolves directly to a D seventh chord with the seventh of the first, F, 

resolving directly to the leading tone of the next, F-sharp. Even although Kirnberger 

omits the complete chord in the free surface, he believes a listener still senses the 

resolutions of the imagined sounds found in the strict model.  

                                                 
199“Zweytens kann man auch anstatt des Septimen-Accords währender Zeit, da er liegen bleiben 

sollte, alle seine Verwechslungen nach einander nehmen.” Ibid., 84. Ibid., 102. 
200“Drittens kann so gar die Anlösung der Septime würklich übergangen, das ist, der durch die 

Anlösung entstehende consonirende Accord kann ausgelassen, und gleich ein andrer dissonirender Accord 
genommen werden, dessen Dissonanz durch diesen ausgelassenen Accord wäre vorbereitet worden.” Ibid., 
85. Ibid., 103. Example 59 taken from ibid. 
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There is a similar example found later in Chapter 5 that has an E major-minor 

seventh chord in first inversion resolving directly to an A major-minor seventh chord in 

third inversion.201   

Example 60. Kirnberger, Omission of seventh resolutions in a series of seventh chords 

 

In the strict model at (A), the G-sharp leading tone resolves correctly to the A preceding 

the entrance of the prepared seventh G. Thus, a listener can internally realize the implied 

A so that the preparation can be omitted. Since there is no preparation, the dissonance is 

longer than the consonance as indicated by the second condition for free style.  

Kirnberger discusses several other cases “where the seventh occurs without the 

preparation customary in strict composition.”202 

                                                 
201Example 60 taken from ibid., 89-90. 
202“…, da die Septime ohne die, in dem strengen Satz gewöhnliche, Vorbereitung vorkommt, …”  

Ibid., 88-9. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 107. Example 61 taken from 
ibid. 
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Example 61. Kirnberger, Other cases omitting the custormary preparation of chord sevenths  

 

In the example above, Kirnberger indicates that “one excuses the first case by the fact 

that the root lies as the fifth of the preceding chord.”203 In other words, when a seventh 

chord has a fundamental bass motion up by fifth to the following chord, no preparation of 

the seventh is required. Kirnberger justifies the unprepared dissonance in this instance as 

the omission of a missing passing tone of the seventh chord. The last case discussed with 

respect to preparation is the diminished seventh chord. Kirnberger indicates, “The 

diminished seventh chord which arises from the first inversion of the seventh chord with 

the suspended minor ninth, can be sounded freely at all times and in all its inversions.”204 

In the following example, the seventh does not need resolution because it is 

accidentally created by passing notes.205 

                                                 
203“Den ersten Fall enstschuldiget man damit, dass der Grundton als quinte von dem 

vorhergehenden Accord liegt; …” Ibid., 89. Translated by author. Beach’s translation uses the general 
description “progression by fifth” whereas Kirnberger is specifically concerned with the rising fifth 
progression here. See Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 107. 

204“Der Accord der verminderten Septime, welcher aus der ersten Verwechslung des Septimen-
Accords mit vorgehaltener kleinen None entsteht; da nämlich kann überall und in allen seinen 
Verwechslungen frey angeschlagen warden. Ibid., 90. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical 
Composition, 107-8.  

205Example 62 taken from ibid., 86. 
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Example 62. Kirnberger, Accidental creation of sevenths by passing tones 

 
Kirnberger indicates that “in the free style, the resolution of the seventh can be omitted 

when the seventh is formed between a stationary note in an upper voice and a passing 

note in the bass that leads from a triad to its sixth chord, or vice versa.”206 He states the 

following for the fourth deviation from the strict style to the free style: “4) Irregular 

passing notes are avoided in strict composition, but occur frequently in the light style.”207 

Kirnberger indicates in a footnote that a passing note is irregular “when the second rather 

than the first note of the accented beat is part of the harmony; the opposite is true of the 

regular passing note.”208 With reference to dissonance, Kirnberger notes that both 

sevenths result from irregular passing tones that do not resolve. In reference to the strict 

style, Kirnberger states that the passing tones marked with an asterisk in Example 44 

“would have to be of short[er] duration and fall on unaccented beats.”209 Thus, a 

transformation of distribution has occurred moving the passing note to a strong beat and 

lengthening its duration with respect to the strict model.  

                                                 
206“Viertens kann die Septime in der freyen Schreibart ohne Auflösung vorkommen, wenn man 

vom Dreyklang in den Sexten-Accord steiget, oder von diesem in den Dreyklang herunter gehet, und im 
Basse den daszwischen liegendenTon, als einen durchgehenden Ton anschläget, auf welchem man die 
schon liegende Septime liegen lässet.” Ibid., 85-86. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical 
Composition, 104.  

207“Die unregelmässig durchgehenden Noten werden in dem strengen Satz vermieden, und 
kommen im leichten häufig.” Ibid., 81. Ibid., 100. 

208“Unregelmässig ist der Durchgang, wenn nicht die erste Note der guten Taktzeit, sondern the 
zweyte zur Harmonie gerechnet wird; im regelmässigen Durchgang ist dieses umgekehrt.” Ibid. Ibid. 

209“In der strengen Schreibart wären die mit * bezeichneten Töne durchgehend, und müssten also 
von kurzer Dauer seyn, und in die schlechten Zeiten des Takts fallen.” Ibid., 86. Ibid., 104.  
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Kirnberger develops the concept of modulation through assertion in that it moves 

from strictest control to the freest. The first type of modulation (Modulation) for 

Kirnberger is a movement to one of the five closely related keys and no further. In 

Chapter 7 of Die Kunst, a more daring type of modulation (Ausweichungen) is developed 

when a closely related key is treated as the new tonic; from this new tonic, a closely 

related key can be reached that is not related to the original tonic key. Thus, starting from 

C major with a modulation to G major, a further modulation from G major to D major 

would result in a distantly related key to C major. Kirnberger limits the gradual 

modulation to remote keys by indicating that one should not proceed more than three 

levels away from the original key—for example, C major to G major to D major to A 

major. Kirnberger then describes how the dominant chords of the other triads in the 

original key can act as tonic chords and thus provide direct access to keys remotely 

related to the original.  

Kirnberger’s final type of modulation, which is “quicker (schneller)” and 

“somewhat violent (einigermaassen geweltsamer),” is the enharmonic modulation using 

the fully-diminished seventh chord.210 Each diminished seventh chord is an unauthentic 

seventh chord, indicated by the nine-seven figured-bass interpretation, with the potential 

for it to have four different root interpretations.211 If the desired chord is not available 

from the four root interpretations of a diminished-seventh, he indicates that it is possible 

                                                 
210“Endlich ist noch ein schneller und einigermaassen gewaltsamer Weg in ganz entlegene Töne 

auszuweichen anzuzeigen, den man durch die enharmonische Behandlung der Harmonie erhält. [Finally, 
there still remains to be discussed a quick and somewhat violent way of modulating to very remote keys, a 
way that is based on the enharmonic treatment of harmony.]” Ibid., 129. Ibid., 146. 

211See pages 49-51 for examples and further development.  
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to move to the one up or down a half step from the first to find a harmonic progression 

that sets up the desired root. 

The collaboration between Kirnberger and Johann Abraham Peter Schulz led to a 

work entitled Die wahren Grundsätze zum Gebrauch der Harmonie [The True Principles 

for the Practice of Harmony] that was published in 1773.212 Although written by Schulz 

as an abridgement of the first volume of Die Kunst, Kirnberger endorsed his former 

student’s work and actually published it under his name.213 In Die wahren Grundsätze, 

Kirnberger/Schulz interpreted the augmented sixth chord as a chromatic embellishment 

of the four-three inversion of a half-diminished seventh chord particularly with respect to 

the II chord in a minor key as it approaches a half cadence.214  

Example 63. Schulz /Kirnberger, Augmented sixth chord as chromatic embellishment  

 

In Example 63, they add the D-sharp completely replacing the underlying D-natural. 

Furthermore, Schulz/Kirnberger made no distinctions for the various types of augmented 

sixth chords; rather, they viewed all of them as distortions to the underlying half-

diminished seventh chord.215  

                                                 
212Johann Abraham Schulz and Johann Philipp Kirnberger, Die wahren Grundsätze zum Gebrauch 

der Harmonie, (Berlin and Königsberg: G. J. Decker and G. L. Hartung, 1773). 
213Johann Abraham Schulz and Johann Phillip Kirnberger, “The True Principles for the Practice of 

Harmony,” trans. by David Beach and Jurgen Thym, Journal of Music Theory 23/2 (Autumn 1979): 163-4.  
214Example 63 taken fromSchulz and Kirnberger, Die wahren Grundsätze, 30.  
215Example 64 taken from ibid., 28. 
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Example 64. Schulz/Kirnberger, Augmented sixth chords as distortions of half-diminished seventh 

 

With respect to Example 64, they claimed that the chord in the third measure is “really 

the same chord” as the one in the first measure.216 Schulz/Kirnberger anticipates 

principles that Sechter generalizes in connecting the augmented sixth chord with the 2nd 

scale-degree and by viewing the predominant chords in mm. 1 and 3 as “the same 

chord.”217  

Johann Georg Albrechtsberger 

Albrechtsberger published his most important treatise, Gründliche Anweisung zur 

Composition, in Leipzig in 1790.218 In this treatise, Albrechtsberger considers Fux as one 

of his primary authority figures as demonstrated through statements like “yet his (Fux’s) 

                                                 
216“Wenn die Alten in Molltönen einen halben Schluss auf der Dominante der Tonica machen 

wollten, bedienten sie sich des natürlichen Terzquartenaccordes, als einen vorzüglichen Leitaccord zu 
einem solchen Schlusse, …, oder auch ohne Quarte, wie hier: welches aber im Grunde derselbe Accorde 
ist. [When the older composers wanted to make a half cadence on the dominant of the tonic in a minor key, 
they used the natural four-three chord as a suitable leading chord to such a cadence, or without the fourth, 
which is really the same chord.]” Schulz and Kirnberger, Die wahren Grundsätze, 28. Translation taken 
from Schulz and Kirnberger, “The True Principles,” 186-88. 

217Sechter would view the fundamentals for the second part of Example 64 as a D moving to the 
interfundamental B before arriving at the E. This would be a similar process to the one used by Sechter 
used in the example from the epigraph on page vi. 

218Three works were examined in writing the following case study—Albrechtsberger’s  
Gründliche Anweisung zur Composition from 1790, the 2nd ed. of Seyfried’s compilation of 
Albrechtsberger’s collected writings from 1837, and Sabilla Novello’s faithful translation of the Seyfried 
compilation (date uncertain). The last two volumes of Seyfried’s compilation are based closely on the 
Anweisung with some additional text and musical examples (see footnote 245 on page 104). Seyfried 
indicates in the foreword that the thoroughbass method presented in the first volume “had to be compiled to 
a large extent, as only a very small portion of the necessary materials existed [musste schlechterdings 
beynahe neu erschaffen werden, weil dazu nur ein geringer Vorrath des benöthigen Materials sich 
vorfand.]” Thus, the level of authenticity of the first volume as presenting Albrechtsberger’s conception of 
throughbass is questionable. See Appendix Two of Joel Lester, Composition Theory, 320-1 for a fuller 
description. 
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eternal fame remains for him, since he was teacher and master to many hundreds.”219 

There is an undercurrent throughout the Anweisung, however, that seems to indicate that 

Fux is outmoded both as a composer and a theorist. Following the last statement, 

Albrechtsberger indicates, “What can he (Fux) do about this, that much in our time has 

been changed?”220 In a particular example concerning suspensions, Albrechtsberger 

states, “Fux has used them [suspensions] in the following way, which, notwithstanding 

his great fame, is not held up for imitation.”221   

Example 65. Fux, Potentially objectionable parallel octaves 

 

The main problem in the example is the suspension decoration note that occurs on the 

“and” of one and three in the second and third measures creating apparent parallel 

octaves with the preceding beat.222 As for his compositions, there are only two brief 

                                                 
219“Doch bleibe Ihm sein unsterblicher Ruhm, weil Er vielen hunderten zum Lehrer und Muster 

gedeint hat.” Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 33. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 
94. Albrechtsberger’s concern for Fux in this instance was his treatment of the chord third above E of the 
Phrygian mode at the beginning with a minor third and the end with a raised major third.  

220“Was kann Er dafür, dass sich in unsern Zeiten vieles geändert hat?”  Ibid. 
221“Herr Fux indess hat sie auf folgende Weise benüsst, welche, unbeschadet seines Ruhmes, 

keineswegs zur Nachahmung empwohlen warden kann.” Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche 
Schriften über Generalbass, Harmonielehre, und Tonsetzkunst, augmented and edited by Ignaz Ritter von 
Seyfried, vol. 2, 2nd revised ed., (Vienna: Tobias Haslinger, [date unknown]), 73. Translation taken from 
Albrechtsberger, Complete Writings, 105-6. For the same example in the Anweisung, 66, Albrechtsberger 
states the following: “Herr Fux indess hat sie gemache,… [Fux, nevertheless, uses them here, …]”  
Albrechtsberger’s original statement is not as critical as the later statement found in Seyfried’s edition. 
Example 65 taken from ibid.  

222In another instance, Albrechtsberger considers the cadence derived from Fux in the following 
example one that should not be imitated. Albrechtsberger’s reason is unclear. Perhaps, he considers the 
four-three chord on the downbeat of the second measure or the upward step of the bass from G to A 
objectionable. Ibid, 200. 
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examples of Fux’s music in the entire treatise;223 rather, in addition to Albrechtsberger, 

the most significant musical examples come from J. S. Bach, Handel, Kirnberger, 

Antonio Caldara, and Pasquale Caffaro.224 Albrechtsberger’s central message for readers 

is to model their learning process on his updated methodology developed from Fux while 

seeking compositional models closer to their time—Bach and Handel for example—as 

the basis for emulation.   

Albrechtsberger develops a strict compositional theory based upon a rule-oriented 

strategy, which he provides at the outset of his presentation of each of the five species. 

The first two conditions from first species satisfy the strict compositional notion of 

acceptable motion between a pair of voices. When the latter of a pair of concords is 

perfect, one must use oblique or contrary motion to proceed. Albrechtsberger indicates 

that direct motion (gerade Bewegung) from a perfect concord to a perfect concord would 

result in parallel octaves or fifths while direct motion from an imperfect concord to a 

perfect one would result in direct octaves or fifths. He also warns that one must be careful 

to avoid consecutive fifths and octaves when perfect concords move in contrary 

motion.225 When the latter of a pair of concords is imperfect, all three types of motion 

                                                                                                                                                 

 
223The pieces included by Fux are a Fugue in G minor with strict inversion at the fifth and a 

Hymn—Ave maris stella. Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 2, 267-69. 
224Pasquale Caffaro—born around 1715 and died in 1787—was an important Italian composer and 

teacher who worked most of his life in Naples. Hanns-Bertold Dietz: ‘Pasquale Cafaro,’ Groves Music 
Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed September 25, 2007), <http://www.grovemusic.com>  

225Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 19-21. Although uncommon in general, the use of contrary fifths 
occurs at cadences in some late fifteenth and early sixteenth century works typically where five or six 
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(direct, oblique and contrary) are acceptable. With respect to the voice leading of 

imperfect concords, he limits the number of successive vertical thirds or sixths in a row to 

three.226 

Beginning with second species, Albrechtsberger begins to confront the issue as to 

when consecutive fifths and octaves are objectionable even if there are notes between 

them. For second species, he rejects the use of consecutive accented fifths with thirds 

between them, consecutive accented octaves with thirds or sixths between them, and 

consecutive accented unisons with thirds between them.227   

Example 66. Albrechtsberger, Objectionable accented octaves, fifths and thirds in second species 

 

Consecutive accented fifths and octaves, however, were good when the leap of a fourth 

was used melodically in the counterpoint voice as below.228 

                                                                                                                                                 
voices are used. In Monteverdi’s madrigal, “Ohimè, se tanto amate,” on the text “sentire” and “havrete”, 
there are three cadences that use contrary fifths. See Claudio Monteverdi, Tutte le opere di Claudio 
Monteverdi, ed. by G. Francesco Malipiero, vol. 4, Il Quarto Libro de Madrigali di Claudio Monteverdi 
([Wien]: Universal, [1926-68]), 56-8.  

226Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 24. 
227“Drittens ist verbothen von einer reinen Quinte, oder Octave, oder einem reinen Einklange 

wiederum in eine solche Quinte, Octave, oder Einklang, zwischen welchen nur ein Terzen-Sprung gemacht 
wird, so gar in der widrigen Bewegung, zu geben; weil auf diese Art zwo Quinten etc. steigend oder 
fallend, gleich nach einander angebracht, eben so scharf in das Gehör fallen, als zwo reine Quinten etc. in 
der geraden Bewegung;…  [Thirdly—it is forbidden, even in contrary motion, to move from a perfect fifth, 
octave, or unison, to another perfect fifth, octave or unison, between which a skip of only a third occurs; as 
two fifths, etc., of this kind, introduced in descending or ascending, produce as sharp an effect on the ear, as 
two consecutive fifths, etc., in direct movement; …]” Ibid., 36. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, 
Collected Writings, 95. Example 66 taken from ibid., 37. 

228Example 67 taken from ibid. 
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Example 67. Albrechtsberger, Acceptable consecutive fifths and octaves 

 

Albrechtsberger accepts all consecutive unaccented unisons, fifths and octaves but warns 

the novice from frequent use of them in two-part composition.229 For third species, he 

only demonstrates concern for consecutive accented unisons, fifths and octaves when 

they occur between the third division of a measure and the first division of the next; he is 

not concerned about their usage between the first division of two successive measures.230  

Example 68. Albrechtsberger, Objectionable consecutive octaves, fifths and unisons in third species  

 

In particular, he notes one should not use two harmonic major thirds when they 

are a major second apart but may use them when they are a half step apart.231 

Albrechtsberger, however, presents an exception to this consideration that two vertical 

major thirds a major second apart may not follow each other. At cadences in three- or 

                                                 
229“Doch wiederrathe ich den Anfängern viele dergleichen nachschlagende Quinten, oder Octaven 

zu machen, weil sie doch manche Gehör, im zweistimmigen Satze beleidigen. [But I should recommend a 
beginner not to introduce too many such fifths and octaves as they impress the ear disagreeably in two-part 
composition.]” Ibid, 38. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 96.  

230Example 68 taken from ibid., 52. 
231The prohibition against parallel major thirds a major second apart goes back to at least Zarlino. 

See Zarlino, Institutioni Harmoniche, 206-7.  
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four-part writing, he presents the following example thereby indicating that this 

prohibition does not pertain to the harmonic progression from IV to V.232   

Example 69. Albrechtsberger, Acceptable major thirds a whole step apart 

 

In a consistent manner throughout the treatise, Albrechtsberger presents free 

exceptions—the use of two major thirds a major second apart as an exception between 

the IV and V chord for example—while discussing the strict rule—the prohibition against 

any successive major thirds a major second a part.  

According to the strict compositional method, one should begin and end with 

perfect consonances with employing the unison only in the first or last bar. 

Albrechtsberger warns that when the counterpoint is added beneath the cantus firmus one 

should not use the fifth, because it would confuse the key. Strict composition, he 

maintains, must not end with a fifth for that would create a thin and unsatisfying sound. 

The accepted cadence figures are a third or tenth to unison or octave when cantus firmus 

is above and major sixth to octave when the cantus firmus is below.  

In the second through fifth species, Albrechtsberger demonstrates the means by 

which one can transform the third-to-unison or major-sixth-to-octave cadences to work 

                                                 
232Example 69 taken from Albrechtsbeger, Anweisung, 22.  
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with the embellished counterpoint line. For first species, he considers the following 

cadences to be acceptable.233 

Example 70. Albrechtsberger, Acceptable cadences in first species 

 

For second species, the following variations on the above cadences occur.234 

Example 71. Albrechtsberger, Acceptable cadences in second species 

 

In three and four parts, Albrechtsberger adds a bass cadential motion of dominant to tonic 

when the chorale melody is in the upper parts. When the chorale melody is the lowest 

part, he adds a sixth and a third above the penultimate bass note. The beginnings of strict 

compositions in second through fifth species may begin with a rest that is commensurate 

with the primary rhythmic unit of the counterpoint. Thus, for examples in second species, 

one may begin with a half note rest or a quarter note rest in third species. 

In strict composition, Albrechtsberger restricts the use of all augmented and most 

diminished melodic intervals both ascending and descending—the diminished intervals 

he allows are the diminished fourth and fifth. In addition, he forbids leaps greater than an 

octave or any that forms a seventh. For three or four melodic leaps in a row, 

Albrechtsberger prohibits the major seventh, major ninth and minor ninth intervals that 

                                                 
233Example 70 taken from ibid., 23. 
234Example 71 taken from ibid., 36.  
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results between the outer extremes of the notes but allows the minor seventh—even when 

the minor seventh is created by consecutive melodic fourths. He does allow the repetition 

of a note in first species but indicates that it should not remain stationary for more than 

three bars, alalthough his examples never extend a stationary note for more than two 

bars.235   

Dissonance control is developed through the species methodology associated with 

the Fuxian tradition. First species begins with only consonant structures in a one to one 

relationship. Second species, on the other hand, uses constant two or three note patterns 

in the counterpoint voice to the unembellished one note in the chorale. The unaccented 

note in the measure may either be consonant or dissonant. If it is consonant, one may leap 

or step to the note or from it. If it is dissonant, however, one must approach and leave the 

dissonance by step. For Albrechtsberger, dissonances in second species may only be 

passing tones236 or neighbor tones237.  

                                                 
235Albrechtsberger never gives specific directions for the limitations for ranges between a pair of 

voices and for the outer extremes. Most of the two-part examples use the tenth as the outer extreme. The 
three-part examples use the double octave as the outer extreme. In several instances, he separates the lowest 
voice and middle voice by two octaves in three-part examples. 

236“Die Dissonanzen aber, als: die drey Secunden, die drey Quarten, die verminderte, und 
übermässige Quint, die drey Septimen, die kleine und grosse None müssen nicht sprungweise, sondern 
stufenweise angebracht werden, z. B zwischen drey herab, oder hinauf gehenden Noten. [Dissonances, 
however, such as the three seconds, the three fourths, the diminished and augmented fifth, the three 
sevenths, the minor and major ninth must not be introduced by leaps but rather by steps, for example, 
between three downward- or upward-going notes.]” Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 34. 

237“Auch ist es erlaubt die Dissonanzen, so gar verminderte, und übermässige, zwischen zweyen 
gleichen Tönen, welche aber Consonanzen seyn müssen, einzusperren. [It is also allowed to confine the 
dissonances, even when diminished and augmented, between the same two tones, which must be 
consonances however.]” Ibid, 35. Example 72 taken from ibid. 
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Example 72. Acceptable dissonances in second species 

 

 
Although not explicitly provided by him here, underlying the two to one counterpoint is 

the one to one counterpoint model given below.  

Third species increases the number of notes in the counterpoint voice so that now 

four, six and eight notes are found with respect to the cantus firmus. In addition to 

preserving the unaccented passing and neighbor tones from second species, 

Albrechtsberger presents the possible nota cambiata (Wechselnote) figures derived from 

Fux.238   

Example 73. Albrechtsberger, Nota cambiata dissonance figure 

 
As exceptions to an important rule for Albrechtsberger, that all dissonances must leave by 

step, the seventh and fourth resolve through a leap to the succeeding consonance. In the 

first pattern, the octave leaps from the dissonant seventh to the fifth without resolving 

                                                 
238Example 73 taken from ibid., 48.  
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first to the intermediate consonant sixth. Following Fux, the above cambiatas would be 

justified as follows.239  

Example 74. Albrechtsberger, Justification for nota cambiata 

 
Albrechtsberger lists the nota cambiata patterns found below that he derives from other 

“good masters [guten Meistern].”240   

Example 75. Albrechtsberger, Nota cambiata patterns used by other masters 

 
Following the logic of Fux’s justification above, one could view these additional 

cambiata figures in the following manner.  

 

Example 76. Albrechtsberger, Justification of nota cambiata patterns used by other masters 

 
From Fux’s perspective, the cambiata would be a transformation of omission, because he 

removes a consonance from the free surface found in the underlying strict model.  

                                                 
239Derivation of Examples 74 and 76 follows Fux, Gradus, 65. 
240Albrechtsberger does not indicate who these masters are. Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 49. 

Example 75 taken from ibid., 50. 
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For fourth species counterpoint, however, he introduces suspensions which are 

created by distribution transformations. When the suspended note is consonant, one is 

free to leap or step away from the tied note. Albrechtsberger demonstrates as models the 

4-3, 7-6 and 9-8 suspensions for the upper voice and the 2-3 and 4-5 suspensions for the 

lower voice.241   

Example 77. Albrechtsberger, Suspensions 

 
He does not provide the justification for the procedure, but following Fux the underlying 

patterns would be as thus.242 

Example 78. Possible justification for suspsensions  

 
Fux’s species methodology focused on an additive process of decoration to an 

underlying consonant shell; hence, most of the transformations of addition are built into 

the strict style—the exception being the suspension and the cambiata. As stated earlier, 

Albrechtsberger frequently indicates free extensions while discussing strict models. His 

                                                 
241“…übrigens müssen alle Aufstreiche, weil sie die Vorbereitung der Ligaturen sind, welche in 

allen Niederstreichen hier demacht warden müssen, Consonanzen seyn; die Ligaturen aber können 
Dissonanzen, welche alle herab (wie schon gesagt worden) im strengen Satze aufgelöst warden, oder 
Consonanzen seyn, welche stufenweise, oder sprungweise sich wiederum in eine Consonanz auflösen. [All 
unaccented divisions must contain consonants, as in them are prepared the suspensions, which, in this class, 
are all made in the accented division; the suspensions themselves may be either dissonants resolved 
downwards (in strict style), or consonants resolved upon others, by grades or skips.]” Ibid, 61. Translation 
taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 104. Example 77 taken from ibid., 58-9. 

242Surprisingly, he does not question the apparent direct fifth found in the last part of Example 77. 
See Fux, Gradus, 70 for the derivation of Example 78.  
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free exceptions touch upon chromaticism, introduction and resolution of dissonances, 

melodic intervals, voice leading, seventh chords, and specific figures such as ottava 

battuta (beaten octave). Most of the disonance figures considered free by Albrechtsberger 

result from transformations of omission. Whereas Fux only attempted to define strict 

composition and the various types of compositions found in the church style (stylus 

ecclesiasticus), Albrechtsberger spends considerable space developing licenses in his 

species presentation with the bridge to free composition as the goal of his theory.243  

In the Anweisung, Albrechtsberger applies a number of two-step strict/free 

assertions. He allows the use of additional hidden fifths in free composition that he finds 

in the music of Handel and J. S. Bach.244 

                                                 
243“Die drey Versetzungen muss der Schüler allezeit zugleich mit machen; und wenn er in diesen 

fünf Gattungen wohl gegründet, und sich der Fertigkeit und Leichtigkeit bewust ist, so kann er zu den 
Nachahmungen, wobey er endlich von dem Choral befreyt wird, schreiten, und seine eigene Ideen, nach 
den Regeln des strengen und freyen Satzes durcheinander, das ist: in dem gemischten Satze, mit einem 
freyen und zierlichen Gesange versuchen, wie er die Beyspiele im Folgenden zeigen werden. [The student 
must always make the three promotions at the same time; and when he is well grounded in these five 
species, and has demonstrated the skills and facilities, then he can write imitations, where he is finally free 
from the Chorale, and write his own ideas after the rules of strict and free composition jumbled together, 
that is—to attempt in mixed composition, with a free and graceful melody, as the following examples will 
demonstrate.]” Ibid, 160. 

244“Endlich ist nochzu erinnern, dass Händel, Sebastian Bach, und noch mehrere gute Meister des 
reinen Satzes sich folgender drey Sätze, worinne verdeckte Quinten stecken, sehr oft bedienet haben; die 
übrigen aber, wobey alle drey Stimmen in der graden Bewegung gehen, und die, wo die obern zwo 
Stimmen zugleich Sprünge machen, wenn auch die Grundstimme widrig geht, bleiben fast alle verbothen. 
[We may add that Handel, Sebastian Bach, and other good masters have often used the three following 
phrases, wherein hidden fifths occur. But the remaining ones, when the three parts progress by direct 
movement, or the two upper parts make simultaneous skips, even although the bass progress by contrary 
movement, are almost all forbidden.]” Ibid, 84-5. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected 
Writings, 112. Example 79 taken from ibid., 85. 
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Example 79. Albrechtsberger, Allowable hidden fifths found in the music of Handel and J. S. Bach 

 

Also, Albrechtsberger extends the possibilities for beginning and concluding chords in 

three and four parts by allowing the third of the perfect chord in one of the upper parts. 

The bass may also begin with the chordal third but may not end with it, because this 

would produce insufficient closure.245 Furthermore, Albrechtsberger allows specific 

augmented and diminished intervals and minor seventh and major sixth leaps, which he 

refers to as free.246 

Example 80. Albrechtsberger, Allowable diminished and augmented intervals in free composition 

 

Melodic leaps with the additional mark after it require a specific resolution of the 

dissonant interval for correct usage.  

                                                 
245“Man darf also auch in der Oberstimme mit der Ober-Terz anfangen und schleissen; in der 

Unterstimme jedoch wohl damit beginnen , aber nicht endigen; weil eine Sext-Harmonie, welche drey- 
oder vierstimmig dadurch entstehen würde, nur eine Halb-Kadenz, und sofort keinen befriedigenden 
Schluss bildet. [An upper part may commence and conclude with the third above; a lower part may 
commence, but not end with it, as, in three or four parts, the harmony of the sixth would ensue, and form a 
half cadence instead of a satisfactory conclusion.]” Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 2, 152. 
Ibid, 134. Seyfried includes nearly forty pages of material—pages 151-89—not found in the Anweisung 
that provides further information and examples about licenses in free composition. Most of the new 
examples are based on an A minor, chromatic chorale melody fourteen measures in length. 

246Example 80 taken from Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 24. 
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The following example from Albrechtsberger includes two cross relationships 

(Querstand)—considered objectionable in strict composition but now possible in free 

composition.  

Example 81. Albrechtsberger, Cross-relationships 

 

Albrecthsberger provides no other justification for accepting cross relations in free 

composition other than the consideration of his ear in assuring that they are not 

unnecessarily harsh.247 

Albrechtsberger first introduces chromatic intervals in a melodic line as a license 

with respect to the fifth species of four-part writing.248 He does not, however, consider 

chromatic motion a legitimate part of strict composition.249 Albrechtsberger appears to 

                                                 
247“Der unharmonische Querstand im letzten Beyspiele, das mi contra fa,—‘diabolus in musica,’  

wie die alten Satzlehrer zu reimen pflegten, unterliegt in der freyen Schreibart keinem Verbothe mehr, so 
ferne nur die Fortschreitung nicht durch gesangwidrige Härten das Gehör beleidigt. [The unharmonious 
cross relation in the last example—the Mi contra Fa, “diabolus in musica,” as ancient teachers called it—is 
no longer forbidden in free style, provided the progressions do not the offend the ear by unmelodious 
harshness.]” Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 2, 157-8. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, 
Collected Writings, 136. Example 81 taken from ibid.  

248“Dass das chromatische Geschlecht nunmehr ebenfalls erlaubt sey, zeigen obige beyden NB. an. 
[The two NB above indicate that the chromatic genus may now likewise be allowed.]” Ibid., 154. Ibid., 
135. 

249“Der vierte Fehler im dritten Tacte ist der unnöthige chromatische Gang: b c cis | d etc. im 
Contrapuncte; dergleichen Gänge erst im freyen Satze erlaubt sind. [The fourth mistake in the third 
measure is the unnecessary chromatic progression: B, C, C-sharp, | D, etc., in the counterpoint; such 
progressions are first allowed in free composition.]” Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 55. The example it 
references is ibid., 53. 
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equate chromaticism with the use of the minor semitone that occurs with different pitches 

that share the same space or line such as F and F-sharp below.250  

Example 82. Albrechtsberger, Use of chromatic augmented unison in free composition 

 

In the above example, Albrechtsberger only justifies the presence of the chromatic F-

sharp by indicating that it does not “offend the ear.”251 

In Albrechtsberger’s thoroughbass materials assembled by Ignaz Ritter von 

Seyfried, however, chromatic motion accidentally emerges at times as the result of an 

omitted consonance as demonstrated by the suppressed passing tones in Example 83.252   

                                                 
250“Der halbe Ton ist entweder gross oder klein; klein, wenn er auf gleicher Stufe mit dem 

Grundtone steht: …  Gross, wenn er mit diesem auf einer andern Stufe sich befindet: ... [The semitone may 
be minor or major; minor when it stands on the same grade with the fundamental note; …; major when it 
stands on the next grade; …]” Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 1, 2-3. Translation taken from 
Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 9. Albrechtsberger’s use of the minor semitone is curious, because in 
a temperament system like “just” intonation the F-to-F-sharp half step would be larger than the F-to-G-flat 
half step.  

251“Der Licenz bey Fis im zweyten Beyspiele hier beleidiget das Gehör ganz und gar nicht, … 
[The license of F-sharp, in example 62, does not in the least offend the ear; …]” Ibid., vol. 2, 148. Ibid., 
130. Example 82 taken from ibid., 147. 

252“Der freye Anschlag geht ohnehin eigentlich nur aus einer Figur hervor, welche die 
Anticipation genannt wird, und darin besteht, dass ein Intervall früher erscheint, als es erwartet wird, indem  
das Gehör die verbindenden Zwischentheile hinzufügt. Man denke sich z. B. im nachstehenden Septimen-
Satze die ausgelassenen unterstreichenen Viertelnoten hinzu, und alle Dissonanzen verwandeln sich in 
Consonanzen; letztere gehören nur mehr in die Rubrik des regelmässigen Durchganges; der scheinbar 
unvorbereitete Eintritt wird nicht nur vollkolmmen gerechtfertigt, sondern vielmehr gänzlich aufgehoben. 
[The use of unprepared dissonants proceeds from a figure, called anticipation, from its causing an interval 
to appear before it is expected, while the ear supplies the intermediate links. For instance, in the following 
example of sevenths, let us add in imagination the omitted crotchets which are underlined, and all 
dissonants will become consonants; these latter belong to the order of regular transitions. The apparently 
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Example 83. Albrechtsberger, Chromatic motion created by omitted consonance 

 

The four lines in the second half of the example replace expected consonances in a 

manner reminiscent of the Monteverdi example from Cruda amarilla found in Chapter 

1.253  

Albrechtsberger mentions the term ottava battuta for non-resolved notes that 

occur in free composition of three or more voices; however, these notes are completely 

restricted from usage in two-part counterpoint. From a harmonic perspective, imagined 

sounds appear to be left hanging unresolved, because the correct consonant is not 

provided for the resolution.254   

Example 84. Albrechtsberger, Ottava battuta 

 

The dissonant diminished seventh B-flat appears to displace an underlying A—which is 

also the expected resolution—in moving from the third to the fourth example and should 

                                                                                                                                                 
unprepared introduction is thus not only justified, but entirely obviated.]” Ibid., vol. 1, 97-8. Ibid., 41. 
Example 83 taken from ibid., 98. 

253See Example 1 and the related discussion on pages 3-4. 
254Example 84 taken from Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 28. Although he prohibits the use of the 

ottava battuta in a two-voice framework, the example curiously uses two voices without explanation as to 
why. Perhaps he wanted to demonstrate what errors would look like in two-part examples or show how the 
outer voices would act in a three- or four-part example.  
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presumably resolve to that. In addition, the entrance of the C-sharp in the third example 

appears to displace the underlying C of the preceding example.  

In one instance, Albrechtsberger allows for the resolution of an accented seventh 

by leap to the third rather than the sixth.255   

Example 85. Albrechtsberger, Resolution of suspended seventh by leap 

 

Albrechtsberger does not provide the justification, but the omitted resolution leaves a trail 

of suggested resolutions in a three-part setting.  

Example 86. Possible justification for the leap away from suspended seventh 

 

Furthermore, as the above example shows, the free surface of the two-part example omits 

a note from the underlying strict model of the three-part example. 

With respect to the preparation and resolution of dissonances, Albrechtsberger 

indicates the following exceptions are possible in the free style. In Example 87, 

dissonances are prepared by dissonances.256 

                                                 
255“Im freyen Satze finden folgende Freyheiten statt: a) Dass die Septime, Zierlichkeit halber, in 

die Terz herab oder hinauf springen darf; … [In free style, the following licenses are given: a) the seventh 
may ascend or descend to the third y a skip, when the melody gains grace thereby; ...]” Albrechtsberger, 
Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 2, 68. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 104. 
Example 85 taken from ibid. Bernhard demonstrates the same resolution nearly a hundred and fifty years 
earlier in Example 39 that Albrechtsberger does in Example 85.  

256“Diess letzte Beyspiel gehört zum freyen Satze; weil man nur dort die Dissonanz-Lagaturen mit 
einer Dissonanz vorbereitet, und auch in eine Dissonanz wiederum betrugsweise auslösen darf. [Example 
66 is in free composition, because in that style only we may prepare one dissonant by another, and resolve 
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Example 87. Albrechtsberger, Preparation of a dissonance by another dissonance 

 

For the above example, the F in the bass of the second measure is the dissonant chord 

seventh that prepares the dissonant F in the following measure which is itself a 

suspension. Although Albrechtsberger provides no justification here, the same topic 

found in the throroughbass method demonstrates the intermediate steps necessary to 

justify unprepared dissonances.257 

Example 88. Albrechtsberger, Justification of unprepared dissonances 

 

In the following example, Albrechtsberger demonstrates the potential use of the 

six-four chord and the six-five chord in the free style.258   

                                                                                                                                                 
it deceptively to another dissonant.]” Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 140. Ibid., 128. Example 87 taken from 
ibid. Kirnberger would claim that an essential dissonance prepares an accidental dissonance in Example 87 
whereas Albrechtsberger can only claim that both pitches are dissonant. See pages 75-6 for Kirnberger’s 
description of essential and accidental dissonances.  

257Example 88 taken from Albrechtsberger, Sämmtliche Schriften, vol. 1, 95-6. 
258Example 89 taken from Albrechtsberger, Anweisung, 143. 
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Example 89. Albrechtsberger, Use of six-four and six-five chords in free composition 

 

Furthermore, Albrechtsberger indicates that the six-four chord itself may be replaced by a 

Quarta fundata (four-three seventh chord) as necessary in the free style to create the 

necessary suspensions for fourth species development.259   

Example 90. Albrechtsberger, Substitution of four-three seventh chord for six-four chord 

 

Albrechtsberger considers dissonant retardations as only usable in free 

composition. In the example below, he demonstrates a consonant retardation with a 5-6 

                                                 
259“Das NB. oben im zehnten Tacte über der der Note G im Alt bedeutet, dass man, um lauter 

Bindungen zu haben, im freyen Satze diese fundirte Quarte im Aufstreiche setzen darf, welche von der 
wesentlichen Septime aus ihrer zweyten Verkehrung herstammt; Welch septime alsdenn auch, gleichwie 
die verminderte Quinte im schlecten Tacttheile frey angeschlagen warden darf… [The NB in Example 90, 
on G in the alto, points out that in free style, to obtain constant suspensions, we may, on an unaccented 
division, employ this Quarta fundata, which is derived from the second inversion of the dominant seventh; 
this seventh, as also the diminished fifth, may then be unprepared in unaccented divisions; …]” Ibid., 142-
3. Translation taken from Albrechtsberger, Collected Writings, 129. Example 90 taken from ibid., 141. 
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over the bass; however, in the second part of the example, he generates a 2-3 retardation 

in the alto from a transformation of distribution from the same underlying one to one 

counterpoint of the first part.260 

Example 91. Albrechtsberger, Use of retardations in free composition 

 

The last part rejects the use of the retardation in the bass voice, which Albrechtsberger 

only considers good in one instance.261 

Example 92. Albrechtsberger, Only acceptable bass retardation  

 
The most distinctive aspect of the Fuxian tradition with respect to other strict/free 

theories is the degree to which the strict methodology is meticulously defined. 

Transformations of addition and distribution are used in the various species to 

demonstrate how an underlying strict framework is embellished within the strict style. 

Albrechtsberger primarily bases the demonstrations of free composition as a part of the 

                                                 
260Example 91 taken from ibid., 100. 
261Example 92 taken from ibid., 102. 
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simpler two-part process of assertion even when justifications are immediately available. 

Those justifications that do occur frequently are found in the thoroughbass manual 

compiled by Seyfried where some question must be raised as to how well any of them 

represents Albrechtsberger’s point of view. 

Gottfried Weber’s Observational Approach 

Not all analytic strategies originate from a strict/free conception. Gottfried Weber 

is the example par excellence of an approach antithetical to a strict/free theory, for at no 

point do such hallmarks of strict/free methodology such as an underlying justification 

process make an appearance. In fact, Weber makes comments that are sharply critical of 

strict/free theories; he makes every possible effort to separate himself from these 

approaches and to renounce them as flawed. His sharp criticisms, however, help lead to 

an understanding of the limitations of strict/free theories. 

Weber demonstrates a lack of connection to the strict/free tradition in the 

following manners. 1) His approach is observational rather than deductive so there is not 

a defined set of principles emanating from a source model. 2) He makes direct statements 

criticizing the strict/free division and its correlation to the church style. 3) Imagined 

pitches in his theory do not arise from a strict/free transformation, but rather from 

necessity to satisfy the ear. 4) His section on pure composition does not develop from a 

strict composition tradition; instead, he develops a novel manner for embellishing voices 

within a given four-part harmonic structure. 

 Weber does not develop his work exclusively for the student of composition but, 

rather, also for the amateur who would like to understand how music works. He states: 
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“Finally it would be a great mistake to infer from the title prefixed to my work, namely 

the Theory of Composition, that it is designed more for those who wish to become 

practical composers, than for those have the more limited purposes of securing an 

acquaintance with the principles of the Science.”262 Gottfried Weber, himself, has been 

noted more for his writings on music than for his compositions.263 In addition to Theory 

of Composition, he wrote several other works for self-instruction in music—Die 

Generalbasslehre zum Selbstunterricht (Thoroughbass Study for Self-Instruction) and 

Allgemeine Musiklehre zum Selbstunterricht für Lehre und Lernende in vier Vorkapiteln 

(General Music Study to the Self-Instructed for Teachers and Students in Four Chapters) 

as well as writings in the journal Cäcilia which he founded. Weber’s principal occupation 

was in the field of law where he eventually became the Generalstaatsprokurator (General 

State Prosecutor) while in Darmstadt.264 

Weber’s approach is an observational one. In the following statement, he clearly 

demonstrates the general outlook of his work: “The little truth which we have as yet 

discovered in the realm of musical composition, consists merely in a number of 

experiments and observations upon the good or bad effect of this or that combination of 

                                                 
262“Was endlich den, der gegenwärtigen Schrift vorangesetzten Titel, Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, 

betrifft, so würde man gar sehr irren, wollte man sich dadurch zu dem Wahne verleiten lassen, als sei dies 
Buch mehr für diejenigen bestimmt, welche sich der Composition wirklich widmen wollen, als für die, 
welche blos den beschränkteren Zweck haben, sich von den Grundsätzen zu unterrichten.” Gottfried 
Weber, Versuch einer geordneten Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, 3rd ed., (Mainz: Schott, 1830-32), vol. 1, VII. 
Translation taken from Gottfried Weber, Theory of Musical Composition Treated with a View to a 
Naturally Consecutive Arrangement of Topics, trans. of 3rd ed. by James F. Warner (Boston: Oliver Ditson, 
1842), vol. 1, 5.  

263Most notable works are through-composed lieder and church music. Janna Saslaw: ‘Weber, 
Gottfried,’ Groves Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed August 22, 2007), <http://www.grovemusic.com> 

264Material paraphrased from ibid. 
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tones.”265 Thus, the individual musical work becomes a query into what is musically 

possible with the subsequent observations in retrospect as judgments of their success. 

Weber provides three general aims for his theory: 1) to sift through the previously made 

deductions of experience “by a more exact investigation (durch genauere Forschung),” 

2) “to increase the number of original observations (durch eigene Beobachtungen zu 

vermehren)”, and 3) “to place them into a relationship … according to a scheme that is as 

rational as possible (in Verbindung zu setzen ... nach einem möglichst verständigen 

Plane).”266   

The following quote demonstrates how the biological metaphor underlies Weber’s 

view of music theory. 

The question here cannot be: how many genera there probably are, but only: into 
how many the species admit of being most conveniently arranged, in order to 
bring the greatest possible number of species agreeing with one another in the 
largest number of common characteristics under the smallest possible number of 
principal classes. They are all, in fact, merely different ways of conceiving of the 
thing.267 

 
The above statement resulted from Weber’s response to the dispute among theorists 

concerning the number of fundamental harmonies. In response, he indicates that 

indicating the number of fundamental harmonies is the same as indicating “how many 

genera of plants there are in nature (wie viele genera plantarum es in der Natur gebe).” 

                                                 
265“Noch immer besteht das wenige Wahre, was wir im Gebiete der Tonsetzkunst wissen, blos in 

einer Anzahl von Erfahrungen und Beobachtungen vom Wohlklingen oder Missklingen dieser und jener 
Zusammenstellungen von Tönen.” Weber, Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, 3rd ed., vol. 1, X. Translation taken 
from Weber, Theory of Composition, vol. 1, 6. 

266Ibid., X-XI.  
267“Hier kann die Frage nicht sein: wie viele Genera es eigentlich gebe, sondern nur: in wie viele 

sich die Gattungen am füglichsten ordnen lassen, damit man, unter möglichst wenige Hauptklassen, 
möglichst viele Gattungen von möglichst vielen gemeinschaftlichen Merkmalen bringe. Es sind ja alles nur 
verschiedene Arten, sich die Sache vorzustellen” Ibid., 205. Translation taken from Weber, Theory of 
Composition, 169.  
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There exists no “a priori demonstration (a-priorische Demostration)” that one can use to 

indicate the number of classes in either case. “Human ingenuity (Menschenwitz)” is the 

source of the categories and the simplification of complex and manifold phenomena is 

the goal.268   

Weber’s makes the following statement concerning strict and free composition.  
 

In the first place, then, as it respects the distinction between strict and free style, I 
will here only confess beforehand (what I propose hereafter more fully to develop 
in its proper place, namely in conjunction with the subject of Aesthetics) that I 
think but little of this whole distinction, and least of all those technical theories 
which say: ‘this or that is forbidden in the strict style, but is allowed in the free.269   
 

One source for Weber’s disdain for the strict/free approach appears in the following 

quote: 

As it respects, in particular, the secular or profane, and the church or sacred style, 
I have very much too high an opinion of the latter to regard it as essentially 
dependent upon such technical prohibitions. Woe to the dignity of the church 
style, if its distinction from the profane, is to be sought in its being prohibited the 
use of this or that technical material.270 

 

                                                 
268Ibid. Ibid. 
269“In dieser Hinsicht will ich den, was für’s Erste die Distinction zwischen strengem und freiem 

Style angeht, nur gleich von vorne herein gestehen, (was ich seiner Zeit, in der Aesthetik, näher zu 
entwickeln gedenke,) dass ich von dieser ganzen Distinction—nun eben gar Wenig halte; am aller-
wenigsten aber von technischen Theorieen die da sagen: Dies oder Jenes ist ‘im strengen Style verboten, im 
freien aber erlaubt’.” Ibid., 262-3. Ibid., 217. 

270“Was insbesondere die Unterscheidung von profanem, und kirchlichem Styl angeht, so habe ich 
von letzterem einen viel zu hohen Begriff, als dass ich seine Wesenheit von solchen technischen Verboten 
abhängig halten könnte. Wehe über die Würde des Kirchenstyls, wenn der Unterschied desselben vom 
profane ein nur technischer, und im Nichtgebrauch dieses oder jenes Kunstmaterials zu suchen ist!” Ibid., 
263. Ibid., 218.  
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Weber continues by comparing the church style as presented in strict compositional 

tradition as like “a spiritual painting” in which “he is not permitted to use red, green, and 

fire-color.”271   

 In particular, Weber references a statement from Marpurg in which the latter 

prohibited the augmented-sixth chord “in the so-called strict mode of writing, and 

particularly in the church style (in der sogennanten strengen Schreibart, und insbesondere 

im Kirchenstyle).”272 In response, Weber indicates that Haydn’s “soul-stirring Salve 

Regina” has the singers begin on an augmented-sixth chord after a ten-measure 

introduction.273   

Example 93. Haydn, Opening ten-measure introduction from Salve regina 

 

                                                 
271“…in einem geistlichen Gemälde, oder sonst in einem Gemälde ‘im strengen Styl’ darf keine 

rothe, oder keine grüne, keine orangegelbe Farbe gebraucht warden, ... […in a spiritual picture or rather in 
a picture ‘in the strict style’, he is not permitted to use any red, green, or fire-color.] Ibid., 1st ed., 189.  

272Ibid., 262. Weber cites Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Handbuch bey dem Generalbasse und der 
Composition, (New York: Georg Olms, 1974), 125 as a specific instance where such a prohibition is made. 
Marpurg states, “Da die übermässige Sexte nicht gebunden ausgeführet werden kann, so gehöret sie 
desswegen so wenig als alle mit ihr verwandte Sätze, in die strenge Schreibart, sondern wird nur im 
galanten Styl ausgeübet. [Since the augmented sixth can not be executed in a restrained manner, then it 
belongs for this reason as little as all with their related progressions in the strict style but rather will 
distribute only in the Galant style.]” 

273The piece is Franz Joseph Haydn’s Salve Regina in G minor Hoboken XXIIIb/2. Example 93 
taken from the inserted example page of Weber, Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, 3rd ed., vol. 1, 254-5.  
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In expressing the inner nature of Haydn’s Salve Regina, Weber states, “Surely no one 

will be profane and base enough to censure this angelic song” … “which is, perhaps, 

more truly of the church music character, than any of his other church pieces.”274 

Weber’s stance is that music in the church style should not have limits concerning the 

types of musical constructs used as long as the construct is appropriate and effective for 

the context which it is used.  

In a statement above, Weber indicates that there is an aesthetic concern with 

strict/free theories that he develops further in his analysis of the opening passage of 

Mozart’s “Dissonance” Quartet, K. 465. His analysis reaffirms at the outset the goal of 

the treatise, “which amounts in essence purely to observations upon that which sounds 

well or badly, smooth or harsh.”275 As each new note enters into the piece, Weber 

describes the ambiguous tonal regions created by harmonic progressions, non-harmonic 

tones and cross relations for his hypothetical listener. For example, the repeated C bass 

note at the beginning suggests that C major or C minor is the tonal center.276   

                                                 
 274“… und wahrlich, profan und unanständig wird diesen engelfrommen Gesang Niemand 
schelten! ... (welches vielleicht mehr, wie irgend Eines seiner übrigen Kirchenstücke, wahrhaft kirchlich 
ist).” Weber, Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, 3rd ed., vol. 1, 263. Translation taken from Weber, Theory of 
Composition, 217. 

275“…im Wesentlichen nur rein aus Beobachtungen dessen, was wohl oder übel, sanft oder herbe 
klingt, …”  Ibid., vol. 3, 200. Translation taken from ibid., 162.  

276Example 94 taken from inserted example page of ibid., 196-7.  
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Example 94. Mozart, Opening five measures of Mozart’s “Dissonance” Quartet, K. 465 

 

When the A-flat enters on beat three of measure one, the ear is presented its first 

ambiguity, because a listener may accidentally perceive it as a G-sharp. With the descent 

of A-flat to G on beat two of measure two, a tonal conflict occurs between C minor and 

A-flat major. Was the opening bass C actually the third of an A-flat major triad that is the 

tonic chord? In short, he notes at the forefront “that the passage in question sounds 

strange—very strange—for a musical ear, is certain.”277   

In conclusion, Weber indicates, “one [commentator] can demonstrate the 

lawlessness of the passage while another can demonstrate its law-abiding quality.”278 The 

fact that a strict/free approach may successfully explain a piece does not assure that the 

piece is an aesthetically sound one, rather only that the piece is technically sound with 

respect to a particular strict/free conception. Thus, one of the central problems of the 

strict/free approach for Weber is that it does not guide a listener to make sound aesthetic 

decisions. In the end, only “the musically trained ear (das musikalisch gebildete Gehör)” 

is available to guide our decisions. In this respect, a “supreme judge (ein höchster 

                                                 
277“Dass der befragliche Satz dem Gehöre befremdlich, sehr befremdlich klingt, ist gewiss.” Ibid., 

202.  
 278“… der Eine die Regelwidrigkeit, und der  Andere grade die Regelrechtheit der Stelle 
demonstrirt,…” Ibid., 225. Translation taken from Bent, Music Analysis in the Nineteenth Century, 183. 
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Richter)”, namely Mozart, “has already decided in favor of the passage (hat bereits … zu 

Gunsten der stele entscheiden).”279 In a surprising twist, however, Weber indicates that 

his ear is not comfortable with these tonal constructs declaring shortly thereafter that “I 

know what I like in my Mozart (ich weiss Was ich an meinem Mozart liebe).”280 Weber’s 

assertion of discomfort seems to indicate that what he likes about Mozart is his clarity 

and that the particular passage in question may stray too far afield. 

In the following statement, Weber’s demonstrates the level of his opposition to 

the strict/free approach. 

We everywhere meet with the most melancholy demonstrations of the fact, that 
theorists hitherto, instead of first investigating as fully as possible the individual 
phenomena of the goodness or badness of sound in case of this or that 
combination of tones, and then perhaps setting about the construction of a system, 
have precipitatiously and prematurely begun to construct such a system in the 
very outset and have to sought to brace it up by the imposing form of a 
mathematical foundation; and when afterwards, as must naturally and necessarily 
must be the case, a multitude of phenomena present themselves which disagree 
with and oppose the system thus hastily adopted, they, instead of suffering 
themselves to be awakened thereby from their blissful dream of confidence in 
their system, seek rather to dispose of the difficulty by consigning these 
phenomena to the category of exceptions, liberties, licenses, ellipses and 
catachreses.281  
 

The central problem for Weber is the exceptions that result from the system. Why would 

one make a rule in which cases do not satisfy the rule?  

                                                 
279Ibid., 225. Ibid.  
280Ibid. Ibid. 
281“… und augenscheinlich genug zeigt es sich überall, dass die bisherigen Theoristen,—statt erst 

die einzelnen Phänomene vom Wohl-, oder Missklingen dieser oder jener Zusammenstellung von Tönen, 
möglichst vollständig zu durchforschen, und dann allenfalls den Bau eines zu versuchen,—sehr übereilt 
und vorzeitig, gleich den Bau anfingen, ihn durch die imponirende Form mathematischer Begründung 
aufstutzen, und—wenn ihnen nachher, natürlicher und nothwendiger Weise, eine Menge von Phänomenen 
aufstösst, welche in das vorlaut aufgestellte System nicht passen und es widerlegen, dieselben lieber unter 
der Kategorie von Ausnahmen, Freiheiten, Licenzen, Ellipsen und Katachresen, bei Seite zu bringen 
suchen, als sich dadurch aus dem seligen Traumglauben an ihr Harmoniesystem wecken lassen.” Ibid., vol. 
1, X-XI. Ibid., 6.  
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In particular, he notes that “theorists have laid down the rule, that all dissonances 

must be prepared;”282 however, he challenges the last statement by stating “as it respects 

the principal seventh, no one can really doubt that it may be freely introduced, every 

where and in every variety of style.”283 Weber indicates that strict/free theorists do not 

have “the courage to make an open declaration of such a freedom [the free introduction 

of a principal seventh], but rather writhes and twists himself until he discovers, or rather 

invents, an elliptic or catachrestic preparation.”284 Weber’s unsympathetic view of 

strict/free theories prevents him from seeing the true meaning of the rule concerning the 

preparation of dissonances. What it should state and what strict/free theorists believe is 

that it is never wrong to prepare a dissonance. Thus, the strict/free approach is built from 

the notion that students are first taught ideas that are always true before venturing to 

concepts that are correct in fewer and fewer instances. Thus, a pedagogical issue is at 

hand—should one present students all of the information concerning a specific topic at 

the onset of the notion or carefully guide them through it in a strict to free manner? 

Weber answers affirmatively for the former. 

Weber cites three examples from Kirnberger’s Die Kunst that fail to have the 

seventh prepared.285   

                                                 
282“Die Theoristen haben die regel aufgestellt: Alle Dissonanzen müssen vorbereitet werden.” 

Ibid., 293. Ibid., 241.  
283“Was zuerst die Hauptseptime angeht, so bezweifelt eigentlich kein Mensch mehr, dass dieselbe 

überall und in jedem Style frei eintreten kann.” Ibid. Ibid. Weber’s claim that sevenths enter unprepared 
“everywhere and in every variety of style” is too historically and stylistically broad since clearly sixteenth-
century music and even sacred music of his time would have maintained such a limitation. 

284“…doch nicht das Herz, solche Freiheit auszusprechen, sondern krümmt und windet und dreht 
sich lieber so lange, bis er wieder so eine elliptische oder katachrestische Vorbereitung heraus, oder 
vielmehr hinein gefunden hat, ...” Ibid., 293-4. Translation taken from ibid., 242. 

285Example 95 taken from inserted example page of ibid., 300-1. The second part of Example 95 is 
a common passing tone pattern found in music since, at least, the sixteenth century. The first and last part, 
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Example 95. Weber, Instances of sevenths not prepared by Kirnberger 

 

In the second example above, Weber notes in particular that Kirnberger “finds a 

preparation of the seventh f’ in the preceding g’ or g—…—a preparation in which the 

dissonant f’ is introduced on the light part of the measure, and that too directly as 

dissonant, and of course, therefore, not prepared, and is resolved on the heavy part of the 

measure.”286 Weber indicates that preparations are “more perfect” when they occur “in 

the same voice,” are “connected by a tie, made by a genuine harmonic tone and placed on 

the light part of the measure.”287 Kirnberger, however, indicates that the seventh can also 

be prepared when approached over a static bass as in the first two examples. The third 

example has a seventh that is not prepared—proof for Weber that not all sevenths need 

preparation from a theorist, Kirnberger, who supposedly espouses that all do. Thus, in the 

first two examples, Weber is criticizing Kirnberger’s inconsistent use of the term 

preparation, for it does not follow the normative accentuation pattern associated with it; 

                                                                                                                                                 
however, represent elements found in eighteenth-century music with the leap to a chord seventh and 
unprepared seventh respectively. A strict/free theorist would likely justify each of these figures as an 
extension of the second part. For example in the last part, an omitted G could be added in the soprano prior 
to the entry of the F transforming it once again into a passing tone. Weber does not account for stylistic 
differences in compositional practice but rather views all available musical figures as an ahistorical 
conglomeration that must be dealt with by the theorist in its totality. 

286“So findet z. B. Kirberger, in s. K. d. r. S. (I. Bd., 3. Abschn., S. 32, 4. Abschn. S. 65, 5. 
Abschn. S. 89 of example 72) eine Vorbereitung der Septime f’ in dem vorherliegenden Tone g’ oder g 
findet—(eine Vorbereitung welche allen, …, wo das dissonirende F’, auf dem leichten Takttheil, und zwar 
gleich als dissonirend, und mithin nicht vorbereitet, einträte, und auf dem schweren sich auflöste!—“ Ibid., 
294. Ibid., 242.  

287“Volkommen ist sie, wenn sie a.) in der nämlichen Tonhöhe, b.) in derselben Stimme, c.) 
gebunden, d.) hinlänglich lang, e.) durch einen harmonisch geltenden Ton, und f.) auf leichter Zeit 
geschieht.” Ibid., 295. Ibid., 243.  
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namely, preparation on a weak beat followed by a dissonance on a strong beat. In 

classifying the seventh that is approached over a static bass note as prepared, Kirnberger 

has linked a musical construct that differs from others in its category—failing to do what 

Weber believes music theory should do, i.e., “placing the similar and apparently 

congruous objects together.”288 

Some imagined sounds occur in Weber, but they do not arise from a strict/free 

justification model, rather all imagined sounds in his theory result from the omission of 

pitches from a chord because of either the number of voices used or the unpleasantness of 

a sound to the ear (das Ohr).289 Weber illustrates that composers frequently omit the root, 

third or fifth from pieces that contain only two or three independent voices, because there 

are literally not enough voices present to sound all of the notes.290 In the following three-

part example, Weber demonstrates the omission of the chord fifth in the first, third and 

last chord; the chord third in the penultimate one; and the chord root in the fourth one.291 

                                                 
288“… dann das Aehnliche und anscheinend Zusammengehörige zusammen zu stellen, …”  Ibid., 

XI. 
289Although Weber does not assume a four-part foundation for two- and three-part progressions, 

he does acknowledge the ambiguity that results from the potential harmonic interpretations of an interval. 
He states: “Ja eine Verbindung von nur zwei Tönen, z. B. [A c], kann man ansehen: als F with ausgelassner 
Grundnote, als a oder ºa mit ausgelassener Quinte, als F7 or FÀ mit ausgelassner Grundnote und 
ausgelassner Septime, als a7 oder ºa7 mit ausgelassner Quinte und Septime, als d7 oder D7 mit 
ausgelassner Grundnote und Terz, u. s. w. [Indeed, one can look at a relationship of only two tones, for 
example [A-C], as an F chord with omitted root, as an A minor or A diminished chord with omitted fifth, as 
an F seventh or F major seventh chord with omitted root and seventh, as an A minor seventh or A half-
diminished seventh chord with omitted fifth and seventh, as a D minor seventh or D seventh chord with 
omitted root and third, and so forth.]” Ibid., 254.   

290“Man sieht wohl, dass solche Zussamenklänge von nur wenigen Bestandtheilen, oder mit 
anderen Worten, dass Harmonien mit Auslassung eines oder mehrer Intervalle vorzüglich im 
wenigstimmigen Satze häufig vorkommen müssen. [It is easy to see that such harmonic combinations of 
only a few elements, or, in other words, that harmonies with the omission of one or more intervals must 
occur with special frequency in composition with few voices.]” Ibid. Translation taken from Weber, Theory 
of Composition, 192-3. 

291Example 96 taken from inserted example page of ibid., 196-7. 
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Example 96. Weber, Omission of chord elements 

 
To produce a more pleasant sound in the augmented-sixth chord he suggests the 

following modifications: “the above examples, as they here stand, sound indeed 

somewhat harshly and disagreeably; but this harshness disappears, if we 1.) leave out the 

fundamental tone, and at the same time 2.) place the elevated fundamental third higher 

than the fundamental fifth.”292 

Example 97. Weber, Omission of chord element in augmented sixth chord 

 
Thus, Weber recommends omitting the chord root—B—for the augmented-sixth chords 

above to improve the quality of their sound.  

The final chapter in Weber’s Theory of Composition is entitled “Hints to Practical 

Exercise in the Art of Pure Composition”, but he does not relate it to any of the strict/free 

methodologies discussed earlier in this chapter. In general, the approach moves from the 

simple to the complicated, the easy to the difficult, and from less-to-complete to more-to-

complete.293 Weber acknowledges exercises based on Fuxian species counterpoint, but he 

                                                 
292“Die obigen Beispiele klingen, so wie sie hier eben stehen, allerdings etwas hart und widrig; die 

Härte verliert sich aber, wenn man 1.) den Grundton auslässt, und zugleich 2.) die erhöhete Grundterz 
höher legt als die Grundquinte.” Ibid., 255-6. Ibid., 211. Example 97 taken from ibid. 

293“Sollen solche Uebungen zwekmässig sein, so müssen sie, nach einem geordneten Plane, vom 
Einfacheren zum Vielfältigeren vorschreiten, vom Leichteren zum Schwierigeren, von Aufgaben, bei 
welchen dem Uebenden das Meiste schon gegeben ist, so dass ihm nur Weniges selbst zu thun übrig, nur 
Weniges unrecht machen möglich ist, zu Aufgaben, bei denen er Vieles, und zulezt gar Alles, aus sich 
selber zu thun und zu erzeugen hat. [In order that such exercises shall be adapted to their object, they must 
proceed, according to a methodical plan, from the more simple to the more complicated, from the more 
easy to the more difficult, from tasks in which most is already furnished to their hands, so that they have 
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indicates that his plan is “somewhat more comprehensive [etwas umfassenderen]” and 

will “lighten the labor as much as possible [die Arbeit möglichst zu erleichtern].”294 The 

first set of exercises removes one or more lines from a given four-part harmonic 

progression, and then the student provides a new embellished version for the missing 

voice(s). These exercises gradually provide less harmonic information until students 

arrive at figured-bass realizations where only the bass and figures are given. The most 

complex type of exercise in the first set of exercises is a melody re-harmonization for 

which Weber provides a Bach chorale and a new setting by Abbe Vogler as a 

demonstration. Students build the second set of exercises from a given Roman numeral 

progression and harmonic rhythm, but they must provide all the voices. In the final step, 

the student should begin by writing melodies and then gradually add more voices “to 

invent a piece of music without anything being given [einen musikalischen Satz, ohne 

irgend etwas Gegebenes, ganz zu erfinden].”295 

 Weber challenges the strict/free tradition on a number of fronts. 1) He claims that 

theorists in this tradition make rules for which there are many exceptions thereby testing 

the validity of the rule. 2) He challenges the effectiveness of the existing strict/free 

methodologies by offering a new one. 3) He directs his most damning criticism at the 

inability of strict/free theories to inform aesthetic responses to music. On the one hand, 

Weber indicates a theorist can manipulate strict and free rules so that a desired result will 

occur either confirming or damning the works value. On the other hand, he notes that 

                                                                                                                                                 
only a little left them to do, and of course have only a small chance to do amiss, to tasks in which they have 
much, and, at last, even everything committed to their own agency.]” Ibid., vol. 4, 117. Ibid., 769.  

294Ibid., 117-8. Ibid., 769-70.  
295Ibid., 149. Ibid., 800.  
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even if a piece of music within a particular strict/free tradition meets the requirements of 

the system, it does not assure that it will be aesthetically interesting. Many of Bruckner’s 

statements, as shown in Chapter 5, illustrate a conscious awareness of the limitation of 

strict/free theoretical constructs to lead to an aesthetically exemplary work.296  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 4 
 

SECHTER’S THEORETICAL PRACTICE 
 
 

                                                 
296See pages 225-6.  
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 In his expansive three-volume treatise, Die Grundsätze der musikalischen 

Komposition (The Principles of Musical Composition), Sechter prominently featured the 

central principles of justification, assertion and emulation. Even although they are key 

components of his harmonic theory, he rarely states that he applies them, but almost 

every musical procedure discussed utilizes one of them. Only deep within the third 

volume in a section entitled “On strict composition” does Sechter make direct statements 

indicating the presence of emulation, justification and assertion—thus suggesting that a 

conscious awareness of their role and presence in his theories developed later. 

Furthermore, the relationship between “real music” and the various compositional 

methodologies he describes is vague. In the following section, I peel back the various 

levels of strict and free thought found in Sechter and connect these levels with the 

repertoires of music that he likely intended them to represent.  

 The following quote demonstrates the importance and role emulation plays in 

Sechter’s compositional pedagogy.  

There are musical compositions in which the strict and free styles are so mixed 
that the strict has the higher hand and the free only shimmers through. For the 
reader, it would be well to study examples of compositions by [Johann] Sebastian 
Bach, [Georg] Friedrich Händel, [Wolfgang] Mozart, and Joseph and Michael 
Haydn after they have learned to know the basis upon which these masters built. 
For compositions in which the strict and free manner of writing are so mixed that 
the free maintains the higher hand and the strict only shimmers through, one finds 
many examples in recent time that are not to be sneezed at.297    
 

                                                 
297“Es giebt musikalische Sätze, in welchenen der strenge und freie Styl so gemischt ist,dass der 

strenge die Oberhand hat und der freie nur durchschimmert. Für die Leser des Bisherigen wird es gut sein, 
die Compositionen von Sebastian Bach, von Friedrich Händel, von Mozart und von Joseph und Michael 
Haydn zu studiren, nachdem sie den Grund, worauf diese Meister bauten, kennen gelernt haben. Von 
Compositionen, in denen die strenge und freie Schreibart so gemischt ist, dass die freie die Oberhand behält 
und die strenge nur durchschimmert, finden sich in der neuern Zeit mehrere nicht zu verachtende 
Beispiele.” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 160.  
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What is particularly striking in the preceding statement is that Sechter either directly 

states or suggests three separate types of relationship between strict and free composition 

in existing musical compositions: 1) those where only strict is present (implied here), 2) 

those where the strict and free are mixed but the strict has the upper hand, and 3) those 

where the strict and free are mixed but the free has the upper hand.  

 Sechter’s substantial section on strict composition in Volume 3 of Die Grundsätze 

is the first type mentioned above.298 For the first type, although, Sechter mentions no 

names or works other than to refer to them as “ancients (Alten)”.299 On the one hand, 

Sechter as a church musician would have created works within this category; however, 

from whom he lists under the second type, we can deduce that Sechter was referring to 

composers prior to Bach. The conservative and controlled description provided in this 

section of the treatise reflects a nineteenth-century tonally inspired interpretation of 

Renaissance music by limiting the harmonic language to triads and their inversions. 

For the second type (where strict predominates), Sechter provides names—Bach, 

Handel, Mozart and both Michael and Joseph Haydn—to identify the eighteenth-century 

repertoire that he likely had in mind. In discussing the different views that theorists held 

concerning strict composition, Sechter makes the following statement. 

One does not always link under the expression strict composition the narrow idea 
given up till now, because cases were also employed when six-four chords, 
seventh chords next to their inversions with proper preparation and resolution are 
used, when further the dissonances of a delay of the resolution occur, in short, 
when everything that was established by the discourse on ‘The Correct 
Succession of Fundamental Harmonies;’ one wants to understand it reckoned yet 

                                                 
298Sechter’s section “On strict composition” is a little over 100 pages in length—the longest 

portion of Volume 3. See ibid., 59-160. 
 299The term “ancients” appears to reference composers prior to J. S. Bach, but no further 
clarification is given. See ibid., 144, 146 and 150. 
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for this. One may want to remind oneself, however, that this addition to the 
resource of the ancients had already been calculated for free composition, 
alalthough the still firm rules are also used there.300 
 

The description given above acknowledges that differing views of strict composition 

existed simultaneously; moreover, one can see an emerging conception of a dynamic 

approach to strict and free composition. In referencing the “The Correct Succession of 

Fundamental Harmonies (Die richtige Folge der Grundharmonien)” which is Volume 1 

of Die Grundsätze, Sechter indicates that firm rules or strict underpinning predominates 

there while some liberties or free extensions may occur. Thus, Sechter suggests a 

connection between Volume 1 of his treatise with the music of Bach, Handel, Mozart and 

Haydn since for both the strict predominates while “the free only shimmers through.” 

 The third type again provides no names, but one can conjecture that Sechter may 

have considered Beethoven, Schubert and Chopin as logical choices for consideration 

among the contemporary composers he would have known. Sechter makes valuable 

forays into understanding the new compositional techniques particularly seen in his 

description of chromatic and enharmonic techniques at the end of Volume 1. 

Furthermore, Sechter provides a comprehensive description of dissonances resulting from 

non-chord tone usage.301 

                                                 
 300“Nicht immer verbindet man unter dem Ausdruck strenger Satz den bisher gegebenen engen 
Begriff, denn auch die Fälle, wenn die Quartsextaccorde, die Septaccorde nebst ihren Verwechslungen mit 
gehöriger Vorbereitung und Auflösung gebraucht werden, wenn ferner auch die Dissonanzen eine 
Verzögerung der Auflösung bekommen, kurz,wenn alles, was bei Abhandlung der richtigen Folge der 
Grundharmonien festgestellt wurde, angewendet wird, will man noch dazu gerechnet wissen. Man möge 
sich aber erinnern, dass diese Vermehrung der Hülfsmittel von den Alten schon zum freien Satze gerechnet 
wurde, obwohl auch da noch feste Regeln anzuwenden sind.” Ibid., 150. 

301The most comprehensive treatment is ibid., vol. 2, 38-54.  
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For all practical purposes, Sechter’s strict composition (first type) listed above is 

compositionally irrelevant for the time in which he is writing the treatise—perhaps the 

reason for moving it to a later position in the complete work. Rather, Sechter’s use of 

strict composition (first type) completes his overall theory by providing (to some degree) 

the historic/theoretical origins from which the first and most important volume of his 

treatise developed—namely, “The Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies.” What 

Sechter constructs in the section on strict composition found in the third volume is a 

useful starting point for seeing all of the transformations that have become a part of the 

strict style over the past two centuries. Sechter’s strict composition (second type) 

provides a nascent conception of a dynamic strict and free composition and offers a more 

compositionally relevant starting point for modern composition such as Bach, Haydn and 

Mozart—important models for composers of his day. Thus, from a dynamic perspective, 

Sechter’s first volume becomes the “modern” strict composition to his contemporaries 

while the free embellishments scattered through the work begin to develop a theory of 

free composition for the works of his contemporaries such as Beethoven, Chopin and 

Schubert.  

 In addition to the quote provided at the beginning of the chapter concerning Bach, 

Haydn and Mozart,302 Sechter gives further proof for the importance of emulation 

through analytic study and the strict/free polarity following the appendix Sechter attached 

to his new edition of Marpurg’s Abhandlung von der Fuge (Treatise on Fugue).  

The analysis following here of the Finale from Mozart’s great Symphony in C 
major [No. 41, K. 551 (‘Jupiter’)] serves as a model of a free instrumental fugue 

                                                 
302See page 127 and footnote 299 for the quote.  
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which can step up in terms of art and taste with every other composition in the 
bounds.303 

 
Later he states, “Its greatest perfection is its effortless fusion of free counterpoint with 

strict, this being an art of which Mozart had full command.”304 In the final paragraph of 

Sechter’s appendix, he indicates the following: 

Mozart has given us here, as in so many of his works, proof positive that 
counterpoint, fugue and canon, far from being the sole preserve of solemn music, 
can also be used with excellent effect in light-hearted compositions. Anyone who 
takes the trouble to study them attentively will quickly find that in many of his 
greatest works he adopted a similar plan.305  
 

In his analysis, Sechter demonstrates how Mozart builds such strict compositional 

elements as canon into the framework of a free compositional work. In short, his analysis 

becomes a polemic in favor of preserving learned techniques and of incorporating their 

use in contemporary compositions. 

 For justification, Sechter indicates its importance directly in only one instance in 

which he makes the following statement: 

This much, however, appears necessary to note, that those, which have only lived 
with free composition and therefore believe to be right in turning up their noses at 
the rules of strict composition will realize, after they have properly studied the 
confrontation of simple writing and embellishment given here, that strict 
composition must yet provide reason if the free composition should be somewhat 
good.306 

                                                 
303“Die hier folgende Analyse des Finales aus Mozarts grosser Symphonie in C diene als Muster 

einer freien Instrumentalfuge, welche an Kunst und Geschmack mit jeder anderen Komposition in die 
Schranken treten kann.”]  Simon Sechter, “Analyse des Fugierten Schlussatzes von Mozarts Jupiter 
Symphony,” ed. by Friedrich Eckstein (Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, 1923), 11.  

304“Das Schönste ist die ungezwungene Vereinigung des freien Satzes mit dem strengen, und diese 
Kunst hatte Mozart in seiner Gewalt.” Ibid, 11. Translation taken from ibid, 82. 

305“Mozart lieferte hier, wie in so manchen seiner Kompositionen, den Beweis, dass der 
Kontrapunkt, die Fuge und der Kanon nicht allein bei ernsten, sondern auch mit grösstem Vorteile bei 
heiteren Kompositionen angewendet werden könne.” Ibid, 30. Ibid, 96. 

306“… aber so viel scheint nothing zu bemerken, dass Diejenigen, welche nur den freien Satz 
gewohnt sind und daher im Recht zu sein glauben, über die Regeln des reinen Satzes die Nase rümpfen zu 
dürfen, nachdem sie die hier gegebene Gegenüberstellung der einfachen Sätze gegen die Verzierungen 
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The statement Sechter makes here is uncharacteristically direct in stating the theoretical 

notion of justification with respect to the practical tone that predominates in other 

portions of his treatise. Sechter believes that strict composition must justify free 

compositional embellishments to ensure the quality of the free compositional work. 

Sechter, like Bruckner, commended religious and political authority showing disdain for 

revolutionary ideas.307 For Sechter, emulation, assertion and justification establishes 

authority as theoretical principles in music construction.  

Strict Composition (Type 1) 

Sechter primarily develops his notion of the first type of strict composition in the 

section entitled “On Strict Composition” in Volume 3 of Die Grundsätze. He begins by 

connecting the “serious” and “dignified” music of the church with its predominantly 

choral association to strict composition.308 Sechter also follows others in the strict/free 

tradition by developing a rule-oriented approach that defines the accepted limits for 

voice-leading, commencement and cadence control, range between a pair of voices and 

within a melodic line, and dissonance control. Prior to explaining the concepts listed 

above, I develop two preliminary topics—the underlying four-part background and just 

intonation—that affect and limit an understanding of these concepts. 

                                                                                                                                                 
gehörig betrachtet haben, einsehen werden, dass denn doch der reine Satz den Grund abgeben müsse, wenn 
der freie Satz etwas taugen soll.” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 155. 

307See Wason, Viennese Harmonic Theory, 61-2 for further development of Sechter’s personality 
and belief system.  

308“Unter diesem versteht man überhaupt den ernsten, würdigen Styl, den man vorzüglich bei der 
Kirchenmusik angewendet wissen will. [Under this, one primarily understands the serious, dignified style 
which one will know is used particularly in church music.]” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 59. 
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Sechter views four-part composition as laying the foundation for two- and three-

part writing.309 In addition to indicating the best presentations of triads and seventh 

chords in their various inversions for two- and three-part writing, Sechter provides a 

series of examples using diatonic progressions in major and then minor keys, chromatic 

progressions in major and then minor keys, and lastly enharmonic progressions.310 In 

addition to the movement through increasingly complex harmonic progressions—major 

to minor, and diatonic to chromatic to enharmonic—he makes use of justification by 

presenting a four-part example first and then eliminating voices through transformations 

of omission to produce first the three-part one and then the two-part one.311  

Example 98. Sechter, Justification of two- and three-part example from a four-part one  

 
In short, Sechter believes that all two- and three-part progressions have an underlying 

four-part background.  

                                                 
309Sechter argues for the notion in ibid., 1-36 in a section entitled “Concerning three- and two-part 

compositions insofar as one derives it from four-part composition (Vom drei- und zweistimmigen Satze, 
insofern er aus dem vierstimmigen Satze hervorgeht).”  

310The order of diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic is critical to Sechter’s line of logic in “The 
Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies” as I discuss later. See page 180. 

311Example 98 taken from Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 8. 
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Sechter believes that listeners use the just intonation temperament system as the 

lens through which they perceive musical sound.312 In the temperament system that 

Sechter proposes for a C major scale, he indicates that one should tune the G above and 

the F below with respect to C as perfect fifths. Again one should tune another perfect 

fifth, D, above the G. From here, one can tune perfect major thirds above C, F and G 

creating perfectly tuned chords for the 1st, 4th and 5th scale-degrees and providing the 

remaining notes of a major scale. All of the perfect fifths are correct except for D to A as 

an accidental result of the just intonation system, because they were tuned to G and F 

respectively and not to one another.  

Assuming the perfect fifth as a 3:2 ratio and the major third as 5:4 ratio, the C 

major scale would have the following relationships: C—24, D—27, E—30, F—32, G—

36, A—40, and B—45. The perfect fifth from A to D would be 40:27 falling short of a 

3:2 perfect fifth by the ratio of 81/80. Sechter states that the D-A perfect fifth falls short 

of a “true” perfect fifth by the ninth part of a whole tone (der neunte Theil eines ganzen 

Tons).313 Thus, the apparently consonant perfect fifth of the chord built from the 2nd 

scale-degree is actually dissonant because of his hypothetical listener’s internal tuning 

system. Sechter’s understanding of the dissonant nature of the triad of the 2nd scale-

degree affects its voice-leading and possible harmonic connections, because dissonances 

must be resolved and prepared correctly.  

                                                 
312Ibid., vol. 1, 51-2.  
313Ibid., vol. 1, 51. 
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 He demonstrates how to tune an A minor scale from the C major scale given 

above.314 Most of the notes remain the same including the A minor, C major, E minor and 

F major chords. The D minor chord, however, is out of tune because the A is one-ninth of 

a whole tone less than a true 3:2 perfect fifth. To correct this, Sechter indicates one must 

tune the D down the ninth of a whole tone and in the process correct the D-F 

transforming the 32:27 minor third into a 6:5 one. As a result of tuning the D down a 

ninth of whole tone, the G major chord on the 7th scale-degree now falls short of a perfect 

fifth by the same. From the corrected D and E, one can add the needed F-sharp and G-

sharp by using a 5:4 major third. The intervallic relationships for Sechter’s just minor 

scale would work as follows: A—120, B—135, C—144, D—160, E—180, F—192, F-

sharp—200, G—216 and G-sharp—225.  

Sechter assumes much of the voice leading presented in the “The Correct 

Succession of Fundamental Harmonies” as the basis for the first type of strict 

composition. With respect to parallel motion, he states, “Each voice should have a 

progression different from the others by which the progressions in unison and octaves are 

forbidden.”315 In justifying the above prohibition, he states the following. 

If two voices make octaves in parallel motion, then they are not reckoned as two 
voices, but rather only a doubling; therefore one can not say that they have written 
a four-voiced progression because two of these voices move into octaves or, what 
is even so much, into unisons, as was already said in section five; one calls these 
obvious octaves.316 

                                                 
314Ibid., 69.  
315“Jede Stimme soll eine von den andern verschiedene Fortschreitung haben, womit das 

Fortschreiten in Octaven und Einklängen ausgeschlossen wird.” Ibid., 15.  
 316“Wenn zwei Stimmen in gerader Bewegung Octaven machen, so warden nicht zwei Stimmen 
gerechnet, sondern nur eine verdoppelte; daher kann man nicht sagen, man habe vierstimmig geschreiben, 
wenn zwei dieser Stimmen in Octaven oder, was ebensoviel ist in Einklängen gehen wie bereits §5 gesagt 
wurde; man nent dieses offenbare Octaven.” Ibid., 42.  
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In general, for each chord succession, one of the voices in the chord should move by step. 

When there are more voices involved in stepwise motion, then the following conditions 

limit the types of parallel motion available. If two voices move by step at the same time, 

then either they should move in contrary motion or through parallel motion of the third or 

sixth. If three voices move by step, then Sechter indicates that two of them need to move 

in contrary motion to one another while the last voice moves in parallel motion with one 

of the preceding voices (presumably a third or sixth); or all three can move in the same 

direction when the outer voices form a sixth and the inner voices form a third.317   

Sechter makes the following statement concerning hidden (verdeckte) octaves: “If 

two voices move in similar motion from a different interval to an octave, but an octave 

the second time, then hidden octaves emerge.”318 Although Sechter sees hidden octaves 

as having “a poor standing (schlechten Credit)”, he provides two specific acceptable 

examples emanating from his voice leading for the cadence.319   

Example 99. Sechter, Acceptable hidden fifths derived from the cadence 

 
 

In addition, he provides three situations in which hidden fifths are acceptable.320  

                                                 
317Ibid., 15-6. 

 318“Wenn zwei Stimmen in gerader Bewegung das erste Mal ein anderes Intervall, das zweite Mal 
aber eine Octav machen, so kommen verdeckte Octaven heraus.” Ibid., 42. I have chosen to use the English 
term, “hidden”, for the German term, “verdeckte", which typically translates as “covered” or “concealed”, 
because it more closely matches the original meaning; however, Bruckner’s “hidden fifths and octaves” 
would equate more closely with the concept of “direct fifths and octaves” for English speakers in the 
modern theoretical community. 

319Example 99 taken from ibid., 44. 
320Example 100 taken from ibid ibid., 45.  
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Example 100. Sechter, Additional acceptable hidden fifths 

 
Each of the hidden fifths and octaves Sechter accepts in the above two examples move by 

step in the upper voice. Furthermore, he permits hidden fifths that occur as inversions 

within the same chord.321   

Example 101. Sechter, Allowable hidden fifths as inversions within the same chord 

 
In general, Sechter rejected the use of all hidden fifths and octaves in two-part strict 

writing and filling-in the leaping voice of the pair that forms the hidden fifths.322       

For the section “On strict composition,” Sechter provides a detailed elaboration of 

voice-leading procedures assumed in the first volume but not directly stated. He proceeds 

by demonstrating all possible motions for each voice in four-, three-, and two-part writing 

in that respective order for fundamental bass motion up by fifth (or down a fourth). His 

comprehensive review also covers fundamental bass motions for the upward fifth, 

downward third and upward third in the same manner.  

 For example, Sechter provides the following voice leading directions for when the 

fundamental bass moves down by a third providing examples in four, three and two 

parts.323 

                                                 
321Example 101 taken from ibid ibid.  
322“… 1. dass dieses nicht im zweistimmigen strengen Satze geschehe, weil sonst die verdeckten 

Quinten zu leer klingen würden, …; 2. dass bei der springenden Stimme der Sprung nicht ausgefüllt werde. 
[… 1. that this not occur in two-voice strict composition since the hidden fifths would already sound too 
empty, …; 2. that the leap not be filled-in for the leaping voice.]” Ibid. 

323Example 102 taken from ibid., vol. 3, 122.  
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Example 102. Sechter, Voice-leading possibilities for downward third fundamental bass motion 

 

In general, Sechter notes that the third and octave form common tones (das harmonische 

Band) with the second chord which become the fifth and third respectively thus requiring 

no motion. For voices that move, the fifth of the first fundamental usually moves up by 

step to the octave of the second, the fundamental of the first leaps down a third or up a 

sixth to the fundamental of the second while the third of the first may leap to the third or 

octave of the second. With respect to the step motion of the fifth of the first fundamental 

to the octave of the second fundamental, they should be understood as neighbor note 

motions when the VII (raised VII in minor) proceeds to V and the II to VII (raised VII in 

minor), because, in each case, the dissonant fifth of the first chord becomes the seventh of 

the second. In addition, the octave or fifth of the first chord can proceed to the fifth of the 

second and the fifth of the first to the third of the second when one avoids hidden fifths. 

Sechter writes a lengthy section on the limits of voice leading in strict 

composition that result from cross-relations. Sechter understands cross-relations to exist 

when the diagonal relationship between a pair of voices forms a dissonant interval. 

Sechter indicates each acceptable pair of voice motions for the four consonances—
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octave, third, fifth and sixth—both for the ascending and descending cross-relation.324 

Hiding in the exhaustive approach are several principles that he provides to defend 

apparent faulty but acceptable cross-relations. 1) If the dissonance formed by the cross-

relation resolves correctly, then it is acceptable. 2) If a voice steps to the dissonant cross-

relation, then it becomes acceptable. 3) The fourth is consonant for cross-relationships. 

In several ways, the notions of justification and assertion play an important role in 

Sechter’s conception of voice-leading. First, Sechter presents the regular voice motions 

first and then asserts the possible irregular voice motions that may lead to hidden octaves 

if not handled carefully. Furthermore, Sechter provides a harmonic progression featuring 

fundamental bass motion down by third with four-, three- and two-part voice leading with 

the four-part one acting as a justification for the latter two. To the same examples, he 

further developed them through transformations by first adding passing tones and then 

redistributing time-spans to create suspensions.  

Sechter only indicates that the chorale melody of a strict composition preferably 

begins with the first or eighth scale-degree but notes that the fifth scale-degree is also 

possible.325 With respect to concluding a work, however, he carefully articulates the types 

of cadences that are available for two-, three- and four-parts.326 In two-voice 

composition, Sechter limits the cadence type to the third going to unison, tenth going to 

octave or sixth going to octave. At cadences, when the chorale lies in one of the upper 

voices of a three- or four-part progression, the bass moves from the 5th to the 1st scale-

                                                 
324Ibid., 83-96.  
325Ibid., 142. 
326Ibid., 142-45.  
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degree while two of the other three voices move from a sixth to an octave or third to a 

unison (tenth to an octave). For each, however, when the bass has the chorale and moves 

from the 2nd scale-degree to the 1st scale-degree, the V7 chord with omitted root must be 

used since otherwise a dissonant six-four chord would occur. A particular concern for 

Sechter in the discussion of cadences is the appearance of hidden fifths that result from 

doubling the fifth of the rootless V7 chord. Sechter indicates that the ancients allowed the 

double fifth to create hidden fifths, but he suggests doubling the inaudible seventh to 

create smoother voice leading and avoid the hidden fifths.327 

Example 103. Sechter, Hidden fifths created by doubling the fifth of a rootles V7 chord 

 

 In the Palestrina motet, “Ad Dominum cum tribularer,” there are three instances 

where the bass has the descending tenorizans pattern of a cadential-like motion creating a 

vii°6-to-I or i progression. In one instance, the fifth of the unsounding G fundamental 

(according to Sechter) is doubled like Example 103 forming direct fifths between the alto 

and tenor.328 

                                                 
327Example 103 taken from ibid., 144. Wason, Viennese Harmonic Theory, 42-3 and Georg 

Capellan, Ist das System S. Sechter’s ein Geeigneter Ausgangspunkt für die Theoretische 
Wagnerforschung?, Sammlung Musikwissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen (Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt, 1902), 13-6 
both provide harsh criticism for Sechter’s doubled seventh over the imagined fundamental. 

328Example 104 taken from Le Opere Complete di Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, vol. XI, ed. 
by Raffaele Casimiri (Roma: Fratelli Scalera, 1941), 27. The voice-leading of the cadential-like motion in 
Example 104 is nearly the same as the last part of Example 103—the only difference is that the alto is 
down an octave in Example 104. 
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Example 104, Palestrina, Hidden fifth in “Ad Dominum cum tribularer” from doubled fifth 

 

In two other instances, however, Palestrina doubles the seventh of the implied D 

fundamental D in which one rises by step and the other moves down by step.329 

Example 105. Palestrina, Hidden fifth in “Ad Dominum cum tribularer” avoided by doubled seventh 

 

As these examples demonstrate, Sechter accurately describes the behavior of these 

cadential-like motions but through the lens of his nineteenth-century harmonic theory. 

Palestrina would have understood Sechter’s doubled sevenths as forming two consonant 

thirds with the bass and thus would need no special consideration for their resolution. 

                                                 
329Example 105 taken from ibid., 26-7.  
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Sechter provides extensive detail for all of the different range types available for 

melodies within the strict composition (type one) category. He writes a number of 

melodies to demonstrate the vertical ranges intervallically possible between the high and 

low extremes of the melody beginning with a fourth and growing to an eleventh.330 

Furthermore, Sechter specifies voice ranges for the higher and lower range within each of 

the four voice parts that he limits to an eleventh.331 The vocal ranges in Palestrina’s motet 

“Ad Dominum cum tribularer,” exhibit the limits that Sechter indicated—the cantus has a 

range of tenth from e’ to g’’, the alto a tenth from a to c’’, the tenor a ninth from f to g’, 

and the bass a tenth from B-flat to d’.  

Sechter indicates the types of motions possible following leaps of every interval 

up to an octave. He begins by indicating that stepwise motions are the most natural 

followed by leaps of a major and minor third. All leaps up to an octave are possible with 

the seventh and the octave being restricted the most. In general, Sechter indicates that a 

step in the opposite direction should follow upward or downward leaps; however, he 

provides reasonable exceptions for each intervallic leap from a third to an octave in 

which this is not the case. For example, Sechter indicates that one may use the following 

scale-degree patterns—1-4-5, 5-8-9, 3-6-7 and 2-5-6—with upward step motion 

following a leap in the same direction in a major key. He, however, adds the following 

caveats for the latter two melodic progressions: 1) that the motion from the 6th to 7th 

                                                 
330Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 69-74.  
331Ibid., 74.  
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scale-degrees must continue up to the 8th, because neither forms a resting point and 2) the 

6th scale-degree must return to the 5th scale-degree since it forms an impure fifth.332 

Sechter observes strict limitations for the melodic motion of the various 6th and 7th 

scale-degrees in a minor key.333 Should the 6th scale-degree follow the 5th scale-degree, 

one should use the natural 6th scale-degree if the following note is lower, but the raised 6th 

scale-degree if it is higher.334 Should the 7th scale-degree follow the 8th scale-degree, one 

should use the natural 7th scale-degree if the following note continues down but the raised 

note if the following note rises.335 Sechter only acknowledges one instance in which one 

may use neighbor tones to embellish the underlying raised or lowered scale-degrees.336  

Example 106. Sechter, Exception to expected melodic motion in the melodic minor scale  

 

In all other instances, the raised sixth or seventh scale-degree goes up while the lowered 

sixth and seventh went down. 

Sechter places specific range requirements on the vertical dimension for two-, 

three- and four-part strict writing. For two-part writing, the voices should normally stay 

within a tenth of one another while the twelfth is the outermost limit. When three 

                                                 
 332Ibid., 62-3. 

333Ibid., 62-9.  
334Sechter’s regard for the treatment of the 6th scale-degree here reflects the Renaissance practice 

that “a note above la is always sung fa (una nota super la semper est canendem fa),” which refers to the 
lowering of the B to the B-flat—fa—from the F hexachord with respect to the A—la—from the C 
hexachord when the B-flat would immediately move back to A. 

335Ibid., vol. 1, 56.  
336Example 106 taken from ibid., 92. 
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adjacent voices are used, the outermost limit is two octaves and a third with most written 

within a two-octave range. A three-octave range between the bass and soprano is the 

outermost limit in four-part writing.337 

Because all chords are triads in root or first position in Sechter’s strict 

composition (type 1), most dissonances result from passing motions (Durchgänge) or 

suspensions (Vorhalte). Under passing motions, he includes passing notes and neighbor 

tones as a single category with the terms fortschreitend (proceeding)338 and 

zurückkehrend (returning) respectively to identify them. As indicated earlier, they are 

presented as transformations of addition. To prepare and resolve all suspensions correctly 

(presented as a transformation of distribution) in strict composition, a consonance must 

proceed and follow the dissonance.  

Although only triads were used in strict composition (type one), dissonances also 

arose from “the incomplete perfect fifth (die nicht vollkommen reine Quint)” and “the 

diminished fifth (der falsche Quint)” of diatonic chords.339 Since the diminished fifth and 

incomplete perfect fifth are dissonant, they must be prepared and resolved down by step. 

As indicated earlier, the fifth of the 2nd scale-degree in a major key and the fifth of the 

                                                 
 337Ibid., vol. 3, 103-4.  

338Sechter defines Vertauschung (exchange) in “The Correct Succession of Fundamental 
Harmonies” as the interchange of chord elements thus allowing two voices each to take on a new chord 
tone. For example, Sechter demonstrates the root and third of two voices exchanging notes.  

 
He then fills in these leaps with passing tones apparently to demonstrate an apparent step progression that is 
unessential (unwesentlich). Although tangential to his main concern, Sechter indicates that the arpeggiation 
serves as the strict basis for justifying fortschreitend Durchgänge. Ibid., vol. 1, 38. 

339Ibid., 21-3. 
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triad built from the natural 7th scale-degree are dissonant due to the impure tuning of its 

fifth in just intonation. A similar problem arises for the diminished triads on the 2nd, 

raised 6th and 7th scale-degrees of a minor scale and the 7th scale degree of a major scale.  

For apparent step progressions, the suppressed fundamental340 turns the first chord 

of the progression into a seventh chord, because the imagined fundamental affects voice 

leading as a result of dissonance control. For example, the root position chord on the 4th 

scale-degree can not proceed to the first inversion chord of the 3rd scale-degree. Because 

the suppressed fundamental B makes the F a dissonant diminished fifth, it needs to 

resolve down by step. As a result, Sechter indicates that it may only move from the sixth 

chord of the 4th scale-degree to the sixth chord of the 3rd scale-degree in three voices to 

create a correct harmonic connection.341   

Example 107. Sechter, Resolution of dissonances created by suppressed fundamental 

 

In addition, the dissonant seventh, A, and ninth, C, in the above apparent step progression 

resolve down by step as required by the suppressed fundamental, B. The same dissonance 

control procedure would result for the sixth chord of the 6th scale-degree moving to the 

                                                 
 340Sechter never designates a specific term to refer to the omitted bass pitch in fundamental bass 
progressions by step. He refers to them in various contexts as Verschweigung des zweiten Fundamentes 
(suppression of the second fundamental), scheinbaren Schritte (apparent progressions) and as a 
Stellvertreter (chord substitute) for a particular seventh or ninth chord. See ibid., 17-18, 32-34, and 76-80. 
See pages 4-6 in Chapter 1 for a description of Sechter’s notion of the suppressed fundamental. Also, 
compare with Kirnberger’s notion of the unauthentic seventh chord on pages 83-4 in Chapter 3. 

341The same problem arises with the downward step-progression of the 6th scale-degree to the 5th 
scale-degree since the suppressed fundamental of the 2nd scale-degree turns the 6th scale-degree into a 
dissonant impure fifth. Ibid., vol. 1, 34. Example 107 taken from ibid. 
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sixth chord of the 5th scale-degree, because the 2nd scale-degree would be the suppressed 

fundamental.  

In general, as demonstrated above, the dissonances created by a suppressed 

fundamental must resolve correctly down by step in an apparent step progression even if 

the note that makes them dissonant is not literally present; however, Sechter does not 

require a chord to be strictly prepared in the same situation. For example, when the I 

chord proceeds through an apparent step motion to a II chord in C major, the dissonant 

fifth, A, enters unprepared in the latter, because the note is literally not present in the 

former. The same situation occurs for the VI to VII progression in both major and minor 

keys and the I to II chord in minor, for the dissonant fifths must enter unprepared. 

Specifically with reference to the I to II progression in minor, Sechter states, “The false 

fifth can well be allowed the free entrance when all of the remaining voices progress 

regularly.”342 

Example 108. Sechter, Free entry of the false fifth over a suppressed fundamental 

 

No problem arises for sevenths and ninths through the suppressed fundamental, because 

the former chord’s third, fifth or seventh will always prepare them. 

Sechter’s concept of the chord substitute (Stellvertreter) is an extension of the 

concept of the suppressed fundamental.343 The triad on the 7th scale-degree is a substitute 

for the seventh chord on the fifth scale-degree (see Example 103 on page 139), the triad 
                                                 
 342“Der freie Eintritt der falschen Quint kann, wenn alle übrigen Stimmen regelmässig 
fortschreiten, wohl gestattet warden,…” Ibid., 78. Example 108 taken from ibid. 

343Ibid., 31-4. 
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on the 6th scale-degree is a substitute for the seventh chord on the 4th scale-degree, etc. In 

addition, the seventh chord on the 7th scale-degree becomes a substitute for the ninth 

chord on the 5th scale-degree, the seventh chord on the 6th scale-degree becomes a 

substitute for the 4th scale-degree, etc. Furthermore, the triad on the 7th scale-degree 

becomes a substitute for the ninth chord on the 3rd scale-degree, the triad on the 6th scale-

degree becomes a substitute for the 2nd scale-degree, etc. Although Sechter does not 

specifically use seventh chords in the first type of strict composition, his notion of the 

suppressed fundamental in apparent step progressions requires that he treats triads like 

seventh chords in that particular case.  

The only type of chromatic motion Sechter allows in strict composition (type 1) 

occurs as the result of passing motion of the third above the fundamental. In the example 

provided, he uses downward and upward chromatic motion as demonstrated.344  

Example 109. Chromatic passing tones in strict composition (type 1) 

 

Sechter indicates that a chromatic step progression should occur when “sadness and 

humility are to be expressed.”345 In addition to chromatic passing notes, Sechter allows 

modulation within strict composition (first type) in a direct manner between closely 

related keys as he had previously demonstrated in “The Correct Succession of 

Fundamental Harmonies.” In the examples provided in the section on strict composition, 

                                                 
344Example 109 taken from ibid., vol. 3, 150. 

 345Ibid., 61 and 150.  
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he shows modulation from a home key, C major, to each of the closely related keys—G 

major, F major, A minor, E minor and D minor—and back again.346   

A vertically driven harmonic theory partially derived in a compressed form from 

the “The Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies” underlies Sechter’s work on 

strict composition (type one). Sechter’s strict theory does present an accurate view of 

16th-century motet practice (perhaps especially that of Palestrina and the Roman school) 

as viewed from a nineteenth-century harmonic perspective. Ironically, for all of Sechter’s 

work to recreate the strict theory of the ancients, he never presents modes—major and 

minor scales occur exclusively—suggesting he exclusively viewed these works through 

that lens. Sechter does briefly present species counterpoint but only as an afterthought “in 

order to have material for practice in strict composition (um Stoff zur Uebung im strengen 

Satze zu haben).”347  

Strict Composition (Type 2) 

Much of what Sechter presented for the first type of strict composition remains 

valid for the second type as well. From strict composition (type one), he adopts the voice-

leading motions, just intonation temperament system and underlying four-voice 

framework. Furthermore, the non-chord tone embellishments established in strict 

composition (type one)—namely, suspensions (Vorhalten), passing tones (fortschreitend 

Durchgänge) and neighbor tones (zurückschreitend Durchgänge)—are used and serve as 

the models for any subsequent development of new non-chord tone patterns in strict 

                                                 
346I discuss modulation more completely under strict composition (type 2). See pages 165-7. 
347Ibid., 141. Sechter indicates that he had read Albrechtsberger in the biographical article written 

by Markus, Simon Sechter, 57-8. 
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composition (type two). Sechter provides no new information concerning cross relations, 

the limits placed on melodic development and the vertical range between the outermost 

voices in two-, three- and four-part writing in strict composition (type two); thus, I 

assume he intended to keep these guidelines the same.348  

The most significant changes from the first type of strict composition type to the 

second are the acceptance of the seventh chord as an essential chord type,349 the extensive 

elaboration of non-chord tones and chromaticism, and the introduction of enharmonism. 

Sechter’s acceptance of the seventh chord creates new voice-leading considerations while 

at the same time specifically delimiting which harmonic connections are valid. Because 

Sechter’s further development of voice leading for “The Correct Succession of 

Fundamental Harmonies” uses voice motions connected with the cadential V or V7 to I 

(Schlussfall), I develop his treatment for commencing and concluding a piece prior to 

discussing voice-leading for the section on Sechter only. I then discuss the treatment of 

the chord seventh as a part of voice-leading where it naturally falls followed by non-

chord tones, modulation, chromaticism and enharmonicism. 

Sechter emphasizes the role and importance of the tonic and dominant scale-

degrees. He states the following: “The most important chord is the triad on the 1st scale-

degree, which is also called tonic or main tone since all the remaining ones must be 
                                                 

348The one exception among this list is cross relations with respect to chromaticism. Sechter states 
the following in reference to m. 2 of no. 4 in Example 136 on page 164: “Ist fis unten und f oben, so ist es 
eine verminderte Octav; ist f unten und fis oben, so heist es ein übermässiger Einklang, oder weiter aus 
einander gerückt: eine übermässiger Octav. [If the F-sharp is under and the F above, then it is a diminished 
octave; if the F is under and the F-sharp above, then it is called an augmented unison, or moved up further 
from one another: an augmented octave.]” Sechter’s use of the simultaneous F and F-sharp indicates an 
acceptance of cross relations in chromatic contexts. Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 156. 

349“Es sind zweierlei Stammaccorde: die Dreiklange und die Septaccorde, deren jeder umgekehrt 
werden kann. [There are two chord types: triads and seventh chords, each of which can be inverted.]” Ibid., 
4. 
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drawn from it and everything can only be ended with it, just as this chord occurs best and 

most naturally at the beginning.”350 From Sechter’s statement, he indicates that music 

most naturally (but not necessarily) begins with a I chord but must end with it. Sechter 

then states the following: “The triad and the seventh chord on the 5th scale-degree are 

next in importance, which is also called dominant or the perfect fifth above of the main 

tone, since it leads back immediately to the tonic and therefore occurs as the penultimate 

chord.”351 Sechter indicates the V and V7 chords as the only choice available for leading 

to the tonic chord in general and thus the conclusion of the piece in particular, because it 

must end with tonic. 

As stated earlier, Sechter derives many of his principles for voice leading based 

upon the motion of the voices within the cadential V or V7 to I (Schlussfall). Motions 

should occur from a) a leap of a fifth up or a fourth down from the fundamental of the 

first to that of the second, b) a melodic step down from the seventh of the first to the third 

of the second, c) a melodic step up from the third of the first to the fundamental of the 

second, d) a melodic step down from the fifth of the first to the fundamental of the 

second, and e) a tied-over pitch from the fundamental of the first to the fifth of the 

second. When a complete (gänzliche) cadence is unnecessary, the third of the first 

fundamental may go to the third of the second one. For the V to I progression, Sechter 

indicates that the fifth of the first may move melodically up a step to the third of the 

                                                 
 350“Der wichstigste Accord ist der Dreiklang auf der 1ten

 Stufe, welche auch Tonica oder Hauptton 
genannt wird, weil auf denselben alles Uebrige bezogen warden muss und alles nur mit ihm geendet 
warden kann, so wie auch dieser Accord am besten und natürlichsten im Anfange vorkommt.” Ibid., 12. 
 351“Der diesem an Wichtigkeit zunächst steht, ist der Dreiklang und der Septaccord der 5ten Stufe, 
welche auch Dominant oder reine Oberquint Haupttons genannt wird, weil er unmittelbar zur Tonica 
zurückführt und darum als vorletzter Accord vorkommt.” Ibid. 
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second. In a similar manner, the downward fifth fundamental bass motions from I to IV, 

II to V, III to VI, and IV to VII, can each use the same voice-leading procedures listed 

above to create a correct harmonic connection.  

Sechter sets forth the following three conditions for voice leading in the resolution 

of all the possible inversions of a triad and seventh chord. 1) “The fundamental and the 

third need no preparation and no resolution; therefore, we can go and leap to them and 

from them.”352 2) “For the fifth [above the fundamental], either it or the pitch against 

which it makes a fifth must be prepared, and one of them resolves stepwise. Therefore, 

for the six-four chord, the bass or the fourth must be prepared, and one of them resolves 

stepwise and then one of the two resolves by step when both do not remain.”353 3) “The 

seventh must be prepared and then go down by step.”354 

After establishing the regular voice progressions, Sechter asserts a series of free 

irregular voice progressions for the seventh, fifth and third of the first chord in a 

cadential-like motion. The seventh of the chord may rise by a step when the following 

conditions are met: a) that the fundamental is not present, “so the seventh can not be 

heard as such (also die Sept nicht als solche vernommen werden kann),”355 b) that another 

voice takes the tone to which the seventh should have resolved, c) that the third of the 

unheard fundamental should stand in a higher voice position than the irregular seventh in 

                                                 
 352“Das Fundament und die Terz bedürfen keiner Vorbereitung und keiner Auflösung, darum kann 
man zu ihnen und von ihnen gehen und springen.” Ibid., 14.  
 353“Bei der Quint muss entweder sie selbst oder der Ton, wogegen sie eine Quint macht, 
vorbereitet sein und eines davon stufenweise weiter gehen. Darum muss beim Quartsextaccord der Bass 
oder die Quart vorbereitet sein und sodann eines der beiden stufenweise weiter gehen, wenn nicht beide 
noch bleiben.” Ibid., 14. Bruckner clarifies Sechter’s statement by demonstrating its application to the 
second inversion seventh chord. See pages 206-7 in Chapter 5. 
 354“Die Sept muss vorbereitet sein und hernach stufenweise herab gehen.” Ibid.  

355Sechter discussed the vii°6 in strict composition (type 1) on pages 138-50. 
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order to avoid hidden fifths.356 He further notes, “Under the above conditions, a rising 

seventh can also occur with a falling seventh at the same time.”357 

The third of the chord in a cadential-like progression may fall by a third when it 

lies in a lower voice than the fundamental and fifth of the chord in order to avoid hidden 

fifths as seen in Example 110.358 

Example 110. Sechter, Irregular resolution of the chord third down by a third 

 

Furthermore, the third of the chord may rise a sixth to the fifth of the following chord [in 

a cadential-like progression] when it occurs in a lower voice than the fundamental and 

third of the first chord in order to avoid hidden fifths as demonstrated in Example 111.359 

Example 111. Sechter, Irregular resolution of the chord third up by a sixth 

 

The resolution of the fifth of the first chord to the fifth of the second chord may occur in 

the following situations. When it goes down by a fifth, it must lie in a lower voice than 

the perfect fifth motion down of the first fundamental to the second one and the step 

motion from the fifth of the first fundamental to the fundamental of the second in order to 

avoid hidden fifths as shown here.360 

                                                 
356Ibid, 46. 

 357“Unter obigen Bedingungen kann auch eine steigende Sept mit einer fallenden zugleich 
vorkommen.” Ibid. 

358Example 110 taken from ibid., 47.  
359Example 111 taken from ibid.  
360Example 112 taken from ibid.  
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Example 112. Sechter, Irregular resolution of the chord fifth down by a fifth 

 

When it rises a fourth from the fifth of the first fundamental to the fifth of the second, it 

must lie in a lower voice than the perfect fourth motion up from the first fundamental to 

the second fundamental and the upward step motion of the third of the first fundamental 

to the fundamental of the second chord in order to avoid hidden fifths as seen in Example 

113.361 

Example 113. Sechter, Irregular resolution of the chord fifth up by a fifth  

 

Preparation for the dissonant seventh occurs in three manners: 1) as the third of 

the first root with fundamental bass motion down by fifth, 2) as the fifth of the first chord 

with root motion down by third, and 3) as the octave of the first chord when the 

fundamental appears to rise by step.362 In the last case, however, Sechter interpolated a 

suppressed fundamental a third below the first of the pair to justify the apparent step 

progression. Furthermore, a seventh chord can follow a triad that shares the same 

fundamental with a passing seventh from the voice that was an octave above the 

fundamental.  

                                                 
361Example 113 taken from ibid., 48.  
362Ibid., 20-1. 
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Sechter indicates that the seventh may enter freely above the dominant without 

preparation.363 In particular, he cites that the triad of the 1st and 5th scale-degree and all of 

their inversions as well as particular inversions of the 3rd scale-degree may precede the 

freely entering dominant seventh chord or its inversions. Sechter extends the same free 

entrance for the triad of the 7th scale-degree and its inversions after the same set of chords 

indicated above when it acts as a substitute for the 5th scale-degree. Furthermore, he 

notes, “In free composition, the ninth of the dominant can enter without preparation when 

it is in the highest voice.”364 

Example 114. Sechter, Free entry of the dominant ninth 

 

Sechter’s example above only uses a neighbor tone for the free entering ninth in part to 

demonstrate the origin of the substitute VII7 chord for the V9.365   

Example 115. Sechter, Free entry of the VII7 chord as substitute for V9  

 

Thus, in a major key, the free entry of the seventh of the 7th scale-degree or its inversions 

is justified when its true fundamental, the 5th scale-degree, is omitted.366    

                                                 
363“Ein einziger Septaccord, welcher die Vorbereitung nicht nothwendig bedarf, ist der Septaccord 

der 5ten Stufe, aber aufgelöset muss er werden. [A single seventh chord, for which the preparation is not 
necessarily needed, is the seventh chord of the 5th scale-degree, however, it must be resolved.]” Ibid., 24. 
 364“Im freien Satze kann die Non der Dominant ohne Vorbereitung eintreten, wenn sie in der 
Oberstimme ist.” Ibid., 50. Example 114 taken from ibid.  

365Example 115 taken from ibid.  
 366Ibid.  
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For minor keys, Sechter indicates that the seventh of the raised seventh scale-

degree may enter freely in three instances.367 The first instance occurs after the triad of 

the 1st scale-degree and its inversions.368  

Example 116. Sechter, Free entry of the VII7 chord in a minor key following a I chord 

 

The second occurs after the triad of the 5th scale-degree and its inversions.369  

Example 117. Sechter, Free entry of the VII7 chord in a minor key following a V chord 

 

In addition, the apparent diminished triad of the 2nd scale-degree may enter freely when 

acting as a substitute of the dominant ninth chord.370   

Example 118 Sechter, Free entry of the VII7 chord in a minor key following the apparent II chord 

 

Earlier, Sechter justified the substitution of the diminished triad of the 2nd scale-degree 

for the ninth chord of the 5th scale-degree in the following manner.371 

                                                 
 367“Der Septaccord der 7ten erhöhten Stufe sammt seinen Verwechslungen, wenn er Stellvertreter 
des Septnonaccordes der 5ten Stufe ist, kannin folgenden Fällen frei eintreten. [The seventh chord of the 
raised 7th scale-degree can freely enter in the following cases when it is the substitute of the ninth chord of 
the 5th scale-degree.]” Ibid, 82. 

368Example 116 taken from ibid. 
369Example 117 taken from ibid. 
370Example 118 taken from ibid., 83. 
371Example 119 taken from ibid., 82. 
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Example 119. Sechter, Justification of the II chord as a substitute for the V9 chord 

 

Furthermore, the seventh of the raised 7th scale-degree prepared by the minor IV and 

diminished II chords may freely enter in another voice than that which literally prepared 

it.372 

Example 120. Sechter, Free entry of the seventh of the VII7 in a minor key 

 

The augmented triad built on the 3rd scale-degree of a minor scale is a strange 

case in that the augmented fifth must be prepared as demonstrated by the G-sharp 

diminished seventh chord in Example 121.373   

Example 121. Sechter, Preparation of the augmented fifth in a III chord by VII7 

 

Sechter, however, never refers to the resolution of the G-sharp but consistently moves it 

up to the 1st scale-degree in all examples in which it occurs.374 Only the triad of the 5th 

scale-degree and the first and second inversions of the seventh chord on the 7th scale-

                                                 
372Example 120 taken from ibid., 83. 
373Sechter indicates that the Example 121 taken from ibid., 66. 
374Sechter must move the G-sharp up to A since the raised 7th scale-degree rises a step as discussed 

on page 142. In all other contexts, Sechter treats dissonances consistently by resolving them down by 
step—thus explaining his potential uneasiness with designating the augmented fifth as a dissonance.  
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degree may prepare the dissonant augmented fifth while only the triad of the 1st or raised 

6th scale-degree may follow.375 

With respect to licenses for resolution, Sechter states, “Also, after those chords 

where the seventh of the 5th scale-degree is prepared, it is certainly permitted its freedom 

to take the seventh to another voice than where it was prepared—only not into one which 

itself has to resolve a dissonance.”376 Furthermore, Sechter provides a set of examples in 

C major of an A minor chord in all inversions moving directly to G7 where the seventh 

and ninth—C and E respectively in relation to the suppressed D fundamental—both 

resolve upwards by step.377 

Example 122. Sechter, Resolution of seventh and ninth up by step over a suppressed fundamental 

 

In this instance, Sechter’s justification for the unusual voice leading arises from imagined 

notes—D and F—occurring over the suppressed fundamental D to connect the A minor 

and G7 chord. In general, Sechter rejected the apparent progression of a triad down by 

step to a seventh chord as a natural consequence of the fact that one can not prepare the 

seventh, but the seventh of the dominant seventh chord is an exception, for it does not 

require preparation. Thus, Sechter does not extend this exception for leading the ninth up 

                                                 
375Ibid., 65-6. 

 376Ibid., 48.  
377Example 122 taken from ibid., 48.  
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to other scale-degrees, because the sevenths may not enter freely; however, Bruckner 

will.378  

Sechter’s voice leading considerations, particularly preparation and resolution of 

sevenths and dissonant fifths, lead to one of the most important goals of his theory—

correct fundamental bass progressions. He first indicates the fundamental paths for 

triads.379 

Figure 5. Sechter, Correct fundamental bass progressions for triads 

Triads on    Possible Fundamental paths (Fundamentwege) 

  1st scale-degree      IV, IV7, V, V7, VI, VI7, III 
  5th   “       I, I7, III, III7 
  4th   “       VII, VII7, I, II, II7, VI 
  2nd   “      V, V7, VII7 
  6th   “      II, II7, IV, IV7, VI, I 
  3rd   “    I, I7, VI, VI7, V, V7 
  7th   “   III, III7, V7 
 
For the triads of the 1st and 3rd scale-degrees, the upward fundamentalbass motion to the 

unprepared seventh is acceptable since the seventh of the V chord may freely enter. For 

the 2nd and 7th scale-degrees, upward third and upward fifth fundamentalbass motions are 

not allowable since the dissonant fifths could not resolve correctly. In addition, the triads 

on the 2nd and 7th scale-degrees may resolve to the seventh chords on the 7th and 5th scale-

degrees respectively but not the triads since the latter seventh chords will take over the 

dissonant fifths from the former triads and resolve them correctly but delayed as 

sevenths. Sechter’s arrangement of triads in the above figure reflects the order in which 

he introduced them—the three most important chords (I, V, IV) followed by the minor 

                                                 
378See pages 222-3 in Chapter 5 for Bruckner’s related discussion. 
379Figure 5 derived from ibid., 24-5.  
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chords a third below the former finally followed by the diminished triad on the 7th scale-

degree. Although not explicitly stated, Sechter’s list of fundamental paths appear to list 

the best motions first before moving to less important ones; i.e., from strict to free. 

 Sechter also develops the list of fundamental paths available from each of the 

seventh chords.380 

Figure 6. Sechter, Correct fundamental bass progressions for seventh chords 
 

Seventh Chords on Possible Fundamental Paths 
 
  5th scale-degree I, I7, III, III7 
  2nd   “  V, V7, VII7 
  6th   “  II, II7, IV, IV7 
  3rd   “  VI, VI7, I, I7 
  7th   “  III, III7, V7 
  4th   “  VII, VII7, II, II7 
  1st   “  IV, IV7, VI, VI7 
 
Sechter only eliminates two possible paths in Figure 6 not found in Figure 5—namely, 

the VII chord following the II7 and the V chord following the VII7. In each case, the 

dissonant fifth could not resolve down by step to a chord tone in the following harmony. 

Sechter’s ordering for the fundamental bass motions changes from Figure 5 to Figure 6. 

In Figure 4, he reorders the seventh chords so that they move in an upward fifth manner 

starting from the 5th scale-degree. The modifications may reflect his notion of the relative 

importance and frequency of use that the seventh chord of that particular scale-degree has 

for the key.  

For the latter pair of chords in each of the above scale-degrees in Figure 6 (only 

the last for 2nd and 7th scale-degrees), Sechter indicates that these fundamental paths are 

                                                 
380Figure 6 derived from ibid., 25-6. 
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artificial (künstlichen).381 His meaning becomes clear when he indicates that one can 

view downward third motions from seventh chords as an accident of voice leading 

resulting from suspensions.382 

Example 123. Sechter, Artificial resolution of seventh chords by downward third fundamental bass 

 

For example, the resolution of the B in the first and the B and D in the second could be 

viewed as suspended tones not reaching their natural resolution over a C fundamental.  

In a minor key, the raised 6th and 7th scale-degrees may not serve as chord 

sevenths, because they are upward-moving pitches (Aufwärtsgehen) and sevenths must 

resolve down by step.383 This limits the number of seventh chords created in a minor key, 

for only one seventh chord will be created from the two possible chord sevenths of the 

natural 6th and 7th scale-degrees.384 Sechter indicates that a seventh chord on the 2nd scale-

degree with a raised fifth is not possible, because the F-sharp must rise to G-sharp and the 

seventh A must fall to G-sharp resulting in a doubled leading tone.385 With respect to the 

                                                 
381Sechter discusses the concept of artificial resolutions in ibid., 25-6, and 30. 
382Example 123 taken from ibid., 25. Second part of Example 123 derived by author from 

Sechter’s textual description on ibid., 28-9. The artificial resolutions by thirds reflect Türk’s interpretation 
of specific suspension configurations. See footnote 8 on pages 4-5 from Chapter 1. 

383Ibid., 57.  
384Ibid., 56. 
385Ibid., 57. 
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major key’s seven triads and seven seventh chords, a minor key now has thirteen triads 

and thirteen seventh chords.386 

Figure 7. Sechter, Possible triads and seventh chords in a minor key 
 

A minor    Triads   Seventh Chords 
 
1st scale-degree             A-C-E                 A-C-E-G  
2nd scale-degree       B-D-F, B-D-F#                  B-D-F-A 
3rd scale-degree       C-E-G, C-E-G           C-E-G-B, C-E-G#-B 
4th scale-degree       D-F-A, D-F#-A              D-F-A-C, D-F#-A-C 
5th scale-degree       E-G-B, E-G#-B           E-G-B-D, E-G#-B-D  
6th scale-degree (Natural)            F-A-C         F-A-C-E 
6th scale-degree (Raised)           F#-A-C                   F#-A-C-E 
7th scale-degree (Natural)            G-B-D         G-B-D-F 
7th scale-degree (Raised)           G#-B-D        G#-B-D-F 
 
To preserve the character of a minor key, Sechter indicates that the diminished 

triad and seventh chord on the 2nd scale-degree need to proceed to a major or seventh 

chord on the 5th scale-degree.387 Preserving the character of a minor scale is an important 

consideration in not moving from the triad of the natural 6th scale-degree to the seventh 

chord of the natural 7th scale-degree.388 Presumably in each case, ambiguity would result 

between the relative major and minor keys. In the former case, the II chord going to a 

minor V would sound like VII to III in a major key; in the latter case, the natural VI to 

natural VII would sound like IV to V in major. 

  In “The Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies”, Sechter’s descriptions 

of non-chord tone structures include suspensions (Vorhalten), retardations (aufwärts 

gehenden Vorhalten), passing tones (Durchgänge) and neighbor tones (zurückherenden 

Durchgänge) both regular (regelmässig) and irregular (unregelmässig). Sechter’s 
                                                 

386Figure 7 derived from ibid., 57-8.  
387Ibid., 71.  
388Ibid., 76. 
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distinction between regular and irregular has to do with metric placement; thus, the 

irregular passing tone is metrically accented with respect to the note preceding it while 

the opposite is true for the regular passing tone. For the irregular passing tones, he uses a 

transformation of distribution to justify it from the underlying strict regular passing 

tones.389 

Example 124. Sechter, Irregular passing tones 

 

Although he did not demonstrate it, Sechter presumably intended for the irregular 

neighbor note to work in a similar manner.390 Like the irregular passing tone, he justifies 

upward-going suspensions as a transformation of distribution with the suspension as its 

underlying model.391  

 In the second and third volumes of Die Grundsätze, Sechter adds another level of 

non-chord embellishments distinct from those found in the first two types of strict 

composition. His clearest description and demonstration of their derivation occur in his 

explanation of free composition in “On strict composition” in Volume 3. With respect to 

Vorschläge (accented non-chord tones and appoggiaturas), he states the following: 

“Vorschläge are thus unprepared dissonances which could occur in stricter composition 

                                                 
389Example 124 taken from ibid., 72.  

 390Sechter uses irregular neighbor tones for the entrance of the unprepared ninth as demonstrated 
in Example 114 and 115 on page 153, but does not demonstrate its strict model; rather, he wants to 
demonstrate the substitute relationship of the VII7 for the V9. Ibid., 50. 

391See pages 9-10 and Example 4 of Chapter 1 for an example and description of his upward going 
suspension. 
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either as Durchgänge (passing tones or neighbor tones) or suspensions.”392 Furthermore, 

he clarifies its rhythmic nature by stating, “Every appoggiatura comes, like every 

irregular Durchgang [passing tone or neighbor tone] and every suspension, on a stronger 

beat than the tone which precedes it.”393   

Example 125. Sechter, Justification of Vorschläge 

 

From the examples provided, Sechter clearly conceives of irregular Durchgänge as 

appoggiaturas, but he can now explain a new group of appoggiaturas that are approached 

by leap using regular neighbor tones for justification—one created by the omission of the 

preparatory consonance in the dissonance figure. 

 In developing the Vorschläge, Sechter also discusses two further embellishment 

patterns—Nachschläge or Vorausnahmen (anticipations), and Ueberschläge (embellished 

dissonances and escape tones). Some ambiguity results from Sechter’s description of the 

Nachschläge, but apparently, he intends it to designate a notational item in which one 

                                                 
 392“Die Vorschläge sind also unvorbereitete Dissonanzen, die in einem strengeren Satze entweder 
als Durchgänge oder als Vorhalte vorkommen könnten, …” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 151.  
 393“Jeder Vorschlag kommt, wie jeder unregelmässige Durchgang und jeder Vorhalt, auf eine 
bessere Zeit, als der Ton, wovor er zu stehen kommt.” Ibid, vol. 2, 48. Example 125 taken from ibid., vol. 
3, 152. 
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strikes the embellishment prior to a strong beat. Furthermore, he derives it as a 

transformation of distribution to an underlying Vorschläge.394  

Example 126. Sechter, Justification of Nachschläge from Vorschläge 

 

 

In Example 126, the first two systems have their notes redistributed so that the accented 

Vorschläge are placed in a metrically weak position—now as a Nachschläge. He notes, 

“Now, these are not, however, even real Nachschläge, because just as the Vorschlag rose 

from the suspension, so the Nachschlag originates from the Vorausnahme.”395 Sechter 

later clarifies that the Vorausnehme presents one or two notes of the following chord not 

present in the preceding chord prior to the entrance of the new fundamental as in the 

following example.396   

Example 127. Sechter, Vorausnahme 

 

                                                 
394Example 126 taken from ibid., vol. 2, 51. 

 395“Nun sind aber diese nicht einmal eigentliche Nachschläge; denn so wie der Vorschlag aus dem 
Vorhalte entsprang, so enstand der Nachschlag aus der Vorausnahme.” Ibid, 51. 

396Example 127 taken from ibid., 52.  
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Thus, Example 126 fails to have true anticipations, because it does not necessarily add a 

new pitch found only in the following chord. In short, Sechter appears to recognize two 

categories of anticipation embellishments: 1) those that are consonant with the preceding 

chord—Vorschläge, and 2) those that are dissonant with the preceding chord—

Vorausnahme.  

The Ueberschlag either embellishes the dissonant seventh or consonant chord 

pitch by rising a step and then falling down a third—resolving the seventh in the prior 

case.397 

Example 128. Sechter, Ueberschlag 

            

Sechter indicates that one can use the Ueberschlag in serious music (ernsten Sätze) when 

the added tone is a member of the chord as in the first example above.398 A further 

example demonstrates his conception for the Ueberschlag as a transformation of 

omission to an underlying neighbor note figure.399  

                                                 
397Example 128 taken from ibid.  
398“Alle bisher genannten Ueberschläge sind übrigens auch im ernsten Satze anwendbar, weil der 

Ton über der Dissonanz, nämlich der Ueberschlag, eben auch zum Accorde gehört und darum keinen üblen 
Eindruck machen kann. [All previously named escape tones are by the way also usable in serious 
composition since the tone over the dissonance, namely the escape tone, belongs to the chord and therefore 
can not make a bad impression.]” Ibid, 53. 

399Example 129 taken from ibid. 
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Example 129. Sechter, Justification of Ueberschlag 

 

 

In Example 129, the embellishing pitch does not belong to the prevailing harmony. 

 Sechter viewed diatonic modulation as a straight line with bookends at both 

ends—C-sharp major and A-sharp minor on one side and C-flat major and A-flat minor 

on the other—beyond which no further motion was possible without invoking an 

enharmonic license. Inside the diatonic modulatory line, one is free to move as far as one 

wants by means of diatonic relationships; i.e. sharing fundamentals of a key from one key 

to another. Sechter uses the terms verwandten Tonleiter (related scales) and 

Verwandschaft (relationship) to indicate a key relationship between three consecutive 

major keys (C, F and G major), their three relative minors (A, D, and E minor) and the 

parallel minors of the three major keys (C, F and G minor). In the case of the parallel 

minors of the original major keys, Sechter sees these as readily available, because they 

share the same dominant as the major key. 400 He, however, does not state a similar 

relationship for minor keys. Whether he intends for a minor key to share the same set of 

related keys as its relative major or substitutes the parallel majors of the original closely 

related minor keys is not clear. 

                                                 
400Ibid., vol. 1, 107.  
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To establish the new key securely, Sechter indicates that the V and IV chords of 

the new key must both occur “to recognize a triad truly as that of the tonic (einen 

Dreiklang als jenen der Tonica wirklich erkennen).”401 He offers several exceptions for 

the required presence of the IV chord by allowing the VI or VI7 chord to II or II7 chord, 

because the latter pair “contains the parts of the triad of the 4th scale-degree (die Antheile 

des Dreiklangs der 4ten Stufe enthält).”402 To hasten the move to a new key, Sechter 

introduces several progressions that make use of suppressed fundamentals such as IV-

(II)-V-I, VI-(II)-V-I, III-V-I and III-(VI)-II6-V-I that offer further alternatives for 

establishing keys to those above.  

Sechter only uses major and minor chords in demonstrating pivot scale-degrees 

between keys—ignoring possible pivot connections between diminished triads in 

particular. Sechter indicates that major chords occur on the 1st, 4th, and 5th scale-degrees 

in major keys and the 3rd, 4th, 5th, natural 6th and natural 7th scale-degrees in minor keys 

while minor chords occur on the 2nd, 3rd and 6th keys in major keys and the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 

5th scale-degrees in minor keys.403 Thus, one may use the full complement of chords 

available from the minor key for creating pivot connections.    

 Sechter states, “Diatonic modulation takes no other aid than that which lies in the 

major or minor scale in so far as one and the same chord occurs in the one scale on a 

                                                 
 401Ibid., 101.  
 402The II chord contains the root and third of the IV chord but not the fifth. Sechter’s statement 
concerning use of the II in place of the IV thus seems problematic, because it does not contain all of the 
parts of a IV chord; however, he clearly accepted it as one of the chord progressions listed in the example is 
I VI7 II V7 I. Ibid., 102. 

403Ibid. 
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scale-degree and in the other on another.”404 Sechter takes a C major chord and shows 

how it could lead to each of the keys listed in the previous paragraph and then back, and 

then does the same for the A minor triad. In each instance, Sechter uses the tonic triad of 

the old key to move to the new key. When the tonic does not occur in the new key as is 

the case for G minor moving to C major, Sechter indicates that an intermediary key—

either F major or D minor here—is necessary to make a connection to a key that contains 

a tonic chord in the prevailing key.405  

Sechter generates a chromatic scale to represent the pitches used with respect to a 

given key by listing the chromatic pitch that occurs between adjacent diatonic pitches 

both rising and falling in a C major scale as derived from closely-related keys. Rising, 

there is a C-sharp between C and D; D-sharp between D and E; F-sharp between F and G; 

G-sharp between G and A; and B-flat between A and B. Falling, there is a B-flat between 

B and A; an A-flat between A and G; an F-sharp between G and F; an E-flat between E 

and D; and a D-flat between D and C.406  The notable exceptions are the raised 6th scale-

degree and the lowered 5th scale-degree. To generate the above set of pitches, Sechter 

uses the 5th to 8th scale-degree chromatic tetrachord from the relative minor keys of C, F 

and G major—namely, A, D and E minor respectively. From A minor, for example, he 

generates the chromatic segment E, F, F-sharp, G, G-sharp and A.407 As a result, G-flat 

                                                 
 404“Die diatonische Tonwechslung nimmt keine andern Hilfsmittel, als die in der diatonischen 
Dur- oder Moll-Leiter selbst liegen, insofern ein und derselbe Accord in der einen Tonleiter auf der ersten, 
und in der andern auf einer andern Stufe vorkommt.” Ibid, 101. 

405Compare with Bruckner’s notion of modulation in Chapter 5 on pages 210-1. 
406Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 119.  
407Ibid., 120.  
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and A-sharp do not occur because they are not found in the chromatic segments of 

closely related minor keys to C major. 

An underlying diatonic progression is the foundation for all chromatic 

progressions, and diatonic modulations are the models for chromatic progressions.408 To 

help establish the connection between diatonic modulation and chromatic chords, he 

demonstrates for each triad in the C major and A minor scales the manner in which one 

may raise or lower the third and fifth to connect the chord with scale-degrees in other 

keys. In addition, he does the same for seventh and ninth chords by altering sevenths and 

ninths in a similar manner.  

As related in Sechter’s strict composition (type one), one can safely introduce 

chromatic pitches into a diatonic context through a transformation of addition using a 

passing tone. Furthermore, chromatic pitches may actually replace the underlying 

diatonic pitch through a transformation of omission.409  

Example 130. Sechter, Justification of chromatic chord 

 

Sechter omits upward-moving chromatic pitches without reservation; however, he seems 

somewhat reluctant to use downward-moving chromatic pitches particularly where (what 

we would term) modal mixture chords occur.410 

                                                 
408Ibid., 121-8.  

 409“Jedem chromatischen Satze muss ein diatonischer zum Grunde liegen, darum wird in den 
folgenden Beispielen jederzeit der diatonische Satz vorausgehen, aus welchem der darauf folgende 
chromatische entsprungen ist [“For every chromatic phrase, a diatonic phrase must lie at the foundation; 
therefore, each time in the following examples, the diatonic progression will precede the following 
chromatic one from which it has arisen.]” Ibid., 128. Example 130 taken from ibid., 134. 

410Example 131 taken from ibid., 137.  
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Example 131. Sechter, Chromatic progression with diatonic justification 

 

An important result of chromaticism in Sechter’s system is the fact that every 

chord root must be a diatonic scale-degree in some scale—in other words, no chromatic 

roots in a key are possible.411 Although not explicit, his logic for such a conclusion 

necessarily follows from the fact that he believes every chromatic pitch to be an altered 

form of an underlying omitted diatonic pitch. In the case of a chromatic root, which 

underlying diatonic pitch would serve as its source? In Sechter’s opinion, there is no way 

to map a chromatic root onto a diatonic scale-degree. If no underlying diatonic pitch 

exists for the chromatic root, then it must be a diatonic root in another scale.  

The minor scales used by Sechter raise a question concerning which pitches are 

diatonic and chromatic for the sixth and seventh scale-degrees. The three types of scales 

used by Sechter are similar to the natural, harmonic and melodic forms that are familiar 

to modern theory; however, there are important differences. Sechter indicates the first 

                                                 
411“Der Gebrauch der leiterfremden Töne darf nicht auf die Fundamente ausgedehnt werden, daher 

bleiben auch in der chromatischen C dur Tonleiter alle Fundamente so wie in der diatonischen, d. h. es 
werden für das Fundament nur die Töne C, D, E, F, G, A and B gebraucht, nur werden sie auf kurze Zeit 
als Stufen einer verwandten Tonleiter angesehen. [The use of the foreign scales tones may not be extended 
to the fundamental; hence, all fundamentals remain the same in the chromatic C major scale as well as in 
the diatonic, i.e. only the tones C, D, E, F, G, A, B, and C are used for the fundamental, except when they 
are seen for a brief time as the scale degrees of a related scale.]” Ibid, 121. 
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type (similar to harmonic form) with the 1st scale-degree ascending to the 6th before 

falling to the raised 7th and then closing to the tonic.412 

Example 132. Sechter, First type of A minor scale 

 

Sechter provides the ascending melodic minor scale as the second type and the 

descending melodic minor scale as the third type.413   

Example 133. Sechter, Second and Third Types of an A minor scale  

 

In his description of the chords that arise from the three types of minor scales, 

Sechter’s description of the sixth and seventh tones provide a clear indication of what is 

diatonic. For the sixth and seventh scale-degrees, he distinguishes them by the terms 

natural (natürlichen) and raised (erhöhten).414 Thus, the natural sixth and seventh scale-

degrees are the true diatonic pitches and the raised sixth and seventh scale-degrees are 

chromatic; however, Sechter’s description assumes that the raised sixth and seventh 

scale-degrees have achieved a quasi-diatonic status by the manner in which they are 

treated. They are quasi-diatonic because they increase the number of chords Sechter 

believes to exist in the minor scale, and he treats them as the roots of diminished chords 

on the raised 6th and 7th scale-degrees.415   

                                                 
412Example 132 taken from ibid., 55.  
413Example 133 taken from ibid., 55-6.  
414Ibid., 56. 
415Ibid., 57.  
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What is peculiar in Sechter’s presentation of chromaticism is the demonstration of 

ambiguity between key regions that exist when chromatic progressions are used. For 

example, the VI-II-V progression in C major can also be viewed as a II-V-I progression 

in G major/minor with the addition of chromatic elements.416   

Example 134. Sechter, Role of chromaticism in creating harmonic ambiguity  

 

 
Region ambiguity is not presented as a strict/free transformation but rather as a means for 

interpreting the perceptual relationship between various tonal regions. From the 

perspective of imagined sounds, however, two tonal centers are being implied 

simultaneously, and the first is not realized by a tonic. 

Sechter’s Zwitterakkord (hybrid or bastard chord) is the equivalent term for the 

collection of augmented sixth chords used in contemporary practice.417 

                                                 
416Example 134 taken from ibid., 148.  
417Example 135 taken from ibid. Sechter develops the major key Zwitteraccorden in ibid., 146-150  

and the minor key Zwitteraccorden in ibid., 186-193. 
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Example 135. Sechter, Justification of an augmented sixth chord from a diatonic progression 

                

 

He viewed the chord as an extension of the diatonic seventh chord on the 2nd scale-degree 

with subsequent alterations to the third and fifth above the bass. To create the French 

augmented sixth chord, Sechter uses a transformation of addition to insert the raised third 

and lowered fifth and then a transformation of omission to remove the diatonic third and 

fifth. The Italian augmented sixth chord uses the same notes as the French augmented 

sixth chord but conceals the root of the chord leaving only the raised third, lowered fifth 

and diatonic seventh of the previous chord. The German augmented sixth chord then adds 

a lowered ninth to the Italian augmented sixth chord.    

Sechter does not acknowledge the existence of a Neapolitan chord in his harmonic 

theories probably because the apparent root of the chord was not a diatonic scale-degree 

in the key in which it appeared to occur.418 If he had accepted the Neapolitan chord as a 

                                                 
 418Neither Sechter nor Bruckner use the term Neapolitan in their writings to refer to a chord built 
on the lowered 2nd scale-degree. Wason reports that Bruckner’s pupil Josef Schalk occasionally made brief 
use of chromatic roots, but even he related the Neapolitan chord to the 4th scale-degree. See “Josef Schalk 
and the Theory of Harmony at the End of the Nineteenth Century,” in Bruckner Studies, ed. by Timothy 
Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw (Cambridge University Press, 1997), 125 and 129. 
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valid chord possibility, then one of Sechter’s fundamental presuppositions about harmony 

would be incorrect—namely, that all fundamentals are diatonic. In rejecting the 

Neapolitan chord, however, he must demonstrate that the chord actually had another root 

and justify the means by which the lowered 2nd scale-degree appears. Thus, Sechter 

justifies what appears to be a chord built from the lowered 2nd scale-degree fundamental 

by relating it to the chord built on the 4th scale-degree.419 

Example 136. Sechter, Derivationof apparent Neapolitan chord from the diatonic IV chord 

 

 

                                                 
419Example 136 taken from Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 155-6.  
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Sechter’s detailed justification above indicates that the apparent lowered 2nd scale-degree 

fundamental is actually the suspension of a neighbor tone from a preceding chromatic 

chord whose resolution is delayed until the subsequent change of harmony.420 

The notion of a delayed resolution used in Example 136 suggests the fluid 

harmonic/contrapuntal analysis of Kirnberger’s unauthentic seventh chord.421 Sechter 

invokes similar logic in at least two other instances: the artificial resolution of seventh 

chord down by a third, which was discussed earlier, and the artificial six and six-four 

chord resulting from suspensions as in Example 38 from an underlying C to G 

fundamental bass progression.422 

Example 137. Sechter, Artificial six and six-four chords resulting from suspensions 

 

In each of these instances, Sechter demonstrates flexibility in determining the 

fundamental by taking melodic motion of voices into account. 

Sechter’s discussion of enharmonic modulation begins by noting the fact that the 

C-flat major and B major scales “in our tempered system sound the same and are only 

distinguished by means of the spelling (in unserm temperirten Systeme gleich, und 
                                                 

420Sechter states the following with respect to the third part of Example 136. “Eine weitere 
Veränderung geschieht damit, dass die andern Stimmen nicht warten, bis die Tredez von F sich auflöset, 
sondern in den Moment dieser Auflösung schon zur Harmonie des Fundamentes D, und zwar schon als 
Dominant von G gedacht, übergehen, wodurch der Satz um einen Tact kürzer wird. [A further alteration 
occurs in order that the other voices do not wait until the thirteenth of F resolves itself, but rather precedes 
in the moment of this resolution already to the harmony of the D fundamental, that is thought of as the 
Dominant of G, for which the progression becomes a measure shorter.]” Ibid. 

421See Example 56 and discussion on page 84 in Chapter 3.  
422See pages 158-9 for a description of the artificial resolution of the seventh chord down by third. 

Example 137 taken from Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 29.  
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werden nur mittelst der Schreibart unterscheiden).”423 By bending the metaphorical line 

of diatonic modulation into a circle, enharmonic modulation becomes possible. His first 

example demonstrates how an upward circle of fifths progression that starts at C major 

must eventually confuse (verwechselt) F-sharp major with G-flat major to assist the 

return to C major. Sechter then presents the same means from moving through the 

downward fifth cycle once again confusing G-flat major with F-sharp major.424 

Following his strict/free methodology, Sechter then presents elaborations of the upward 

fifth and downward fifth cycles in major and minor keys. For the former, he uses a 

sequenced IV II V I progression where the final I is reinterpreted as IV; for the latter, a 

sequenced V I IV II V I progression is used with the final chord reinterpreted as a V.425     

 Sechter then provides two levels of shortcuts to move around the enharmonic 

circle more quickly: first, one may approach keys in a diatonic manner that are distantly 

related, and secondly, one can use the dual meanings of independent triads to shorten the 

trip. For the former, Sechter uses a downward minor third sequential modulation from C 

major to A major (via A minor) and then from A major to F-sharp major (via F-sharp 

minor). From there the cycle continues through the enharmonically equivalent key of G-

flat for F-sharp to E-flat major (via E-flat minor) then back to the original key of C 

major.426  Sechter also demonstrates the upward major third cycle and the downward 

whole step cycle as means for moving through enharmonically equivalent keys and 

                                                 
423Ibid., 201. 
424Ibid., 201-2.  
425Ibid., 202-4.  
426Ibid., 205. 
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returning to the original key.427 For independent triads, Sechter approaches a C-sharp 

minor chord as the 6th scale-degree in E major, which is itself the 5th scale-degree of A 

minor—a closely related key of C major. The C-sharp minor chord provides access to a 

G-sharp major chord as the dominant, which one can then interpret as Ab major that then 

provides access to F minor and ultimately C major as the dominant of F minor.428   

 Sechter indicates that the ninth chord of the dominant (Septnonaccorde der 

Dominant) without its fundamental—the modern fully-diminished seventh chord—plays 

an excellent role (eine vorzügliche Rolle) in enharmonic modulations.429 To facilitate 

seeing the enharmonic equivalency of the fully-diminished seventh chord for related 

keys, he notes that a major key and its parallel minor share the same dominant chord 

while the major key shares the set of pitches with its relative minor. For example, A-flat 

major and A-flat minor share the same dominant chord and A-flat major and F minor 

share the same set of pitches. Carried further, F major and F minor share the same 

dominant while F major shares the same pitches with D minor, etc. Sechter then 

demonstrates that the set of keys—A-flat major/A-flat minor, F major/F minor, D 

major/D minor and B major/B minor—each share an equivalent set of pitches but with 

enharmonic spellings. For A-flat major/A-flat minor, it is G-B-flat-D-flat-F-flat; for F 

major/F minor, E-G-B-flat-D-flat, etc. Using proof by exhaustion, Sechter demonstrates 

the same property for two other distinct sets of keys that share a common fully-

diminished seventh chord. 

                                                 
427Ibid., 205-6.  
428Ibid., 208-10.  
429Ibid., 210. 
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 Sechter demonstrates several means by which the fully-diminished seventh chord 

connects to distant keys using enharmonic reinterpretation. Using A minor as an example, 

Sechter demonstrates that the normal strict usage of an enharmonic chord would be A 

minor to G-sharp fully-diminished seventh back to A minor; however, in the first free 

embellishment, he reinterprets the G-sharp as an A-flat facilitating a motion to a C minor 

chord.430   

Example 138. Sechter, Enharmonic reinterpretation of fully-diminished seventh chord 

 

Sechter proceeds to demonstrate the same procedure from A minor to F-sharp minor, E-

flat major, D-sharp minor, E minor, G minor, B-flat minor, C-sharp minor, A-sharp 

minor, D minor, F minor, A-flat minor, B minor, and G-sharp minor. He provides one 

further wrinkle for the enharmonic chord by demonstrating that one can deceptively 

resolve it by holding the ninth of the chord over. Once again, he presents the “correct” 

resolution and then justifies the free embellishment by using a transformation of omission 

to remove the correct note of resolution.431  

Example 139. Sechter, Deceptive resolution of an enharmonically reinterpreted fully-diminished  
          seventh chord 

 

                                                 
430Example 138 taken from ibid., 213. 
431Example 139 taken from ibid., 214. The justification pattern used in Example 139 also appears 

in Example 123 on page 159 and Example 137 on page 174.  
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 Sechter notes that the Zwitterseptnonakkorde (German augmented sixth chord) 

and the dominant seventh harmony share the same sonority and may thus serve as 

enharmonic equivalents. In his example in A minor, he shows two correct resolutions for 

the augmented sixth chord (a), then its enharmonic reinterpretation as a dominant seventh 

(b), and finally the reverse transformation of interpreting the chord from a dominant 

seventh to German augmented sixth (c).432   

Example 140. Sechter, Enharmonic reinterpretation of the dominant seventh chord  

 

In general, he indicates that the root of a dominant seventh chord is the (false lowered 

fifth) of the Zwitternonseptaccorde—thus, demonstrating the tritone relationship between 

the roots of the two chords.433   

 Sechter describes several further applications of the Zwitterseptnonaccorde. First, 

he indicates that it may serve as a substitute for the fully-diminished seventh chord that 

shares the same fundamental by lowering the fifth of the chord.434   

                                                 
432Example 140 taken from ibid., 215.  
433“Um dieses allgemeiner zu machen, bemerke man, dass was beim Septaccord der Dominant das 

Fundament ist, bei dem Zwitterseptnonaccord die falsche Quint des unhörbaren Fundamentes ist. [In order 
to make this general, one notes that what is the fundamental for the seventh chord of the dominant is the 
false fifth of the unhearable fundamental of the German augmented sixth chord.]” Ibid, 215. 

434“Jeder Dominantseptnonaccord lässt sich zum Zwitterseptnonaccord umändern, indem man die 
reine Quinte des ersteren zur falschen macht, wie bereits dort bei den chromatischen Schritten gezeigt 
wurde; … [Every dominant seven-nine chord allows itself to be changed into a German augmented sixth 
chord in which one makes the perfect fifth of the first into a false one as was already demonstrated for the 
chromatic progression; …]” Ibid, 216. Example 141 taken from ibid. 
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Example 141. Sechter, Augmented sixth chord as a substitute for V 

           

A composer may then use the enharmonic resolution of the augmented sixth chord as a 

dominant seventh chord leading to the key of E-flat major or minor from A minor.435   

Example 142. Sechter, Use of augmented sixth chord as enharmonically reinterpreted V7  

 

Thus, from the given diatonic example, one makes a chromatic addition that allows for an 

enharmonic transformation. A second application allows a deceptive resolution of the 

augmented sixth chord by holding the ninth of the first chord over into the second as 

above for the enharmonische accorde.436 

Example 143. Sechter, Deceptive resolution of the augmented sixth chord 

 

With respect to Sechter’s main contributor of his tradition—Kirnberger—who only 

suggests the use of the enharmonically reinterpreted fully-diminished seventh chord, 

                                                 
435Example 142 taken from ibid. 
436Example 143 taken from ibid., 217.  
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Sechter’s discussion is very thorough and provides a number of deceptive resolutions as 

well.437   

 Sechter uses the metaphor of diatonic modulations and chromatic progressions as 

a means for bringing more families united under a common master of the diatonic 

progression which he likens to the “mother of all healthy, simple melodies” (die Mutter 

aller gesunden einfachen Melodie) and “the picture of a family (das Bild einer 

Familie).”438 Concerning enharmonicism, Sechter states the following:  

The enharmonic modulations in the widest extension are the natural enemies of 
the healthy melody; instead, its impact is mysterious and surprising. They are the 
image of the great world in which the families’ lives precede and where the 
deceptions certainly occur, and the unimportant also appears in a certain gloss. 
For this, however, we can not recognize there what is the primary or the 
secondary point.439   

 
Sechter’s metaphorical closing provides a synopsis of the work by affirming once again 

the importance of the order in which he presents the materials. First, one must understand 

the diatonic progression in both major and then minor keys before proceeding to diatonic 

modulation and then chromatic progressions and then lastly the enharmonic modulation. 

Each builds upon the technique of the earlier to produce more complex embellishments 

and relationships. In short, Sechter acknowledges the justification principle at the highest 

level of his work.  

   

                                                 
437See pages 49-51 in Chapter 2 and page 91 in Chapter 3.  
438Ibid, 218 

 439“Die enharmonische Verwechslungen in der weitesten Ausdehnung sind die natürlichen Feinde 
der gesunden Melodie, dafür ist ihre Wirkung geheimnissvoll und überraschend. Sie sind das Bild der 
grossen Welt, worin das Familienleben untergeht und wo die Täuschungen häufig vorkommen, und auch 
das Unwichtige in einem gewissen Glanze erscheint; dafür aber kann man dabei nicht erkennen, was 
Hauptsache oder Nebensache ist.” Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

BRUCKNER’S COMPOSITIONAL PRACTICE  
WITH RESPECT TO A SECHTERIAN THEORETICAL TRADITION 

 

 As outlined in the previous chapter, Sechter presented the names of Bach, Handel, 

Mozart, and Haydn as masters worthy of study for music in which the strict 

predominates—all of these, except Handel, were important sources for Bruckner. 

Bruckner’s studies with Johann August Dürnnberger and Leopold von Zenetti in the early 

1840s included Bach’s The Art of Fugue, The Well-Tempered Clavier and the chorales as 

well as Classical Viennese church music of which the most notable composers were 

Joseph and Michael Haydn, and Albrechtsberger.440 Through Leopold von Zenetti’s 

extensive music collection, Bruckner also studied the works of Mozart, Beethoven, 

Schubert, and Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.441 While living in Upper Austria during the early 

1840s, Bruckner met Karoline Eberstaller who introduced him to the piano duets that she 

had played with Schubert. Otto Kitzler, Bruckner’s teacher of form and orchestration 

from 1861-3, introduced him to such modern works as Wagner’s Tannhäuser and Liszt’s 

Faust Symphony.442 

                                                 
440Other important Viennese Classical church composers included Joseph Eybler and Johann 

Caspar Aiblinger. Derek Watson, Bruckner (New York: Schirmer, 1996), 4. 
441Elisbeth Maier, Anton Bruckner und Leopold von Zenetti, Anton Bruckner Dokumente und 

Studien; Band 3 (Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1980), 134-58. 
442The article—Paul Hawkshaw and Timothy Jackson, ‘Bruckner, Anton’, The New Groves 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: MacMillan, 2001), vol. 4—
provides a concise summary of Bruckner’s sources.  
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In particular, Bruckner’s analytic studies of Beethoven and Mozart provide 

evidence that emulation was important for Bruckner. Not only did he study the 

masterworks of the above composers, his analyses affected the way in which he 

composed. Bruckner made contrapuntal investigations of consecutive octaves in Mozart’s 

Requiem from which he made later revisions of momentary doublings in his own 

works.443 Furthermore, he applied metrical theories derived from Kitzler and Sechter444 to 

Beethoven and Mozart that in turn influenced Bruckner's phrase rhythm in his 

compositions. With Kitzler, he wrote compositional exercises that referenced the piano 

works of Beethoven and Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, and in particular, he orchestrated the 

exposition of the first movement from Beethoven’s Pathetique Sonata.445  

The following sources serve to build the theoretical foundations of Bruckner’s 

strict and free style. Bruckner's personal copy of Simon Sechter's Die Grundsätze as well 

as his study notebooks were among the most important sources for his pedagogy as a 

teacher at the conservatory and university in Vienna. Important ancillary documents from 

students include Ernst Schwanzara's and Franz Schalk's notebooks.446 Each provides 

                                                 
443Timothy Jackson, "Bruckner's Oktaven: The Problem of Consecutives, Doubling, and 

Orchestral Voice-Leading," In Perspectives on Anton Bruckner, ed. by Crawford Howie, Paul Hawkshaw, 
and Timothy Jackson (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2001), 30-68. 

444Paul Hawkshaw, "A Composer Learns His Craft: Lessons in Form and Orchestration, 1861-3," 
In Perspectives on Anton Bruckner, ed. by Crawford Howie, Paul Hawkshaw, and Timothy Jackson 
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2001), 24, indicates that the phenomenon of metric 
counting began with Otto Kitzler in December of 1861 with the song Du Bist Wie Eine Blume. Timothy 
Jackson, "Bruckner's Metrical Numbers," Nineteenth-Century Music 14/2 (Fall 1990): 103-4 indicates that 
Bruckner's study with Simon Sechter was the primary source for his metric counting. 
 445Hawkshaw, “A Composer Learns His Craft,” 17. 

446Anton Bruckner, Vorlesungen über Harmonie und Kontrapunkt an der Universität Wien, ed. by 
Ernst Schwanzara (Vienna: Öesterreichischer Bundesverlag, 1950). F 18 Schalk 452/1 and 452/2. To 
facilitate relocating examples referenced from the Schalk notebooks, I give the date entries he provided. 
Friedrich Eckstein, Erinnerungen über Anton Bruckner, (Vienna: Universal, 1923) and Friedrich Klose, 
Meine Lehrjahre bei Bruckner: Erinnerungen und Betractungen, Deutsche Musikbücherei, ed. by Gustav 
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information as to what occurred in his classroom teaching. Schwanzara’s Vorlesungen is 

a published version of his personal notes from Bruckner's first-year harmony class at the 

University of Vienna between 1890 and 1893. Josef Schalk's conservatory notebooks 

from 1878-80 provide further insight into Bruckner's compositional theories particularly 

for his second year lectures, which Schwanzara does not include. 

 In Bruckner's personal copy of Die Grundsätze, he left commentary in the 

margins that at times summarizes, interprets and emphasizes points made by Sechter.447 

One of the most visually striking elements of Bruckner’s commentary is the number and 

length of markings which a section or even a complete volume received. For the first 

volume, Bruckner wrote annotations on almost every page whereas in the last two 

volumes complete sections were frequently left unmarked; only two sections—one on 

harmony and meter and, the other on strict composition—received a significant number 

of annotations. Thus, Bruckner’s notes suggest that he spent more time studying 

fundamental bass, interaction of harmony and meter, and strict composition than other 

aspects of Sechter's theories both for pedagogical and compositional purposes. 

Bruckner does not provide a section on strict composition comparable to that 

found in Sechter’s Die Grundsätze, but there are several reasons for believing that it was 

important to him. First, as mentioned above, he entered numerous detailed annotations in 

the section “On Strict Composition” in Volume 3 of Die Grundsätze. Frequently in the 

Vorlesungen, Bruckner makes statements that refer to the strict nature of a technique 

                                                                                                                                                 
Bosse, Band 61 (Regensburg: Gustav Bosse, 1927) are other important sources for Bruckner’s pedagogy, 
but they serve a limited role in the present study. 

447Bruckner’s personal copy of Sechter’s treatise, Die Grundsätze, studied from microfilm MF 604 
of Mus.Hs.3174. Mus A/Bruckner/220 from the Austrian National Library. 
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followed by a possible license or free application.448 Furthermore, several exercises in 

Franz Schalk’s study notebook with Bruckner present a strict (streng) harmonization 

followed by a free (frei) one.449 

Example 144. Bruckner, Strict and free harmonization of a melody 

 
Both examples use nearly the same melody with a similar fundamental bass progression 

but the second adds significantly more chromaticism and rhythmic activity. I believe that 

Bruckner may have intended to reference the choral/instrumental division of the 

strict/free tradition by placing the words “choral” and “string quartet” over the two 

examples—the first one being choral and the second an instrumental string quartet.  

On the one hand, Bruckner's studies of Sechter's Die Grundsätze (“The Correct 

Succession of Fundamental Harmonies” in particular) provided him with a practical 

theory for his lectures at the university and conservatory. On the other hand, Sechter's 

analytical tools provided Bruckner with a springboard for developing his imaginative and 

sophisticated harmonic-contrapuntal framework in his compositions. The value of 
                                                 

448See pages 196-201 for further examples. 
449Example 144 taken from June 26, 1879 entry in F 18 Schalk 452/2. 
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Bruckner's notes for the present study lies in the insight it provides for understanding the 

process by which Bruckner reinterpreted and developed Sechter's theories for his own 

personal use.  

In this chapter, I develop Bruckner’s strict notions of voice leading and 

dissonance control. Because he left no specific document describing his conception of 

strict composition, I reconstruct it from the sources mentioned above. As these elements 

are introduced, I explore the depth of the relationship between the strict notions and the 

model work—the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony—to inquire whether or 

not the strict concepts that Bruckner adopted from Sechter’s strict harmonic theories 

emerge as components of Bruckner’s free compositional work. 

Bruckner’s dependence on Sechter’s theoretical teachings is revealed in the 

Vorlesungen as well as in the Schalk study notebook. Bruckner maintains Sechter’s 

notion of just intonation, interfundamentals (Bruckner consistently refers to it as 

Zwischenfundament), diatonic progressions as laying the foundation for chromaticism, 

and enharmonicism. At times, as we shall see, Bruckner applied these notions in a 

pedagogically stricter manner than even Sechter required. Perhaps his most important 

contribution in transmitting Sechter’s theories is the role he played in simplifying the 

presentation.  

At the broadest level, the Schwanzara and Schalk notebooks follows the same 

order as Sechter’s “The Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies” proceeding from 

diatonic (major keys first, minor keys second) to diatonic modulation, to chromatic 

progressions and, lastly, enharmonic modulation. Bruckner, however, moves through the 
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three chord types in a focused and determined manner—first triads, then seventh chords 

and lastly ninth chords. For each chord type, he handles the particular inversions 

separately starting with root position and then taking each of the inversions in order until 

the topic is exhausted. Sechter, by contrast, introduces the V7 to I resolution before he 

even discussed voice leading for triads. Although material from Sechter’s first volume 

predominates in his lecture notes, Bruckner includes material from other parts as well. In 

addition to the material drawn from the first volume of Die Grundsätze, Bruckner 

extracts material on harmonization (Harmonisierung) and strict composition.450 

Furthermore, as the Schalk study notebook indicates, Bruckner concluded the second 

year of study with double counterpoint that mirrors the final section of Volume 3 in 

Sechter’s Die Grundsätze.451 

Although Bruckner’s pedagogy of voice leading leads to results that are similar to 

Sechter, he changes the ordering of topics and the level of elaboration within them. He 

begins his discussion of voice leading with two overarching principles (Gesetze): 1) 

maintaining common tones in the same voice, and 2) taking the nearest path for the other 

voice.452 That Bruckner’s initial voice leading rules are simpler and more direct than 

                                                 
450“The Art of Finding the Harmony for a Given Melody (Die Kunst, zu einer gegebenen Melodie 

die Harmonie zu finden)” is found in part two of Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 2, 291-390. “On Strict 
Composition (Vom strengen Satze)” is the third part of ibid., vol. 3, 57-160.  

451Bruckner has an extensive discussion concerning imitation and fugue in the Schalk study 
notebook, F 18 Schalk 452/2, that is not present in Die Grundsätze. 
 452 Bruckner almost certainly derived these principles from Johann August Dürrnberger, 
Elementar-Lehrbuch der Harmonie- und Generalbass-Lehre, Linz, 1841, 53. Dürrnberger states that 
“…voices, which do not remain the same, follow the law of the nearest way; i. e., each such voice occupies 
that sound of the following chord which lies nearest to it if no forbidden successions arise through this. 
[…Stimmen, welche nicht liegen bleiben, folgen dem Gesetze des nächsten Weges, d. h. jede solche 
Stimme nehme jenen Klang des folgenden Accordes ein, welcher ihr am nächsten liegt, wenn dadurch 
keine verbothene Folge entsteht.]” The law of the nearest way is consistent with Sechter’s method of 
presenting voice leading although he does consider voice leading possibilities where common tones are not 
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those presented by Sechter is evident in the latter’s circuitous description of parallel 

motion where multiple voices move by step at the same time.453 For example, Sechter 

demonstrates voice-leading connections between third-related chords where only one or 

even none of the two possible common tones remain sounding between them—Bruckner, 

on the other hand, almost always holds the common tones over.454 In addition, Bruckner 

usually avoids Sechter’s irregular progressions except when he makes limited forays into 

free composition through the Präludium.455 

Example 145. Bruckner, Irregular voice leading found in Präludium 

 

In these few instances, Bruckner encourages the students to use leaps to form “beautiful” 

melodies as demonstrated by the E-B-C-A melodic line in the first two measures 

above.456 Bruckner simplifies Sechter’s voice leading considerations into a tighter more 

concise presentation.  

                                                                                                                                                 
held from the preceding chord. Wason describes further pedagogical notions Bruckner derived from 
Dürrnberger in Viennese Harmonic Theory, 70-1. 

453See pages 134-5 in Chapter 4.  
454Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 122. Example referenced is found on page 137 in Chapter 4.  
455Example 145 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 20. Bruckner uses the term 

Präludium to refer exercises that more closely approximate “real music” or have at least more freedom in 
their construction. See exercises 106, 132, 133 of ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 16 and 20 for further examples of 
Präludium. There appear to be parallel fifths the between bass and tenor in the first and second measures.  

456“Wir schauen darauf, dass jede Stimme eine schöne Melodie bekommt. Da müssen wir oft 
springen und können nicht immer die gemeinsamen Töne liegenlassen. [We show thereon, that for every 
voice a beautiful melody occurs. Therefore, we must often leap and can not always allow the common tone 
to remain.]” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 220. See exercises 132, 175, 176 and 177 of ibid., 20 and 27 for 
further examples. 
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Bruckner develops the notion of a succession of harmonic intervals between voice 

pairs earlier than Sechter and prior to any discussion of voice leading specifically 

forbidding the use of parallel (offene or parallel) octaves, unisons and perfect fifths as 

well as seconds and sevenths. In addition, he prohibits the succession of a perfect fifth to 

diminished fifth and the use of parallel fourths with the bass. Bruckner defines the hidden 

(vedeckte) fifth or octave as an interval succession in direct (gerader) motion in which 

the second interval is a fifth or octave but the first is not. In comparing the Vorlesungen 

with “The Correct Succession of Fundamental Harmonies,” Bruckner demonstrates 

nearly the same situations as Sechter.457 There are a few exceptions, however, Bruckner 

demonstrates two acceptable hidden motions to unisons that invert those given for the 

hidden octave.  

Example 146. Bruckner, Acceptable hidden unisons 

 

Bruckner also indicates the sixth moving to the fifth in a slightly altered fashion from 

Sechter—no third voice is present under the fifth or sixth.458 

Example 147. Bruckner, Acceptable Hidden fifth 

 

                                                 
457See Examples 99, 100 and 101 on pages 135-6.  
458Examples 146 and 147 taken from ibid, “Notenbeispielen,” 2. Bruckner has a vertical fourth for 

the voice pair in the second part of Example 146. Whether he assumes a two-, three- or four-voice context, 
however, is uncertain. Bruckner’s Example 147 is the well-established succession known as a “horn fifth.” 
Note that the upper voice moves by step in Examples 146 and 147 except for the peculiar second part of 
Example 146. 
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Bruckner closes his discussion like Sechter by indicating that the change of chord 

position within the time-span of a single harmony does not create problematic hidden 

fifths or octaves.459 

In later discussions of hidden octaves, after having instructed students the concept 

of fundamental bass, Bruckner indicates that permissible hidden octaves are only 

acceptable when the lower voice in the latter pair is also the fundamental. In the 

following example for which each chord of the Tabulatur (complete diatonic circle of 

fifths progression; see Example 150) is in first inversion, Bruckner states that the tenor E 

may not go to F with respect to the C-F bass motion; however, “this progression would 

indeed be allowed if the bass tone were the fundamental tone.”460 

Example 148. Bruckner, Objectionable hidden fifth since bass is not fundamental 

 

The limitation given above reduces the number of voice leading paths available in chord 

progressions that have leaps to bass tones that are not the fundamental. For example, the 

same problem appears when Bruckner inserts first inversion seventh chords into the 

Tabulatur.461 

                                                 
 459Ibid, 120-123.  
 460“Diese Fortschreitung wäre zwar erlaubt, wenn die Basstöne Fundamentstöne wären …”  Ibid., 
147. Example 148 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 7. 

461Example 149 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 9.  
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Example 149. Bruckner, First inversion seventh chords in the Tabulatur 

 

For the voices marked by the dotted and solid lines, a hidden octave would have occurred 

between a bass that was not the fundamental; Bruckner avoids the error by leading the 

bass voice upwards in contrary motion. 

 Some inconsistencies arise in his application of allowable hidden octaves and 

fifths. In Example 150 (Bruckner’s Tabulatur), which begins with soprano position of the 

octave, Bruckner has a G in the soprano and an E in the bass for the chord on the 3rd 

scale-degree.462   

Example 150. Bruckner, Inconsistencies in application of hidden octaves 

 

                                                 
462Example 150 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele 5. Schalk’s study notebook, F18 Schalk 452/1, 

presents the exact same voice leading for the October 7, 1878 entry as that found in Example 150 with the 
additional keys of D major, E-flat, B-flat, and A major. 
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The “nearest path” for voice leading here would be moving the G to the A in the soprano; 

however, Bruckner does not use this note although; he claims, “We can not lead the 

soprano upward into the A since otherwise a forbidden hidden octave with the bass 

arises.”463 He immediately follows by indicating that the notes were already too high. In 

his discussion of allowable hidden octaves and unisons, Bruckner states, “Hidden octaves 

and unisons sound best when the stepwise moving voice moves up a half step.”464 In 

contrast to the example on staff A, Bruckner moves the G up to A in staves B and C—

even in the same octave as staff A which he had earlier rejected as too high.465 Perhaps, if 

the G to A motion had not been in the soprano for staff C, Bruckner could have explained 

the forbidden hidden octave as acceptable in an inner voice but not for the soprano. With 

the G rising to A in the highest voice of Staff C, Bruckner appears to contradict his earlier 

assertions that the A forms an objectionable hidden octave and that the voice range is 

already too high. 

As stated earlier, Bruckner was concerned with parallel octaves to the degree that 

not only did he carefully control them for independent voices, but he even examined their 

effect within passages that were intentionally doubled.466 As I demonstrate for the first 

movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony, Bruckner reveals a similar degree of control 

                                                 
 463“Den Sopran können wir nicht aufwärts ins a führen, weil sonst eine verbotene verdeckte mit 
dem Bass entsteht.” Bruckner, Vorlesungen,” 138-9. 
 464“Am besten klingen verdeckte Oktaven und Primen, wenn die Stufenweise gehende Stimme 
einen Halbton aufwärts macht.” Ibid., 123. 
 465The G to A melodic motion also occurs from the 3. to 6. in exercises 31 and 32. Ibid, 
“Notenbeispiele,” 4-5. 

466See page 182 and footnote 443.  
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for hidden fifths and octaves in a manner that reflects his strict pedagogy.467 In several 

instances, Bruckner uses parallel diminished fifths—mm. 20-1, 53-4, and 57-8—between 

two fully-diminished seventh chords; however, Sechter presents an example of upward 

step fully-diminished seventh chords with parallel diminished fifths justifying this 

license.468 Hidden fifths—in mm. 234 and 245—and hidden octaves—in mm. 59 and 

61—occur as arpeggiations within the same chord. In mm. 76-77, voice leading akin to 

the sixth moving to the fifth occurs although not in the same tonal position that Bruckner 

originally showed it in Example 147. 

Some hidden fifths and octaves occur that are not explained by his discussion 

above. In mm. 66, 312-3 and 324-5, there are hidden fifths between soprano and bass that 

are disguised by a soprano passing tone; perhaps Bruckner sees the passing tones as 

justifying them here.469 In m. 70, the soprano and alto both leap down from an E and G to 

a B and an E respectively creating hidden fifths. In m. 122, the tenor steps up from C-

sharp to a D while the soprano leaps up from an A to D creating hidden octaves. The 

striking paucity of hidden fifths and octaves and the relatively few exceptions found 

within the first movement helps to confirm the role of controlling them played in his 

music. 

Although Sechter never formalizes guidelines for doubling, most of his examples 

are consistent with Bruckner’s stated preferences. For triads, Bruckner indicates that the 

                                                 
467See the corresponding measure numbers in the Appendix for all examples in this chapter taken 

from the first movement of the Eighth Symphony.  
468See pages 230-1 for example and description of Sechter’s stepwise fully-diminished seventh 

chords. 
469See pages 222-3 for Bruckner’s discussion of the resolution of ninth chords through 

interfundamental where the resolution of questionable ninths is justified by passing tones.  
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fundamental is the best note to double, then the fifth, and lastly the third regardless of 

inversion.470 Perhaps most surprising is his preference for doubling the fundamental of 

the six-four chord, because many previous theorists had considered this fourth dissonant. 

For seventh chords, Bruckner uses all the notes when possible and doubles the root when 

extended to five voices. In general, he indicates that one should not double dissonant 

tones such as the seventh, diminished fifth or impure fifth since parallel or implied 

parallel octaves result. Bruckner encourages his students not to double the 7th scale-

degree when it acts like a leading tone—namely, when the 8th scale-degree or the 

dominant chord follows;471 however, Bruckner frequently doubles the 7th scale-degree 

when the VII chord moves to a III chord in a major key.472 

In the place of Sechter’s Schlussfall (cadence), Bruckner substitutes the term 

Kadenz (cadence). In his discussion of Kadenz, Bruckner merges three separate strands 

from Sechter into one—namely, Wechselwirkung (reciprocal interaction), harmonic 

motions that conclude pieces, and the requirements for establishing a key as discussed by 

Sechter in diatonic modulation. By Wechselwirkung, Sechter only means the reciprocal 

interaction of the I chord with the IV and V chords, which he indicated were the three 

most important chords in a key.473  

                                                 
 470Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 126-7, 145, and 151. 
 471“Die Sept ist Dissonanz, kann also nicht verdoppelt werden; beim Dominantseptakkord auch 
nicht die Terz, wenn sie nicht Leitton ist, das heist, wenn darauf die 8. Stufe folgt. Die 7. Stufe kann 
verdoppelt werden, wenn sie nicht Leitton ist, wenn darauf nicht die 8. oder die Dominante folge. [The 
dissonant seventh can not be doubled; for the dominant seventh chord, the third can also not be doubled 
when it is a leading tone, i.e., if the 8th scale-degree follows. The 7th scale-degree can be doubled when it is 
not a leading tone, i.e., if the 8th scale-degree or dominant chord do not follow.]” Ibid., 157. 

472See Example 150 on page 190.  
473Sechter only briefly mentions Wechselwirkung in Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 13.  
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For the designation of cadence (Kadenz), Bruckner states that “a cadence is a 

relationship of chords proceeding from the 1st scale-degree and again returning to it.”474 

In clarifying his meaning, Bruckner indicates that one understands it as “merely the 

succession of two chords (bloss die Folge der zwei Akkorde).”475 Bruckner initially 

defines two types—Hauptkadenz or Schlussfall to represent an upward fifth fundamental 

bass progression from I to V and its return, and Plagalkadenz to represent fundamental 

bass motion down by fifth from I-IV and its return.476  

Example 151. Bruckner, Hauptkadenz and Plagalkadenz 

 

Bruckner then introduces the Normalkadenz to solve the inherent ambiguity in the 

two progressions listed above—namely, that the I-V-I chord progression in C major 

could actually be IV-I-IV in G major and the I-IV-I progression could actually be V-I-V 

in F major.477 By adding a downward third progression from the IV to II chord to the 

Hauptkadenz and Plagalkadenz, Bruckner produces a cadential progression of I-IV-II-V-I 

that may only be found in one key—C major.478 

                                                 
 474“Eine Kadenz ist eine Verbindung von Akkorden, ausgehend von der 1. stufe und wieder zu ihr 
zurückkehrend.” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 130. 

475Bruckner’s notion of Kadenz here is very similar to Rameau’s concept of cadence in the Traité 
de l’Harmonie, 54-61 and 64-67. The perfect cadence (la Cadence parfaite) has downward fifth 
fundamental bass motion—the irregular cadence (la Cadence irreguliere) upward fifth motion.  

476Example 151 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 4.  
477Such a concern mirrors the notion of ambiguity that emerges from a number of Sechter 

chromatic progressions. See Example 134 on page 171 in Chapter 4.  
478Example 152 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 4. 
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Example 152. Bruckner, Normalkadenz 

 

Bruckner states, “We now have that cadence which determines the key for us 

perfectly.”479 With respect to Sechter’s discussion of establishing the key in diatonic 

modulation, Bruckner presents the means necessary to establish the key without listing all 

of the possibilities and avoiding the upward step progression from IV to V that would 

require an explanation of the interfundamental. 

Bruckner extends the Normalkadenz one step further into what he calls an 

erweiterte Kadenz (expanded cadence) adding V-III-VI between I and IV of the 

Normalkadenz—using the same harmonic progression and voice leading as an example 

used by Sechter to illustrate chromatic variation techniques.480  

Example 153. Bruckner, Erweiterte Kadenz 

 

                                                 
 479“Wir haben jetzt jene Kadenz, welche uns die Tonart vollkommen bestimmt.” Ibid., 135. 
Sechter only requires that the IV or II chord be present to define the key (see page 165 in Chapter 4). By 
using the IV-II progression, however, Bruckner is able to postpone a discussion of the stepwise progression 
until after he introduced the three chord types producing a simpler and clearer presentation.  
 480Example 153 taken from ibid, “Notenbeispiele,” 4. Sechter provides a similar example in Die 
Grundsätze, vol. 1, 158. Bruckner’s example begins with soprano position of the third while Sechter starts 
with that of the octave. Sechter also does a set of variations on the same progression in C minor in ibid, vol. 
1, 195. Bruckner presents the same progression with the IV chord omitted in Vorlesungen, 
“Notenbeispiele,” 22. 
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Also, Bruckner indicates an exception for hidden fifths in the example that he derives 

from Sechter.481 The case occurs when the 4th scale-degree over a IV or a II chord 

proceeds melodically to the 2nd scale-degree over a V chord in the soprano voice as 

marked in the example by the lines of the soprano and tenor voices. 

Bruckner restates Sechter’s warning that in the old perfect tuning (der alten 

reinen Stimmung) that the fifth of the 2nd scale-degree falls a ninth of a whole tone short 

of a perfect fifth thus making it dissonant.482 Even although Bruckner acknowledges that 

in the tempered system everything is equalized with the 1st scale-degree, he indicates that 

“it sounds better for many chord progressions if one thus treats the fifth of the 2nd scale-

degree as although it were not entirely perfect.”483 Furthermore, Bruckner follows 

Sechter’s method for tuning a minor scale by having the fifth of the chord on the natural 

7th scale-degree also fall short of a perfect fifth by a ninth of a whole tone. For the triad 

on the natural 7th scale-degree, he also expects the fifth to be prepared and resolved down 

by step.  

In two instances, Sechter indicates progressions in which the impure fifth of the 

2nd scale-degree may resolve up by step. The first involved a general case in which the 

fifth of the II chord may move up by step when the V7 follows.484   

                                                 
481“Die dabei auftretende verdeckte Quint ist erlaubt, weil es die Dominante ist. [The hidden fifth 

appearing there is allowed since it is the dominant.]” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 136. For Sechter’s remarks on 
the same topic see Die Grundsätze, vol. 3, 145. 
 482Bruckner’s reference to the “old tuning system” and the out-of-tune fifth from D-A refers to the 
just intonation temperament tuned by Sechter. One can see Bruckner’s interest in just intonation in greater 
detail from an instance in which a Japanese emissary, Dr. Tanaka, had built a keyboard instrument that 
allowed one to play using just intonation through all of the keys. See Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 38-40. 
 483“Es klingt aber manche Akkordverbindung besser, wenn man die Quint auf der 2. Stufe so 
behandelt, als ob sie nicht ganz rein wäre.” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 121. 

484“Sie kann aufwärts gehen, wenn der Septaccord der 5ten Stufe darauf folgt, wo eine andere 
Stimme ihre eigentliche Auflösung übernehmen kann. [It can go up if the seventh chord of the 5th scale-
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Example 154. Acceptable rising fifth over the II chord when followed by V7 

 

In addition, Sechter presents two voice-leading progressions from II to V (both in root 

position) in which the impure fifth moves up by step. 

Example 155. Sechter, Acceptable and objectionable rising fifths over the II chord 

 

Sechter eliminates all other cases with a rising fifth as unusable, because the ancients 

considered parallel major thirds a mistake.485 In contrast, Bruckner presents only one 

instance in which the impure fifth rises by a step.486 Bruckner inverts Sechter’s unusable 

major third from the rejected examples above so that two minor sixths occur instead of 

two major thirds.487 

                                                                                                                                                 
degree follows where one of the other voices can take over its essential resolution.]” Sechter, Die 
Grundsätze, vol. 1, 22. Because neither Sechter nor Bruckner provides an example indicated by the above 
quote, the author generated Example 154.  
 485Ibid., vol. 3, 145. Example 155 taken from ibid. See Albrechtsberger on pages 97-8. 
 486“Wen diese Quintfolge geniert, der kann sie übrigens vermeiden, wenn er die unreine Quint 
hinaufführt. [For those who are bothered by these fifth successions, one can avoid the remaining ones, if 
one leads the imperfect fifth upwards].” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 135. 

487Example 156 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 4.  
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Example 156. Bruckner, Acceptable rising fifth over a II chord 

 

Bruckner follows Sechter’s directive to prepare and resolve dissonant fifths and does not 

report Sechter’s exception concerning the upward resolution of the impure fifth of the 2nd 

scale-degree when followed by the V7. Bruckner’s treatment of the fifth of the 2nd scale-

degree in his theory pedagogy is actually more restrictive than Sechter. 

Like Sechter, Bruckner does not require preparation of the impure or diminished 

fifth when an interfundamental occurs. For example, he omits the preparation of the II 

chord when approached from I by having the octave of the first leap down a third to the 

fifth of the second as shown in Example 157.488 

Example 157. Bruckner, Free entry of the impure fifth of a II chord 

 

Bruckner expects the third of a IV chord, however, to act like the fifth of the II chord 

when an interfundamental is required for the upward step fundamental bass motion to the 

V chord. In one instance, Bruckner allows a half preparation for the six-five chord of II in 

                                                 
488Example 157 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 13. 
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which he has a series of pure first inversion seventh chords in downward third 

fundamental bass motion.489   

Example 158. Bruckner, Series of first inversion seventh chords by downward third fundamental 

 

A full preparation is not possible in this harmonic sequence, because the A must be the 

bass for the IV chord and the F for the II chord. The same problem occurs in the 

following measure for the diminished fifth of the seventh chord on the 7th scale-degree. 

Bruckner also demonstrated concern for the preparation and resolution of 

dissonant and impure fifths in the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony. In 

mm. 59, and 71, the impure fifth of the II chord resolves down by step. In mm. 61, 232 

and 242 (in spite of the disrupted preparation for the latter two), the diminished fifth from 

the imagined F fundamental resolves down by step. In mm. 63, 65, 103, 105, 107, 321, 

and 323, each of the impure fifths that results from the imagined interfundamental 

resolves down by step. In mm. 20-2, Bruckner approaches a dominant G7 chord in C 

minor by way of an F minor triad; however, the tenor A-flat leaps down a fifth to the D of 

the subsequent chord presumably to avoid hidden octaves with the doubled Ab in the 

soprano. In the following measure, the tenor climbs up to the correct note of resolution—

                                                 
489“Bei [7] haben wir eine halbe Vorbereitung der Dissonanz (umreine Quint) mittels der 

Fundamentsterz [8] und geradeso hier [9] (verminderte Quint). Das Fundamentstönchen (das ist die Terz 
[10] des Fundaments) schnappt es ihm weg. [For [7], we have an half preparation of the dissonance 
(impure fifth) by means of the third of the fundamental [8] and exactly the same here [9] (diminished fifth). 
The little fundamental (that is the third [10] of the fundamental) snatched it away.]” Ibid., 163. Example 
158 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 10. 
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namely the G. Bruckner suggests such a similar voice leading strategy in Example 159. 

Bruckner allows the fifth of the 2nd scale-degree to leap down to the fifth of the second 

chord in order to avoid parallel fifths with the chord seventh but states “however, that is 

very free (aber das ist sehr frei).”490    

Example 159. Bruckner, Free resolution of impure fifth by leap to avoid objectionable fifths 

 

Bruckner considered the diminished fifth leap allowable (erlaubt) for the bass 

while he prohibited (verboten) the use of the upward augmented fourth leap.491 He states, 

“In strict composition, a diminished fifth must also then be resolved when it lies in the 

melody as is the case for our bass.”492 Bruckner’s concern here is for the proper 

resolution of the diminished fifth melodic interval in the bass. He uses the downward 

fifth to allow the upward fourth motion that resolves the dissonant diminished fifth. The 

same is held to be the case for the VI-II-V progression, because the A to D in the bass is 

an impure fifth. Bruckner indicates that it is also possible for the A to go up to D and 

down to G to resolve the melodic interval correctly; but he never presents it that way in 

                                                 
490Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 184. The central concern in the above situation is the hidden octaves 

between the tenor and soprano. Bruckner notes, “Sie finden sich auch bei Mozart. [You find them also in 
Mozart].” Example 159 taken from ibid, “Notenbeispiele,” 14. 
 491In his section “On strict composition,” Sechter indicates that augmented fourths “are avoided 
entirely (werden gänzlich vermieden).” Sechter notes one may use upward or downward diminished fifth 
leaps (better when down) in strict composition if the piece is sad and the diminished fifth is resolved. In 
Bruckner’s personal copy, he underlined portions of the latter statement but not the former. Sechter, Die 
Grundsätze, vol. 3, 60.  
 492“Im strengen Satz muss eine verminderte Quint auch dann aufgelöst werden, wenn sie in der 
Melodie liegt, wie es bei unserem Bass der Fall ist.” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 137. 
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any of his examples.493 Bruckner probably derives his discussion of the resolution of the 

A to G as a melodic dissonance from Sechter where he discusses one-voice 

composition.494 Bruckner even demonstrates concern for avoiding the augmented fourth 

in the fundamental bass motion of an interfundamental.495 

Example 160. Bruckner, Extension of correct melodic resolution to interfundamental  

 

 Building upon Sechter’s terse description of chords with the fifth in the bass, 

Bruckner states that the six-four chord is neither a dissonant chord nor a consonant one 

but rather has characteristics of both.496 It is not consonant, because either the fourth or 

bass must be prepared and resolved, but it is also not dissonant as one can double the 

fourth497 and step up or down from the fourth and the bass for resolution—characteristics 

not associated with dissonant chords. In the following examples, Bruckner demonstrates 

                                                 
 493“Das a geben wir oben [4], weil später die Quint der 2. Stufe hinab muss, um sich aufzulösen, 
und das g im Bass muss, wenn das a unten ist, auch unten sein. [We place the A above since later the fifth 
of the 2nd scale-degree must go down, and when the A is below, the G in the bass must also be below.]” 
Ibid., 138. 

494Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 2, 171-173.  
 495Example 160 taken from ibid, “Notenspielen,” 14. In one instance, Bruckner does move the 
interfundamental up by an augmented fourth. Ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 13-14.  

496“Der Quartsextakkord hat also eine Doppelnatur. Er hat die Eigenschaften von konsonierenden 
und von dissonierenden Akkorden. [The six-four chord also has a double nature. It has the characteristics of 
consonant and dissonant chords.]” Ibid., 150-1. Sechter briefly describes the six-four without examples in 
Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 14. 
        497Bruckner states that one may double dissonant pitches “only in the orchestra or when something 
horrible is portrayed (nur im Orchester oder wenn etwas Grauenhaftes darzustellen ist).” Bruckner, 
Vorlesungen, 151. See pages 192-3 for further discussion of his conception of chord doubling.  
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preparation of the bass in the first two examples and the fourth in the last two 

examples.498   

Example 161. Bruckner, Preparation of the six-four chord 

 

One can prepare either note that forms the fourth in the six-four chord and then resolve 

either of the notes by moving up or down a step or remaining on the same pitch. The bass 

of the two six-four chords below resolve down by step—the latter one is prepared while 

the former is not. 499  

Example 162. Bruckner, Resolution of the six-four chord 

 

The fourth in the first example resolves up by step while in the latter case one fourth 

prepares the seventh of the following chord and the other leaps down a third. In the first 

six-four, the fourth is prepared since the bass was not. Bruckner accepts Sechter’s 

explanation of the six-four chord with little change but works to clarify its meaning 

particularly with respect to the four-three seventh chord as I demonstrate shortly.500    

                                                 
498Example 161 taken from of ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 16.  
499Example 162 taken from Mus. Hs. 33803 or A/Bruckner 198—a set of exercises done for 

Sechter probably between 1855 and 1858.  
500See pages 206-7. 
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Bruckner follows Sechter in accepting that some six-four chords arise from 

artificial (künstlicher) circumstances in specific contexts. In the following three instances, 

he indicates that a six-four chord occurs artificially and does not require a change of 

fundamental.501 

Example 163. Bruckner, Artificial generation of the six-four chord  

 

In the first instance above, the stepwise descending bass line adds the chord seventh 

prolonging the prior B diminished triad. In the second instance, the six-four chord occurs 

accidentally as passing notes between voice exchanges of the B diminished triad and 

seventh chord.502 In the last instance, the G should be treated as a neighbor note that 

needs to move back to F so that it can resolve the diminished fifth of the B diminished 

triad.503    

In one particular instance, however, Bruckner’s and Sechter’s interpretation of the 

fundamentalbass for the six-four chord may differ. Bruckner departs from Sechter with 

the apparent (erscheinen) six-four chord that results from what Sechter describes as an 

                                                 
501Example 163 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 16. 

 502Sechter presents the apparent six-four chords as accidents of voice leading within in the context 
of a complete diatonic circle of fifths progression. See Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 39. Bruckner presents three 
examples in Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispielen,” 16-17—numbers 112, 116, and 121—that agree with Sechter 
using the same voice leading with only alterations in the octave position.  

503In general, Bruckner indicates that the resolution of the six-four chord with fundamental bass 
motion down by third results from an artificial means in a similar manner to Sechter’s description of 
fundamental bass progressions. “So ist der Quartsextakkord doch möglich bei Terzfallen, aber nur auf 
künstliche Weise. [The six-four chord is then possible yet for fundamental bass motion down by third, but 
only in an artificial manner.]” Ibid., 198. 
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irregular passing note motion through a transformation of distribution.504 Bruckner’s 

analysis demonstrates that one could explain the progression using a G interfundamental 

between the first inversion D chord and six-four chord on C with a real fundamental.505   

Example 164. Bruckner, Harmonic interpretation of six-four chord 

 

By doing so, Bruckner indicates that a harmonic interpretation of the situation exists, and 

it also helps avoid a discussion of the passing tone and its irregular possibilities at this 

moment. In explaining the fundamental bass interpretation, he indicates that these six-

four chords enter with “neither the bass nor its fourth prepared (weder der Bass noch 

seine Quart vorbereitet).”506 The caveat that saves the fundamental bass reading for 

Bruckner, since there is no preparation, is the fact that the interfundamental allows 

dissonant notes to enter freely such as the impure and diminished fifth and chord 

sevenths. Efficiency in teaching pedagogy and the possibility of a strictly harmonic 

interpretation through interfundamental for what Sechter understands from a linear 

perspective may explain Bruckner’s reconsideration.  

Adding confusion to the matter, however, is the fact that at times, Bruckner 

agreed with the reading provided by Sechter above. In the alternate ending of another 

                                                 
504See the final part of Example 124 on page 161 for Sechter’s comparable example. 
505Example 164 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 16. Bruckner prominently uses a six-four 

chord of this type in mm. 72 and 330 in movement one of his Eighth Symphony. 
 506Ibid., 198. 
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Präludium, Bruckner interprets the six-four chord in Example 165 as a temporary 

displacement of the actual dominant triad as seen by the fundamental bass analysis.507   

Example 165, Bruckner, Interpretation of six-four chord as displacement of V 

 

In the Schalk notebook, Bruckner provides an example remarkably similar to Example 22 

that ends with the same cadential formula; again, Bruckner analyzes it as Sechter does.508 

Example 166. Bruckner, Similar fundamental reading of six-four chord in Scalk study notebook 

 

The different interpretation of this particular six-four chord in the Schalk example may 

result from the fact that Bruckner had previously demonstrated passing tones.509 If so, 

there may be a change in Bruckner’s lectures between 1880 and 1890 toward a harmonic 

theory independent of non-chord tones. 

Bruckner states, “With respect to the structure, a seventh chord comes into 

existence out of a triad with added seventh;”510 Sechter states, “… a seventh chord is 

                                                 
507Example 165 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 20. 
508Example 166 occurs as the November 7, 1878 entry in F 18 Schalk 452/1. The Schalk example 

has the same time signature and length, but the harmonic progression differs for the first five measures. The 
apparent rhythmic mistake in the last measure occurs as written in the Schalk example. 

509See the November 5 entry in F 18 Schalk 452/1. 
510“Dem Baue nach besteht ein Septakkkord aus einem Dreiklang mit zugefügter Sept.” Bruckner, 

Vorlesungen, 155. 
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nothing other than a triad with an added seventh.”511 The remarkable similarity between 

their definitions follows to their treatment of preparation of chord sevenths and their 

resolution. Each illustrates that preparation occurs by the third of the preceding chord 

becoming the seventh of the following chord when the fundamental bass falls a fifth, 

preparation by fifth occurs when the fundamental falls a third, and preparation by octave 

occurs when the fundamental appears to rise a step.512   

Example 167. Bruckner, Preparation of chord seventh 

 

In addition, the seventh can enter as a passing tone from the octave of the fundamental 

then resolve down by step.  

In order to demonstrate a complete voicing for all seventh chords, Bruckner 

expands the number of voices from four to five and doubles the fundamental. Following 

Sechter, he indicates that the dominant seventh chord513 and seventh of the seventh scale-

degree514 may enter freely, i.e. without preparation. Clarifying Sechter’s interpretation of 

the seventh chord with the fifth in the bass, Bruckner indicates that the four-three chord 

                                                 
511“…ein Septaccord nichts anderes ist, als ein Dreiklang mit einer beigefügten Sept, …” Sechter, 

Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 6. 
512Example 167 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 8.  
513“Ein einziger Septakkord braucht nicht vorbereitet werden. [A particular seventh chord, the 

dominant seventh chord, does not require preparation.]” Ibid., 158. 
514“Trotzdem habe ich gelernt, dass auch der Septakkord der siebenen Stufe frei eintreten kann. 

Aber erklärt hat es mir niemand. Bis mir einer gesagt hat: ‘Weil er der Stellvertrete vom Fünfklang auf der 
Dominante ist.’  [Not withstanding that, I have also learned that the seventh chord of the 7th scale-degree 
can freely enter; however, it was never clearly explained for me until one said, ‘Since it is the substitute of 
the five-sound (Fünfklang) on the dominant.’]” Ibid, 158-9. Presumably, Bruckner is quoting Sechter. See 
page 153 in Chapter 4 for Sechter’s remarks on the same topic. 
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acts like a six-four chord in that the bass must be prepared and resolved up or down by 

step.515   

Example 168. Bruckner, Preparation and resolution of four-three seventh chord like six-four chord 

 

Because it is a seventh chord, the seventh needs preparation; however, since it is also a 

six-four chord, either the bass or fourth needs preparation. Since no chord exists that can 

simultaneously prepare the fourth and third of a four-three chord, then the bass must be 

prepared.516 In stricter theory (der strenger Lehre), a four-three chord with fundamental 

on the 2nd scale-degree can not follow a I chord, because the impure bass A must enter 

unprepared.517   

Example 169. Bruckner, Inability to prepare impure fifth of second inversion II7 chord 

 

                                                 
515Example 168 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispele,” 19.  
516“Beim Terzquartakkord  habe ich die merkwürdige Regel gelernt: Terz und Grundton (Basston) 

müssen vorbereitet werden. Ich kann es Ihnen noch schwarz auf weiss zeigen von meinem seligen Herrn 
Professor (S. Sechter). Dass die Terz vorzubereiten ist, das ist selbstverständlich, weil sie als ursprüngliche 
Sept dissonant ist. Was aber den Bass betrifft, so steht seine Vorbereitung im Zusammenhang mit der 
Quart, die ober ihm steht und die schon beim Quartsextakkord vorgekommen ist. [For the four-three chord, 
I have learnt the remarkable rule: third and bass must be prepared. I can demonstrate it to you in black and 
white from my late professor (S. Sechter). That the third is prepared is self-evident since it is the original 
dissonant seventh. Whatever affects the bass however, its preparation then stands in relationship with the 
fourth, which stands over it and which has already occurred for the six-four chord.]” Ibid, 164. 

517Ibid., 213. Example 169 taken from ibid, “Notenbeispiele,” 19. 
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Bruckner’s compositional practice in the first movement of his Eighth Symphony 

reflects his strict teaching with respect to preparation and resolution of sevenths. 

Although he does consistently allow major-minor seventh and fully-diminished seventh 

chords to enter freely as indicated above, Bruckner prepares the sevenths of all other 

diatonic seventh chords. In m. 63, the D-flat prepares the seventh of the six-five chord on 

E-flat and mm. 65, 248, 321 and 323 use a similar procedure. For m. 79, Bruckner 

prepares the bass, C from the previous first inversion A-flat major chord, and the seventh, 

E-flat of the same, for the four-three chord on F. A half-diminished seventh chord with a 

D fundamental immediately follows on the “and” of beat three with a prepared C in the 

bass. For the minor seventh chords in mm. 103, 105, 107, 347, 349, and 351, Bruckner 

prepares the seventh by allowing it to enter as a passing tone from the octave of the 

fundamental. He prepares the structurally significant D half-diminished seventh chord in 

mm. 365-369 with the C either from the C major-minor seventh chord in m. 364 or the F 

minor triad in m. 365.  

I can find only one instance where Bruckner does not prepare the seventh and 

fifth of a II chord. In mm. 231-232 and mm. 241-242, Bruckner interpolates a G and B-

flat half-diminished seventh chord between a dominant scale-degree C and E-flat chords 

respectively. In each instance, the dominant chord precedes a half-diminished seventh 

chord built on the 2nd scale-degree—thus, making preparation impossible because 

fundamental bass motion of an upward fifth occurs. Because the V chord envelops the II 

chord, it produces the effect of a prolonged V chord.  
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Bruckner presents Sechter’s minor system with relatively few changes. The three 

scale types in the Vorlesungen are exact copies of those found in Chapter 4; however, he 

adds a fourth scale that he literally calls a harmonic minor scale (harmonische 

Mollskala).518 

Example 170. Bruckner, Harmonic minor scale 

 

In particular, Bruckner notes that this scale “occurs often particularly for counterpoint 

(besonders beim Kontrapunkt oft verkommt)” to justify its placement here.519 Like 

Sechter, Bruckner demonstrates the ascending four-note pattern that uses the raised 6th 

and 7th scale-degrees and descending four-note pattern that uses the lowered 6th and 7th   

which he refers to each as a cantus firmus.520   

Example 171. Bruckner, Use of the raised 6th and 7th and lowered 6th and 7th scale-degrees  

 

                                                 
518Example 170 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 20.  
519Ibid, 224. Bruckner states the following in comparing the first and harmonic forms of the minor 

scale. “Vergleicht man sie mit unserer ersten Mollskala, so sieht man, dass beide bloss eine erhöhte Stufe 
haben, nämlich die 7. Diese letztere ist aber bei unserer ersten Skala erst am Schlusse der abwärts geführten 
Skala Unterschiede von der harmonischen sehr wohlklingt. [If one compares it with our first minor scale, 
then one sees that both merely have a raised scale-degree, namely the 7th. This last one, however, is placed 
first for our first scale at the close of the downward-leading scale through which the terrible sounding 
augmented second progressions are omitted so that our first scale sounds very well in comparison to the 
second.]” Ibid., 224-5. 

520Example 171 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 22-3. Both parts of Example 171 suggest a 
connection to double emploi from Rameau. See footnote 9 on page 5. 
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In addition, he examines the manner in which augmented III chord resolves the raised 7th 

scale-degree up by step.521 

Example 172. Bruckner, Resolution of augmented fifth of III up by step 

 

 The chord on the raised 6th scale-degree is treated as a quasi-diatonic chord and the 

diminished fifth C must be prepared and resolved down by step like the II or VII chord in 

a major key.  

Bruckner states, “For diatonic modulation, the outgoing tonic already lies in the 

new key, and one only uses scale-related chords.”522 Again, Bruckner’s development 

clarifies Sechter’s notion of diatonic modulation by indicating the fact that the tonic 

chord from the original key must lie in the new key. Schalk’s study notebook 

corroborates the close affinity between Bruckner and Sechter on the topic by following 

patterns laid out verbatim in the Grundsätze. The exercises in the Schalk notebook follow 

the pattern noted by Sechter in which a major chord is the I, IV, V scale-degrees in a 

major scale and the III, IV, V, natural VI, and natural VII scale-degrees in a minor 

scale.523 

                                                 
521Example 172 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 22. 
522“Bei der diatonischen Tonwechslung liegt schon die Ausgangstonika in der neuen Tonart, und 

man hat nur leitereigene Akkorde.” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 276. 
523Example 173 taken from March 20, 1879 entry of F 18 Schalk 452/2.  
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Example 173. Bruckner, Modulations in Schalk study notebook 

 

Bruckner follows the same pattern for a minor key by noting that the minor tonic occurs 

on the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th scale-degrees in a minor scale and the 2nd, 3rd and 6th scale-

degrees in a major key with a number of examples similar to the one above.524 Sechter’s 

Verwandschaft is inherent in the fact that the tonic chord of the prevailing chord is found 

in other keys, but Bruckner never directly states the term nor does he continue with 

Sechter’s list of shortcuts to distantly related chords.525   

                                                 
524See April 2, 1879 and April 5, 1879 entries of ibid. for minor examples. Bruckner’s view that 

the diatonic key related to the 5th scale-degree is minor stands in contrast to Weber, who maintained that the 
diatonic key related to the 5th scale-degree was major. See Weber, Theorie der Tonsetzkunst, vol. 2, 9 and 
13 where he claims the harmonic form of the minor scale is normal and the major V harmony is essential. 
See ibid., 83 for his claim that the 5th scale-degree is major.  

525Bruckner 199a, study notes with Sechter from 1858, show him working with Sechter’s 
Verwandtschaft where he provides the related keys for B major. Furthermore, he works  through the short 
cuts (Abkürzen) for modulations for keys distantly removed from Sechter’s model key of C major and A 
minor such as A–sharp major and A-sharp minor. He also quotes specific section and page numbers from 
Volume 1 of Sechter’s Die Grundsätze.  
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Bruckner provides almost no information concerning chromaticism in the 

Vorlesungen other than to define pitches within the C major chromatic scale and defining 

a chromatic progression (Chromatik).526 In his study notebooks with Sechter, Bruckner 

demonstrates many examples of the familiar strict/free pattern of diatonic underpinning 

and chromatic extension that follow directly from Die Grundsätze.527 

Example 174. Bruckner, Justiticationof chromatic progression from a diatonic one  

 

In the Schalk studybook, Bruckner emphasizes the interpretation of diatonic progressions 

with respect to other tonal contexts as well as the strict/free polarity between diatonicism 

and chromaticism. 

Example 175. Bruckner, Diatonic justification of a chromatic example from Schalk study notebook 

 

                                                 
526“In der Chromatik kommen zwischen die eine grosse Sekund bildenden, leitereigenen Töne 

noch die zwischenliegenden Halbtöne aus verwandten Tonleitern dazu, ohne dass die Haupttonleiter 
verlassen wird. Das ist der Unterschied vom diatonischen Tonwechsel. [In the chromatic progression, the 
intermediate half-step from related scales is added between particular scale tones that form a major second 
without the main scale being lost. That is the distinction from diatonic modulation.]” Bruckner, 
Vorlesungen, 274. Although Bruckner develops augmented sixth chords in F 18 Schalk 452/2 (see pages 
214-5), he provides no further discussion or explanation for the Neapolitan chord in the sources I have 
examined. See footnote 610 on page 257. 

527See pages 167-74 in Chapter 4 for Sechter’s views on chromaticism. Example 174 taken from 
Bruckner 199a. 
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In the above example, Bruckner appears to have written out the diatonic progression first 

and then added chromatic alterations.528 Thus, the diatonic/chromatic strict/free polarity 

is actually hidden within the single example. Also, the example demonstrates how 

chromatic alterations at the level of C major are diatonic progressions in what Sechter 

considered closely-related keys. 

 Harmonic ambiguity plays a much more significant role in the Schalk study 

notebook than in the Vorlesungen largely due to the fact that Bruckner develops 

chromaticism to a greater degree there. At one point, he writes an example of 

fundamental scale-degrees in the margin from a portion of the circle of fifths progression 

that includes four simultaneous key interpretations as shown in Example 33.529 

Example 176. Bruckner, Ambiguous fundamental bass interpretations in circle of fifths progressions  

 

In the following example, Bruckner demonstrates the practical application of the 

ambiguity inherent in chromatic circle of fifths progression by demonstrating two and 

three separate scale-degrees interpretations for the same chord at the same time.530 

                                                 
528Example 175 taken from June 3, 1879 entry of F 18 Schalk 452/2. 
529Example 176 taken from June 5, 1879 entry of ibid. The numbers can be read horizontally—left 

to right—or vertically—top to bottom—to create the ambiguous circle of fifth readings. 
530Example 177 taken from ibid. The scale-degrees are not literally written for the circle of fifths 

progression but clearly implied by the context. 
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Example 177. Bruckner, Harmonic ambiguity as a result of chromatic substitution 

 

Like Sechter, Bruckner understood that chromaticism implied multiple scale-degree 

interpretations and was a part of his pedagogy for second year students.531 

Bruckner’s demonstration of the Zwitterseptnonakkorde (German augmented-

sixth chord) in the Schalk study notebook is remarkably similar to what Sechter had 

presented in Die Grundsätze. He follows Sechter in indicating how the 7th, 3rd, 6th, 2nd 

and 5th scale-degrees can each be transformed into a German augmented-sixth chord 

through the descending circle of fifths.532   

                                                 
531See page 171 for an example and discussion from Sechter where ambiguity occurs in a circle of 

fifths progression. Example 175 also features harmonic region ambiguity.  
532Example 178 taken from June 14, 1879 entry of F 18 Schalk 452/2.  
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Example 178. Bruckner, Chromatic substitution of augmented sixth chords for 7th and 3rd scale- 
          degrees 

 

Bruckner’s presentation even preserves the same issues with respect to ambiguity 

between closely-related keys. In the fourth measure, the E minor chord can be seen as the 

5th scale-degree of A minor and the 2nd scale-degree of A minor. At the same time, the 

large numbers at the top reflect that these two augmented-sixth chords are chromatic 

alterations of an underlying diatonic 7th and 3rd scale-degree in C major. 

Bruckner’s discussion of enharmonicism is surprisingly thin in the Vorlesungen 

and nonexistent in the Schalk study notebook. Like Sechter, Bruckner describes how 

enharmonic modulation can occur using respellings of the same fully-diminished seventh 

chord.533 

Example 179. Bruckner, Enharmonic reinterpretation of the fully-diminished seventh chord 

 

                                                 
533Example 179 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 30.  
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He discusses no other types of enharmonicism such as the reinterpretation of a dominant 

seventh as an augmented sixth chord nor does he provide any the exceptions for 

deceptive resolutions that Sechter had demonstrated in Die Grundsätze.534 

The most significant change Bruckner makes to Sechter’s pedagogy concerns the 

number of chord types (Stammaccorde). Following Kirnberger, Sechter maintains a 

similar conception of the number of chord types that exist when he states that “there are 

two kinds of chord types: triads and the seventh chords each of which can be inverted.”535 

Bruckner, however, believes that a third chord type exists; one that shares the same 

language and purpose—i.e. the ninth chord. 

Four intervals of a third produce a Fünfklang (literally five-sound). It also has a 
ninth beyond the seventh and is therefore called a seven-nine chord or simply a 
ninth chord; it is always dissonant. Triads, seventh chords, and ninth chords are 
the three primary chords of music. Six and seven sounds (eleventh and thirteenth 
chords respectively) only occur incidentally.536  
 

Bruckner now grants the ninth chord the same status as the seventh chord and the triad 

from earlier theories of strict composition. Here, Bruckner uses a process similar to the 

one used by Kirnberger in explaining the entry of the seventh chord. Kirnberger states:  

In older times chords were always composed entirely of consonant intervals or of 
notes that combined to form an agreeable sound. Gradually it became apparent 
that that under certain conditions it would also be possible to employ dissonant 
intervals in chords, thereby frequently giving the melody a coherence and charm 
not possible with consonances alone.537 
  

                                                 
534See pages 174-80 in Chapter 4 for Sechter’s conception of enharmonicism. 
535Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 4. 
536Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 128. 
537“In den ältern Zeiten bestunden die Accorde allezeit aus lauter consonirenden Intervallen, oder 

aus Tönen, die sich zusammen in einem angenehmen Klang vereinigten.” Kirnberger, Die Kunst, vol. 1, 26. 
Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Music Composition, 40.  
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In particular for the seventh chord, Kirnberger indicates that the seventh was added to the 

consonant triad.538 Thus, Bruckner’s belief that the ninth chord is a fundamental type of 

chord results from viewing the ninth as an accretion to the seventh chord in the same 

manner that the seventh was an accretion to the triad.539  

Bruckner notes that one of the central concerns for voicing ninth chords is the fact 

that there are three potential fifths in root position—between the fundamental and fifth, 

third and seventh, and fifth and ninth. For the general case where the ninth chord resolves 

by downward fifth fundamental bass motion, Bruckner indicates that the seventh and 

ninth should resolve down by step while all others move up; however, for ninth chords on 

the 2nd and 7th scale-degree, the fifth must resolve down by step potentially creating 

parallel fifths with the chord ninth if the ninth stands above the fifth. 

Bruckner presents four cases for resolving the ninth chords on the 2nd and 7th 

scale-degree. In the first case, the ninth resolves down by step to the octave during the 

duration of its fundamental.540     

Example 180. Bruckner, First case for resolving a ninth chord 

 

                                                 
538Ibid., 31 and 60. 
539Bruckner’s acceptance of the ninth chord is a radical departure from Rameau’s belief that the 

octave served as the limit for all chords. A particularly interesting case is the fully-diminished seventh 
chord which adds a ninth to its progenitor harmony—a major-minor seventh chord—but is still within the 
limits of an octave, because the fundamental is not literally present. See Rameau, Traité de l'harmonie, 62, 
71-4, and 103. 

540Example 180 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 12. See Sechter, Die 
Grundsätze, vol. 1, 30-1 and 50 for similar remarks. 
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In the second case, the ninth alone or in conjunction with the chord seventh delays its 

resolution over the following fundamental by means of a suspension.541   

Example 181. Bruckner, Second case for resolving a ninth chord 

 

In the third case, Bruckner suspends the fifth over the following fundamental while the 

chord third drops an octave to create the necessary spacing of a ninth [no precedent in 

Sechter].542   

Example 182. Bruckner, Third case for resolving a ninth chord 

 

In the fourth case, the ninth can move down by step in a direct resolution when one 

places the fifth above it thus creating acceptable parallel fourths.543   

                                                 
541Example 181 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 12. See Sechter, Die 

Grundsätze, vol. 1, 35 for similar remarks. 
542Example 182 taken from Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 12. 
543Example 183 taken from ibid, “Notenbeispiele,” 12. See Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 33 for 

similar remarks.  
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Example 183. Bruckner, Fourth case for resolving a ninth chord 

 

Of these four cases, three of them—the first, second and last—have direct precedents in 

Sechter. 

In Bruckner’s personal copy of Die Grundsätze, he carefully marked every 

occurrence of a ninth chord in the section on strict composition demonstrating an interest 

in that particular concept in that specific framework.544 For example, Bruckner marked 

two different suspension patterns that form a simultaneous seventh and ninth in the 

following example.545 

Example 184. Bruckner, Occurences of ninths marked in personal copy of Die Grundsätze 

 

In the first passage, Bruckner notes that the seventh and ninth can be viewed as an 

eleventh and ninth with respect to the F fundamental. The second passage creates a ninth 

and seventh with reference to the suppressed G fundamental. Bruckner added a note to 

the latter passage indicating that “the unhearable fundamental/thirteenth prepared through 

                                                 
544Note the interest that Bruckner places on the ninth chord both in his strict composition, Pange 

lingua (see pages 224-5), and as an accepted fundamental chord type (see pages 216-7) later in this 
document. 

545Example 184 comes from page 116 of the third volume of Mus.Hs.3174. Mus A/Bruckner/220. 
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ninth (durch Non das unhörb. Fund. Tredez vorbereitet)”—presumably Bruckner was 

referencing the G and E that follow the seventh and ninth.546 From the notes in the 

Vorlesungen as well as the marking of ninth chords in Sechter’s Die Grundsätze, the 

ninth chord should stand as a fundamental chord type for Bruckner—one that was even 

acceptable in the church style.  

With respect to fundamental progressions, all triads may move by fifth or third up 

and down except for where one can not prepare or resolve the two dissonant triads II and 

VII correctly. To resolve the dissonant chord fifths in each example properly, the 

fundamental bass progression must move down by third or fifth; this motion will allow 

the dissonant fifth to resolve down to a note that is present in the following chord. Thus, 

the II chord may proceed to V, and the VII chord may go to III. V can only move to III or 

I—not II or VII since it cannot prepare the dissonant fifth of either chord. The III chord 

cannot proceed to a VII chord because the fifth is not prepared.  

 Bruckner’s treatment of the fundamental paths available for the resolution of 

seventh chords is more complete and detailed than is Sechter’s. In general, Bruckner 

demonstrates how seventh chords can always resolve down by fifth to triad or seventh 

chord; however, Bruckner makes explicit the limitations of resolving a root position 

seventh chord through downward third fundamental bass motion. For the root position 

seventh chord, he indicates that it may only resolve by downward third fundamental bass 

motion to a first inversion triad or first inversion seventh.547 

                                                 
546See pages 82-3, 88, 90, 91, 113, 118, 120, 121, 130 (scratched out) and 135 in Volume 3 of 

Mus.Hs.3174. Mus A/Bruckner/220 for Bruckner’s markings related to the ninth chord. 
547“Man kann auch mittels Terzfallens auflösen, aber nur in einem Dreiklang, nicht auch 

Septakkord. Der Bass darf dabei nicht in den Fundamentston hinab, weil sonst eine verbotene Oktave mit 
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Example 185. Bruckner, Resolution of the seventh chord by downward third fundamental bass  
         motion 

 

Several problems arise that limit the ability of the root-postion seventh chord to resolve 

otherwise: 1) if the bass resolves down to the root of the following chord, then hidden 

octaves form with the seventh; 2) if the bass leaps up to the fifth of the following chord, 

then the bass and fourth of the ensuing six-four chord both enter unprepared; and 3) if the 

bass leaps up to the seventh of the following chord, then the seventh enters freely.  

For the last three inversions, he provides examples illustrating some of the 

possible fundamental paths. For the first inversion seventh chord, he writes a circle of 

downward thirds progression to demonstrate how a series of six-five chords may follow 

one another in succession.548 For the second and third inversion chords, Bruckner 

provides no discussion for the falling third resolution but does illustrate each using a 

progression from IV to II.549 

                                                                                                                                                 
dem Sopran entstehen würde. Selbst der Sprung nach aufwärts ist ihm verboten. [One can also resolve by 
means of a falling third, but neither to a triad, nor a seventh chord. The bass is not permitted down to the 
fundamental tone since otherwise a forbidden octave with the soprano would arise.]” Bruckner, 
Vorlesungen, 159. Example 185 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 18 and 8 respectively. Bruckner rarely 
resolves seventh chords by downward third fundamental bass motion in the first movement of his Eighth 
Symphony when both chords are in root position and direct octaves result—the one exception is mm. 184-5. 
Bruckner does avoid the direct octaves by having the bass rise a sixth as found in mm. 226-7 and 246-7. 

548See Example 158 on page 199. 
549Example 186 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 10. 
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Example 186. Bruckner, Resolution of second and third inversion seventh chords 

 

Although not explicitly stated, the four-three chord could only progress to a root position 

triad, or a root position or third inversion seventh chord in a downward third motion 

because the bass must move by step.  

Other than presenting a consistent term for interfundamental (Zwischen-

fundament), Bruckner follows Sechter closely. Sechter’s presentation, however, 

eliminates a number of voice leading combinations as untenable because they fail to meet 

the criteria of his theory of harmonic progression. Bruckner spends considerable time in 

four-part voice leading attempting to salvage as many connections for as many soprano 

positions as possible. Like Sechter, Bruckner allows the seventh to resolve up by step 

when the fundamental is not heard;550 however, Bruckner extends this exception so that 

the ninth may also resolve up by step over any suppressed fundamental.551 In contrast to 

Sechter who introduces this resolution license only for upward step progressions, 

Bruckner uses the upward step resolution of the seventh and ninth over the suppressed 

                                                 
550 See Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 46 for his his rising seventh over a suppressed 

fundamental. Sechter does introduce the license of an upward resolving ninth for a falling step progression 
from VI to V7, because the seventh of the V7 chord may freely enter. Ibid., 48.  

551“Wenn es erklingen würde, würde aus dem Dreiklang ein nonakkord entstehen; c ware die 
Quint, e die Sept und g die Non. Die beiden letzteren sind dissonant und müssen sich nach abwärts 
auflösen. Da aber das Zwischenfundament verschweigen ist, sind die Sept und Non (e und g) unhörbar und 
können deswegen auch steigen, nur springen sie nicht. [If it were to be sounded, the ninth chord would 
arise from the triad; the C would be the fifth, E the seventh and G the ninth. The last two are dissonant and 
must resolve down. Since, however, the interfundamental is suppressed, the seventh and ninth (E and G) 
are unhearable and can rise because of this—only they can not leap.]” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 187. 
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fundamental for downward step progressions to salvage octave positions that Sechter 

omits. Bruckner allows an additional license—passing tones—to recover octave positions 

that would require a leap away from the seventh or ninth.552   

Example 187. Bruckner, Use of passing tones to justify leaps away from  a chord ninth 

 

In Example 187, the G can not move down by step to the F without creating 

objectionable hidden fifths with the bass; thus, Bruckner creates passing note patterns to 

fill in the leaps from the ninth justifying the difficult octave situations. In addition to the 

passing tones in the second part of Example 188, Bruckner allows the ninth to rise by 

step over the F interfundamental as indicated above. The concept of the interfundamental 

exemplifies the difference between Sechter the theorist and Bruckner the composer; 

Sechter allows logical constraints to limit harmonic connections while Bruckner relishes 

solving the musical problem at a detailed level.  

 The development of modal resources is completely absent from Sechter’s 

theoretical presentation but present in most of Bruckner’s pedagogical and compositional 

output. Early in the Vorlesungen, Bruckner defines each of the six modal scales 

(including Ionian and Aeolian) following a discussion of the chief scale 

                                                 
552Example 187 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 14-15. Bruckner presents a series of 

downward step fundamental progressions that move from a root position chord to a first inversion chord. 
The octave position of the fifth causes problems since objectionable fifths would occur between the fifth 
and root if they both moved down; thus, he uses passing tones and, at times, the rising ninth to correct all of 
them. 
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(Stammtonleiter)—C major; thus, Bruckner first introduces the minor scale as a modal 

resource.553 He discusses modes further during a discussion of cadence by dividing the 

four modes into authentic and plagal forms. The reason for discussing the division of the 

modes here is the origin of the word plagal presumably, because the lowest note of the 

plagal range is a fourth below the final. Several examples appear in Bruckner’s lecture 

notes demonstrating modal composition.554  

Example 188. Bruckner, E Phrygian progression  

 

An anecdote from Bruckner’s life illustrates the importance he placed on the ninth 

chord as a viable element of the strict church style. The Phrygian Pange lingua (1868), 

which Bruckner wrote for Franz Xaver Witt, the leader of the Caecilian movement, was 

published by Witt in his journal, Musica Sacra, but with a noticeable and drastic 

alteration to the final cadence of the piece.  

                                                 
553Ibid., 115-6.  
554Example 188 taken from June 2, 1879 entry of F 18 Schalk 452/2. 
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Example 189. Bruckner, Ninth in final cadence of the motet, Pange lingua 

 

Witt omitted the dissonant ninth, B, in the alto which resolves to an A over the A 

fundamental in the penultimate measure of the piece. Outraged by this alteration, 

Bruckner re-corrected this change in every score that he found.555 Instead of conceding to 

Witt’s alteration of this piece without comment, he firmly maintained that his work was 

correct.556 

 Bruckner used humor to make fun of the resulting progressions of his theoretical 

work. For example, Bruckner states the following concerning the harmonic progression 

in Example 190:  “It is indeed not beautiful, but correct.”557   

                                                 
555Dika Newlin, Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg, rev. ed. (New York: Norton, 1978), 67-8. In Max 

Auer, Anton Bruckner als Kirchenmusiker, Deutsche MusikBücherei Band 54 (Regensburg: Gustav Bosse 
Verlag, 1927), 27, he reports Bruckner’s shock concerning the alteration but not the fact that he changed 
the score every time he found it. Friedrich Eckstein, Erinnerungen an Anton Bruckner (Wien: Wiener 
Philharmonischer Verlag, 1923), 13-5 reports that Bruckner immediately erased and re-corrected the note 
when he received the publication.  

556Bruckner uses a similar progression in mm. 113-7 of the “Kyrie” from the Mass in E minor. 
Also, the suspended ninth plays a prominent role in the opening phrase in mm. 4-6. 

557“Es ist zwar nicht schön, aber richtig.” Bruckner,Vorlesungen, 144. Example 190 taken from 
ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 6. 
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Example 190. Bruckner, Progression deemed correct but not beautiful  

 

In stating this, Bruckner follows Gottfried Weber in understanding the limits of what 

strict theory can provide—correct but not necessarily beautiful music. Such a sentiment 

is echoed in other instances such as when Bruckner answers how much time is needed to 

study harmony and composition: “For harmony studies, three years should be absolutely 

required; for composition studies, by comparison, several months are enough since 

composition is essentially not teachable.”558 Schenker quotes Bruckner as saying: “Look 

gentlemen, this is the rule; I do not naturally write so.”559 Bruckner’s meaning for such a 

statement becomes clear in relation to his conception of strict and free composition—

although the exercises do not directly correspond to his actual compositions, the 

principles that they convey do.  

                                                 
558“Auf die Frage Doktor Marschners, wie er sich den Lehrplan dächte, anwortete Bruckner; für 

Harmonielehre seien unbedingt drei Jahre erforderlich; für die Kompositionlehre dagegen genügten einige 
Monate, da die Komposition eigentlich nicht lehrbar sei. [In response to Doctor Marschner’s question of 
how he pictured the study plan (for a complete theory sequence), Bruckner answered: ‘For harmony 
studies, three years should be absolutely required; for composition studies, by comparison, several months 
are enough since composition is essentially not teachable.]” Ernst Decsey, Bruckner, Versuch eines Lebens 
(Berlin: Schuster and Loeffler, 1921), 65. Bruckner’s comment occurs in the context of his unsuccessful 
attempt to increase the length of music theory studies at the conservatory to three years. 

559“Mein Lehrer, ein sehr berühmter gewordener Symphoniker, pflegte in solcher Lage sich oft zu 
äussern: ‘Segn’s, meini Herrn, dos ist die Regl, i schreib’ natirli net a so.’ — Welche wunderliches Gewirr 
von Widersprüchen. [My teacher, a Symphonist that is becoming very famous, tended to utter often in such 
situations: ‘Look, Gentlemen, this is the rule, I do not naturally write so.’ — What wonderful confusion of 
contradictions.]” Schenker, Neue MusikalischeTheorien, vol. 1, 228-9. Schenker is critiquing the strict/free 
tradition among which he implicitly includes Bruckner. The central problem Schenker censures is the 
inability to indicate why something is strict and the other free and how the strict ultimately relates to works 
of art. 
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To demonstrate the level of connection between Bruckner’s harmonic theory and 

compositional practice, I relate a harmonization example from the Schalk notebook, 

shown in Example 191, which uses remarkably similar voice leading to a passage from 

the Eighth Symphony.560 

Example 191. Bruckner, Remarkably similar progression from the Schalk study notebook found in  
          the first movement of Bruckner’s Eight Symphony 

 

In mm. 41-43 of the first movement of Bruckner’s Eight Symphony, nearly the same 

material in the same key results with respect to the harmonic background while 

embellishments accumulate as the surface level is approached! Furthermore, one can 

view mm. 41-3 as exemplifying double counterpoint, because the soprano and alto 

perform the same melody a sixth apart while the bass and tenor perform the same melody 

a third apart.  

Does a late Bruckner choral piece like Christus factus est use the strict style as 

defined by his pedagogical materials? In mm. 57-65, one of the most complex harmonic 

passages in the piece, Bruckner features a series of downward step fundamental bass 

motions of first inversion chords in a four-voice texture for which the fundamental bass 

reading is given beneath the excerpt.561   

                                                 
560Example 191 taken from June 24, 1879 entry of F 18 Schalk 452/2. 
561The top row of fundamentals in Example 194 represents the chords that are literally present 

while the second row presents the resulting interfundamentals that justify the stepwise fundamental bass 
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Example 192. Bruckner, Excerpt from Bruckner’s motet, Christus factus est 

 
He would have to interpolate a series of interfundamentals—(D), (C), (B-flat) and (A) on 

the lower row—to transform the progression into a descending circle of fifths sequence. 

The C and E over the D fundamental become a seventh and ninth that both resolve down 

by step into the following chord. The doubled ninth in the following chord, however, 

does not allow both to resolve down by step without creating parallel octaves. Bruckner’s 

options are limited: 1) if he moves to a G in the following chord, he would have 

consecutive octaves; and 2) if he had doubled the B-flat on the G minor chord in m. 58, 

then he would have had to resolve to a doubled C over the F major chord that leads to the 

same doubled ninth problem with which he began. Bruckner must either leap away from 

the ninth or introduce a quarter-note rhythm that would allow a correct resolution. The 

seventh A and ninth C over the B-flat fundamental both resolve down by step. Over the 

following A fundamental, the diminished fifth E-flat resolves down by step as does the 

                                                                                                                                                 
progression. The parentheses for the upper row indicate that the fundamental for that particular chord has 
been suppressed.  
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B-flat ninth. The exception here is the seventh G which moves up by step; however, 

Bruckner allowed the seventh and ninth to move up by step over an interfundamental. 

Thus, for the descending step progression, Bruckner resolves the dissonances over the 

interfundamentals in accordance with his strict theory if at possible. 

Two fully-diminished seventh chords, both in m. 60, appear in the progression. 

The first a C-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord enters freely without preparation of 

the G seventh and B-flat ninth as he allowed. The B-flat ninth resolves down by step and 

the G seventh resolves up by step as allowed over a suppressed fundamental. The 

following D minor chord prepares the seventh D and ninth F of the G-sharp fully-

diminished seventh chord; however, the resolution of these two notes are postponed until 

m. 64 where they both resolve down by step to C-sharp and E respectively. The greatest 

freedom that Bruckner takes for the passage occurs with the half-prepared entrance of the 

fourth D over the six-four chord in m. 61. According to Bruckner’s strict theory, the D of 

the previous chord should have remained in the same voice so that the fourth of the six-

four chord would have been prepared. Essentially, the only license that Bruckner allows 

here is a voice exchange between the soprano D and alto F between mm. 61 and 64 that 

ultimately resolves as expected.  

Following the subsequent development of parallel and hidden octaves, most of his 

lecture material deals with how to handle the different chord types in major and minor 

keys given these limitations. In fact, Bruckner only introduces non-chord tone 

embellishments such as suspensions and passing tones as a means to solve particularly 

difficult chord relationships. In contrast to Sechter, Bruckner’s pedagogical methods 
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consistently move toward the establishment of a pure harmonic theory with strict voice-

leading restrictions that excludes non-chord tones as the basis for his conception of strict 

composition. 

Free Transformations in Bruckner’s Compositional Practice 

Beyond the three types of strict and free composition discussed in Chapter 4,562 

Sechter states the following concerning a fourth type: “One finds, however, even more 

compositions where the free style is so very dominant that the strict is forced into the 

background.”563 For music of this type, he had contended that compositional instruction 

was “unnecessary (unnöthig)” as there was “no single applicable order in the succession 

of fundamentals (ist in der Folge der Fundamente selbst keine gehörige Ordnung).”564 

One can see an elderly, conservative Sechter struggling to understand the music of 

Wagner and Liszt at the end of his life. Sechter’s “music without order,” however, 

becomes Bruckner’s realm of free composition. In one instance, Sechter actually did 

refrain from assigning fundamentals for fully-diminished seventh chords that rise by 

minor second.565   

                                                 
562See pages 126-9 in Chapter 4.  
563“Es finden sich aber auch mehrere Compositionen, wo der freie Styl so sehr vorherrschend ist, 

dass der strenge ganz in den Hintergrund gedrängt ist.” Sechter, Die Grundätze, vol. 3, 160.  
564Ibid. 
565“Um die Begründung durch eine Fundamentfolge kümmert man sich nicht und lässt es durch 

die Mehrdeutigkeit entschuldigen. [One can not be concerned about the foundation through a fundamental 
succession and allows it to be excused through ambiguity.]” Ibid, vol. 1, 217. Example 193 is taken from 
ibid. Bruckner used an ascending pair of fully-diminished seventh chords in a rising manner in the first 
movement of the Eighth Symphony as found in mm. 53-54, 57-58. Similar repetitions of the ascending pair 
of fully-diminished seventh chords can be found in mm. 75-76, 79-80 and 333-334. 
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Example 193. Sechter, Upward-resolution of a series of fully-diminished seventh chords 

 

Although Sechter does not provide a full comprehensive reading of Bruckner’s music or 

that of his contemporaries, he does provide the basis for a strict compositional platform 

from which Brucker could interpret and justify the emerging free compositional 

embellishments. The following discussion assembles free embellishments suggested from 

the various source documents while indicating their presence in Bruckner’s 

compositional output or related composers when possible.  

Although Bruckner only accepted the existence of three chord types—namely, 

triads, seventh chords and ninth chords, his lecture anecdotes speak clearly to his interest 

and use of chord sonorities that extended beyond the ninth.566 In fact, Bruckner indicates 

that he had used Sechsklange (chords with six members—i.e., an eleventh chord) as early 

as his First Symphony.567 In a later lecture, he specifically refers to the use of a 

                                                 
566“Dreiklang, Vierklang, und Fünfklang sind die drei Stammakkorde der Musik. Sechs- und 

Siebenklänge kommen nur nebenbei vor. [Triads, seventh chords, and ninth chords are the three primary 
chords of music. Six and seven sounds only occur in connection with these chords.]” Bruckner, 
Vorlesungen, 128. 

567The comment arises in an interesting manner. Bruckner was indicating that the hidden fifth that 
occurs from a sixth to a fifth (see Example 147 on page 188) is allowed less frequently than those 
previously mentioned. He states the following. “Es ist sehr wenig erlaubt, aber wer sich selbst mehr erlaubt, 
hat mehr. Meine zweite Symphonie ist mir nicht die liebste, weil sie zu keusch ist. [It is allowed much less, 
but whoever allows himself more, has more. My Second Symphony is not my favorite since it is too chaste.] 
Schwanzara’s commentary adds that Bruckner smiled amusingly (setzte er schmunzelnd) when stating this. 
Furthermore, Schwanzara adds the following comment on how Bruckner viewed the First Symphony with 
respect to the Second Symphony. “Bruckner hat sich bei ihr weniger Freiheiten erlaubt, als bereits bei der 
ersten, die er deshalb ‘das kecke Beserl’ nannte. [Bruckner has allowed less freedom for it than already for 
the first, which he called ‘The Impudent Little Broomstick’.]” Only then does Schwanzara make the 
following note quoting the statement from Bruckner above: “Er wies darauf hin, dass er auch Sechsklänge 
verwendet wobei er bemerkte: ‘Bei Sechsklängen wird gewöhnlich die Terz und Quint des Fundaments 
ausgelassen.’  [He draws attention to the fact that he also used chords with six members [i.e., eleventh 
chords] whereby he remarked: “For chords with six members, the third and fifth of the fundamental are 
commonly omitted.’]” Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 125. 
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Siebenklänge (seven sounds or thirteenth chord) in the Ninth Symphony.568 For both of 

the above examples, he indicates that the third and fifth are frequently omitted for 

eleventh and thirteenth chords.  

Bruckner, however, does not indicate where these eleventh and thirteenth chords 

occur during the two symphonies indicated above. For the First Symphony, he is likely 

referencing the eleventh chord on C with omitted third in mm. 295-299 of the fourth 

movement.569   

Example 194. Bruckner, Eleventh chord from the first movement of Bruckner’s First Symphony 

 

Bruckner uses two significant thirteenth chords in the Ninth Symphony. The first instance 

occurs in mm. 493-503 of the first movement with a thirteenth chord on F. The second 

instance occurs in mm. 203-206 of the third movement with a thirteenth chord over a G-

sharp fundamental. 

                                                 
568“In der IX. Symphonie verwende ich Siebenklänge mit Auslassung von Terz und Quint und 

vollständiger Auflösung. [In the Ninth Symphony, I used a thirteenth chord with omission of the third and 
fifth and complete resolution.]” Ibid, 169. 

569Example 194 derived from 1866 Linz revised edition. 
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Example 195. Bruckner, Two thirteenth chords found in the Ninth Symphony 

 

The first movement of the Eighth Symphony prominently uses an eleventh and 

thirteenth chord in mm. 217-224. The passage begins with a ninth chord on F that then 

adds the eleventh in m. 219 and the thirteenth in m. 221. The ninth chord has an omitted 

third while the eleventh and thirteenth chords each omit the third and fifth as indicated 

above. In general, these eleventh and thirteenth chords omitted the third and frequently 

the fifth as well. In terms of usage, Bruckner placed these elevenths and thirteenths at 

dramatic points of high tension with all instruments playing a prolonged chord that 

projects a symbolic meaning of cataclysm.  

In Bruckner’s demonstrations of ninth chords in his lecture notes, he always 

placed the fundamental in the bass when present; however, in A/Bruckner 197, he inverts 

a complete eleventh chord built from a G fundamental so that the third, fifth, seventh, 

ninth, and eleventh serve as the bass note.  
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Example 196. Bruckner, Inverted eleventh chords 

 

For each inversion of the eleventh above, he provided space for the resolution but none of 

the resolutions were realized. In a similar manner, Bruckner provided a thirteenth chord 

in all inversions with the particular chords resolutions left unrealized. 

Example 197. Bruckner, Inverted thirteenth chords 

 

Chord inversions with the ninth, eleventh or thirteenth in the bass contradict Bruckner’s 

earlier contention that the ninth, eleventh or thirteenth must be a ninth above the root, 

third or fifth or one of its octave doublings. Bruckner never used an inverted eleventh or 

thirteenth with the ninth, eleventh or thirteenth in the bass but Schoenberg does so in his 

Verklärte Nacht—another layer in the process of strict and free composition.570 

Because the seventh and ninth may freely enter above the dominant chord, one 

could extend the notion of freely entering sevenths and ninths for dissonances on other 

scale-degrees. Furthermore, the notion of freely entering dissonances could be extended 

to allow the dissonant diminished fifth and impure fifth to omit preparatory notes as 

                                                 
570Schoenberg uses an A-flat major minor ninth chord on beat two in m. 42 with the B-flat in the 

bass. Schoenberg reports that the piece was rejected for performance by a Viennese concert group because 
of the accidental. See Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, 3rd ed., trans. by Roy E. Carter (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1978), 345-6 for the example and his discussion of the rejection. See 
Richard Swift, “Tonal Relations in Schoenberg’s ‘Verklärte Nacht’,” 19th-Century Music 1/1 (July 1977), 
10-11 for further discussion of its relevance to the work as a whole. 
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demonstrated for particular progressions utilizing the interfundamental. Bruckner hints at 

this with the statement that the I chord may not move to four-three chord on the 2nd scale-

degree since the fifth is not prepared.571 Surprisingly, however, Bruckner does not appear 

to take advantage of these possibilities in the first movement of the Eighth Symphony. As 

indicated earlier, Bruckner prepared the sevenths of all predominant chords and dissonant 

fifths when possible.572 

 Sechter and Bruckner each acknowledge irregular resolutions of the seventh that 

resolve up by step when occurring over an omitted fundamental. Furthermore, Bruckner 

and Sechter allow delayed resolutions of dissonant notes. For example, Bruckner allows 

the triad on the 7th scale-degree to proceed to a V7 chord, because the dissonant fifth will 

resolve down by step as the seventh of the latter chord. In addition to delaying the 

resolution is the additional possibility of allowing the dissonant pitch to be “resolved” by 

the same pitch. Furthermore, Sechter provides an explanation of transferred resolution of 

sevenths.573 Bruckner likely would have endorsed the transferred resolution of sevenths, 

but it stands outside the self-imposed limits that he placed on his theoretical lectures. 

Each of these liberties could then be extended to the ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth 

allowing them to “resolve” to the same pitch, up by step or in another voice even when 

the fundamental is present.  

                                                 
571See Example 169 on page 207. 
572See pages 199-200 and 208. 
573“Auch nach jenen Accorden, wo die Sept der 5ten Stufe vorbereitet ist, wird es gemäss seiner 

Freiheit gestattet, die Sept in einer anderen Stimme zu nehmen, als wo sie vorbereitet wäre, nur nicht in 
derjenigen, welche eben selbst eine Dissonanz aufzulösen hat. [Also after those chords where the seventh 
of the 5th scale-degree was prepared, it is permitted appropriately its freedom to take the seventh into 
another voice than where it would be prepared—only not into the one which even itself had resolved a 
dissonance.]” Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 48. Sechter provides no example of this transferred 
resolution. 
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In Bruckner’s music, there are examples where sevenths and ninths resolve 

upward by step or are held as common tones. In the third movement of the Seventh 

Symphony, the seventh and ninth over the D-flat fundamental both resolve irregularly.574  

Example 198. Bruckner, Upward-resolving chord ninth in Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony 

 

The E-flat ninth resolves up by step to an F-flat while the C-flat seventh connects as a 

common tone to the following German augmented sixth chord that represents the B-flat 

fundamental. The resolution of the E-flat ninth up by step is mediated by the fact that the 

E-flat enters in the highest and resolves down by step through the D-flat passing tone. 

Thus, the lower E-flat is effectively transformed into an interior voice. With respect to 

common tone resolution of sevenths and ninths, the prolonged F chord in mm. 217-24 of 

the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony holds the 11th, B-flat, and 13th, D-flat, 

as common tones to the following chord while the E-flat seventh appears to rise a step.  

 Bruckner makes reference to a freely entering six-four chord, and Schwanzara 

points out that at least in one instance he provides an example in the Vorlesungen. 

Bruckner states concerning the freely entering six-four chord, “There are freely entering 

                                                 
574Example 198 derived from mm. 61-68 of the Trio Section of the third movement of the Seventh 

Symphony with fundamentals provided by author. 
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six-four chords in Liszt’s Heiligen Elisabeth.”575 Bruckner provides two examples of 

freely entering six-four chords in the Vorlesungen.576   

Example 199. Bruckner, Freely-entering six-four chords 

 

Bruckner justifies the use of a freely entering six-four chord when two thirds or sixths 

move in a direct progression as for fully-diminished seventh chords.  

 From Karl Mayrberger emerges the concept of harmonic ellipsis (harmonischen 

ellipsis).577 Whereas Sechter would demonstrate the omission of a note from a chord such 

as in the interfundamental, Mayrberger now posits that composers could leave out 

complete chords.578 Thus, Mayrberger’s notion of harmonic ellipsis is an extension of an 

idea explicitly used by Sechter. In practical terms, Mayrberger used harmonic ellipsis as 

the omission of an expected chord in a particular harmonic progression—i.e. an 

                                                 
 575“Frei eintretende Quartsextakkorde gibt es in der ‘Heiligen Elisabeth’ von Liszt.” Bruckner, 
Vorlesungen, 152. I have not located the freely entering six-four chord he references from this piece.  

576Example 199 taken from  ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 18 and 30.  
577Mayrberger was a student of Gottfried Preyer who himself was a student of Simon Sechter. 

Although Mayrberger was not a direct student of Sechter, he was intimately aware of the Sechterian theory 
tradition. Ian Bent provides a useful introduction to Mayrberger in Music Analysis in the Nineteenth 
Century, 221-5. 

578Mayrberger acknowledges the connection in the following quotation through his use of the 
word verschweigen which Sechter use in connection with the interfundamental: “Es ist nicht hinreichend, 
die verschiedenen in der bisherigen Praxis vorkommenden Auflösung der Dissonanzen dem Schüler zum 
Auswendiglernen vorzulegen; man muss auch ihre Regelrichtigkeit beweisen, und so den Schüler in den 
Stand setzen können, die direkten, die unterbrochenem und verschwiegenen Auflösung zu verstehen, 
welch’ Letztere in der harmonischen Ellipsis ihre Begründung finden. [It is not sufficient to place before 
students the various occuring resolutions of dissonances in the former practice that they are to learn by 
heart; one must also demonstrate the correctness of their rule so that students could come to the position to 
understand direct resolution, interrupted resolution, and suppressed resolution, which the latter finds its 
basis in harmonic ellipsis].” Karl Mayrberger, Die Harmonik Richard Wagner’s an den Leitmotiven aus 
“Tristan und Isolde,” (Chemnitz: Ernst Schmeitzner, 1882), 7. 
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unresolved dissonant chord moves to an unexpected chord leaving the listener to 

complete the unrealized motions.579 In his analysis, he presents an example of the 

“Motive of the Ailing Tristan” where he claims the expected chord connection between 

chromatically ascending fundamentals has been completely omitted.580   

Example 200. Mayrberger, Questionable harmonic ellipsis 

 

To make a connection between the F and F-sharp fundamentals above, Mayrberger 

inserts a fully-diminished seventh chord on B that creates a 4th scale-degree to 7th scale-

degree progression in C minor while the enharmonic reinterpretation transforms it into a 

7th scale-degree to the 1st scale-degree through the interfundamental of the 5th scale-

degree. Mayrberger’s interpretation of the passage above appears forced. He could have 

treated the F chord as having an enharmonic interfundamental D-flat=C-sharp that 

connects the chords by downward third and then downward fifth; Sechter allowed rising 

                                                 
579“Kann man die Auflösung der Dissonanzen in dem Falle unterlassen und sie dann als 

Konsonanzen weiterführen, wenn ihre Auflösung möglich gewesen wäre, was ich eine harmonische 
Ellipsis nenne, so kann man auch konsequenter Weise diese Ellipsis auf solche Akkorde ausdehnen, welche 
blos die Vermittlung zwischen zwei Harmonien bilden. [If one can omit the resolution of dissonances in 
that case and then continue them as consonances, provided that their resolution would be possible, what I 
call harmonic ellipsis, then one can also extend this ellipsis in a consistent manner to such chords, which 
merely form the mediation between two harmonies.]” Ibid., 22-3. 

580Mayrberger generated the second half of the example independent from the first example hence 
the different fundamentals; however, it expresses the same type of harmonic connection used by Wagner in 
the above progression. Example 200 taken from ibid. 
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dissonant pitches over an interfundamental.581 Also, the first chord contains no dissonant 

tones which imply the existence of an omitted harmony.   

 Mayrberger provides another instance of harmonic ellipsis that includes the 

deathsong figure combined with the transfiguration figure.582  

Example 201. Mayrberger, Convincing harmonic ellipsis 

 

The dominant seventh chord built on B in the second measure leaves two notes 

unresolved with respect to the following measure—namely the leading tone, D-sharp, and 

the chord seventh, A. Mayrberger indicates that an underlying ellipsed measure connects 

the second measure with the third.583  

                                                 
581See pages 156-7 and 222-3 for Sechter’s and Bruckner’s views respectively. 
582Example 201 taken from Mayrberger, Die Harmonik Richard Wagner’s, 30. 
583Example 202 taken from ibid., 31. Bruckner has a similar progression in mm. 64-5 of the first 

movement of Eighth Symphony. 
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Example 202. Mayrberger, Justification for convincing harmonic ellipsis 

 

In the example, the unresolved D-sharp and A each now reach their expected notes E and 

G-sharp respectively. Unlike the preceding example, the tendency tones in the B seventh 

chord and notions of functional harmony clearly implicate the existence of an ellipsed E 

chord.  

There are other opportunities for the application of harmonic ellipsis in the 

“Prelude” of Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde that Mayrberger does not include. In the 

opening progression, for example, he indicates that m. 3 contains a dominant seventh 

chord built on E and that it is approached by a distinctive predominant—a French 

augmented-sixth chord with the resolution of the G-sharp neighbor note to A; however, 

the expected tonic A chord that is referenced by that progression is never realized.584  

                                                 
584Example 203 taken from ibid., 8-9. 
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Example 203. Potential harmonic ellipsis of the tonic function in opening progression 

  

Instead, silence lingers in its place providing ample time for a listener to realize 

resolutions and complete the progression in their own mind. By extension, because 

Wagner repeats this progression in mm. 5-7, Mayrberger could have also marked a 

harmonic ellipsis of the tonic C chord in m. 8. In short, there are two harmonic situations 

that most clearly point to the possibility of a harmonic ellipsis—the omission of tonic 

harmony following a dominant seventh chord and the omission of the dominant harmony 

following a characteristic predominant such as an augmented-sixth chord. Both of these 

patterns prove to be significant aspects of Bruckner’s harmonic process as I demonstrate 

in the following chapter.585  

 In Tristan und Isolde, Wagner demonstrates the ability to transform through 

enharmonic reinterpretation a half-diminished seventh chord into a sonority that functions 

like an augmented sixth chord. In Mayrberger’s article, he demonstrates how one can 

interpret the Tristan chord as an extension of the 2nd scale-degree following out from a 

Sechter-based theory.586 In Mayrberger’s reading, he regards the G# as a non-chord tone 

whose delayed resolution creates the unorthodox sonority. Bruckner uses a chord akin to 
                                                 

585See pages 256-8 in Chapter 6. 
586See Example 135 on pages 172. 
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the Tristan chord in a prominent role in the introduction to the second movement of the 

Ninth Symphony.587 

Example 204. Schenker, Altered dominant in the third movement of Bruckner’s Ninth Symphony 

 

In his Harmonielehre, Schenker provides an explanation similar to Mayrberger of the 

opening chord, treating it as a dominant chord.588 Furthermore, since the minor seventh 

chord also contains a minor seventh interval that one can enharmonically reinterpret as an 

augmented sixth interval, it too may be reinterpreted as an augmented sixth chord.  

In the manuscript A/Bruckner 195, he uses scale-degrees in modulation exercises 

revealing pivot chords that are not the tonic from the preceding key of the modulation.589  

Although such a strategy seems obvious from the perspective of modern theory, Sechter 

                                                 
587Example 204 is a reduction of measures 39-43 of the second movement of the Ninth Symphony 

done by author with Schenker’s analytic comments applied to it.  
 588“Was hier vorliegt, ist dagegen umso gewisser bloss ein einfacher verminderter Septakkord auf 
der siebenten Stufe in D dur/moll (freilich mit der fünften Stufe derselben Tonart durch Eindeutigkeit 
verwandt), dessen Charakter aber durch die chromatische Erhöhung der Quint G zu Gis noch keineswegs 
aufgehoben wird. [We are dealing here most certainly and most simply with a diminished seventh-chord on 
the VII step in D major-minor (related, by its univalence, to the V step of this same key), whose character is 
in no way interfered with by the chromatic change raising the fifth , G, to G-sharp. The latter must be 
considered as a passing note, despite the fact that it occupies so much time.]” Schenker, Harmonielehre, 
377-8. Translation taken from Schenker, Harmony, 286. Edward Laufer provides a Schenkerian analysis 
that accounts for the above statements and the opening harmony in “Some Aspects of Prolongation 
Procedures in the Ninth Symphony, Bruckner Studies, ed. by Timothy Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 212-30. 

589I am uncertain as to when and for what purpose some of this material pertains. Several other 
documents—including A/Bruckner 197, 198, 201, 202—need further research into their origins and 
purpose. A/Bruckner 199a clearly indicates with a preface that these sets of exercises were done for Sechter 
in 1858. A/Bruckner 198 also appears to be exercises done with Sechter, but there is no clear 
documentation of this fact. A/Bruckner 202 has “Conservat…” written on it suggesting an item used at the 
Vienna Conservatory.   
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provides no instruction leading in that direction. In the following example, he modulates 

from the key of C major to F major using the 2. chord—D minor—in C major as the 6. 

chord in F major.590 

Example 205. Bruckner, Common-chord modulation that does not use a tonic harmony  

 

Several other examples of the same type occur—all within the format of modulating from 

C to keys that are increasingly distant in terms of fifth relations—first to the sharp side 

and then to the flat side for all major keys. Bruckner briefly mentions the potential of a 

chromatic modulation (chromatische Tonwechslung)591 in which a chord uses a pitch 

from another scale to make the transition from one key to the other.592 

Example 206. Bruckner, Chromatic modulation 

 

For the modulation from C major to E-flat major above, the C seventh chord in measure 

three uses foreign pitches with respect to both keys; namely, B-flat with respect to C and 

E-natural with respect to E-flat. Bruckner’s use of chromatic modulation creates a new 

category completely outside the thought of Sechter and reinforces the notion suggested 
                                                 

590Example 205 taken from A/Bruckner 195. 
591“Bei der chromatischen Tonwechslung macht man den Übergang mit leiterfremden Akkorden. 

[For chromatic modulations, one makes the transition with chords containing foreign scale tones.]” 
Bruckner, Vorlesungen, 276. 

592Example 207 taken from ibid., “Notenbeispiele,” 30. 
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by non-tonic pivot chords that Bruckner was seeking means which extended beyond the 

strict limitations of Sechter.  

 To summarize: the following transformational steps result from the 

Bruckner/Sechter harmonic-contrapuntal framework for creating a reductive analytic 

approach that reduces the elaborated free instrumental surface to a simplified harmonic 

skeleton that is choral in nature. The following analytic steps are the inverted operations 

of the compositional processes detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

 

1) All two- and three-voice passages assume the presence of an underlying four-

part framework—hence, one can reverse the transformation of omission and 

reinstate the missing chord elements.  

2) Complex rhythms grow from simpler ones by transformations of addition and 

distribution—hence, one can reverse these operations to reveal the underlying 

durations. 

3) Non-chord tone embellishments return to the underlying chord structures that 

they displace by addition, distribution and at times omission.  

4) All chromatic pitches are transformations of addition and possibly omission to 

an underlying diatonic pitch, and the roots of all chords must be diatonic scale-

degrees within a prevailing key. 

5) Modulation only through the tonic of the former key serves as the strict 

underpinning while modulation with a chromatic chord or non-tonic chord is 

asserted as the free. 
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6) Clarification of the double meaning of chords that result from enharmonic 

reinterpretation; although the anticipated path disappears, a listener may 

temporarily grasp the unrealized but expected progression. 

7) The addition of interfundamental pitches to the analysis to clarify the third and 

fifth relationship between chord fundamentals. 

  

In the Appendix, I reduce the entire first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth 

Symphony to a strict harmonic surface with an accompanying scale-degree analysis using 

the tools developed from the preceding two chapters. The fact that I can effectively 

reduce Bruckner’s symphonic movement with a Sechter-based theory contends that 

Sechter’s influence was profound in the development of Bruckner’s harmonic/voice-

leading at lower levels. The approach used here does not suggest that other analytic 

methodologies are without meaning for Bruckner’s music; rather, it attempts to 

emphasize Sechter’s influence and to demonstrate the lens through which Bruckner likely 

viewed his own work. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

IMAGINED SOUNDS IN THE FIRST MOVEMENT OF 
BRUCKNER’S EIGHTH SYMPHONY 

       
 
 One of the most important consequences of Bruckner’s distinctive conception of 

strict/free composition is the degree to which imagined sounds play a foundational role in 

the structure of the work. In many instances, he omits the chord root and third during the 

course of the movement; prepares and resolves dissonances without the expected 

consonances; uses fundamental bass progressions by step that require justification 

through interfundamental; omits an expected harmonic function or scale-degree 

(particularly tonic or dominant) from a particular passage; and dangles unrealized 

enharmonic paths. One of the primary results of imagined sounds that fulfill structural 

roles in Bruckner’s music is ambiguity. The ambiguity found in Bruckner’s 

compositions, however, results less from having no available answer, but rather from 

having too many explanations. The following remarks made within the context of the 

harmonic theory of his theoretical tradition illustrate the degree to which Bruckner’s 

imagined sounds play a role in creating ambiguity within the first movement of his 

Eighth Symphony.593 To facilitate an analytic discussion of imagined sounds in the 

movement, I begin with a formal reading of the first movement to clarify the landscape in 

which these imagined sounds occur.  

                                                 
593See the corresponding measure numbers in the Appendix for all examples from the analysis of 

the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony used in this chapter.  
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Two significant traditions have arisen as to how to divide Bruckner’s work into 

the main sections that equate with the exposition, development, recapitulation and coda 

sections of the traditional sonata procedure—with the main uncertainty arising as to 

where the recapitulation begins.594 One reading would view the sections as exposition—

mm. 1-152, development—mm. 153-225, recapitulation—mm. 225-393 and coda—mm. 

393-417. An important variant reading would interpret the development as ending in m. 

283 and the recapitulation beginning in the same; however, the beginning of the 

recapitulation according to this reading is unclear since the C minor restatement occurs at 

m. 283 but the formal unit of which it is a part actually starts in m. 279. Several other 

important formal divisions are tentative at best. The exposition clearly cadences at m. 

139, but mm. 141-52 appear to function dually as a codetta for the exposition and as an 

augmented reworking of the primary theme for the development.595 The same is true for 

the grouping between the recapitulation and coda, because there is an ambiguous 

boundary group in mm. 386-393 that functions simultaneously in the recapitulation and 

coda.  

 Within the exposition, there are three main theme zones. The primary theme zone 

occurs across mm. 1-51 and is divided into two principal formal units both of which fail 

to create convincing cadential endings. Mm. 1-22 form the first and mm. 23-51 the 

second with the formal division created by a repetition of the primary theme material at 

the original tonal level. Mm. 23-51 also function as a transition to the new central key 

                                                 
594See pages 15-6 in Chapter 1.  
595There is a double bar placed at the end of m. 152 perhaps suggesting Bruckner’s own reading of 

mm. 141-152 belonging to the Exposition.  
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area of G major where most of the modulatory action is reserved until mm. 43-51. The 

secondary motive occurs in mm. 51-96 and again divides into two phrases each of which 

end with a cadence. The first phrase ends with a half cadence in G major at m. 72 and the 

second with a half cadence in E-flat minor at m. 96.596 Again, the phrase boundary 

between mm. 72 and 73 is supported by a repetition of the secondary theme zone at the 

original tonal level and the second phrase functions as a transition to the key of the 

tertiary theme zone. The tertiary theme zone occurs across mm. 97-139 as a single phrase 

concluding with an authentic cadence in m. 139. A codetta in mm. 141-152 restates the 

primary theme motive in augmentation over an E-flat pedal. 

 The development begins with a second pedal group over an E-flat pedal in mm. 

153-65 that continues with augmented variations of the primary theme motive first heard 

in mm. 141-52. In mm. 165-92, an augmented and inverted form of the primary theme 

motive occurs simultaneously with an inverted form that retains the original rhythmic 

character. Mm. 165-92 further subdivides into two further subunits—mm. 165-79 and 

mm. 179-92—based on a harmonic and motivic sequence that each ends with a 

prominent plagal resolution.597 The secondary theme motive returns in an inverted form 

in mm. 193-225 and ends with a deceptive resolution into the potential recapitulation of 

the first reading. 

                                                 
596The second clarinet plays a quarter note triplet pattern that could be construed as creating an 

overlap connection with m. 97 and thus an authentic cadence. Most performances of the work slow down 
dramatically before m. 97 and add space emphasizing the separation of the second and third theme zones. 
There are no tempo modifications here supporting such a performance of the work, however.  

597The sequence in mm. 179-192 occurs a perfect fifth above the first suggesting the subject and 
answer statements of a fugue. 
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 The ambiguous boundary groups between the potential recapitulations of mm. 

225 and 283 divide into two main formal groups. The first occurs in mm. 225-49 and the 

second in mm. 263-78 for which there is again an ambiguous boundary group in mm. 

250-62 that could belong to both. Mm. 225-59 uses three separate sequential statements 

of the primary and secondary thematic motive together. The three statements—mm. 225-

34, mm. 235-44 and mm. 245-49—each end on the dominant chord of the keys of F 

minor, A-flat minor and C minor respectively. According to the first reading this material 

would be viewed as an extension of the recapitulation’s primary theme zone while a 

variant reading would view this as a continuation of the development.  

 The unambiguous portion of the recapitulation—mm. 279-393—divides along the 

three theme zones from the exposition. Material from the primary theme zone reoccurs in 

mm. 279-311 with particular clarity in the repetition of mm.18-22 in mm. 298-302. The 

secondary theme zone returns transposed down a third to the level of E-flat major in mm. 

311-340 although the half cadence found in m. 72 of the exposition is interrupted in m. 

330 so that the repetition is now one continuous formal unit. The tertiary theme zone is 

also transposed down a third to the level of C minor and continues uninterrupted until m. 

385. Bruckner disrupts each of the expected cadences found at the end of these theme 

zones in manners that involve imaginary sounds as I will soon demonstrate. Thus, 

Bruckner thwarts every expected cadence that occurs after the close of the exposition 

creating continual tonal motion that is only broken up by pauses and a conclusion that is 

tonally open. Figure 8 provides a summary of these comments and the variant readings 

connected with the beginning of the recapitulation.  
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Figure 8. Formal reading of the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony 

First Reading      Variant Readings 
 
Exposition—mm. 1-152    mm. 1-140 
  

Primary Theme Zone—mm. 1-51 
  Statement 1—mm. 1-22  
  Statement 2—mm. 23-51 
 Secondary Theme Zone—mm. 51-96 
  Phrase 1—mm. 51-72 

Phrase 2—mm. 73-96 
  

Tertiary Theme Zone—mm. 97-140 
  Phrase 3—97-140 
 Codetta/Pedal Group I—mm. 141-152 
 
Development—mm. 153-225    mm. 141-278 or 283 
 
       Pedal Group 1—mm. 141-152 
 Pedal Group 2—mm. 153-164 
 Primary Theme Group—mm. 165-192 
 Secondary Theme Group—mm. 193-225  
 
Recapitulation—mm. 225-393   mm. 279 or 283-393 
 
 Primary Theme Zone—mm. 225-311  mm. 279 or 283-311 
 Secondary Theme Zone—mm. 311-340 
 Tertiary Theme Zone—mm. 341-393  
 
Coda—mm. 393-417     mm. 386-417 

Imagined Sounds 

One of the central notions in the Setter/Bruckner theoretical tradition is the 

assumption that a four-part harmonic progression serves as the background for two- and 

three-part writing; thus, missing elements occur as omitted notes from a complete chord. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the D-flat/F dyad in m. 4 implied three possible roots, because 

it could be seen as either missing its fifth (A-flat), fundamental (B-flat) or third (A-flat or 
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A-natural).598 A similar type of complexity occurs in the parallel mm. 8 and 30 from the 

primary theme zone of the exposition. In m. 8, a G octave that adds a B-flat on beat three 

moves to a first inversion A-flat minor chord in the following measure. The most likely 

interpretation for the G/B-flat dyad is a G minor chord, but the B-flat could also be 

viewed as the added seventh to the prolonged C minor chord held from m. 5. If the latter 

were the case, then the chord would resolve as an augmented sixth chord—i.e., the 

implied C minor seventh chord could be reinterpreted as the augmented sixth interval—

D-double flat/B-flat—with respect to the C-flat of the A-flat minor chord.599 A similar 

progression occurs in mm. 30-31 with the G octave followed by B-flat on beat three again 

within the context of a C minor prolongation; however, the resolution is different since a 

B seventh chord follows rather than A-flat minor.600 In addition to the G minor and C 

minor seventh interpretations indicated above, the chord could also be viewed 

retrospectively as an A-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord (B-flat=A-sharp) with an 

implied F-sharp fundamental.  

Within the first movement, the third is the most frequently omitted chord element. 

In general, the absence of a third leaves the major or minor quality in doubt allowing the 

chord, in specific situations, to function in two or more keys simultaneously. For 

example, Bruckner omitted the third of the open fifth on C in m. 5. A listener could 

perceive the chord on C as major or minor thereby justifying a reading of the chord as the 

                                                 
598See page 21 in Chapter 1.  
599Compare the progression with the one used by Bruckner in mm. 103-107. See page 267 for 

further explanation of the harmonic reading. 
600There is no difference in the fundamental bass progression between these measures other than 

the absence of the A-flat=G-sharp chord. In effect, Bruckner omits the A-flat=G-sharp fundamental, 
because the pitch A-flat=G-sharp from his initial musical sentence is not present.   
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2nd scale-degree in B-flat minor or the 5th scale-degree in F minor due to the tonal 

uncertainty of the opening progression. The omitted third of the C chord occurs with the 

repetition of the primary theme in m. 23 which once again leaves the tonal region in 

doubt. Even although more notes are included in the repetition of the opening material in 

mm. 24-26 such as the C pedal tone, the missing third makes identification of the 

fundamental with respect to a specific tonal region at least as difficult as the similar 

opening passage. In fact, the passage starting with m. 23 seems even less centered now 

than at the beginning. With the interruption of the expected C minor cadence in m. 22, a 

listener could perceive the open fifth on F as a IV chord in C minor as well as the 5th 

scale-degree or the 1st scale-degree in B-flat and F minor respectively. 

After a four-measure C major chord in mm. 405-8 of the coda, Bruckner 

concludes the piece with an open fifth C that continues in mm. 409-417. Here, it is the 

change in chord quality through a chromatic substitution of the E-natural that leads to the 

key ambiguity between C minor and F minor and not the open fifth. With respect to C 

minor, the C major chord acts as a tonic chord with a Picardy third close; while in F 

minor, the C major chord would serve as the dominant chord with a concluding half 

cadence. In addition, Bruckner supports the ambiguity at the close of the piece with the 

timely addition of D-flat—the 6th scale-degree of F minor—in mm. 395, 397 and 399 

while at nearly the same time the B-natural and D-natural occur in mm. 395 and 399 

pulling the tonality back to C major/minor.601 The missing third in this instance does not 

                                                 
601The B-natural and D-natural could be perceived here as part of a secondary dominant built from 

the 2nd scale-degree of F minor.  
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create or increase ambiguity here but rather motivically ties the frequent omission of 

chord thirds across the piece to the concluding gesture of the work. 

Several structurally important dominant seventh chords also have their third 

omitted. The cadential dominant in mm. 129-138 that closes the exposition in E-flat 

major is the first instance where this occurs; for the duration of the chord, the third does 

not appear. Bruckner also weaves the thread of the omitted third into a significant 

passage of the development by again removing the third of the dominant chord. In mm. 

217-224, the structural dominant, that leads back to the potential recapitulation 

(according to the first reading), introduces a dominant F chord in B-flat minor that 

includes extended tertian chord elements through the thirteenth—but the third of the 

chord is not present during the duration of that fundamental. Whereas the omission of the 

third created tonal ambiguity in the first example above, the context of these dominant 

chords clearly places them in one particular key and the missing third is understood as 

present even although it is not literally sounded.602 Here, Bruckner uses the omitted third 

as a unifying idea motivicially tying the movement together.  

In the prolongation of the C minor six-four chord in mm. 249-262 of the 

ambiguous boundary zone between the development and recapitulation, Bruckner handles 

it properly with respect to his theoretical tradition since the fourth C is prepared in m. 248 

and the bass moves up by step to an A-natural in m. 262.603 A listener, however, would 

likely expect the cadential six-four resolution to the third and fifth over G. Here the 

                                                 
602At a lower structural level, the chord third is absent in the sequence pattern found in mm. 63-4 

and mm. 65-6 until the final beat of the latter of these two-measure groupings. The same passage occurs in 
the recapitulation in mm 321-4 with the third of the seventh chord being withheld until the last moment. 

603Note that Bruckner discontinues the chord third in mm. 255-62.  
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listener must complete the C minor six-four chord after the E-flat drops out and at the 

same time realize the resolution of the unresolved dissonances from the six-four chord to 

the expected G dominant chord (i.e., the C and E-flat must be thought of as moving to a 

B and D respectively over the G bass). Bruckner again combines the omission of the third 

from dominant functioning chords with the open fifth chord found in the primary key 

area of the exposition.  

 In mm. 370-1, 374-5, and 378-380 at the close of the recapitulation, a series of 

six-four chords occur that lead to the omission of expected consonances.604 In each 

instance, Bruckner properly prepares a six-four chord built on the 5th scale-degree in C 

minor with a half-diminished seventh chord on the 2nd scale-degree approaching the 

structurally important formal close of the recapitulation. Bruckner frustrates expected 

resolutions in two manners during the time-span of these chords: 1) the chord does not 

resolve to the third and fifth over the G, and 2) the G bass note disappears after two beats 

of the first measure in each presentation.605  

In the final measure of the first statement of the primary theme zone in m. 22, the 

bass drops out from beneath a G dominant seventh chord in the key of C minor leading to 

two potential readings for the measure. Does the absent bass turn the C/E-flat dyad on 

beat four into a root position I chord, or does the G struck on beat one continue inaudibly 

as the bass through the measure so that the C/E-flat resolution over the G fundamental 

                                                 
604Again the third drops out for portions of each of these six-four chord presentations.  
605There are several instances where Beethoven resolves the six-four chord on the 5th scale-degree 

directly to a root position I chord without moving to the expected dominant chord. In Beethoven’s Fourth 
Symphony, he uses the same type of resolution at the end of the development section in mm. 305-33 where 
the bass F disappears leaving the B-flat chord in root position. A second example occurs prominently at the 
beginning of the first movment of his Ninth Symphony in mm. 33-5 where the bass A of D minor six-four 
chord leaps up to D without ever resolving to the expected dominant chord. 
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creates a six-four chord? As the analysis demonstrates, I consider the entire measure as 

having a sustained G pedal particularly, because the chord for beats one to three is 

perceived as a G seventh chord. Also, the placement of the resolution of the C/E-flat onto 

the weak fourth beat undermines the sense of this as a strong resolution and possibly 

leaves the impression that it is only an interruption of a prolonged G chord.606 

 As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5,607 both Sechter and Bruckner used the notion of 

an interfundamental to justify a fundamental bass progression by an upward or downward 

step. Thus, they preserved the notion that all harmonic fundamental bass motion is by 

third or fifth; at the same time, they validated the use of harmonic motions by second. 

From a fundamental bass perspective, almost all harmonic motions are then possible—the 

only exceptions being those that do not allow dissonances to resolve correctly.608 The 

first unequivocal instance of a motion by second occurs in mm. 41-2 with a G seventh 

chord moving directly to an A-flat major chord. For this to be correct from a strict 

Sechterian perspective, an E-flat interfundamental would need to be inserted between the 

G and A-flat chords. The D and F above the imagined E-flat root would become a 

seventh and ninth respectively that resolve down by step as expected.609  

                                                 
606Performances of this piece have historically emphasized the resolution by slowing down as the 

C minor chord is approached to the degree that it often sounds like the downbeat of a new measure. The 
effect is heightened when the the triplet quarter notes on beats three and four of m. 22 are played at nearly 
the same rate as the quarter notes on beats one and two. When the F enters in m. 23, it sounds like a 
downbeat also so that successive downbeats occur. Bruckner has a diminuendo marking in m. 20 but 
provides no tempo marking justifying the ritardando here.  

607For Sechter’s and Bruckner’s sources for the interfundamental, see footnotes 9, 10 and 11 on 
pages 4-5 in Chapter 1. See pages 4-6, 144-6, and 222-3 for their development of the notion. 

608See Figures 5 and 6 on pages 157-9 in Chapter 4 and pages 220-2 in Chapter 5. 
609Interfundamentals occur in the following measures: m. 8, m. 60, m. 63, m. 84, m. 87, m. 103, m. 

105, m. 166,   m. 180, m. 197, m. 200, m. 212, m. 224, m. 228, m. 235, m. 238, m. 245, m. 248, m. 286, m. 
288, m. 312, m. 314 and 315 (over prolongation), m. 321, m. 323, m. 327, m. 334 (over pedal 
prolongation), m. 336, m. 343, m. 346, and m. 364.  
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 Most of Bruckner’s fundamental bass motions by second correspond to normative 

scale-degree progressions of IV-V, V-VI, VI-V or I-II; however, there are several 

exceptions that result from the ellipsis of dominant harmonies in structurally significant 

moments. In m. 340, Bruckner omits the dominant chord before the approach to the 

tertiary theme zone in the recapitulation. The D fundamental prolonged in mm. 339 and 

340 begins as a German augmented sixth chord before adding an A-natural that changes 

it to a fully-diminished seventh chord. In addition, he suppresses the final structural 

dominant in the progression from m. 382 to m. 383 that concludes the tertiary theme zone 

of the recapitulation which can be read in one of two ways. The first views the 

augmented sixth chord in m. 382 resolving directly to a root position C minor chord in m. 

383. The second views the German augmented sixth chord in m. 382 resolving to a C 

minor chord in second inversion which then itself never resolves to the expected G 

dominant seventh chord. The crux of the problem is whether or not the C played by the 

Timpani that enters on beat three of m. 383 should represent the bass. Bruckner’s 

ambiguous bassline allows him to combine the two important strategies for avoiding 

cadences simultaneously in the final structural cadence of the movement. 

There are two ways in which imagined sounds serve to provide a strict 

compositional framework for the examples of harmonic ellipsis discussed above. First, 

the augmented sixth chord and fully-diminished seventh chord each require the addition 

of an implied D fundamental—the actual root of the chord. Both Sechter and Bruckner 

viewed the chord with F-sharp, A-flat, C and E-flat as a substitute (Stellvertreter) with 

raised third, lowered fifth, diatonic seventh and lowered ninth of an underlying II chord 
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with a suppressed root. The same is true for the fully-diminished seventh chord except 

that it has a diatonic fifth instead of a lowered fifth. In addition, the descending second 

fundamental bass motion from the implied D to C, however, requires the assumption of 

an ellipsed G harmony to justify it.  

 Omitted dominants also occur in surface level progressions. In the second 

statement of the primary theme zone in mm. 26 to 27, the progression of a D-flat major 

seventh chord directly to the open fifth C suggests the possibility,610 among others, that 

the D-flat chord is a substitute IV chord in C minor with the expected G dominant 

removed.611 The direct motion of an F-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord to C major 

in mm. 58-9 of the first phrase from the secondary theme zone indicates that the first is a 

II chord that omits the dominant on its way to tonic. A similar progression occurs with 

the same chords in the second phrase of the secondary theme zone in mm 76-77 although 

in a different position within the phrase.612 The parallel position within phrase one of the 

secondary theme is mm. 54-5 where the same diminished seventh chord occurs but it is 

enharmonically reinterpreted to move to a G-flat major harmony. Two prominent plagal 

                                                 
610One could argue that the the potential D-flat major to C progression in the parallel position from 

the first statement of the exposition in mm. 4-5 is a Neapolitan to I progression at the level of C minor; 
however, the pitch content of the opening four measures most directly references B-flat minor. Thus, the D-
flat to C progression in mm. 23-27 has the C minor context from the end of the first statement to reference 
whereas the one in mm. 1-5 does not. The potential D-flat to C resolution in mm. 4-5 actually promotes F 
minor temporarily to the most important tonal center although the analytic methodology makes this 
difficult to demonstrate. With respect to C minor, the Neapolitan chord functions here as the 6th scale-
degree of 4th scale-degree—namely F minor. Thus, the Neapolitan relationship hints at the ghostly presence 
of the subdominant throughout the work. See page 269 for further discussion.  

611 See Example 136 on page 173 for Sechter’s reading of a chord equivalent to the Neapolitan as 
derived from the IV chord. 

612At a lower level, a progression in mm. 200-1 from a German augmented sixth chord (C-sharp, 
Eb, G, Bb) with an implied A fundamental proceeds to a G seventh chord in second inversion—thus the 
expected bass note occurs but with the wrong sonority. The augmented sixth chord clearly points to a D 
harmony that is not realized.  
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motions occur toward the end of the first formal unit of the development each with a 

literal IV to I progression—the first in A-flat major in mm. 175-77 and the second in D-

flat major in mm. 185-88. Each of these instances could have led to a cadence, and thus, a 

listener might expect a dominant for closure that never occurs. Ironically, Bruckner adds 

a tentative authentic tag in mm. 189-92 to the plagal resolution in D-flat major thus 

inverting the normative expectation.  

 Deceptive resolutions of dominant chords account for most of the omitted tonic 

chords in the movement. Bruckner uses three particular fundamental bass patterns 

frequently to avoid arriving at a tonic chord—up a second, down a second and down a 

third. An example of an upward step deceptive occurs in the secondary theme zone in m. 

54 where B-flat minor is briefly established through a V-VI deceptive resolution of the 

fully-diminished seventh chord on F to G-flat in mm. 54-5.613 The downward step pattern 

references the V to first inversion IV progression—a minor alteration to the V-VI motion 

described above. Bruckner prominently uses a downward step resolution of a dominant 

chord in mm. 22-3 between the the first and second statements of the primary theme 

material where a G seventh chord moves directly to an F chord. The deceptive motion of 

the V to the dominant of VI—i.e., a chord built on the 3rd scale-degree creates the 

downward third fundamental bass motion. An example of the last type occurs in mm. 62-

3 and 66-7 from the secondary theme zone where Bruckner arrives at prominent 

dominants in the keys of C major and A minor but uses fundamental bass motion down 

by third to E and C respectively. 

                                                 
613Another instance occurs in m. 39 where Bruckner approaches the dominant of E-flat major but 

resolves to the dominant of the sixth scale-degree—a G seventh chord. 
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In addition to the deceptive resolutions discussed above, Bruckner frequently uses 

the augmented sixth chord (connected with the 2nd scale-degree in Sechter’s theories) as a 

means of interrupting and stopping a tonic arrival. Prior to the arrival of the secondary 

theme material in m. 44, an A-flat seventh chord in the key of D-flat major arrives, but 

Bruckner thwarts its resolution through the use of a German augmented sixth chord built 

from an implied E-flat—the 2nd scale-degree—in mm. 45-8. In m. 49, the A-flat major 

chord returns as the ambiguous intersection of D-flat major and C minor where the 

dominant A-flat chord in D-flat major becomes the VI chord with respect to C minor. In 

m. 50, Bruckner adds an F-sharp=G-flat to the A-flat chord suggesting a dominant 

seventh chord with respect to the key of D-flat major but also a German augmented sixth 

chord with respect to C minor and G major. He uses the dual nature of the augmented 

sixth chord as one built from both the 2nd scale-degree and 5th scale-degree to 

simultaneously reference these keys. Bruckner directly prevents the resolution of the A-

flat seventh chord to D-flat major by resolving it like a German augmented sixth chord 

while indirectly restraining an assertive entrance of G major, because C minor is as viable 

a key in m. 51 as G major. In the parallel position within the recapitulation, Bruckner 

uses a similar strategy to avoid a cadence when transitioning to the secondary theme zone 

by enharmonically reinterpreting the dominant ninth chord of E major/minor as an 

augmented sixth chord of E-flat major in mm. 310-11. 

The first statement of the primary theme zone—mm. 1-22—does not only 

illustrate some of these techniques but also demonstrates how frequently they can occur 

within a relatively brief span of time. In m. 11, a dominant seventh chord in the key of E 
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major/minor is presented but does not resolve in an expected manner; rather, it proceeds 

to an F-sharp seventh chord a fifth above that then suggests B as a new tonal center. 

Following the F-sharp seventh chord in mm. 15-6 is a G seventh chord that acts like a 

dominant with respect to the key of C minor but an augmented sixth chord with respect to 

B major/minor—where the G/F dyad is an enharmonic reinterpretation of G/E-sharp. The 

only V-I progression realized during the first twenty-two measures occurs between mm. 

18 and 19 in C minor. The final approach to C minor during the primary theme zone is 

negated by the weak beat arrival of the I chord in m. 22 and the suggestion of a six-four 

resolution as stated earlier. Bruckner foreshadows much of the nature of the movement in 

the passage discussed above: 1) the unresolved six-four resolution foreshadows the 

structurally important ones found in mm. 249, 370 and 382; 2) the relatively weak tonal 

position of C minor throughout the course of the piece; and 3) the disruption of cadences 

at formally important moments in general particularly during the development and 

recapitulation sections.     

 At the center of Bruckner’s use of ambiguity is chromaticism, because the altered 

chords can reference several keys simultaneously. In mm. 73 to 96, Bruckner repeats a 

portion of the second theme in G major before a transition into the third theme/key area 

of E-flat major/minor. Specifically, a prolonged G fundamental in mm. 73-75 temporarily 

floats between G major and C minor with the introduction of the F-natural in m. 74 and 

E-flat in m. 75. If the G-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord is reinterpreted as a B 

fully-diminished seventh chord, the G fundamental can be viewed as continuing through 

all of m. 75—still tonic in G minor and dominant in C major/minor. Thus, two harmonic 
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regions—C minor and G major/minor—simultaneously overlap because of the strategic 

use of chromatic pitches in harmonies that can simultaneously reference both of these 

keys. Bruckner repeats the same progression again at the level of C in mm. 77-80 where 

the same issues arise with respect to enharmonic transformation, chromaticism and key 

ambiguity. 

Bruckner’s use of enharmonic transformations in the first movement of the Eighth 

Symphony closely parallels Sechter’s treatment defined in Chapter 4;614 however, there 

are severable notable exceptions that I discuss later in this chapter.615 These three types 

include reinterpreting a chord with the enharmonically equivalent chord or key from the 

parallel chord or key; in other words, there is a starkly visible flip from a key signature 

with sharps to flats or vice versa. Sechter also demonstrates the possible enharmonic 

reinterpretations of the fully-diminished seventh chord with its four possible 

fundamentals, and the reinterpretation of the major-minor seventh chord as an augmented 

sixth chord and vice versa.  

Bruckner illustrates the first type of enharmonic reinterpretation in the first 

statement of the primary theme zone of the exposition. In mm. 8-9, a first inversion G 

minor chord moves up a step to a first inversion A-flat minor chord. With respect to the 

prevailing C minor harmonic region, the A-flat minor chord appears to be an altered 

chord on the sixth scale-degree. Following the A-flat minor chord is a D-sharp fully-

diminished seventh chord in the key of E major. The D-sharp fully-diminished seventh 

chord has a suppressed B fundamental connecting it to the 5th scale-degree of E 

                                                 
614Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 201-17. See pages 174-80. 
615See pages 266-7. 
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major/minor. As a result, the preceding A-flat minor chord is transformed into a G-sharp 

minor chord by the D-sharp fully-diminished seventh chord of E major. By moving from 

C minor to at least a briefly suggested A-flat minor on to E major, a flip from flat keys to 

sharp keys is needed to avoid the eight flat key signature of the submediant of A-flat  

minor, namely F-flat major=E major.616   

Toward the close of the recapitulation’s primary theme zone in m. 289, Bruckner 

reinterprets the G-flat seventh chord in the key of C-flat major as an F-sharp seventh 

chord in the key of B minor. The change from C-flat major to B minor becomes 

necessary for several reasons. First, a change from C-flat major to C-flat minor would 

shift the key signature from seven flats to ten flats. In addition, Bruckner continues 

moving around the circle of fifths by modulating to E minor or its equivalent—F-flat 

minor—that would push the flat key signatures out even further to an eleven flat key 

signature. A similar event occurs in the recapitulation’s tertiary theme zone in m. 316 

where Bruckner reinterprets a tonic G-flat pedal as F-sharp. Again, the transformation 

becomes necessary, because G-flat minor would result in a nine-flat key signature. Also, 

the progression continues by modulating to B minor which would add yet another flat to 

the key signature of C-flat minor. 

During the course of the first movement, Bruckner frequently uses enharmonic 

reinterpretations of fully-diminished seventh chords.617 For example in m. 215 of the 

development, he approaches a C fully-diminished seventh chord—C, E-flat, G-flat and B-

                                                 
616In m. 101, Bruckner reinterprets the pitch G-flat in E-flat minor as an F-sharp in either D major 

or F-sharp minor. In m. 346, Bruckner modulates enharmonically from E-flat minor to F-sharp minor using 
the E-flat minor chord as the raised 6th scale-degree.  

617See mm. 36, 54, 57, 80, 117, 198, 278 and 285-6 for further examples.  
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double flat—with respect to a tentative A-flat or D-flat key area. The C fully-diminished 

seventh chord is reinterpreted as an A fully-diminished seventh—A, C, E-flat and G-

flat—with the B-double flat equivalent to A-natural with respect to the emerging key of 

E-flat minor. Imagined sounds occur due to tonal ambiguity from the multiple key 

references of chromatic chords and the unrealized tonal paths of D-flat and A-flat. 

Bruckner reinterprets several augmented sixth chords enharmonically as dominant 

seventh chords in the first movement. He approaches the chord in the first statement of 

the primary theme zone in m. 17 as a German augmented-sixth chord built from the 2nd 

scale-degree in the prevailing key of B minor. It becomes a seventh chord, however, on 

the 5th scale-degree by transforming the E-sharp into an F-natural. Thus, the E-sharp 

becomes the third, G the fifth, B the seventh and D the ninth over the suppressed C-sharp 

fundamental. Bruckner reinterprets it as a G seventh chord by resolving to a C minor 

chord in m. 19.618 A similar progression is used in mm. 213-4 of the development where 

a B fully-diminished seventh chord with a suppressed G fundamental moves to a German 

augmented-sixth chord with a suppressed D fundamental. Bruckner approaches the B 

fully-diminished seventh chord deceptively as the 3rd scale-degree in E-flat major thus 

never actually reaching the tonic chord. The German augmented-sixth chord with respect 

to the suppressed D fundamental suggests a V to II progression in the key of C minor—

again the tonic does not arrive. Bruckner, however, treats the German augmented sixth 

chord now as a dominant A-flat seventh chord in the key of D-flat major, but again does 

not reach the tonic. Thus, several layers of imagined sounds occur simultaneously for the 

                                                 
618In m. 310, Bruckner reinterprets a B seventh chord in E minor as an augmented sixth chord built 

on the 2nd scale-degree in E-flat major.  
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A-flat seventh/German augmented sixth chord in m. 214—the implied D fundamental is 

suppressed leaving the expected tonic of C dangling, because the enharmonic 

reinterpretation as an A-flat seventh chord moves temporarily toward the key of D-flat 

minor and major.   

Free Extensions 
 
 One of the primary benefits of looking at Bruckner’s music with respect to the 

Sechter/Bruckner strict theory of composition is that problematic progressions begin to 

emerge with respect to what practitioners of that tradition taught—not what modern 

theorists may or may not believe difficult to explain. In other words, we can see what 

Bruckner did in his compositions that exceeded an understanding of his theoretical 

tradition.  

In several instances, Bruckner challenges one of the central premises of his 

theoretical tradition, namely that all chords have a diatonic root with respect to a 

prevailing key by using harmonic progressions that obliterate a scale-degree relationship 

with a harmonic region. In mm. 8-9, a first inversion G minor chord moves directly to an 

A-flat minor chord forcing at best an awkward fit in C minor. The chord roots 

themselves, G to A-flat, fit credibly within C minor, but the use of the minor V chord and 

the appearance of the C-flat within the A-flat chord make the progression function 

weakly at best in the key of C minor. Furthermore, the use of C-flat as a chromatic 

element within C minor is awkward, because it lies outside of the pitches Bruckner 
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accepted as a chromatic possibility in C minor.619 To view the A-flat minor chord as the 

6th scale-degree in C minor, a free extension must be asserted allowing additional 

chromatic pitches—namely the lowered 1st scale-degree that both Bruckner and Sechter 

had rejected in their theoretical teaching. 

The harmonic progression in mm. 109-116 of the Exposition’s tertiary theme zone 

contains several fundamental progressions built solely from rising seconds by placing 

two directly in a row from E-flat to F-flat and then F-flat to F. The motion from the E-flat 

seventh to F-flat major seventh suggests V to VI in the key of A-flat minor; however, the 

F-flat major seventh chord to F seventh chord progression cannot occur as a diatonic 

relationship in any harmonic region. Either the strict diatonic connection between chords 

is challenged in this instance or a listener must view it as an incidental passing chord 

between E-flat and F. Since Bruckner repeats the same harmonic progression two more 

times with B-flat, C-flat and C in augmentation—i.e., twice as fast as before—in mm. 

117-120, it is clearly not an accident.  

The presence of a pedal tone in mm. 109-116 complicates matters in this instance, 

because, perhaps, it should be ignored as a member of the chords in the harmonic 

progression. In that case, the progression would be a V to VI fundamental bass motion in 

A-flat minor followed by another V to VI fundamental bass motion in B double-flat 

minor or its enharmonic equivalent of A minor.620 While these two surface level 

harmonic progressions are occurring, however, a larger level B-flat minor progression 

                                                 
619See Bruckner, Vorlesungen, “Notenbeispiele,” 30 for Bruckner’s chromatic scale from C. The 

notes are exactly the same as those presented by Sechter on pages 167-8 in Chapter 4. 
620Brahms uses a similar chain of V-VI harmonic motions in mm. 10-14 and mm. 33-37 of his 

Fourth Symphony and mm. 53-57 of his Rhapsody, Op. 79, No. 1.  
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from IV to V occurs from the E-flat chord to F chord that is severed by the presence of 

the F-flat major chord. For a B-flat minor interpretation, the notion of a free 

embellishment that allows for a linear non-functional harmony would be necessary since 

the F-flat major or major seventh chord is not a diatonic root or even a potential 

chromatic pitch in B-flat minor.621  

Neither Bruckner nor Sechter provide instruction concerning the enharmonic 

treatment of the augmented triad nor do they clarify the use of augmented triads in 

chromatic contexts. In mm. 53 and 75 of the exposition’s secondary theme zone, 

Bruckner uses the enharmonic aspect of the augmented triad by allowing it to 

simultaneously reference the 3rd scale-degree of C minor and the raised 5th scale-degree 

of the tonic chord in G major.622 Sechter does demonstrate the use of augmented triads as 

possible chromatic chords but only in the context of a chromatic passing tone.623 There 

are two augmented triads—C and F, both in first inversion—used in direct succession in 

mm. 121-2 of the tertiary thematic zone where the G-sharp and C-sharp completely omit 

the underlying diatonic pitches of G and C respectively. More puzzling from an analytic 

viewpoint is how to assign fundamentals since the C augmented triad could function as a 

quasi-diatonic III chord in A minor or a chromatic II in B-flat major while the F 

augmented could be a chromatic chord as either VI in A minor, V in B-flat major or II in 

E-flat minor.      

                                                 
621Neither Sechter nor Bruckner demonstrates the potential of the lowered 5th scale-degree as a 

possible chromatic pitch within a key. Ibid.  
622I can find no other instances of Bruckner using the augmented triad enharmonically in this 

movement. 
623See Sechter, Die Grundsätze, vol. 1, 175 and 181 for examples of the augmented triad as a 

chromatic chord in a minor key. See ibid., 131, 132 and 134 for examples of the augmented triad in a major 
key. 
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 Bruckner introduces a license with respect to enharmonic transformation for the 

approach and resolution of the minor seventh chord in the exposition’s tertiary theme 

zone in mm. 103 to 108. In mm. 103-105, a progression of a D minor seventh chord to an 

E seventh chord clearly articulates a IV to V progression in the key of A major; however, 

the relationship of the F minor seventh chord that follows the E seventh chord is 

uncertain. If the F minor seventh chord is reinterpreted as F, G-sharp, C and D-sharp, the 

chord now appears as an altered augmented sixth chord in A major/minor with a G-sharp 

used in place of the expected A. Like Wagner’s “Tristan chord” where a half-diminished 

seventh chord functions as an augmented sixth chord, the minor seventh chord operates 

here like an augmented sixth chord—a free compositional deviation not conceived of by 

Sechter or Bruckner in their harmonic theories. Bruckner repeats the same progression at 

the level of C minor in mm. 105-7. The progression in mm. 103-8 is repeated completely 

down a minor third in mm. 347-52 of the recapitulation’s tertiary theme zone. 

At some point during the course of the first movement, Bruckner uses every pitch 

of the complete chromatic spectrum as a tonal area; however, many of these harmonic 

regions occur only as implied tonics and have little structural importance within the 

overall scope of the work—keys like D major/minor, A major/minor, B minor, E major 

and F-sharp minor. Thus, these imagined tonics and formal placement within 

developmental and intensifying passages make these tonal regions structurally less 

significant.  

Also, A-flat major/minor and G-flat major, although more important, both play 

inconsequential roles in the overall shape of the movement. For A-flat, there is an 
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ambiguous reference to it in the development in mm. 172-177 although it shares tonal 

space with B-flat minor and F minor. Also, there is a half cadence in A-flat minor in mm. 

237-9 during the primary theme zone of the recapitulation (according to the first reading), 

but here it is a part of a larger motion from F minor to C minor in mm. 228-249. G-flat 

major serves briefly as a tonic in two places: 1) in the development in m. 192 at the 

beginning of the sequential statement of the primary them group, and 2) in the secondary 

theme zone of the Exposition in mm. 55-6 although somewhat ambiguously as it shares 

tonal space with B-flat minor.  

D-flat major and B-flat minor are more significant tonal centers. During the 

development, D-flat major is the most important cadential objective reached where 

Bruckner confirms the key with a plagal and authentic motion in mm. 186-191. B-flat 

minor usually occurs paired with F minor as an ambiguous key at the beginning of the 

movement and the potential recapitulation in m. 225. The B-flat minor tonic chord, 

however, does not ever literally arrive. The most important tonal regions in the work are 

C minor, E-flat major/minor and G major. G major is the weakest of these in that it only 

serves as a significant tonal center during the secondary theme of the exposition in mm. 

51-72. E-flat major/minor is the key area used in the tertiary theme in the exposition 

(mm. 97-139)—hence the most important tonal goal of the exposition—and secondary 

theme in the recapitulation (mm. 311-340) while C minor emerges during the primary 

theme of the exposition (mm. 1-22) and recapitulation (mm. 245-9) as well as the tertiary 

theme of the recapitulation (mm. 341-382). 
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The most important key not discussed so far is F minor.624 Bruckner never uses it 

as a principal tonal center for one of the three principal theme zones during the exposition 

or recapitulation, nor does he ever establish it with a significant cadence—the only 

cadence in F minor being the half cadence in mm. 231-4. Its importance relates less to its 

own inherent value rather than the ambiguous tonal relationship that it shares as a 

mediator between B-flat minor and C minor. At the beginning of the piece and the 

possible recapitulation point in m. 225, B-flat minor and F minor occur simultaneously. 

At the close of the piece, F minor lingers as a potential tonal center since a listener could 

perceive the final C major chord as a half cadence. Thus, the ghostly presence of F minor 

as an ambiguous shadow of C minor and B-flat minor functions as an imagined sound at 

the deepest levels of the work.625 

Tonal ambiguity at the highest levels of the work makes understanding the overall 

tonal architecture difficult from a traditional perspective. Specifically, beginning with the 

ambiguous keys of F minor and B-flat minor within a piece that is purportedly C minor is 

unusual. Furthermore, completing the opening C minor movement with the ambiguous 

regions of C minor and F minor is equally puzzling. The underlying paradigm that 

connects much of the tonal phenomena is motion from more distant tonal goals to more 
                                                 

624Compare the significance of F minor in this reading with Benjamin’s analysis of prolonged keys 
in Example 6 on page 18. Also note, that other than for the opening key area, Benjamin indicates only one 
tonal center at a time.  

625In Brahms’ Quartet No. 3, Op. 60, he uses E minor/major as a distantly related key area that 
gradually emerges during the course of the work. In the Exposition, Brahms’ hints at the E tonal region in 
mm. 28-30 with a first inversion chord on E minor and E major progression in mm. 98-100. The E tonal 
region becomes even more significant during the development when the E-flat is reinterpreted as a D-sharp 
in E in m. 138; closely-related keys of the E major/minor tonal region then dominate the development until 
m. 175. In the recapitulation, the first inversion E minor chord returns again in m. 224 but is extended this 
time until m. 230. Again, the E tonal region appears to arrive with its dominant in mm. 296-299, but 
Brahms resolves deceptively to C minor in m. 300. Thus, Brahms hints at the E tonal region multiple times 
in the movement without ever actually confirming it.       
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closely-related ones. Thus, the more distant regions of B-flat and F minor at the 

beginning move to the closely-related regions of C minor and F minor by the end of the 

work.  

The same pattern is evident for the primary, secondary and tertiary theme zones 

within the exposition. The first statement of the primary thematic zone (mm. 1-22) begins 

with B-flat minor and F minor but clearly ends in C minor. The first statement of the 

secondary thematic zone (mm. 51-72) begins ambiguously with C minor and G major but 

definitely ends centered on G major with a salient half cadence. The tertiary theme zone 

begins with the key of E-flat minor in m. 97 but closes with E-flat major—finally arriving 

at the closely-related 3rd scale-degree in m. 139. Thus, in general, Bruckner’s tonal 

motions begin with remote and distant and elements and seek those of the ultimate key—

the overarching tonality of C minor and harmonic regions closely-related to it. 

Understanding the underlying paradigm of moving from distant tonal goals to 

closer ones may help resolve the formally perplexing aspect as to where the 

recapitulation begins. As indicated in Chapter 1, various scholars have disagreed as to 

whether m. 225 or 283 is the beginning of the recapitulation. In my reading, I have 

indicated that B-flat minor and F minor both occur in m. 1 and m. 225. Also, the theme 

returns at m. 225 at literally the same pitch level as it did in m. 1 although in 

augmentation—twice as slow as the first time. Thus, the aspect of tonal and thematic 

repetition associated with the sonata tradition occurs here. In addition, the tonal 

procedure established in the exposition of seeking the central key of C minor from the 

distant and ambiguous duo of B-flat minor and F minor now reoccurs allowing Bruckner 
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a second opportunity at solving the central tonal problem of the movement.626 While 

Bruckner does state the primary theme motive at the level of C minor in mm. 283-5,627 it 

serves as the closing gesture and arrival at the tonal goal initiated by the B-flat/F minor 

opening gesture.628 

The first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony is saturated with imagined 

sounds; not only do they occur briefly as surface level events but burrow into the deepest 

structural levels of the work. Their noteworthy presence in the Sechter/Bruckner 

theoretical tradition not only suggested that they would be present but where they would 

occur. To not consider the significance of imagined sounds given his theoretical 

predilection potentially misses critical aspects of his compositional methodology and how 

a listener should perceive it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 

626Derek Watson makes a similar argument in Chapter 1. See page 17. 
627Bruckner states the primary thematic motive at the level of C minor; however, it is placed in the 

context of an A-flat major-minor ninth chord that itself points to the key of D-flat major. 
628The formal dimensions of the movement according to a reading of the recapitulation at m. 225 

work well. The exposition would be approximately 150 measures in length, the development close to 75 
measures and the recapitulation approaching 170 measures. A precedent for the shortest section—the 
development—occurs in Classical era sonata forms where the development is frequently half the length of 
the exposition. For example, in Mozart’s Symphony No. 41 in C major, the exposition encompasses mm. 1-
120 while the development includes mm. 121-189 producing an exposition that is a little less than twice the 
length of the development.    
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CHAPTER 7 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Sechter’s Influence on Bruckner’s Compositional and Theoretical Practice 

An understanding of Bruckner’s reception of Sechter’s music theories assists 

modern scholars in three ways. 1) Sechter’s theories provide significant insights into the 

manner that Bruckner engaged the harmonic/contrapuntal framework in his compositions. 

2) Reconciling Bruckner’s harmonic pedagogy with compositional procedures in his most 

complex works provides a more unified and consistent view of his personality. 3) 

Bruckner, as a theory and compositional pedagogue, disseminated Sechterian musical 

thought to a new and important generation of composers and theorists. I examine each 

point in turn.  

Analysis of the first movement of the Eighth Symphony as given in Chapter 5 

demonstrated that Bruckner applied Sechterian voice leading into his thought process by 

avoiding parallel fifths and octaves, and hidden fifths and octaves;629 resolving the fifths 

of diminished and impure fifths down by step;630 preparing chord sevenths not related to 

the dominant scale-degree;631 and resolving dissonances resulting from inter-

fundamentals.632 All of these restrictions, preparations and resolutions occurred in the 

first movement of his Eighth Symphony and clearly played a central role in Bruckner’s 

decision process.  
                                                 

629See pages 182 and 191-2. 
630See pages 199-200. 
631See page 208. 
632See pages 227-9.  
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As indicated by discussions in Chapters 5 and 6, however, Bruckner included 

numerous free exceptions from the strict elements listed above. For example, he indicated 

that sevenths did not need preparation for seventh chords that were associated with the 5th 

scale-degree—namely, the major minor-seventh chord and fully-diminished seventh 

chord.633 Other exceptions included the upward resolution of a ninth over an 

interfundamental, and the free entrance of the bass of the four-three chord built on the 2nd 

scale-degree which was preceded by a tonic harmony.634 Furthermore, Bruckner extended 

his strict harmonic theory by exploring ninth chords in detail and investigating the use of 

eleventh and thirteenth chords as large-scale cataclysmic goals within movements and the 

work as a whole.635 As demonstrated by my discussion of Bruckner’s pedagogy in 

Chapter 5 and his application of it in Chapter 6, the liberties listed here are not random 

developments determined by chance; rather, they are extensions resulting from his work 

with strict elements following transformational patterns developed by theorists within one 

particular branch of the strict/free tradition.  

The most significant source for free expansion in Bruckner’s music from the 

perspective of his strict theory lies in the use of chromaticism and modulation to 

indirectly related tonal regions which resulted in an extremely ambiguous tonal language. 

The tonal ambiguity itself is largely the result of Bruckner’s consistent and pervasive use 

of imagined sounds. Frequently as demonstrated by the analysis of the Eighth Symphony, 

Bruckner referenced as many as three and four keys simultaneously, omitted expected 

                                                 
633 See page 206. 
634See pages 222-3 and Example 169 on page 207.  
635See pages 216-20 and 231-4.  
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tonic and dominant functioning harmonies, and dangled multiple key areas through 

enharmonic reinterpretations. The use of tonal ambiguity served Bruckner musically in 

the following two manners. 1) At the highest structural levels—that is phrase, section and 

movement levels, tonal ambiguity helped Bruckner establish uncertainty as the point of 

initiation from which a solution or, at least, greater certainty became the goal. 2) These 

points of uncertainty required Bruckner to return to them multiple times through the 

course of the work in the process of reaching a musical solution or, at least, a musical 

compromise.  

Bruckner provides an example of this with his reworking the primary motive from 

mm. 2-5 in mm. 225-230. In mm. 2-5, he sets the primary motive in a sparse manner with 

only a tremolo F pedal held by the violins and horns before moving to an open fifth on C. 

The G-flat in m. 3 suggests two possible interpretations: 1) it could be an accented 

neighbor tone pattern, or 2) it could be a seventh chord built from G-flat. In mm. 225-30 

at the probable beginning of the recapitulation, the primary motive returns in an 

augmented form with a full orchestral tutti at the original tonal level of B-flat/F minor. 

Whereas the first time the G-flat occurred, one might be uncertain about its harmonic 

significance, the G-flat in mm. 225-6 requires a harmonic interpretation. On beats 1 and 2 

of m. 225, Bruckner sets the G-flat as a G-flat major seventh chord while on beats 3 and 4 

he recasts it as a French augmented sixth chord built from the fundamental C. In m. 26, 

the G-flat becomes either the ninth of a suppressed F fundamental or an extended 

suspension that resolves on the final eighth note of the measure. In short, Bruckner 
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fulfills at last the potential harmonization of the G-flat from the original statement of the 

primary motive. 

Within the Romantic paradigm, imagined sounds become an ideal way of 

expressing the search for a key area hidden among multiple possibilities, evading the 

ability to attain tonic, or reaching tonic incorrectly through a path that omits expected 

harmonies. Over the course of Bruckner’s life, he made a number of marriage proposals 

that either fell through or were rejected including one in 1895—a year before his death.636 

Also, many of Bruckner’s smaller choral works reflect an interest in Marian texts which 

include three settings of Ave Maria.637 These two seemingly disparate ideas merge in the 

1882 setting of Ave Maria which was written for a young contralto with whom he was 

infatuated.638 Ironically, given Bruckner’s provincial upbringing and conservative 

outlook in other arenas of life, his failed attempts at marriage reflect the prevailing 

Romantic sentimentality of an unfulfilled and unattainable love adopted from notions of 

medieval courtly love merged with Catholic beliefs related to the Virgin Mary. Much of 

Bruckner’s music conveys this Romantic topic in a general sense for all humanity while 

at the same time expressing it meaningfully for him in particular. 

Bruckner’s study with Sechter provided a built-in methodology for incorporating 

musical ideas—i.e., a lens through which to interpret and absorb the language of 

                                                 
636In 1891, Bruckner received a marriage offer from a hotel chambermaid, Ida Buhz, that he 

finally rejected in 1895, because she would not convert to Catholicism. Bruckner proposed to Minna 
Reischl in 1891, but the match was rejected by the woman’s parents. Concerning Bruckner’s relationships 
with women, Watson states the following: “His relations with women, or rather with a succession of young 
girls, were unsuccessful and unhappy …” Bruckner, 41 and 48-9.  

637Other religious texts used by Bruckner in his smaller choral works include Ave Regina 
coelorum, Tota pulchra es Maria and Virga Jesse floruit.  

638Watson, Bruckner, 35.  
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contemporary composers. In the final comment of his essay on Richard Wagner’s 

harmonic style, Mayrberger states:  

“If one wants to understand Richard Wagner’s harmony, if one wants to acquire 
knowledge of the same for his or her own creative work, then one must have 
complete knowledge of the law: 
 diatonic in major and minor, 
 diatonic modulation, 

chromatic modulation, finally 
enharmonicism 

and seek to obtain them in the order established here, since the one follows from 
the other, and our present art,…, arose in this way.”639 

 
Mayrberger’s statement very likely conveys the logic that Bruckner would have applied 

in absorbing novel compositional techniques of his contemporaries—i.e., parsing music 

into its various diatonic regions, viewing chromatic chords as alterations to underlying 

diatonic harmonies and creating ambiguity through enharmonic reinterpretation. In 

addition, Mayrberger’s assertion that “our present art, …, arose in this way” reinforces 

the notion of justification intertwined with historical consciousness inherent in the 

Sechter/Bruckner compositional approach. The strict/free tradition provided a resource 

for the development of new free embellishments—the modern—while at the same time 

serving as a means for justifying them with respect to music of the past. 

The polarity between strict and free composition likely appealed to Bruckner's 

respect for authority. Constantin Floros states that “if Adorno's observation that Mahler 

                                                 
 639“Will man die Harmonik R. Wagners verstehen, will man sich die Kenntniss derselben zum 
eigenen Schaffen aneignen, so muss man sich die vollständige Kenntnis der Gesetze:  

Der Diatonik in Dur und Moll, 
der diatonischen Modulation,  
der chromatischen Modulation, endlich 
der Enharmonik 

und in der hier gesetzten Ordnung zu verschaffen suchen, weil das Eine aus dem Andern hervorgeht, und 
unsere heutige Kunst,…, auf diese Weise entstanden ist. Mayrberger, Die Harmonik Richard Wagner’s, 33.  
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found it difficult to submit to authority, should be correct, then the opposite can be said of 

Bruckner."640 Floros' statement is prompted by an attempt to dispel the idea that 

Bruckner's nature was a dual one—one that Mahler characterized negatively as "half 

genius, half imbecile."641 Rather, Floros believes that the dual nature observed by 

Bruckner's peers was a result of the conflict between their view of what an artist was 

supposed to be and the manner in which Bruckner lived. His "indomitable belief in [the 

Catholic church]," as Friedrich Klose indicates, made contemporary discussions 

concerning philosophy (particularly Nietzsche and Schopenhauer) irrelevant for 

Bruckner.642   

With respect to musical authority, his study with Sechter—the foremost instructor 

of harmony and counterpoint in Vienna during the mid-nineteenth century—provided a 

secure foundation for his own assertion as an authority in the realm of theory and 

composition instruction. In addition, Bruckner sought awards/appraisals of progress that 

assured his position as an authority in music. In particular, he sought several honorary 

doctorates in his latter years before finally receiving one from the University of Vienna in 

1891.643   

                                                 
640Constantin Floros, “On Unity between Bruckner’s Personality and Production,” Perspectives on 

Anton Bruckner, Ed. Crawford Howie, Paul Hawkshaw, and Timothy Jackson, Burlington, VT: Ashgate 
Publishing, 290. 

641Ibid., 286. 
642Ibid., 289. Quoted from Klose, Meine Lehrjahre, 97. 
643Bruckner attempted but failed to receive honorary doctors from two schools in America—the  

University of Philadelphia and Cincinnati—and Cambridge in England. See Rolf Keller, "Das 
"amerikanische Ehrendoktorat" für Anton Bruckner, Bruckner Symposion 1992: Anton Bruckner, 
Personlichkeit, und Werk, ed. by Othmar Wessely and others (Linz, Austria: 1995): 73-92.   
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Furthermore, Bruckner studied the music of earlier masters to solve compositional 

and theoretical problems.644 Music of the celebrated composers of the past became a 

repository of musical authority which furnishes knowledge. In a similar manner, strict 

composition derives its value as a compositional strategy from the study of former 

masters by internalizing their habits and using them as a springboard for new 

compositional endeavors. Sechter’s and Bruckner's prescription on students not to 

attempt free composition during their theoretical training likely results from their belief 

that free compositional projects will surely fail until they had fully internalized principles 

of their musical predecessors—i.e., authority figures in music.645   

Even Bruckner’s musical output over the span of his life follows a pattern of 

moving from works strict in construction to ones that are free. His primary compositions 

prior to his study with Sechter and Kitzler from 1855 to 1863 are choral with the 

occasional use of some limited instrumental forces. Inherently conservative in 

construction, many of these works make substantial use of figured bass and reflect a late 

eighteenth-century church style. During the 1860’s, Bruckner wrote his three most 

important masses combining large-scale instrumental and choral forces. Several smaller 

masses including his Requiem in D minor predate the three masses from the 1860s, but 

they are minor works in comparison. In 1863, while studying with Kitzler, Bruckner 

made his first foray into symphonic writing with his “Studiensimphomie [Study 

Symphony].” From 1865 to 1896, he devoted the final stage of his career primarily to the 

creation of his nine numbered and one unnumbered symphonies —his “freest” works and 

                                                 
644See page 182. 
645Watson, Bruckner, 23.  
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solely instrumental in nature. In short, the notion of authority through emulation, 

assertion and justification helps explain why the strict/free approach appealed to 

Bruckner in terms of his own idiosyncratic personality, reception of modern music and 

extension from preceding music as well as explaining the trajectory of his own musical 

output over the course of his life. 

In addition to being a significant composer, Bruckner was an important teacher in 

Vienna from 1868 to his death in 1896, and his connection to the ensuing generation of 

composers is well documented. Schoenberg may have attended several of his lectures at 

the University of Vienna,646 and several scholars have noted his indebtedness to the 

Sechter/Bruckner tradition for his own harmonic theories as presented in Harmonielehre 

and the Structural Functions of Harmony.647 Mahler frequently called on Bruckner 

although he never formally studied with him, and Hugo Wolf was an ardent supporter.648 

The current study not only forms analytical tools for Bruckner’s works, but could provide 

the basis for a broader analytical methodology for the nexus of important late Romantic 

composers and theorists associated with Vienna at the turn of the twentieth century. The 

success of such a venture would be dependent upon determining the degree to which 

                                                 
646Watson states that Schoenberg was "known to have attended some of Bruckner's lectures," but 

the source is not identified. Bruckner, 31. 
647Schoenberg mentions Sechter by name in his Theory of Harmony, 270. The interfundamentals 

from the "older theory" also indicate Sechter's influence in ibid., 113. Sechter is the only theorist that 
Schoenberg writes about in a positive manner in his Theory of Harmony. Wason, Viennese Harmonic 
Theory, 133-143 and  Graham Phipps, “A Response to Schenker’s Analysis of Chopin’s Etude, Op. 10, No. 
12, Using Schoenberg’s Grundgestalt Concept,” Musical Quarterly 69/4 (Autumn, 1983), 543-69 confirm 
the significant relationship.  

648See Albert Maecklenburg, “Anton Bruckner and Hugo Wolf,” trans. by Willis Wager, Musical 
Quarterly 24/3 (July 1938), 291-99 for a detailed description of Wolf’s support although with some 
questionable historical interpretations. Watson, Bruckner, 37 and 42 also confirms their relationship. 
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Bruckner’s harmonic and contrapuntal teaching seeped into the compositional thinking of 

Schoenberg, Mahler and Wolf. 

Although Schenker was critical of Bruckner as both a composer and teacher, 

Bruckner did affect Schenker's musical theories. As a student, Schenker studied with 

Bruckner at the conservatory in Vienna between 1887 and 1889.649 Schenker’s 

conception of the scale-degree (Stufe) and usage of implied tones demonstrate influence 

from the Bruckner/Sechter theoretical tradition. For example, with respect to implied 

tones, Schenker would add a root a third below a chromatically raised pitch in a manner 

similar to the process used by Sechter for explaining the VII chord as an extension of the 

V chord. Furthermore, the strict/free dichotomy found in the Sechter/Bruckner tradition is 

present in Schenker's work as demonstrated in his study on Counterpoint (tantamount to 

strict composition for Schenker) and Der Freie Satz. For example, the strict/free levels 

demonstrated by Sechter for chromaticism reflect a similar construction in Schenker as 

diatonic pitches replace chromatic ones across the middleground and background levels. 

In fact, Schenker’s criticism for Bruckner, particularly early in his career, may originate 

from an attempt to separate himself from his well-known former instructor.650  

 

 

                                                 
649See the following for further discussion of Schenker’s views on Bruckner: Heinrich Schenker, 

“Über Anton Bruckner,” Der Dreiklang, ed. by Oster Jonas and Felix Salzer, Heft 7 (October 1937) 166-
76; Hellmut Federhofer, "Heinrich Schenker's Bruckner-Verstandnis," Archiv für Musikwissenschaft 34/3 
(1982), 198-217; Wason, Viennese Harmonic Theory, 133-43; and Edward Laufer, "Some Aspects of 
Prolongation Procedures in the Ninth Symphony," Bruckner Studies, ed. by Timothy Jackson and Paul 
Hawkshaw (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 209-11. 

650See footnote 559 on page 226 where Schenker clearly refers to Bruckner without naming him as 
evidence of an attempt to create distance from his former professor. 
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Further Study 

A broad range of possible research directions could follow from the present study:  

1) applying the strict/free methodology to other works and movements by Bruckner; 2) 

adapting the present study as a means for demonstrating the relationship between other 

composers and theorists in the strict/free tradition; 3) exploring the historical disjuncture 

between present and past concerning the use of imagined sounds in compositional 

theoretical thinking; and 4) examining from a multicultural perspective the notions of the 

strict and the free to better understand its role in the development of Western music. I 

examine each point in turn. 

Several studies could result from the examination of specific chord elements and 

voice leading procedures in his symphonies. For example, in the first movement of the 

Eighth Symphony, Bruckner correctly prepares and resolves non-dominant seventh chords 

as well as dissonant impure and diminished fifths; however, whether Bruckner 

demonstrates the same level of concern for the correct resolution of dissonant fifths and 

sevenths in all of his symphonies and large-scale choral works is uncertain. Similar 

undecided relationships from Bruckner’s strict harmonic theory could easily be extended 

to cover the relationship between four-three seventh chords and six-four chords as well as 

the handling of voice leading procedures such as hidden fifths. In particular, 

Schwanzara’s study notebook records a comment concerning Bruckner’s aesthetic 

reaction to his First and Second Symphony.651 In particular, the relationship between 

                                                 
651See footnote 567 on page 231 for Bruckner’s statement and Schwanzara’s commentary. The 

figure Bruckner refers to in the first sentence is the “horn fifths” progression from Example 147 on page 
188. 
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Bruckner’s raucous First Symphony (“Das kecke Beserl”) and the “too chaste” Second 

Symphony in terms of his use of elements from his strict harmonic approach remains 

undetermined. 

Within the broader field of analysis, the study opens the possibility for 

reconstructing specific strict models and their free embellishments taken directly from 

treatises that used them as strict models. For example, Bernhard’s Tractatus used Schütz 

as a model for emulation as Kirnberger did with Bach. Seemingly, the methodology of 

the preceding study could be adapted to the analysis of Bach through Kirnberger or the 

analysis of Schütz through Bernhard. Another significant connection between composer 

and theorist in the strict/free tradition was Beethoven and Albrechtsberger. Again, 

comparing Beethoven’s compositional practice with Albrechtsberger’s idiosyncratic 

update of Fuxian species counterpoint could reveal habits formed from his study. 

Imitation, fugue and double counterpoint are important elements presented in 

many strict/free theories; however, since it would expand the parameters of the present 

study too far, I did not develop them here. Although Bruckner's contrapuntal tradition 

stresses the harmonic background as a precursor to unrestrained melodic development, 

contrapuntal manipulation plays a significant role in Bruckner's music and demonstrates 

another element derived from the strict approach. Specific proof of its importance for 

Bruckner appears as a part of his training with Sechter, where he completed courses in 

elementary counterpoint in 1859, advanced counterpoint in 1860 and fugue and canon in 

1861.652 

                                                 
652Watson, Bruckner, 14-5. 
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In the development section from the first movement of the Eighth Symphony for 

example, Bruckner prominently illustrates the use of strict contrapuntal artifices in a 

large-scale instrumental work. The primary motive, originally found in the bass of mm. 

2-5, appears in inversion in the oboe and clarinet in mm. 168-171. Sounding in imitation 

against the inverted primary motive in the B-flat horns is the same rhythmic idea and 

similar melodic contour delayed by one measure. In m. 173, the primary motive is 

repeated again in inversion in the F horns and B-flat tenor trombones now in 

augmentation with each pitch twice as long as the preceding value. The primary melodic 

material is repeated a second time at a new tonal level in mm. 179 –188. The secondary 

thematic motive, originally found in mm. 33-34, appears in inversion at m. 193 in the 

first violin where imitations of this material are presented in the second clarinet and first 

bassoon. Thus, Bruckner primarily derives the development section from a series of 

learned contrapuntal combinations of the primary and secondary motives from the 

exposition section of the movement. 

 One of the most important roles fulfilled by studies within the history of music 

theory is exposing differences between means of musical construction—the ontology 

and/or perception of a musical work in two historical contexts. In the present study, I 

bring a historical disjuncture between the use of imagined sounds as a theoretical and 

compositional tool to the forefront. Imagined sounds played an important role in the 

music theoretical thought of European composition from the sixteenth century to the 

early twentieth century; however, except for a few brief, isolated exposures found in 

Schenkerian analysis or defunct historic analytic systems, students and scholars have 
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little to no acquaintance with this practice. As a whole, the modern theoretical 

community is either unacquainted with the notion or ignores it.  

 In a class on Schenkerian Analysis, I vividly recall the instructor’s attempt to 

convince a group of skeptical graduate students where and how to use implied pitches in 

completing melodic lines.653 In a discussion chain on the SMT list from the Spring of 

2001, the following statement was made concerning implied tones in Schenkerian 

analysis: “How, when a majority of them [students] don’t hear one of Schenker’s 

‘implied tones’, can we characterize their condition as pathological?” A person responded 

to this by indicating that he did not “put the implied tone in the graph until they [students] 

can’t stop themselves from singing the note that’s ‘not there’.” In general, these examples 

demonstrate the high level of discomfort and uneasiness resulting from the use of implied 

pitches in contemporary music analysis when they do appear. 

The previous discussion generates a puzzling question—how did the music 

community shift from a climate where they frequently employed imagined sounds to one 

in which they rarely appear, and create apprehension and discomfort when they do occur? 

Nelson Goodman makes the following statement in Languages of Art: “Since complete 

compliance with the score is the only requirement for a genuine instance of a work, the 

most miserable performance without actual mistakes does count as such an instance, 

while the most brilliant performance with a single wrong note does not.”654 In explaining 

why such a stance is required, Goodman states that “if we allow the least deviation, all 

                                                 
653David Neumeyer taught the class I am referencing in the Spring of 1995 at Indiana University. 
654Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art: An Approach to a Theory of Symbols, (Indianapolis, IN: 

Hackett Publishing Company, 1976), 186. 
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assurance of work-preservation and score-preservation is lost; for by a series of one note 

errors of omission, addition, and modification, we can go all the way from Beethoven’s 

Fifth Symphony to Three Blind Mice.”655 Although Goodman’s response is particularly 

strong, I believe that the theoretical community largely shares his reliance on the pitch 

structure for the identification of a musical object. If we accept imagined sounds, then the 

notes added back to the score fail to meet Goodman’s criteria for work-preservation.  

David Thompson in his study entitled A History of Harmonic Theory in the U.S. 

uses the chapter title, “Age of Observation,” to describe post-WWII harmonic theory in 

the U.S.656 Instead of basing analytical decisions on speculative acoustic theories, post-

WWII harmonic theory has placed significance on empirical investigations of the 

processes and materials inherent in a musical work. An emphasis on observation helps to 

explain our present discomfort with implied notes and imagined sounds since we are 

reluctant to seek structural explanations that would incorporate pitches not literally 

notated in the score.  

Set theoretical approaches also seem to share tacitly the same perceptual basis that 

Artusi purports in the epigraph.657 Michael Friedmann makes the following statement in 

Ear Training for Twentieth-Century Music.  

I have chosen to define a good ear as one that perceives and retains musical 
structures and understands their role in a musical transformation or other 
compositional process. The musical structure can be a single pitch but is more 
likely to be a group of two or more pitches. To perceive such a musical structure 
one must first segment it from its surroundings in the musical continuity, so that it 

                                                 
655Ibid., 187. 

 656 David Thompson, A History of Harmonic Theory in the United States, (Kent, OH: Kent State 
University Press, 1980), 129-180. Thompson cites Walter Piston’s Harmony from 1941 as a specific 
marker for this change. 

657See page xviii for the quote and page 1 for further discussion.  
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becomes a unit with sufficient integrity to be independently scrutinized, and then 
identify characteristics that can be used to liken or contrast the unit to others 
(xxii).”658 

 
Friedmann states in a positive manner the one to one relationship between what is heard 

and what is perceived that is found in Artusi’s statement. Also, Friedmann provides no 

consideration above for that which is not literally heard or that it could even play a role in 

the listening process—silence is only a medium for pitch. The description focuses on 

listening to twentieth century music, but the very fact that we encourage such an 

approach may eventually affect the way in which we perceive all music.  

Goodman, Thompson and Friedmann, each report a shift in compositional and 

theoretical thinking that places an emphasis on the pitch structure for work-preservation, 

analysis and aural perception. Our discomfort with imagined sounds may result from a 

vestige of an antiquated theoretical-compositional tradition continuing into a perceptual 

paradigm that no longer supports the notion. In a present musical context, uncontrolled 

alteration of a musical work through omission or addition undermines its very existence 

in a manner that is foreign to earlier European music cultures.  

 One of the fundamental questions inherent in the use of imagined sounds is the 

manner in which it affects the music’s ontological status. Does music exist separately 

from the mind as physical sound waves or a musical score, or does it require a listener’s 

participation to complete the musical process? The Sechter/Bruckner circle provided an 

answer for the proverbial music playing in the forest: the listener must be present for the 

music to exist. Music does not exist only as a product of the composer’s imagination or a 

                                                 
 658Michael Friedman, Ear-Training for Twentieth-Century Music (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1990), xxii. 
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performer’s presentation. In fact not only is a listener needed for music to exist; rather, 

Sechter and Bruckner appear to take an even more radical position by claiming that the 

listener is necessary for completing the work. Without the listener there to provide the 

levels of justification to connect the strict construct to the free embellishment through 

imagined sounds, music is incomplete and incoherent. Musical meaning for Bruckner and 

Sechter thus flows from historical, traditionally-based listeners that possess the necessary 

internal processes to complete the score by adding and omitting the necessary pitches to 

provide a final and complete realization of the piece. As much as Sechter’s theory is a 

compositional one, it also serves as an incipient effort at developing a psychology of 

music for determining the role of a listener in the musical process.         

 For Sechter and Bruckner, music is built from an imagined structure—one that 

largely flows from the creative prowess of the mind in the symbiotic relationship between 

listener, performer and composer. Kirnberger provides an interesting illustration of the 

point through modulation for which he states the following:  

When one has played for a while in the original key, the ear is so accustomed to 
this key that it feels the entire diatonic scale to some extent on each chord. If the 
harmony moves to a different key, the ear attunes itself to the scale of this new 
key in the same way that it did with the proceeding one.659 

 
All the notes of a possible scale, although beyond the literal threshold of hearing, are 

present in the mind of the listener and every repercussion of a chord only confirms their 

presence. Save the overtones series and other acoustical properties, which may certainly 

                                                 
659“Wenn man eine Zeitlang in dem Ton, in welchem man angefangen, gespielet hat, so ist das 

Gehör von demselben so eingenommen, dass es auf jeden Accord einigermaassen die ganze Tonleiter 
derselben empfindet. Geht die Harmonie in einen andern Ton über, so stimmt sich das Gehör nach der 
Tonleiter dieses neuen Tones, den es nun eben so wie den vorhergehenden empfindet.” Kirnberger, Die 
Kunst, vol. 1, 105. Translation taken from Kirnberger, Strict Musical Composition, 123. 
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help define the properties of a musical system, all other constructs such as scales, chords 

and tonal centers exist in a secondary manner that is dependent upon human thought—

i.e., as imagined elements that the listener, performer and composer project onto reality to 

produce meaning. 

 The shift from a static perspective of strict composition to a dynamic one 

transforms the strict/free polarity into a mechanism for change in European music from 

the seventeenth century to at least the early twentieth century. For example, composers 

writing music with a strict conception of church music could gradually extend the grasp 

of free compositional elements. In order to maintain the bifurcation of music into the two 

separate strands, composers writing within the free conception of chamber and theater 

music could then devise new compositional elements to differentiate it from the strict 

especially when the latter became too similar. On the other hand, composers within the 

strict conception at times could feel the need to reform strict musical construction as a 

means of separating and making the voice of church music unique and pure within a 

specific cultural context. Within the Catholic Church, one could view the need for 

musical reform as an extension of cultural “purification” through the Council of Trent, 

Caecilian movement, and the chant reform of the monks of Solesmes. Even although 

technology, creative musical minds, philosophical, literary and political influences  

among other factors were certainly involved in changing music, the friction between the 

sacred and secular in determining appropriate music content for each provided a constant 

catalyst for change in a dynamic Western cultural context.  
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The simple model described and implemented in the the present study minimizes 

the considerable historic complexity found, however, in the compositional output 

between 1600 and 1900. For example, Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue and several 

of Beethoven’s late works such as the String Quartet No. 13, op. 130 foreshadow musical 

construction that is well in advance of contemporaries or perhaps even a unique cul-de-

sac. In short, strict/free theories provide a “history of music” that, on the one hand, likely 

shaped the construction of musical works and our understanding of their construction 

while, on the other hand, simplifying our reception of music history into an evolutionary 

one even when individual pieces do not fit the mold. Much detailed historical work 

would be needed to work out the complex interactions of musical development in sacred 

and secular contexts with respect to their related theoretical traditions. 

From the perspective of cross-cultural comparison, the question as to whether the 

process of a strict and free interplay between sacred and secular music is a mechanism 

found only in European-based cultures or a phenomenon found throughout the world 

remains unexplored. If the interaction between sacred and secular music is true only for 

European-derived cultures, then it would be among one of the most important forces in 

defining and shaping its musical construction. Although imagined sounds were prominent 

in music theory for over three hundred years, their importance has significantly 

diminished as a means for explaining present musical practice. Independent of the 

strict/free process and ultimately at the source of its creation, however, was the need to 

categorize acceptable musical elements for sacred and secular music. Thus, contemporary 

pieces written for church settings could still “purify” musical elements from secular 
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music or vice versa to distinguish one from the other even if imagined sounds are no 

longer present.  

 At the core of the present study is a critique of silence that ultimately poses one 

central question. Is silence to be understood as a single monolithic entity that stands in 

opposition to the multifarious combinations of sound into harmony or counterpoint; i.e., a 

medium of silence on which sound is painted? Or rather, should silence actually be 

understood as a multifaceted complex that includes implied tonal centers, ellipsed 

harmonies, dangling enharmonic paths, and unrealized dissonant preparations and 

resolutions dancing at the edge of consciousness with their sounding kindred? The 

mysterious nature of silence directly confronts scholars and listeners through imagined 

sounds and perhaps no more clearly than in the music of Anton Bruckner. 
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 In the following analysis of the first movement of Bruckner’s Eighth Symphony, 

the transformations derived from Sechter and Bruckner in Chapters 4 and 5 serve as the 

means by which I reduce the piece to its underlying harmonic skeleton. As contended in 

Chapter 5, Bruckner conceived of strict composition as four- and five-part harmonies 

connected by restrictive voice-leading in a chorale-type texture exemplified by the 

exercises found in the pedagogical sources of Sechter and Bruckner. To these strict 

models, the Sechter/Bruckner tradition conceived of the following transformational 

operations including non-chord tones, omission of chord tones, interfundamentals, 

chromaticism, modulation, and enharmonicism as the means by which a composer would 

develop a work to its final form.  

 The three levels of the analysis demonstrate the process by which strict/free 

elaborations move from the surface level to Bruckner’s strict background or harmonic 

skeleton. The lowest level of the analysis (on the bottom of the page) represents the 

surface level of the music with only unessential doubled voices being eliminated—all 

independent voices are preserved. The second level reduces out less essential non-chord 

tone elements and further doublings. As non-chord tones are eliminated, the deeper 

structural tone expands to include the surrendered time-span. More complex rhythms are 

then simplified to reflect the underlying rhythm found prior to the transformation of 

addition or distribution that created it. In the third and deepest level, all non-chord tones 

are removed while providing only the essential voice-leading and chord tones in a choral-

like texture. 
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 In addition to providing the harmonic skeleton of the piece at the strict level, the 

harmonic skeleton also provides a fundamental bass and Roman numeral analysis. All 

roots are marked with a capital letter while suppressed roots and interfundamentals are 

further marked by parentheses to indicate their literal absence. In a few instances, two or 

more fundamentals connected by a right slash are used to indicate that multiple readings 

of a single chord are possible, because either the incomplete nature of the chord or 

enharmonicism results in ambiguity.660 Prolonged fundamentals are represented in the 

analysis by sustaining a single line for its complete duration—most occurring as the 

result of a pedal tone in the bass. Fundamentals that indicate harmonic changes with 

respect to the prolonged fundamental are indicated over the held line at the point where 

the change occurs. 

Roman numeral analysis is necessary to demonstrate imaginary sound concepts 

such as implied keys, and tonic chords. The capital Roman numeral represents the scale-

degree of the fundamental with respect to the given key or keys whether or not the actual 

fundamental is present or has been suppressed.661 In addition, when several key areas 

overlap simultaneously due to harmonic region ambiguity, the most salient one is listed 

on top moving progressively to the weakest on the bottom. Furthermore, modulation 

clearly emerges through the changing harmonic regions found in the Roman numeral 

                                                 
660In a few instances, a capital P was used to indicate that a fundamental for a chord should be 

understood in a passing capacity only. See pages 265-6 for a discussion of a fundamental that may require 
such an interpretation. 
 661Sechter used capital Roman numerals I through VII to indicate the scale-degree of a 
fundamental with respect to a given key in his Die Gründsätze; however, Bruckner’s students demonstrated 
that he used an Arabic numeral with a period. Bruckner’s use of the Arabic numeral also occurred in his 
study exercises with Sechter—see A/Bruckner 199a. I have followed Sechter in using Roman numerals 
primarily because of their widespread usage for the contemporary music theory community.  
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analysis. The imagined sound resulting from absence of the tonic triad occurs whenever 

the tonic harmony does not appear for a particular harmonic region. 

  The use of chromaticism as a transformational element can be seen by examining 

the chords in the highest level with respect to the Roman numeral analysis for the given 

key. Sechter and Bruckner viewed chromatic chords as the result of a transformation of 

addition and/or omission to an underlying diatonic chord. Thus, if a pitch is found that 

exists outside of the prevailing key, then it is chromatic substitution for its diatonic 

counterpart. For chords that appear to be a Neapolitan, they are labeled with IV=bII to 

connect them with the underlying 4th scale-degree as Sechter demonstrated in Chapter 

4.662 Enharmonic transformations are marked in two manners during the course of the 

analysis. First, the chord receiving enharmonic treatment is spelled in two ways—the 

former reflecting the relationship to the previous music material and the latter the ensuing 

harmonic region. As a result, a new fundamental occurs. Secondly, the enharmonic chord 

is further marked by the abbreviation ET to clearly identify these occurrences.  

 Interfundamentals are marked in parentheses between progressions that have 

fundamental bass motion by an upward or downward second and further labeled IF. 

Roman numerals are employed for interfundamentals with parentheses again to indicate 

their literal absence from the score. The related concept of the harmonic ellipsis is 

marked with the symbol HE. On the one hand, they follow a similar format to 

interfundamentals in that they provide an imaginary fundamental in parentheses with a 

related Roman numeral; however, a complete chord or harmonic function has been 

                                                 
662See Example 136 on page 173. 
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omitted from the score. The necessary chord needed to see the expected resolution is 

provided in brackets with plausible voice leading.  

 All non-chord tone elements are systematically removed by the highest level of 

the analysis to reveal the essential voice-leading and chord elements of the harmonic 

background. Each instance of a non-chord tone in the first two levels has one of the 

following identifications: N for neighbor note (zuruckschreitend Durchgang), P for 

passing tone (fortschreitend Durchgang), S for suspension (Vorhalt), E for escape tone 

(Ueberschlage), ANT for anticipation (Nachschlage and Vorausnahme), and APP for 

appoggiatura (Vorschlage). Sechter’s methodology for identifying what the modern 

theoretical community refers to as accented passing tones and neighbor tones is 

ambiguous since he referred to them as irregular passing and neighbor tones in one 

instance but as appoggiaturas in another. I follow contemporary usage and refer to all 

passing and neighbor tones as P and N whether they are accented or unaccented. These 

sigla are summarized below in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Description of sigla used in the first movement 
(x)   parentheses indicate the literal absence of the fundamental pitch from the chord 
x/y   slash indicates that two or more fundamental readings are possible for chord 
____   extended line from fundamental indicates prolonged chord; changes in chord  

  fundamental with repect to prolonged fundamental occur over the line  
IV=bII   Sechter/Bruckner interpretation of the Neapolitan as an altered IV chord 
ET   Enharmonic transformation 
IF   Interfundamental 
SR   Suppressed root 
HE   Harmonic ellipsis 
P    Passing tone (fortschreitend Durchgang) 
N    Neighbor note (zuruckschreitend Durchgang) 
S    Suspension (Vorhalt) 
E    Escape tone (Ueberschlage)  
ANT    Anticipation (Nachschlage and Vorausnahme) 
APP    Appoggiatura (Vorschlage) 
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